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Introductory

For about 375 years after the death of Pliny the Younger, which

probably occurred a.d. 113, his Epistulae were circulated in two

corpuses, one containing the nine books of the Letters to His Friends and

the other containing in a single book the correspondence between him

and the Emperor Trajan.

In a prefatory letter introducing Book i of the Letters to His Friends

Pliny says that he has put together for publication some of his letters

that had been written with especial care, and that if this venture meets

with favor from the public he will look up some that have been omitted

and publish them along with others that he may write from time to

time. This introduction leads us to think it probable that the first

publication of his epistles contained only a part of the nine books of

these Letters and that other portions of the collection, as we now have

it, followed at intervals. This inference receives some support from his

statement in ix.19 that his correspondent Ruso had seen the letter that

is published as vi.10 and wished to discuss a statement made in it.

When these Letters first come to our knowledge, however, the nine

books are together in one corpus.

Since this collection contains no letters that were written after

108 or 109, and since Pliny was not burdened with administrative

duties in the years 108-110 and was awaiting assignment as governor

of a province, it seems not unreasonable to assume that if these letters

had been published in units of one or more books at a time, he may
have brought them together and published them as a collection about

109 or 110. Since he did not include in this corpus any of the first

fourteen letters of Book x, in spite of the fact that Trajan's name and

evident personal friendship for him would have added luster to the

collection, we may perhaps also infer that at the time of this publication

Pliny already had in mind the idea of publishing his correspondence

with the emperor as a separate work and was reserving these letters

for inclusion in it.

Pliny was governor of Bithynia and Pontus probably in a.d. 111-113,

somewhat less than three years. 1 In the 52nd letter and again in the

1
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102nd letter of the correspondence with the emperor, Pliny informs

Trajan that the soldiers and civilians in the province had joined him

in offering thanks to the gods on the anniversary of the emperor's

accession to the headship of the state and had prayed for his preserva-

tion and continued success. These religious observances were on the

dies imperi of Trajan, January 27, 112 and 113. It may be regarded

as certain that similar sollemnia would have been observed on this

anniversary in 114 and reported in another letter if Pliny had remained

as governor until that date. There are no letters of governor or

emperor in the collection that have in view the termination of Pliny's

unusually personal representation of the emperor in the province or

the arrival of a successor. This, combined with the fact that no trace

of Pliny is found anywhere after this time, makes it highly probable

that he died in service in the province before January 27, 114, and

leads to the further conclusion that his correspondence with Trajan

was published by someone else after Pliny's death. The manuscript

may have been found among his papers, ready for publication up to the

point where it breaks off, but awaiting additions that were never made
because death cut short his administration and the correspondence.

Pliny can hardly have planned to have the collection close as we have

it at present.

These two works, the nine-book collection of the Letters to His Friends

and the one-book volume of the correspondence with the emperor,

were preserved separately until near the end of the fifth century.

We have no evidence that anyone ever saw the nine-book corpus in

that interval, and during the same period the only person that gives

any evidence of having seen the other is Tertullian, about a.d. 200.

Directly or indirectly, he knew the contents of x.96 and 97, in which

the problem presented by the presence of the Christians in Pliny's

province is discussed. It is probable on the whole, therefore, that the

letters of Pliny were not much read in the late second, the third, and the

fourth centuries, and that the making of manuscripts of them was

infrequent or that it ceased entirely in these centuries.

In the fifth century we find Apollinaris Sidonius (c. 430-480),

toward the end of his life an enthusiastic admirer and imitator of

Pliny, intimately acquainted with the Panegyric and the nine books of

the Letters to His Friends', but without any knowledge of the correspond-

ence with Trajan.

Sidonius was thoroughly trained in his youth in the schools of

southern Gaul, in which a wide range of literature was studied,

chiefly from the rhetorical standpoint. His family belonged to the
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nobility, both his grandfather and his father having been prefect! of

Gaul. In his early manhood he gave himself to the writing of poetry

but did not give up entirely an ambition for political power. His

father-in-law, Avitus, was emperor at Rome for a brief time (455-456).

Sidonius gained great reputation by the poetic panegyric which he

delivered when Avitus assumed the consulship at Rome, January 1, 456.

After the defeat of Avitus, Sidonius continued in favor at times with

others who reached the principate and welcomed the support of his

pen. He delivered a poetic panegyric when Maiorianus assumed the

consulship, January 1, 458. Again, on January 1, 468, he honored

Anthemius by a similar tribute, winning such favor that he was at once

appointed Praefectus Urbi at Rome for that year. At the end of his

year as Praefectus Urbi, apparently discouraged by the rough state of

turmoil of the time, he renounced political life for service in the church.

His great reputation and his connections gained him a bishopric at

once, in spite of his total lack of training for that office. It may be

noted that Avitus also was made a bishop at once when he gave up the

throne, thirteen years before this. Sidonius was assigned to the see of

Clermont, whose territory included his home of many years at Au-

vergne. From 469 until his death in about 480 he did excellent and

courageous service for his people here as the pressure of the Goths

in that portion of the empire continually increased.

At the beginning of his bishopric he gave up the writing of poetry.

His poetry had been steeped in pagan mythology rather than in

Christian lore and imagery. Induced evidently by his enthusiasm for

Pliny's Letters, he began in 469 to collect and revise his own letters for

publication. These Letters constituted his main contribution to

literature from that time until his death. He repeatedly lets it be

known that he is modeling his work on that of Pliny. As in Pliny, each

of his letters as published is practically confined to one subject. In

vocabulary and phrasing, these letters of Sidonius show many reminis-

cences of Pliny. Many of these Plinian touches may have been added

as the letters were reworked for publication. Geisler's list of parallels

in Sidonius to earlier writers 2 notes 337 echoes of Plinian diction and

ideas, drawn almost evenly from each of the nine books of the Letters

to His Friends, but the list contains not one such parallel with the

language of the correspondence with Trajan, which Sidonius clearly

did not know. Geisler lists ten possible reminiscences of Pliny in the

carmina of Sidonius. This is a very small number, and in none of them
is the parallelism close. In most of them Sidonius seems to be echoing

Horace or Ovid or Persius or Statius, all of whom influenced him at
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this period of his life, rather than to be borrowing from Pliny. This

suggests that Sidonius may have picked up his nine-book manuscript

of Pliny's Letters in Italy late in his life and that he did not know them

in his earlier years in Gaul. His late enthusiasm for them and his high

standing in literary, political, and ecclesiastical circles were certain

to stimulate interest in Pliny as his own Letters were published.

The commercial reproduction of the Epistulae of Pliny was almost

certainly given up early in the second century, not to be revived until

many centuries later. There is no evidence that they were ever again

in demand in the market before the Renaissance. Even in Pliny's

lifetime they did not rank with his orations in the book mart nor in

the author's esteem. Pliny nowhere seems to think of his Epistulae

as literary productions, or to look to them for recognition as an author

during his lifetime or for fame in the future. His hope for this was in

his orations, although he was tempted at times, without however

seriously yielding to the temptation, to venture into poetry or history.

Epp. ix.ll has been thought by some to show that his Epistulae were

on sale in Lugdunum about 108 or 109, but libellos in this passage, as

again in iv.26, has no reference to Epistulae. In vii.2 Pliny himself

sets up a contrast between epistulae and his scripta
i
for which his cor-

respondent Iustus had asked.

Most of the existing copies would gradually disappear after com-

mercial publication of the Epistulae ceased. Their preservation to the

later world depended on the chance preservation of a copy or a few

copies that might rest undisturbed in libraries until some Sidonius

stumbled upon one of them, found it interesting, and brought it to the

attention of others. This would lead to the making of copies that

would get distributed more or less widely, and they would thus once

more enter the stream of current intellectual life. How many precious

works of antiquity failed to come to the notice of an understanding and

appreciative discoverer before the loss of the last copy that had been

thus laid away!

Of the nine-book corpus of the Letters to His Friends , each of two

copies, both apparently in Italy, left a descendant before suffering

destruction. From these two copies are derived all the manuscripts

of the first nine books of the Letters which either now exist or have

left traces of their past existence in descendants known to us. One of

these two, which I shall refer to as W, became the immediate or the

remote mother of what we now call the eight-book and the nine-book

families of the manuscripts of the Letters to His Friends; the other became

the immediate or the remote mother of the nine-book manuscript of
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these Letters which \v;is incorporated with a manuscript of the corre-

spondence \\ ith Trajan by a late fifth-century editor, probably in Italy,

to form the mother manuscript, Z, of the ten-book family of the manu-

scripts of the Letters.

The studies of Keil on the sources available for the constitution of

the text of the Letters are fundamental. These were published in

1853, 1865, 1866, and 1870. Good scholars, some of them keen

critics, had worked at the problem of the text at times for centuries

before he began its study. Especially in Italy, in the fifteenth century

and the early years of the sixteenth, these critical efforts engaged the

interest of many excellent scholars. But their results, although valuable

in some respects, serve on the whole to make the problem more complex

and difficult for the modern critic. The effort to perfect the text of

the Letters continued to interest at intervals some of the best scholars

between 1518 and 1853, but they brought the problem no nearer

solution. The best text developed through these unscientific efforts

before the editions of Keil is found in the edition of Cortius and

Longolius in Amsterdam in 1734. This is due to the fact that these

editors had at hand the largest collection of manuscripts and collations

ever brought together before the editions of Keil and Merrill. It

included readings from M and B, important manuscripts that had

not been carefully studied before. All the critics and editors before

Keil were baffled by insufficient command of the manuscript evidence,

and even more by their inability to evaluate scientifically the sources

which they had.

The methods of text criticism had been reduced to a rudimentary

science by Keil's time, and this enabled him to bring order into the

study of the text of the Letters. He was the first to discover that all

the manuscripts that have been preserved to our time descend from

three originals and therefore fall into three families. This is the greatest

contribution ever made to the study of the text. These families he

called the nine-book, the eight-book, and the ten-book families,

names which still serve well enough in spite of some inaccuracy in the

name of the second family.

Since Keil's day several other manuscripts of portions of the Letters

have been found and identified, and their places in Keil's three

families determined by Merrill, Miss Johnson, and Rand. Merrill has

also made available in his edition of 1 922 the readings of most of the

important manuscripts. His contribution to the study of the problems

of the text are of prime importance, second only to that of Keil. The
discovery of what is now called the Morgan Fragment and the searching
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study of it by Lowe and Rand in 1922 have helped to clarify the course

of development of the modern text. The student of the text of the

Letters today has at his service more and better fundamental information

and expert guidance than was ever available before.

In an article in TAPA, 55 (1924), 62-72, the present writer made
the claim that the nine-book and the eight-book families of Keil

derive from a common parent. This statement presents the funda-

mental thesis of the present study, in which the evidence of the manu-
scripts in many disputed readings is newly evaluated under rules of

interpretation that necessarily follow if a common origin for the

nine-book and the eight-book families is accepted.

One of the best evidences of a common ancestor for two manuscripts

is the omission in both of them of identical portions of the text. The
omission of iv.26 and of all the text after v. 6 in both B and F shows

them to have descended from a common ancestor in which these losses

had already occurred. The omission of epistles 8, 12, 23, and 24 of

Book i in any manuscript identifies it at once as descending from the

common ancestor of the eight-book manuscripts. Frequent instances

of the omission of an identical word or group of words of the correct

text is sufficient to prove a common ancestor for the manuscripts in

which the identical omissions occur. The following five identical

omissions in one book of the Letters first suggested to me that X and Y
had a common ancestor:

iv.5.4 (94.18) 3 quo sit excusatius quod ipsum librum non tamen ultra

causae amplitudinem extendimus Z om. XY

iv.7.7 (96.2) risum magis possit exprimere quam gemitum Z
om. XY

iv.10.3 (100.11) neque enim minus apud nos honestas quam apud alios

necessitas valet Z om. XY

iv.12.5 (103.9) ut ego statim feci Z om. XY

iv. 15.11 (107.27) quia votis suis amor plerumque praecurrit Z
om. XY.

All modern editors 4 accept from the Z tradition the added part

of the text in the first four of the above readings. The identical

omission of exactly the same words in X and Y in each of these four

cases, without similar words or endings to induce the omissions and

to limit their extent, can not be plausibly explained except on the

assumption that X and Y are from the same ancestor, in which these

omissions had already been made. The added text in the fifth reading
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cited above is accepted by all modern editors except Kcil. For critics

who accept as original the words omitted in both X and Y in this

reading, they are added proof tli.it X and Y are from the same parent

manuscript, in which the omission had already been made.

As stated above, my first consaction that X and Y arc merely two

branches of a single tradition was based on their identical omissions

in these five cases. Further study of the character of the Z tradition,

however, has convinced me that the added words in each of these five

readings are editorial additions in the ten-book tradition and do not

belong in the original text of the Letters} If I am right in this, these

common omissions are not omissions at all; they illustrate the relia-

bility of the united testimony of X and Y to the text and fit in per-

fectly with the assumption of a common origin for X and Y, but do

not prove it. That can be proved only by errors and peculiarities

that are traceable to a common ancestor. To establish the common
origin of the X and Y families it will now be necessary to examine

other readings in which X and Y have an identical incorrect reading.

The three following apparent omissions deserve consideration:

ii.17.17 (57.3) cryptoporticum xystus violis odoratus; teporem solis injusi

repercussu cryptoporticus Z om. XY
ii.19.5. (60.18) cum labore etiam cum labore Z om. XY
iv.12.3 (103.4) quaestio sed tamen quaestio Z om. XY

The words omitted by X and Y clearly belong in the text. The fact

that all three omissions are due to jumps made from a word to the

same word further along makes the error in each case an easy one.

In any one case the assumption that thejump was independently made
by two different scribes need not be felt to be inherently impossible,

but that such an identical jump should be made in three different

cases by two scribes copying the same text independently is highly

improbable. No such list could be made of identical jumps by scribes

of X and Z or of Y and Z. I doubt whether a parallel could be found

in the work of independent scribes in any author in an equal amount
of text. It seems necessary to assume that the three omissions go back

to a common ancestor in the history of the X and the Y traditions in

which the loss had already occurred.

The omission of single words, especially of short ones, occurs occa-

sionally in the work of scribes, but if two scribes agree frequently in

the omission of identical words at the same point in the text, the

omission must be assumed to go back to a common ancestor which

did not have the omitted words.
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The X and the Y families agree in omitting many single words that

are found in the Z sources, but in practically all these cases the

consensus of critics has been gradually recognizing that these words do
not belong in the original text but have been contributed by editors in

the Z tradition. For example, in the ten-book manuscripts an editor

has frequently completed the construction for Pliny by adding con-

nectives such as et or -que or ut, pronominal forms such as hie or suus

or meus, prepositions such as a or ex, and various forms of sum. The
fact that X and Y agree in not having these words that Pliny did not

place in the text but which have been supplied editorially in the

ten-book manuscripts furnishes evidence of the high percentage of

validity for readings which are attested by both X and Y, and is

consistent with, but does not prove, the assumption that X and Y are

from a common source. For editors who accept many of these "im-

provements" into the text, however, they do prove that X and Y have

a common source. This is also true of the following three readings:

v.6.40 (130.23) fistulis om. XY add. Z

iv.7.2 (95.12) librum om. XY add. Z

iv.ll. 9 (101.18) cubiculum om. XY add. Z

The first of these is accepted into the text by all modern editors,

the second and third by all except Keil and Schuster. For those who
accept them, their omission in both X and Y practically proves a

common origin for X and Y; but I think that all three words were

supplied editorially in the ten-book tradition, probably by the original

editor of the first manuscript of the tradition. If I am right in this,

their omission in X and Y is but another proof of the faithful witness

to the text found in W, their original source.

Another suggestion of the common source of X and Y is found in the

form of the names of the addressees in the Letters} The parent manu-

script, Z, of the ten-book family evidently gave both the nomen
and the cognomen of the persons addressed in the Letters where the

editor had been able to determine them. The nine-book and the

eight-book manuscripts regularly give one name only, sometimes the

nomen, sometimes the cognomen; but whichever is used, they uni-

formly have the same. Their practice in this represents the usage

which we should expect of Pliny himself in the original correspondence

and in his own publication of the Letters. In the 212 letters in which

we have readings of both the X and the Y traditions, the only exception

to the broad general statement as to the agreement of X and Y in the

superscriptions that can not readily be seen to be the result of scribal
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error is in the superscription of v. 10, where Y preserve! ih<- reading oi

W in using Tranquillus, while some scribe of the X tradition has

consciously or unconsciously substituted the nomen Suetonius of this

well-known correspondent. In all the other letters addressed to

Suetonius both X and Y have only the superscription Tranquillus.

The final and crucial test of the hypothesis that X and Y are derived

from the same text, W, of the Letters comes when the evaluation of the

manuscript evidence which this hypothesis makes necessary is applied

to the variant readings throughout the Letters. If the application of

this necessary rule for evaluating the manuscript evidence gives correct

readings, conviction that it is correct must grow as we proceed, and

the hypothesis must be accepted.

It will be easier, I hope, for readers to keep their bearings through

the tedious details that must follow in the next chapter if a preliminary

statement of this necessary rule is given here. It was stated in TAPA 55

(1924) 69-71, and will be restated at the close of the next chapter.

If X and Y are independent derivatives from W, and Z is inde-

pendent of both X and Y, (1) where X and Z agree and Y differs

from them, X must be assumed to have preserved the text of W, and

there is thus no real manuscript evidence for the reading of Y; the

reading preserved in both X and Z carries the only ultimate manu-

script authority for the text; and (2) likewise, where Y and Z agree

and X differs from them, the concurrent reading of Y and Z carries

the only ultimate manuscript authority for the text.

The first of these two rules for evaluating the manuscript readings

at any point has been observed from the time of Keil's studies in 1865,

1866, and 1870, resulting in great improvement of the text of the

Letters. The second has never been applied in the determination of

the text, although it has generally been recognized that the agreement

of Y and Z against X brought the reading of X into some doubt and

required careful consideration. {See Keil, 1870, Praefatio XXVII.)
The full acceptance of the rule is decisive for the text in hundreds of

places.

Since the publication of Keil's text, additional manuscript evidence

has been made available, but a faulty interpretation of this evidence,

based upon Otto's unscientific article 7 in Hermes (1886), carried the

editors Muller (1903), Kukula (1908), and Merrill (1922) progres-

sively farther astray, introducing about 400 unjustified changes into

the text of Keil. Throughout this period good scholars have published

careful studies of a total of hundreds of readings of the Letters. By the

methods of logical criticism, applied with constantly improved tests
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for checking their results, such as a knowledge of Pliny's clausulae and

new studies of idiosyncrasies of his style, many of the errors of the

editors already mentioned have been convincingly corrected. So

many of these now generally accepted corrections are verified by the

application of our rule 2 as to give strong proof of its correctness. This

in turn gives support to, amounting practically to proof of, the hypoth-

esis upon which the rule is founded, namely that X and Y are merely

two branches of one tradition, W. The further application of our rule

as a test of the results of scholarly studies of individual readings will

be found in the discussions of these readings later.

The relation of the sources of the text of the first nine books of the

Letters implied in what has been said may be illustrated by the accom-

panying figure, in which W and Z are parallel descendants of Pliny's

own corpus, and X, Y, and Z are, respectively, the sources of the

nine-book, the eight-book, and the ten-book families of our extant

manuscripts.

X
w

Original nine-book corpus
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Evaluating the Sources of the Text

When a critic finds variant readings in early sources for the text,

he must try to select or construct the original text on the evidence

of these variants. His first effort should be to determine the general

credibility of each of the various sources. From what he can learn

of the history of any one of the sources he can form a judgment as to

the chance the scribe or editor of that source had to have access to

the original text. From the general character of the whole text of the

source he can form a judgment as to whether the text as a whole in

that source has been subjected to editorial activity, and as to the

character, purpose, and quality of any editing the text has received.

These two judgments on each of the sources must underlie his con-

sideration of the variants offered for each individual reading.

The important sources for the text of these Letters have been re-

peatedly described for scholars in the six modern editions referred to

in the previous chapter, and in special articles to which reference will

be made. The purpose of the observations offered here on the various

individual sources is to assist in the proper evaluation of each as witness

to the original text. Careless and unscientific evaluation of the in-

dividual sources for the text of these Letters has caused most of the

differences in the text of modern editions. In the evaluation of the

various eight-book sources and of the Aldine edition not enough

attention has been given to the history of the text.

The Readings of W
The first effort of a student of the text of the Letters to His Friends

must in every case be to determine the reading of the ancient sources W
and Z. By W is meant the nine-book manuscript from which were

derived manuscripts X and Y; by Z in the first nine books of the

Letters is meant the first nine books of the mother manuscript of the

ten-book family, which its editor made from a nine-book manuscript.

To find the reading of W the first step is to determine the reading

of X, Y, and Z. By X is meant the descendant ofW that became the

11
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source of all the manuscripts of our nine-book family. 8 By Y is meant

the descendant of W that became the source of all the manuscripts

of our eight-book family.

If the readings of X and Y agree, they give the reading of W.
If X and Y disagree, and if one of them agrees with Z, the common
reading of X and Z or of Y and Z is the reading of W, and the other

reading, which in this case will be from scribal error or from emenda-

tion, has no authority whatever as a representative of W. The applica-

tion of these two rules of interpretation leads in most cases to the

reading of W. If the readings of X, Y, and Z are all different, a

knowledge of the errors frequently made by scribes and the application

of the tests and methods found most reliable in logical criticism often

make us fairly certain of the original reading. In a few readings we
are unable to reconstruct the text of W with assurance. In these cases

critics are forced to do the best they can on logical grounds, but their

results must always be regarded as tentative.

The Readings of X

Through the labors of Keil and of succeeding scholars the manu-
scripts which belong to what he has called the nine-book family have

been definitely determined. That they have a common ancestor,

our X, is shown by their agreement in readings, correct and erroneous.

They are the following:

Codex Mediceus plut. XLVII no. 36, containing i.l-ix.26.8 (M)

Codex Vaticanus latinus 3864, containing Books i-iv (V)

Codex Leidensis Vossianus lat. 98,
9 containing i.l and 2 (L)

Codex Monacensis 14641 * containing i.6 and vi.10 (Monac.)

Codex Harleianus 2497, containing Books i-ix, with certain omissions

(Harl.)

Codex Pragensis XIV. A. 12, containing Books i-ix, with certain

omissions (Prag.)

I have not seen Monac. nor L. Keil (1870) gives the readings of

Monac, and Merrill (1922) gives the readings of both Monac. and L.

These readings show clearly that these manuscripts belong to the nine-

book tradition. Keil places Monac. in the ninth century, M and V
in the ninth or tenth century. He seems to have thought Monac. prob-

ably earlier than M or V. One reading in L (see p. 260 N27), which

DeVries assigns to the tenth century, suggests that it goes back for its

text to a source earlier than the parent of M and V. This is the only
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reading within tin- narrow limits of the text of these two manuscripts

that gives any help on the text that we did not already have in M
and V. Their other readings, however, being independent of M and

V but agreeing with them, add to our confidence in the trustworthiness

of M and V.

Keil saw that Prag. goes back to M for its readings, and Merrill, who
discovered Harl. in the British Museum, saw that it was clearly related

to Prag. Both Harl. and Prag. have a common source in a manuscript

that was directly or indirectly derived from M. Identical little

rhetorical improvements in the text of M, such as the addition of enim,

autem, tamen, et, -que, the change from a demonstrative to a relative,

such as in qua for in hac, or the insertion of forms of esse, are found in

both Harl. and Prag. All the longer and shorter omissions of M are

reproduced in both Harl. and Prag., except that where a long omission

of M begins or ends within a letter, the partially preserved letter has

been completed in Prag. from k (Parisinus 8622) or a k-type eight-book

manuscript. The parts of lacunae of M which are thus supplied in

Prag. from a k-source are i. 16. 1-9, iii.1.12, iii.3.1-5, and hi. 9. 1-28.

Other entirely omitted letters in these same lacunae of M V Harl.

were not added by the scribe of Prag., although they must have been

available to him in his eight-book source. Fifty-seven of the 247 letters

of the first nine books are omitted from both Harl. and Prag. The
order of the letters included in the two manuscripts shows many
identical variations from the usual order. For example, Book viii in

each of these manuscripts, their last book, contains the following letters

in this order: viii 4, 5, 9, 10, 8; vi 29; viii 6, 14, 18, 20, 23, 24; ix 12,

13; vii 28; ix 22, 19, 23. The text of Harl. and Prag. gives us no help

in arriving at the original text since both are derived directly or

indirectly from M, which we have.

For the readings of X we must therefore depend on Manuscripts V
and M in Books i-iv, and on M alone in the later books. This carries

our witness for the readings of X back only to the parent of M and V.

A check on the readings of M with those of V in the first four books

shows that the scribe ofM fell somewhat short of perfection as a copyist.

This makes our evidence for the readings of X in Books v-ix a little

less certain than in Books i-iv, but on the whole it is still good even

there.

It should perhaps be noted that the parent of M and V was written

in minuscules. In fact, all of our manuscripts in all three families,

except the Morgan Fragment in the ten-book family, are copies of

minuscule manuscripts. The evidence for this is of the same general
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nature for all the manuscripts but varies in details for each of them.

Many errors are found in manuscripts that can be explained only as

due to misreading of the parent manuscript by the copyist. When
these misreadings are due to the confusion of letters that are similar

in minuscule script but are much unlike in capital writing, or when
they are due to the misinterpretation of signs or abbreviations that are

employed only in minuscule script, we may feel sure that the scribe

was copying from a minuscule parent. This may be illustrated by

listing a few of the errors in M and V that point to a parent in minus-

cules. The confusion of the letters s and /, which in minuscules have

forms that are much alike, is seen in adfectabat MV for adsectabar,

sorte M for forte, opes Mae M for opes filiae. lideliter M for

Jideliter and facta M for iacta show/ read as /or as tall i. M and

V do not themselves use tall i, but that it was common in their parent

is shown by conlectura V for coniectura, malorum V for maiorum,

Velento MV for Veiento, and by facta M for iacta. In mavisi

aureus M for mavis Laurens and opes Mae M for opes filiae

the scribe of M has taken / for tall i where tall i would not have been

used by the scribe of his parent manuscript. Minuscule c is confused

with e or i in eumque M for cumque, computes MV for aeuum

putes, incuria MV for iniuria. In the manuscript from which

aevum putes was misread it had been written euuputes. Small p with a

horizontal bar through its stem was used in some scriptoria for the

syllable per or par or pir or por. This sign has sometimes been wrongly

expanded in M and V, as in suos spiratosque M for suos paratosque.

An apostrophe placed after a letter to represent the syllable re, ra,

or ro is sometimes wrongly expanded, sometimes lost, as in occurre M
and posteriobus M for occurrere and posterioribus. These errors,

along with many others, lead to the conclusion that the parent of M
and V was a minuscule manuscript. When the error is found in both

M and V, it has to be assumed that it stood already in the parent

manuscript, and that the parent manuscript had therefore itself been

copied from a minuscule manuscript.

Scholars have usually assigned a slightly earlier date to V than to M.
The difference in date of M and V is not great enough to have any

importance in this study. They are independent of each other, which

is important. We can therefore use them as independent witnesses in

seeking for the reading of X, which is the only use we have for them.

That they were copied from the same manuscript seems certain.

Scribal errors are found in each of them. M is somewhat more reliable

than the uncorrected V. As to corrections in V, a word of caution is
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necessary. Merrill report! many Correction! in V as by second hand.

No attention should be paid to these correction! in seeking the reading

of the parent of V. To the student of the text the only use of V is to

help him in finding the reading of X. A correction made by a scholar

five hundred year! after V was written give! no help in this, and it may
even confuse us if we stop to consider it while seeking the reading of

the parent of V.

The style of writing in M and V is so different that they should

probably be assigned to different scriptoria. The strokes of the letters

in V are more perpendicular, made with a large element of the

finger movement, and the letters are crowded closely together. The
letters of M are more flowing, made more with the swing of the arm
movement and are not crowded so closely together. M uses many
digraphs, V very few. Separation of the letters of the scriptura continua

of the parent manuscript into word groups is much more complete in M
than in V. There are many differences in the form of individual letters,

as, for example, in the form of the letter g. Open a is regular in both

manuscripts after the letter t but is much more frequent after other

letters in M than in V. The forms of a that are similar to our lower-

case printed a are distinctly different in the two manuscripts. Neither

has minuscule s in the form derived from a mere reduction of the size

of capital S. Punctuation is very different in the two manuscripts.

Both use a dot near the top of the first space for the full stop. V gives

a full space to this dot and leaves an additional space before the next

word, which regularly begins with a capital letter; M uses less than a

full space for the dot and leaves no additional space before the next

word, which rarely begins with a capital. For the intermediate stop,

our semicolon, V has a dot about halfway up in the first space and

leaves no additional space before the next word, which is regularly

begun with a small letter; for this stop M has our semicolon sign but

marks this stop far less frequently than V does. All these points and

many others can be observed in Chatelain, Paleographie des classiques

latins, plates cxliv and cxlv. Some observations on the attitude of

the scribes of M and V toward their parent manuscript are given in

my article in CJ, 22 (1926-1927), 405-417.

Rand, 1922.45, enlarging upon an observation of Ullman in Phil.

Quart., 1 (1922), 17 f., is probably correct in thinking that at the begin-

ning of the ninth century, and probably earlier, the only existing source

of our nine-book manuscripts was in northern France or southern

Germany. A manuscript that carried the nine-book text seems to

have arrived there from northern Italy, not through southern Gaul.
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I would infer this from the fact that in the inscriptions of the books of

the Letters in the nine-book family the cognomen Caecilius appears

in Pliny's name. This is characteristic of the nine-book family, and

any manuscript that has Caecilius in Pliny's name may at once be

known to have been in contact with a manuscript of the nine-book

family, directly or indirectly. The cognomen Caecilius is found in no

uncontaminated manuscript of the eight-book family, in no manuscript

of the ten-book family, nor even in any manuscript of the Panegyric.

Pliny does not use Caecilius in his own name anywhere in his Epistulae,

nor does Trajan use it in addressing him in any letter of Book x.

Neither Apollinaris Sidonius nor any other ancient writer uses Caecilius

in Pliny's name. He was known to the public of his own day and of

later days as C. Plinius Secundus, not as C. Plinius Caecilius Secundus.

It cannot be thought that he himself used his full legal name in pub-

lishing the original nine-book edition of the Letters. It would have

robbed the collection of the informality which he was so careful in

many ways to maintain in it. It was therefore not found in X, the

earliest individual source of the nine-book family, but was added

editorially in some intermediate source of this family in northern

Italy, probably in Milan, from the inscriptions of Pliny found in that

region in which his full legal name is used. This manuscript, with its

fuller form of the name, seems to have passed into France or Germany
without leaving in the valley of the Po a descendant that has survived.

The Readings of Y

Many manuscripts of the so-called eight-book family have been

preserved. Miss Johnson 10
lists 72, of which 59 are complete, the

others partial.

That these numerous manuscripts descend from a common ancestor,

our Y, is certain. All of them omit letters 8, 12, 23, and 24 of Book i,

or give these four letters in text that is copied from manuscript F.

All of them that are complete have an identical disarrangement of

the order of the letters of Books v and ix. The letters of Book v are

found in this order: 1-8, 21, 15, 10-14, 9. Of the 40 letters of Book ix,

the sixteenth is missing from all, and the others appear in the following

order in all: 1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 12, 17, 21, 24, 25, 30-32, 3-5, 8, 10, 11, 13-15,

18-20, 22, 23, 26-29, 33-40. 11 Much additional proof of the unity

of the group is available but need not be stated. It would consist of

identical omissions and identical misreadings found in all, and of occa-

sional correct readings that are preserved in this family alone. Some of

these will be pointed out later in the discussion of individual readings.
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No extant eight-book manuscript that is complete was written before

the fifteenth century. At the beginning of that century one or more

manuscripts from which they all were derived were lying unobserved

in the recesses of Italian libraries.

Manuscript V, of the nine-book family, was also probably in

Italy at this time. The few folios of Pliny text in it formed an in-

conspicuous part of a composite codex devoted mainly to a complete

text of Caesar's Bellum Gallicum and were entirely overlooked in the

first half of the fifteenth century. All the manuscripts of the Letters

that were in actual use in Italy at that time were derived from a

manuscript, our F, of the ten-book family in the library of St. Mark's

in Florence. It contained only the one hundred letters of Books i-v.6,

epistle iv.26 being omitted. These letters interested scholars for their

content, and especially as models of prose style, and this manuscript

was reproduced in many copies. Miss Johnson lists thirty-one such

descendants of F now in modern libraries. To Italian scholars in the

early years of the fifteenth century, "Pliny's Letters" meant merely

these one hundred letters of Manuscript F, and they were widely known.

A manuscript of the eight-book class had long been lying in the

Capitular Library of St. Mark's in Verona unobserved. This manu-
script will be referred to in this study as 6, or as Verona. When Guarino

Veronensis was shown this manuscript on his removal from Venice

to Verona in the spring of 1419, 12 he at once recognized that it con-

tained "about 124," actually 118, letters not found in the current

hundred-letter manuscripts.

In the same library was found the Brevis adnotatio de duobus Pliniis

of Ioannes Mansionarius, written about 1320 and based upon 8. The
mansionarius, through a wrong interpretation of the words Veronensibus

nostris, vi.34.1, set up the claim that Pliny had been a citizen of Verona.

In the Verona manuscript itself Pliny was styled Novocomensis in the

inscriptions of the various books of the Letters. This is shown by the

use of Novocomensis in Dmlhk, which are the nearest of the known eight-

book manuscripts to the Verona manuscript * itself. Probably not

quite in the detached and impartial spirit of a scholar, Guarino, born

* Ratherius was made bishop of Verona in 932 but was driven out in his second

year. After spending some time in exile in Comum, Pliny's native town (where

Pliny was never forgotten), Ratherius returned to his bishopric in Verona in 946,

and later in one of his books quoted from Pliny. The fact that in the Verona

manuscript Novocomensis appears in the name of Pliny may possibly be explained

by the assumption that Ratherius acquired the manuscript in Comum and himself

brought it to Verona on his return.
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and reared in Verona and just now returning to make it his home, fell

in with the claim of the mansionarius that Pliny was a Veronese. The
many years through which Guarino maintained his place in the affec-

tions of the people of Verona refute the suggestion that he surrepti-

tiously removed the manuscript from the library of St. Mark's and

passed it around among scholars as his own (Merrill, 1910.182).

The manuscripts that went out from the circle of Verona scholars either

follow the mansionarius in adding to Pliny's name both Novocomensis

and Veronensis or patriotically drop Novocomensis and keep only Veronen-

sis. Veronensis in the name of Pliny thus became a mark of what has

been called the Guarinian recension (MSS noux/?) of the Letters.

The text of the Verona manuscript got into circulation in three

forms. Two, or at most three, copies made directly from it became, in

emended or unemended form, the ancestors of others. No direct

copy of this manuscript as a whole is known to be extant now. Scholars

who already possessed a hundred-letter manuscript in many cases

merely added the additional letters of Verona to their former manuscript.

Miss Johnson lists thirteen copies of such manuscripts still extant.

Manuscript n, which will be commented upon below, was made in

this way. Yet other scholars, starting with the newly found manu-
script, corrected and supplemented the text of the first one hundred

letters in it by comparing it with that of a one-hundred-letter text and

then completed their copy of the Letters from Verona.

From one copy of Verona was made Codex Dresdensis D 166, our D.

It is on the whole the most valuable of the eight-book manuscripts

because of its near relation to Verona and because neither it nor its

parent was contaminated from F. Neither D nor its parent has left

any later descendants among the eight-book manuscripts now known.

Another direct copy of Verona was made for Guarino. He refers to

this copy in his letter to Gualdo, Ep. 181, written December 28, 1420. 1S

Because of his many active contacts with the scholars of his day, his

manuscript became the prolific source of the main body of Italian

eight-book manuscripts. Even before it left Guarino's hands his

copy was emended by this excellent scholar both with and without the

help of an F text. In the hands of other scholars this course of emenda-

tion both from F and from scholarly intuition proceeded. Two manu-

scripts, Parisinus 8621, our h, and Parisinus 8622, our k, are the nearest

of extant manuscripts to Guarino's personal copy of Verona. While

I am not prepared to assert definitely that k is not from a third direct

copy of Verona, so many marks of the kinship of h and k are found that

I am at present assuming that k is also from Guarino's manuscript. 14
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From k and h, Or tin* parent of hj the extant dght-DOOk niannsct "ipls,

aside from D, descend in two streams. The niannserij)ts that have

their source in h are the more numerous, but those that derive from k

have also been very influential in shaping the tradition of the text.

Both h and k were to some extent emended from F in the first hundred

letters, k more than h; but later manuscripts in the series, especially

in the series descending from h, now known as the Guarinian recension,

show this contamination from F in much higher degree.

We must guard ourselves against an improper inference from this

technical use of the word "contamination." The scholars who were

creating a new text by thoughtfully comparing the text of F and that

of Verona were not doing anything immoral nor anything inconsistent

with the highest ideals of the scholarship of their time. They were

honestly seeking a closer approach to the original words of the author,

and the text at which they arrived was better than either that of F
or that of the Verona manuscript. When in 1425 Guarino (Ep. 319)

wished to have a copy made for the Archbishop of Milan, he preferred

having Biondo's revised copy, which may have been our Manuscript k

or its parent, from which to take it rather than to get his own copy back

from Biondo and to have the new copy made from it. Although the

revisions introduced into the text by these scholars gave to their

generation a more intelligible text of the Letters, a worthy purpose, they

did in this way decrease the value of that text as witness to the reading

of the Verona manuscript. The readings of these descendants of 8 are

of value to a modern critic only as they help him to know the readings

of their common source, his one purpose in considering them.

Our evidence for the reading of the Verona manuscript in the first

hundred letters must therefore be drawn primarily from the descendants

of that manuscript that have not been revised from F. When Keil, who
was the first to make scientific use of the manuscripts of the Letters,

prepared his edition of 1870, he could find only one eight-book manu-
script that had not been conflated with F. That was Dresdensis D 166,

our D. Through the researches of Merrill and his student, Miss

Johnson, we are in a somewhat better situation now. The following

descendants of the Verona manuscript show no evidence of contamina-

tion from F. Some of them do show traces, slight ones, of occasional

editorial changes in the text that do not go back to Verona itself.

Dresdensis D 166, containing Books i-vii, ix (D)

Marcianus latinus, class. XL. 37, containing Book i and indexes of the

addressees of Books i and ii {Marc.)
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Hohlkamensis 396, containing 167 of the 218 letters of Verona (1)

Veronensis CLXVIII, containing 31 brief excerpts made directly

from the text of Verona (Flor.)

Vaticanus latinus 5114, containing 100 brief extracts from the text

of Verona {Vat. lat. 5114)

Brevis adnotatio de duobus Pliniis, found in several manuscripts, con-

taining three short quotations made originally directly from the

text of Verona (Adnotat.)

The most helpful of all these for determining the reading of Verona

is D, but the student of the text will frequently be misled if he accepts

the reading of D as that of Verona without carefully checking it with

the readings of the other eight-book manuscripts. Where sources for

such checking are not available, our confidence that D gives the reading

of Verona must be a little less than absolute.

Although good scholars in moments of lax attention can make
astonishing errors in copying, there are numerous errors in D that

make it highly probable that its beautiful penmanship represents the

work of a professional copyist rather than that of a scholar making a

copy for his own use. A scholar could hardly have left such errors as

the following: duobus aptisteria for duo baptisteria ii. 17.11 (56.3), in

amoretur piissimum for in amore turpissimum iv.1.5 (91.16), abtioribus for

altioribus v. 16. 8 (141.7), suacissimis for paucissimis v. 20.4 (144.18), inert

for increpuit vi.5.4 (149.21), turgo for tu rogo vi.8.5 (152.6), veluvium

for Vesuvium vi.16.5 (156.25), soste for forte vi. 16.7 (157.6), generes

causarum for genera causarum vi.29.3 (169.23), statuto for statuo vi.29.3

(170.3), laniter for leniter vii.1.6 (177.12), mustare de lacu mustum for

gustare de lacu mustum ix.20.2 (242.18). A professional copyist would

usually reproduce the errors of the parent manuscript rather than

attempt to emend them, and this is, with moderate exceptions, a

characteristic of D. Some of the errors already cited are to be explained

as letter-by-letter copies of the parent manuscript, and various efforts

to emend them are found in other descendants of Verona; as, for ex-

ample, sanctissimis noux/?c for suacissimis above.

We learn from Guarino, Ep. 192, that in October, 1421, a transcript

of the Letters was being made in Venice by Andreas Iulianus, a pro-

fessional copyist, from a copy of Verona that had been made for some

patron in Verona. The copy made by Iulianus would have a genesis

parallel to that of D. It may even have been D itself.

m was first described in an excellent article by Merrill, 1917.259-270.

He concludes that it is a reasonably accurate copy of a direct copy of
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the Verona manuscript and is lice from contamination from F and

practically free of editorial revisions. I have not seen (his manuscript,

but a careful study of its readings in the Apparatus of Merrill's edition,

1922, leads me to the same conclusions.

The facts that Book i in this manuscript is preceded by an index of

the addressees of the letters of that book, drawn up from the mother

manuscript, and that a similar index of the addressees of Book ii

follows the text of Book i, evidently made with the intention of copying

Book ii, show that m was being prepared by an editor. This editor,

however, exercised restraint in changing the text of his parent manu-
script. In i.6.2 (10.13) the incorrect cogitatione m for agitatione

Dl, in i. 1 3.6 (20.17 and 15) the correct reposcatur m for reponatur

Dl and the correct repetere secessum m for recedere secessum Dl

could have come into m from the F tradition; but the divergence of

readings in m and D, since it is so small, can also be acceptably ex-

plained as due to not impossible scribal errors. It should not be

assumed, however, that m was prepared directly from the Verona

manuscript, or even that it was prepared in the library of St. Mark's

at Verona. It may have been prepared from an early copy of Verona

outside the library and have later found a place in the library. At

any rate, Manuscript m is clearly a valuable witness to the readings of

the Verona manuscript in Book i.

Manuscript 1 was seen by Miss Johnson, 71, n. 4, who keenly

observed in a hasty examination that its text was that of the eight-

book manuscripts and seemed to show no contamination from F.

Through the courtesy of the Earl of Leicester I have been permitted

to have a photostatic copy of it for study.

It contains 167 of the 218 letters of the Verona manuscript, arranged

in the following order, without division into books, and without

numbering of any sort by the original scribe: LI, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 20

iii.8, 12, 13, 15; iv.19, 20, 21; vi.3, 4, 24, 28; vii.26; ix.3, 5, 30, 8

27, 34, 36, 29, 33, 14, 15, 32, 9, 12, 17, 21, 24, 25; vi.21, 14; v.18

ii.10, 8; L21, 22; iv.30; v.8; i.18; iv.8; i. 17, 15, 14, 16, 5, 7, 11, 13

19; ii.2; iv.4, 5, 3, 6; vii.5; v.ll, 15, 12; vi.7, 9, 18, 17, 32; vii.2

3, 8, 13, 14, 28; ix.2, 4, 11, 20, 18, 35, 38; vii.23; iv.26, 18, 16

ii.7, 6, 4, 3, 1; ix.10; vii.32, 27, 31; ii.5, 9, 16, 18; iii.2, 6, 10, 17

iv.2, 25, 24, 28, 29, 27; v.2, 16; vi.10; vii.7; vi.34; vii.l, 12; v.5

iv.23, 7, 22; v.21, 10; vi.l, 26, 30, 27; vii.21, 25; ix.31; v.3, 4, 17

vi.12, 11; v.6; vii.16, 15; ix.40; ii.7, 14, 16, 19, 21; iv.l, 12, 17

vii.20; iii.3; vi.19, 24; ix.6, 7; vii.30; iv.10; v.14; vi.20; iii.l

vi.16; ix.l, 19, 22, 23; ii.13; v.9.
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The superscriptions of all the letters have been omitted, but a space

of one line is always left between the close of one letter and the begin-

ning of the next. It was clearly expected that the superscriptions would

be added later by a rubricator. The first and second lines of each

epistle are indented four or five letter spaces. The first letter of the

first word in the first line is omitted for insertion by the rubricator in

the space, which I will call a box, left by the indentation of the first

two lines; and the second letter of the first word of the first line is

written in small capital form. The scribe placed a small letter in the

box to guide the rubricator, who has added throughout in large

capitals, alternately blue and red, the required initial letter of the first

word of the epistle.

It will be remembered that the Verona manuscript did not contain

letters 8, 12, 23, 24 of Book i, letter 16 of Book ix, nor any of the

24 letters of Book viii. None of these is found in 1. This suggests that

it derives from a manuscript of the 8 class. This is abundantly proved

by errors found in 1 that exactly reproduce errors found in the delta-

type manuscripts. Manuscript 1 was made from an h-type manuscript

that had had no contact with F. This brings the source of 1 very close

to 8, enhancing its value as a witness to this basic source of the eight-

book manuscripts. 1 shows no readings taken from F. Such con-

tamination from F is present in a slight degree in both h and k and is

very frequent in the later manuscripts of the Guarinian recension.

The agreement of D and 1 is therefore strong evidence, and the agree-

ment of any three of the four manuscripts Dlhk is conclusive evidence,

for the reading of the Verona manuscript. Where D and 1 differ,

each reading must be carefully tested to decide which represents 8.

In our effort to determine the reading of Verona, we find that 1 gives us

more help than m because it contains much more of the text. Prac-

tically no use of its readings has been made by any editor of the

text.

The scribe of 1 had no help from F, but he occasionally ventured to

emend the text. His emendations are so obvious that they will rarely

give trouble to a modern editor. Two illustrations may be given

here, others will be found in the discussion of readings elsewhere. In

ix.24 (245.8) utteerroribus had become ut terroribus in the Verona manu-

script. Dhk preserve this, but the scribe of 1, sensing the utter unsuit-

ability of terroribus in the context, wrote ut pro aliis oratoribus, remember-

ing that Pliny was an orator and making an evidently unsuccessful

effort for meaning in the clause. The scholar who made 1 did not know

Greek. Instead of leaving a lacuna into which the Greek might be
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copied later, he writes u
g >!v c" in his text where the Greek should he

and continues immediately with the following text. In iv.7.6 (96.1)

he mistook the Greek capital letters EUAPAC for Latin letters, and

mistaking II for 77, P (Greek rho) for P, and C (Greek sigina) for C,

he got etiapac, which he "corrected'' into etiam pari, to get Latin words.

The scribe of D made the same error. Merrill and Schuster follow

Keil in reporting the reading of D incorrectly as etiapas. The scribe

of h, who knew Greek, read the word correctly as eirapas-

I have not seen codices Laurentianus xxxi and xxxii, but the descrip-

tion of them in Bandinius, Catalogus codicum Latinorum Bibliothecae

Mediceae-Laurentianae, lb
II, gives a list of their contents, from which it

is clear that their mother manuscript had been made by copying F,

including the fifteenth-century addition to F of v. 7 and 8, then adding

after v. 8, from an 1-type manuscript, the letters of that manuscript

which are not found in F. These additional letters were copied from

the 1-manuscript in the exact irregular order in which they appear in 1.

As in 1, the superscriptions of the added letters are not given. It is

clear that 1 or a similar manuscript represented the new corpus of

Pliny's Letters to the scribe who prepared the parent manuscript from

which have descended Laurentianus xxxi and xxxii, and perhaps two

other manuscripts that are listed by Miss Johnson, 73, n. 8. It may
also be inferred that a complete copy of Verona was not available to

this scribe, probably at Florence. Its circulation through Italy was

not yet general. This is evidence for the early date of the original of

the 1-type manuscripts. We know that an h-type copy of 8 was used

by the Florentine scribe of Manuscript n in 1429.

I have not seen Codex Veronensis CLXVIIL Merrill, 1910.175-188,

gives the text of the thirty-one brief excerpts from Pliny's Letters in this

manuscript of Flores Moralium Auctorum. He also cites its readings in

his edition of 1922. These sententiae were copied directly from Verona

in 1329. The amount of text from Pliny is small, but it is important

for the proof it gives of the trustworthiness of the evidence of Dml for

the reading of 5. In i.3.4 (6.3) ml and Flor. have excude, showing that

exclude D was a scribal error in D, not the text of 5, while in i.10.4

(16.6) perspicere Dml and Vat. lat. 5114 shows that the scribe of

Flor. miscopied when he wrote percipere.

In the same article Merrill edits the text of the Brevis adnotatio de

duobus Pliniis, which is found in numerous manuscripts. In this vita

about six lines are quoted from hi. 5.1 and 7, and about two lines from

v.8.4. These were copied from 5 sometime not far from 1330. For the

purpose of this study the only help from this Brevis adnotatio is to
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establish more firmly our confidence in Dmlhk as witnesses to the

readings of the Verona manuscript.

Codex Vaticanus latinus 5714™ a fifteenth-century manuscript, con-

tains /lores from several Latin authors. In one section of this manuscript

are 101 excerpts from the Letters, taken from a 6-type manuscript that

had not been emended from F. There are twenty-six excerpts from

Book i, seven from Book ii, fourteen from Book iii, fifteen from Book iv,

thirteen from Book v, twelve from Book vi, nine from Book vii, five

from Book ix; total 101. They are arranged in the order one would

come to them in reading straight through the Letters from beginning

to end, except that the last excerpt from Book ii and the last one from

Book iii seem to have been added as an afterthought after the other

selections from those books had been made and copied, falling thus

slightly out of order.

That the manuscript from which these excerpts were made had not

been emended from F is shown by readings such as the following:

i.3.5 (6.6) conice Dml Vat. lat. 5114 enitere all other sources;

iii. 5. 16 (70.1) impenderetur D Flor. Vat. lat. 5114 impertiretur F
and the eight-book manuscripts influenced by F; v. 5.4 (124.18) sors

Dl Vat. lat. 5114 mors F and the manuscripts influenced by F.

That the manuscript from which these excerpts were taken was more

closely related to the parent of 1 than to other lines of descent from 8

is suggested by ii.3.10 (38.15) pepererat (or peperat) D and all other

eight-book manuscripts, ceperat 1 and Vat. lat. 5114; ix.5.1 (230.15)

provincialibus 1 and Vat. lat. 5114 and all other eight-book manuscripts

provocantibus D. The excerpts were not made from 1 itself

but from a complete manuscript of the 8 class closely related to the

manuscript from which 1 was copied, in which all the letters were

arranged in the regular eight-book order.

To these excerpts the heading Flores ex epistulis G. Plinii Veronensis

was inserted by the scribe. The term Veronensis here suggests that the

excerpts were taken from an h-type manuscript, as was Manuscript 1.

Veronensis is found with the name of Pliny in the headings of Books i

and iii in Manuscript h but is not found anywhere in Manuscripts D
or k.

These excerpts are frequently helpful in determining the reading of

the Verona manuscript because they come from a source close to it

and have not been exposed to editorial revision.

The fifteenth-century descendants of the Verona manuscript that

were revised from F in Books i-v.6 show this revision in varying

degrees, and all of them have also been subjected in varying degrees to
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editorial revision based on logical grounds rather than on manuscript

evidence. In the first hundred letters the only help in the search for

the readings of 8 to be found in a study of these manuscripts will come

in those readings in which they differ from F. In these they sometimes

support or correct the evidence of the Dml group as to the text of

Verona. A few notes on these individual manuscripts may be of help

in using them in the search for the readings of 8. These manuscripts

will be of more help in the letters beyond v. 6, where they are free from

the influence of F. All of them contain Books i-vii, ix, except as noted

below in h. I have studied the following manuscripts of this group:

Codex Parisinus 8621 (h) 17

Codex Parisinus 8622 (k) 17

Codex Montecassinensis P 529 (n) 18

Codex Ottobonianus 1965 (o)

Codex Urbinas latinus 1753 (u)

Codex Vindobonensis 48 (x)

h and k have been less contaminated from F and have experienced

less editorial revision than the others in this list. Their source was

itself not far removed from 8. When either of them agrees with D or

m or 1, the probability that it gives the reading of 8 must have careful

consideration. It was pointed out above that Manuscript 1, Vaticanus

lat. 5114, the manuscripts of the Guarinian recension (nouxj&), and

Manuscript c all have their sources in h-type manuscripts. Our
Manuscript h stops in ix.26.8 in a manner that suggests that the scribe

had no intention of stopping there but was in some way prevented

from returning to complete his work.

The important Manuscript g, which became very influential on the

text in the spread of the eight-book tradition of the Letters through

Italy, was based upon a k-type manuscript.

n, written by a Florentine scribe in 1429, is the earliest of the

existing eight-book manuscripts that can be dated exactly. Through

v.8 it is merely a copy of F. After completing the copying of his

F manuscript, the scribe added iv.26, which is not contained in F, in

the margin at the bottom of the page on which iv.25 had been written.

He took this from his eight-book manuscript. In the F manuscript

from which the first part of n, the F part, was copied, the six letters of

Book v with which Manuscript F closed had been inserted at the end

of Book iv as a continuation of that book. When the remaining letters

of Book v were added to these in Manuscript n, all of Books iv and v

had thus been placed in its Book iv. In n, therefore, Book vi became
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Book v, Book vii became Book vi, and Book viii (our Book ix) became

Book vii. From tfcis a precedent was set for thinking of the Letters

as consisting of seven books. In Laurentianus xxxi and xxxii the Letters

are divided into seven Books; in this, at least, they show a relation

to n.

Since n was written only ten years after the rediscovery of the

Verona manuscript, it has been hoped that in the letters after v. 6 it

might give us our best evidence on the readings of this mother manu-
script of the family. A study of its readings shows that this hope is not

to be realized. Its immediate eight-book parent had been rather

thoroughly revised. It was evidently closely related to the common
source of Manuscripts o, u, and x. It does more often than oux/>

preserve the reading of the Dmlhk tradition, but on the whole it must

clearly be classed with oux/? as belonging to the Guarinian recension.

It may be well to note also that in Manuscript n a second hand has

made many alterations in the text of the original scribe by erasing a

few letters and inserting different ones in their stead or by adding words

between the lines or in the margins. Usually, but not always, the text

of the original scribe can be made out. These textual notes by second

hand are of no value as evidence for the reading of Verona. Most of

them were taken from the printed edition of 1476.

Merrill has given a complete collation of Manuscripts o, u, and x in

the Apparatus of his 1922 edition. I have studied these manuscripts

only through this collation. He thinks of these manuscripts as repre-

senting what he calls the Guarinian recension. This is a satisfactory

term, but it must not be thought to imply that Guarino alone is

responsible for all of the readings found in the late stage of this tradition

represented in manuscripts noux. Note Merrill's "a Guarino et aliis

emendatum" in his Praefatio, p. XVI. We know from many sources,

especially from his letters, that Guarino was much interested in the

emendation of texts in general, and of the text of these Letters in

particular. It may safely be assumed that his transcript of the Verona

manuscript received careful editorial attention before it was lent

to various scholars to be copied. I have noted above (page 17/) the

use of Veronensis with Pliny's name in this group of manuscripts.

The manuscript or manuscripts that formed the basis of the five

fifteenth-century printed editions of the Letters which are reported

in this study by the symbol p (see below, page 30) belonged to this

sub-family of the Verona manuscripts. This means that in manuscripts

noux and the five /^-editions we have primarily one copy of Verona

represented. This copy was probably the one from which h and k
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were made, possibly Guarino'fl own copy of 8. In Books i-v.6 all

representatives of the Guarinian group have hern emended from F,

and editors have also emended on logical grounds far more freely than

was done in manuscripts Dmlhk. Because of these editorial revisions

we rarely get reliable help from representatives of the Guarinian group

that are later than h and k to guide us to the reading of the Verona

manuscript, even in the later books of the Letters.

In studying the readings of all these manuscripts and printed

editions our purpose is merely to determine the reading of the Verona

manuscript, 8.

Manuscripts f, g, and c are also basically from the Verona manu-

script, but with so many and such competent editorial changes that

they require separate notice. This will be given below. Their readings

will always be separately reported in citing the manuscript evidence

in the passages discussed. In evaluating their readings, however,

it should be remembered that they stem originally from a 8 source.

In the Apparatus of his 1870 edition of the Letters Keil gives the

readings of six early printed editions. He thought that these readings

gave help in determining the original text of the author. Merrill, in

his edition of 1922, gives the readings of the Aldine edition of 1508 but

only occasional references to the reading of the other five printed

editions reported by Keil. He thought, rightly, that the readings of

Manuscripts oux given in his Apparatus made the readings of the first

printed edition, p, unnecessary, and that the readings of r (1474),

Laetus (1490), Beroaldus (1498), and Catanaeus (1506), reported in

full by Keil, were helpful only occasionally. The readings of all these

printed editions, and of some others also, frequently furnish clues

needed in tracing the history of readings in various stages of the text.

Only by giving attention to the history of the text can proper evaluation

of the readings of the epoch-making edition of Aldus be made. I

shall therefore, for the purpose of this study, give a few notes on each

of the ten printed editions that appeared before 1508 and cite their

readings in the passages that are discussed.

The first printed edition of the Letters, Hain 13110, our p, was pub-

lished at Venice in 1471. It was made from a manuscript of the

Guarinian recension similar to noux, and as Keil saw, is practically a

copy of its manuscript. In considering the readings of p, however, it

must not be forgotten that it was printed fifty-two years after the

rediscovery of the Verona manuscript and that editorial work on the

text of the Letters had been very active in that half century. The text

of p reflects much of that editorial work. As a witness to the readings
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of 8 it has no value except as corroborating, at times, readings editori-

ally less remote from 8 itself.

Of the next two printed editions, one at Rome in 1474, our r, and

one at Naples in 1476, our 76, I will speak later. They each contained

a portion of Book viii which was not found in the 8 manuscripts. This

new material was printed as Book ix in these two editions.

The next edition, Hain 13112, our 78, was printed at Milan in 1478.

It was based upon p but contains numerous emendations, editorial

in character. Many of these were drawn from Manuscript g, some

from f. Its editor had no knowledge of the printed editions of 1474 and

1476.

The next edition, Hain 13113, our 83, was printed at Treviso in 1483

by Ioannes Rubeus Vercellius. It is practically a word-by-word, line-

by-line, and page-by-page reprint of 78, only a few editorial changes

being introduced. Its printer, for it hardly had an editor, had no

knowledge of r or 76. I will speak below of the importance of con-

sidering the readings of this edition when using the evidence of the

1490 edition of Pomponius Laetus. It was also the basis for the text in

the following edition, our 92.

This next edition we have in duplicate, an original, Hain 13116, and

an almost immediate reprint of this in a pirated edition, Hain 13117. 19

Neither of them gives the name of the editor or publisher or the place

or date of publication. For convenience I will distinguish them in the

remarks that immediately follow as 92a {Hain 13116) and 92b {Hain

13117) but cite them through the rest of this study merely as 92.

Bibliophiles have observed that 92a was printed from the same type

that was used in printing Mancinellus, Epitoma sen regulae constructions,

which was published by J. Roscius in Venice, November 20, 1492.

The Pliny has therefore been assigned to this printer in Venice and

dated "about 1492." The other printing, 92b, has on similar grounds

been assigned to the printer Ioannes Rubeus Vercellensis at Treviso

at about the same date.

The editor of this edition began with the text of 83 20 but emended it

freely both from Manuscript f, described subsequently, and on logical

grounds. For example, in vii.17.1 (186.21) he was the first to recover

the correct ut certe fugit from ut cur te fugit of the Verona manuscript;

in ix.7.3 (231.25) the other eight-book sources have neque, the 8 reading,

or quoque, an attempted emendation, but the editor of 92 prints aeque,

which all modern editors accept. Budaeus and Aldus both have

aeque, which in both may come from 92 instead of from their common
manuscript source. In the citations of sources in passages to be dis-
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cussed later in thii study, it may be observed that tins edition not

infrequently baa drawn the correct reading from f. The editor also

made an attempt to get the text of the Greek tags in the /.titers, which

had been for the most part omitted in the preceding printed editions

p 78 83. Sometimes his series of Greek letters, the best he could make
out from a source at his command, do not make sense or even words;

in other cases they have been helpful.

This was the first edition in which an attempt was made to make all

the writings of Pliny available to readers in a single volume. The eight

books of the Letters are followed by the Panegyric, and this by the De
viris illustribus of Aurelius Victor, which was at that time thought to

have been written by Pliny. In the case of 92a, the first two units of

this composite volume had some circulation without the third, which

may thus have been added as an afterthought, as suggested in BMC, 21

Part V, p. 536. This again suggests that 92a is the original of this

edition. The correspondence between Pliny and Trajan was unknown
at that time, and the fact that the letters of Book viii which had been

published in r and 76 and in the edition of Laetus in 1490 are not

given in the opera omnia of this edition is proof that they had not come
to the attention of the learned editor. The convenience of having the

Letters and the Panegyric in one volume, together with the advanced

state of the text of the Letters and the excellent printing of 92b, gave

this edition wide and long-continued circulation. Beroaldus in his

edition of 1498 has occasionally drawn from 92, as in ix.13.8 (236.12)

dices 92 Ber. Cat. a M for earlier dies, die, or diceres.

We have now noted eight available manuscripts, Dmlhkoux 22

and five printed editions, p 78 83 92a 92b, that have their source in the

Verona manuscript. Of these, the manuscripts hkoux and the five

printed editions are from what Merrill has called the Guarinian recen-

sion of Verona, probably from Guarino's own copy of it. Manuscripts h
and k are very near to the original source of this recension and have

real value in determining the reading of Verona when they agree with

one or more of Manuscripts Dml, which come from independent

immediate copies of Verona. None of the other members of this group

has any real value as a witness to the reading of Verona, but for the

purpose of this study they do help in reconstructing the history of many
editorial contributions in the late fifteenth-century and early sixteenth-

century stage of the text. These thirteen descendants of Verona will

always agree except as changes have crept in through scribal error or

editorial activity. When all agree, we have certainly the reading of

Verona. I am using the sign 8 for Verona. When this sign is used in
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reporting readings, it may be assumed that these thirteen sources

agree; or, if the reading of Verona is certain in spite of slight variations

found in these thirteen sources, the sign 8 will be used for the reading

of Verona and the variants among these thirteen sources will be given.

No report will be made of variations in spelling or of word division.

Word division was not complete in Verona itself. Again, for the sake

of brevity in the report of readings, the sign p, in italics, will be used

for the complete agreement of the editions p 78 83 92a 92b except as

noted in the report. After v. 8, Manuscript n will be treated as a

fourteenth member of this group.

Manuscripts g, c, and f are basically 8 manuscripts, but as a result

of a long line of editorial emendations this origin is in many places

obscured. As witnesses to the readings of Verona, they have no value

alone; but when one or more of them agree with the 8 manuscripts,

they make us more sure that we have the reading of 8. This is especially

frequent with g and c; the combination 6gc occurs often in the report

of readings, and the combination 5gcf is not infrequent. Because of

the influence of g, c, and f on later manuscripts and editions, their

readings are important for one who is trying to follow the development

of the text. For that reason I will give a few notes on them and will

quote their readings in the passages to be discussed.

Codex Genovefanus 7743™ our g, is a fifteenth-century paper manu-

script in the Bibliotheque de Ste Genevieve in Paris. It is written in

what I, no expert in such matters, take to be a South German script;

all other eight-book manuscripts used in this study are in the Italian

humanistic script of the fifteenth century. In not a few spots g has

suffered damage from water stains that make it illegible. It contains

Books i-vii, ix, and is derived from Verona through a copy that was

probably the same as the one which became the source of Manuscripts h

and k. g is more closely related to k than to any other eight-book

manuscript. It thus shows almost none of the editorial development

so apparent in the later Guarinian texts. It was ably edited, and rather

thoroughly. It agrees with c in numerous errors and emendations and

is earlier than c. g was used by the editors of f and 78, and is the sole

source of about 150 readings in the edition printed in Naples in 1476,

which will be commented upon below. The editor of g is to be

regarded as the source of all readings of gc or gcf that differ from those

of Dmlhknoux/?. He had no manuscript source for these textual

changes, but he was a competent Latinist and a keen critic and in

not a few cases recovered the original text. Manuscripts oux and the

five p editions contain many emendations of the text that were taken

from g or f.
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Codex C/iigianus II. V. /5/C, 24 our c, is a fifteenth-century manuscript

in the Biblioteca Chigiana in Rome. It contains Books i-vii, ix of the

Letters, and then, after the close of Book ix, is added a portion of Book

viii which was not contained in Verona. This addition will be dis-

cussed below. The first part of the manuscript, eight books, is from

Verona through the Guarinian recension; that is, it is based on an early

manuscript of the nouxp class. It was carefully and competently

edited. As said above, it contains numerous readings that are found

only in g and c. Examples are ix.9.1 (232.24) non secus om. gc;

ix.11.2 (234.4) gratius gc for gratiam and elegerint gc for collegerint;

ix.13.3 (235.5) annia gc for Arria; vii.10.2 (185.5) caret gc for

Caesar; vi.22.8 (166.3) tutius gc for opus. Such common errors

and emendations peculiar to the text of g and c are numerous enough

to make it certain that there has been contact between them and that

the text of g is earlier than that of c. Both belong to an earlier stage

of the text than f, and the editor of f drew from both the g- and the

c-type texts.

Codex Parisinus 8620™ our f, is a fifteenth-century manuscript in the

Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. It contains Books i-vii, ix of the

Letters, and basically is from the Verona manuscript. It had a remark-

able editor, whose command of Latin and sympathetic understanding

of Pliny's thought enabled him to make many ingenious recoveries of

text from the imperfect manuscripts of the Verona type. Some of his

emendations are drawn from g and c; all of his readings that had

already appeared in g or c are to be attributed to those manuscripts.

But there are left many improvements or attempted improvements of

the text that are to be credited solely to the editor of f. In spite of his

evident ability, however, it is necessary to conclude that he also had

access, direct or indirect, to some manuscript source outside the

Verona tradition. That additional source, our 6, will be discussed

below, and it will be shown that it was of the eight-book type.

It has been assumed that the Verona manuscript is the source of all

the Italian fifteenth-century manuscripts of the eight-book class. In

1474, however, a printed edition, Hain 13114, our r, was published at

Rome, in which, in addition to the eight books regularly found in the

descendants of the Verona manuscript, a ninth book was added

containing fourteen letters not before published and not before men-
tioned in comment that has reached modern times. The publisher of

this edition seems unaware that his book contained letters before un-

known. He simply made a copy in type of the manuscript that had

come into his possession, apparently without knowledge that it was

different from any other Pliny. I find no evidence that he knew the
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only previously printed edition, our p; he probably thought that he

was producing the first printed edition of the Letters.

It was natural for Keil, and everyone after Keil, to assume that the

publisher of the 1474 edition placed before his typesetter a copy of the

printed edition of 1471 with the textual changes he desired to have

made given in manuscript interlinear or marginal notes. A similar

assumption has been made for every printed edition ever made after

that time. Rand, for example, felt that much help in the evaluation

of the readings of the Aldine edition would be received if the basic text

of Aldus, that is, the printed edition which he assumed Aldus to have

placed before his compositor with the desired textual changes indicated

in manuscript entries, could be determined. I spent much time

fruitlessly in trying to determine the basic text for the Aldine edition

before I concluded that no such basic text was used by Aldus, but that

he had prepared his printer's copy, throughout the first nine books at

least, by his own hand.

In the 1474 edition, r, many errors show that the typesetter was

working from a manuscript rather than from an edition in type. Such

errors are non for vero (no, vo), interelimodatur for in triclinio dantur {inter

from in tr, e from c, and a characteristic scribal or compositor's effort

to come out with a word), timenias for invenias, meritis for mentitis, fame

for Fanniae, limii for Iunii, mabe for mare, etc. The fact that he regu-

larly prints the explicit-incipit note of scribes between the books of the

Letters suggests that he was working from a library manuscript, not from

a handwritten special copy written out for his use. Such explicit-

incipit entries, for example, do not appear in the Naples edition of 1476

in the first eight books, for which its editor, Moravus, constructed his

own text, but explicit-incipit does appear at the beginning of the ninth

book, for which he had no manuscript source, but depended solely

upon r, which contained this note. No such explicit-incipit note is

found anywhere in the editions of Laetus, 1490, and Aldus, 1508, whose

editors almost certainly wrote out with a pen the entire copy from

which their compositors worked.

Many years after the 1474 edition was published, when Book viii

of the Letters became known in full from the Aldine edition in 1508,

and later from Manuscript M, it was found that the first seven of the

fourteen new letters in r were the first seven letters of the real Book

viii, that the last six were letters 19-24 of the real Book viii, and that

the eighth letter of the fourteen in r was made up of eleven lines from

the beginning of viii. 8 and four lines from the end of viii. 18. No sign

indicated a break in the continuity of the text of this composite letter,

and the loss of ten successive epistles was unnoticed.
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The* presence of this portion of Book viii in r has posed a problem for

students of the history of the text who would trace all the so-called

eight-book manuscripts back to the Verona manuscript, which clearly

did not contain these letters of Book viii. The only suggested explana-

tion that I recall is that some Italian scholar, with his eight-book

manuscript, visited Germany and, finding there a nine-book manu-
script, copied Book viii from it, added it to his eight-book manuscript,

and took it back to Italy with him. This hypothetical copy of an

otherwise unknown manuscript is further assumed to have become

the source of the part of Book viii found in r, after the discoverer had

himself lost a fascicle of his recent copy containing viii. 8. 3 to viii. 18. 11,

about thirteen Teubner pages. Such an Italian discoverer of Book viii

in Germany must have known the eight-book Italian manuscripts of

the Letters in order to know that Book viii in the discovered manuscript

was new matter. This must therefore have been between 1419, when
the Verona manuscript was rediscovered, and 1474, when r was pub-

lished. The search for classical manuscripts, especially by Italian

scholars, was never more intense than in the first half of the fifteenth

century. Such a discovery at that time would have been trumpeted

abroad if made by a scholar well enough informed on the text of Pliny

to have recognized that it contained a new book of the Letters. This

had happened at once on the discovery of the Verona manuscript in

1419; it happened again on the discovery and publication of a portion

of Book x in 1502; and again on the discovery of all of Book x, pub-

lished in 1508. The entire lack of comment among the eager Italian

scholars of the Renaissance on this supposed discovery of Book viii

brings into doubt the theory of such a discovery at that time.

The only nine-book manuscript of the Letters known to have been

in Germany in the fifteenth century is our Manuscript M. Not only

is it true that the discovery and use of M or of another nine-book

manuscript of the Letters in Germany by an Italian scholar in that

century could hardly have remained unnoticed in Italy; there is also

so much more that a scholar who knew a 8 manuscript should have

gotten, but did not get, from such a nine-book manuscript that the

discovery again comes into doubt. The fact that the new letters formed

Book viii, not Book ix, in the German manuscript, and the difference

in the order of the letters in Books v and ix should have awakened his

interest. There are many passages in which the Italian scholars were

desperately seeking to reach an intelligible and satisfactory text from

their imperfect 8 manuscripts that would have been cleared up from

an M-type manuscript, but no evidence of such help is found in many
of the most bothersome of these passages. Close comparison also of
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the text of the new letters of Book viii in the Italian sources with the

text in M makes almost impossible the assumption that they are

from M or an M-type manuscript.

The publisher of r merely put his manuscript into print, with little

or no editing, and with no consciousness that his Book ix was made up

of letters previously unknown. But that was not true of the scholar who
produced his manuscript some years before that time. This editor

possessed not only a 8 manuscript, but also another from which he

drew his Book ix and many new readings in the first eight books.

This second manuscript, clearly not drawn from Verona, I will refer to

as 6. This manuscript contributed also to the text of the edition by

Pomponius Laetus in 1490, and thus to that of Beroaldus in 1498 and

of Catanaeus in 1506, in both of which the text is largely taken from

Laetus; to the text of Codex Taurinensis CCXCVII, our t; to that of

Chigianus H. V. 754 C, our c, and that of Parisinus 8620, our f. From r

and f many readings of 6 were taken into the text of the first eight

books of the edition published in Naples in 1476, our 76, and the added

fourteen letters were taken bodily into this edition from r. The editor

of c copied from a manuscript the fourteen new letters at the end

of his already completed 8 copy of Books i-vii, ix.

The use of by these Italian editors who sought to improve the text

of their manuscripts is definitely proved by the fact that they supplied

correctly many omissions of 8. The words supplied were in most

cases later proved to be correct by their being found in M. Warning

must again be given that agreement of M and in correct readings

gives no ground for assuming that one was derived from the other.

Correct readings may as well have come down independently in both

from Pliny's manuscript. Many of these supplied readings are also

found in the edition of Aldus in 1508, but 8 manuscripts and the

earlier printed editions were available to Aldus when he worked out

his text. We can never be sure that his use of 5 or readings implies

that his ten-book manuscript contained them. He may have taken

them from available Italian sources, as Beroaldus and Catanaeus had

done.

In the following readings from v.9-ix.40 the italicized words are

omitted from the Verona manuscript but are supplied in some eight-

book sources from 0. In reporting readings in which Laetus, Beroaldus,

and Catanaeus agree, this will be indicated by s; if these editions

disagree, the abbreviations Laet., Ber., Cat. will be used. The readings

of Beroaldus and Catanaeus, as those of 76, are not to be considered

evidence for the readings of 0, which their editors never saw. Their
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readings arc cited ID this study becaUM they arc of value at times in

testing the source of the readings of Aldus.

1. v.9.4 (135.13) vrtabantur peractis tamen negotiis permittebatur M frt

76 s a om. 8gc

2. v.13.6 (138.13) exprobrare enim censenti ambitionem videbatur. Sed

prius quam sententiae M frt 76 s a om. 8gc

3. v.21.2 (145.23) aestimetur cuius interest M ts a om. 6gcfr 76

4. vi.6.3 (150.16) frequentabam Quintilianum Niceten Sacerdotem ven-

titabat M rt 76 s a quintilianum nicaetem ventitabat f om.

8gc

5. vi.6.4 (150.21) ipsi enitendum ipsi elaborandum M fr 76 s

enitendum elaborandum^ t enitendum et a om. 8gc

6. vi.19.6 (161.22) illic vendunt ut hie emant M f Ber. Cat. a

illic vendant ut hie emant t Laet. illic vendant illic emant

r illic vendunt 5gc 76

7. vii.27.6 (197.22) quis emere seu quis M frt 76 s a om. <5gc

8. ix.3.3 (230.3) dissenties quamquam non dissenties frt 76 s tu

quamquam non dissenties a om. M 8gc

9. ix.7.4 (232.6) extenditur hie (illic rt 76 s) spatiosissimo xysto

(spatiosissimus xystus s) leviter inflectitur M rt 76 s a illic spe-

ciosissima inflectitur f om. 6gc

10. ix.9.1 (232.23) simulant ac ne simulant M frt 76 s a om. dgc

11. ix.9.2 (233.5) quod studium litterarum quod iudicium M a

quod iudicium quod studium litterarum rt 76 s quod studium

litterarum Sgcf

12. ix.13.5 (235.17) nuntia Arriae et Fanniae (fame r) ab exilio

redibant (redierant 76 Laet. Ber. a enim redierant Cat.) consule

te consule illas (ilia M) an velitis adscribi (ut ascribant 76) facto M
frt 76 s a nuntia Arriae et Fanniae abtis (abitis op absentibus

n 78 83 92) adscripto (ut ascribant g ut ascribat c) facto 8gc

13. ix.14.1 (239.5) dico ingenio id enim (id est enim frt 76 s) superbum

sed (sed et t) studio M frt 76 s a om. 8gc

14. ix.26.7 (246.18) examine et libra (libro f) M frt 76 s a

om. 8gc

15. ix.28.1 (250.17) feminam litterae tuae frt s a om. 8gcr 76

(This reading and the next four in this list are in the portion of

Book ix which was not copied by the scribe of M, which ends in ix.26.8.)

16. ix.30.1 (251.23) liberalis in quosdam et ipse laudo si tamen non in hos

(nos a) solos volo enim eum qui sit vere liberalis ts a in quosdam laudo

si tamen non solos volo enim qui scit f in quosdam laudo sed non

in solos volo enim qui scit 76 om. 8gct

17. ix.30.1 (252.2) isti qui (isti si qui 76) iis potissimum donant qui

donare maxime possunt ft 76 s a om. 8gcr

18. ix. 33. 6 (234.10) neuter timet neuter frt 76 s a om. 8gc
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19. ix.39.6 (259.5) contra templum (templum ipsum f 76 a) porticus

explicabuntur (explicabunt f) nisi quod (quid f 76 a) tu melius invenies

(invcncris a) frt 76 1 a om. <5gc

It is evident from the above omissions in the 8 manuscripts that

are supplied in frt 76 s that the editors of the basic texts of those seven

manuscripts and printed editions had access to a manuscript in which

these omissions did not occur. That is our Manuscript 0.

Nine other omissions of about the same length as those already noted

are found in all eight-book sources. This means that the editors of

cfrt Laet. did not find these readings in 6 and so could not supply them

from it as they had supplied the nineteen omissions listed above.

This is easy to explain if the which they used was of the same family

as 8 and had also inherited these omissions from the common parent

of the eight-book family, but not so easy to explain if was M or a

similar nine-book manuscript. For example, one of these nine omis-

sions is in vi.34.1 (176.6): aliquod aut spectaculum atque hoc potissimum

quod Ma om. 6gcfrt 76 s. The other eight are in v. 8. 13

(134.20), v.9.7 (135.25), vi.7.2 (151.15), vi.29.3 (170.1), vii.20.6

(193.1), vii.33.9 (203.5), ix.36.2 (256.12), ix.36.3 (256.19). The
last two fall after the end of Manuscript M, but they illustrate the

agreement of 8 and in the omission. No. 14 above, which occurs in

text omitted by the scribe of M, and Nos. 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19,

which occur in text at the end of Book ix which was not copied into M,
show that can not have been from M. It could possibly have been

from another nine-book manuscript similar to M, but we have no

knowledge or trace of another nine-book manuscript in Germany in

the fifteenth century, and further difficulties in the way of assuming

the discovery and use of such a manuscript between 1419 and 1474

have been noted above.

Manuscript Y, the parent of the eight-book tradition in Italy, like X,

the parent manuscript of the nine-book tradition, was derived from W.
Originally Y must have had nine books, arranged in the same order in

which they are arranged in the nine-book and the ten-book families,

and with the letters of Books v and ix in the same order as in the other

two families. At some point in the descent from Y a probably unbound

manuscript of this tradition suffered the loss of two fascicles of Book viii,

and the remaining fascicles of that book eventually found a place in

the collection after Book ix. It has been assumed that the changed

order of the letters in Books v and ix was caused by the disarrangement

of the leaves in an ancestor of the eight-book family. The units of the
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original text which have been shuffled in these two hooks vary so

greatly in length that the confused order cannot be explained in

that way. The shifted units art- made up of one or more complete

letters which cannot have formed units of a page or leaf in the original

text. It can only have been the whim of a copyist to vary from the

original order in copying the parent manuscript that resulted in the

changed order and led to the oversight of the brief sixteenth letter

of Book ix. Such a whim of a copyist later led to a similar mixed order

of the letters in all the books in Manuscript 1. The order which we now
find in Books v and ix had come into the Y tradition before 6 was

copied, but the portion of Book viii which we find in r and c was still

preserved at the end of the manuscript. Manuscript 8 was copied

after the fragment of Book viii had been lost. It is therefore later in

the series than 6, but probably from the same parent manuscript.

The assumption that was a close relative of the Verona manuscript

would account more simply for the presence of only a portion of

Book viii in it, numbered as Book ix, than the assumption that these

letters of Book viii were derived from a nine-book manuscript. If 6

was a close relative of 5, the suggestion to renumber Books viii and ix

would not occur, and no disturbance over the order of the letters of

Books v and ix would be felt since the order would be the same in 6 and

8. The failure to find help for the text in some bad spots in the eight-

book manuscripts which could easily have been set right from M will

not surprise us if 6 was a close relative of Verona and contained these

incorrect readings drawn from a common source.

It will be observed that most of the preceding nineteen omissions

in Verona are jumps from a word or termination to the same or a similar

word or termination further on. The number is not excessive for the

scribe of Verona in the amount of text covered. The scribe of may
easily have followed the text better than the scribe of 8. In Nos. 4

and 12 the scribe of Verona missed an exact line of his parent manuscript,

about forty letter spaces. The scribe of did not make that error.

In No. 1 1 the jump from quod to quod in 8 was made from a manuscript

in which the words stood in the order of 0, not in that of M.
Later, in discussions of individual readings in this study, comment

will occasionally be made that the editors of f, r, t, Laet., cannot be

supposed to have seen the reading of a nine-book manuscript at that

point. This will be meant to give an additional reason for believing

that the manuscript from which they drew their help was of the eight-

book, not of the nine-book, family, and therefore gave them no help at

the point under discussion. One simple example may be given here
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for illustration. In v. 13. 10 (139.2) M has ludum ac iocum, the correct

text. All and 8 sources have ludum acceptum, which gives an unsatis-

factory meaning but was clearly the reading of both 8 and 0, and

therefore of their common source, ioc had been read as cet, that is,

c for i, e for o, t for c, misreadings that are all frequent from many
minuscule scripts. The resulting accetum was made into a word,

acceptum, by a typical scribal emendation. It is evident that the editors

of r, f, t, and Laet. did not have access to an M-type manuscript here.

Not only were omissions of the 8 manuscripts often supplied in frt

Laet. from a manuscript that did not descend from 8, but many cor-

rections of incorrect readings of Verona seem to imply access to a

manuscript outside the 6 tradition. I will cite a few examples from

the later books of the Letters.

1. v.16.2 (140.17) anilis M frt 76 s a talis 8gc

2. v. 16. 8 (141.7) artibusque M frt s a altiusque 8gc 76

3. v. 16. 8 (141.9) totus ignosces M frt Laet. Ber. a cui signos 5,

with slight variations cuius nos gc 76 cui ignoscas Cat.

4. v.16.9 (141.10) mores M fts a formam oris gc 76

mores oris r

5. v.20.4 (144.19) frigidas M rts rigidas <5gcf 76 a

6. vi.19.4 (161.14) foedos M frt 76 s a rigidos 6gc

7. vi.20.16 (163.25) tenebrae rursus cinis rursus multus et gravis M
a cinis multus (multum rt) et gravis rts cinis tumultus gravis

76 tumultus gravis 8gci

8. vi.22.8 (166.3) opus M frt 76 s a huius (huiusmodi 92) 8

tutius gc

9. vi.31.8 (172.12) Sempronius M frt 76 s a semiro conius

8gc, with slight variations

10. vi.33.3 (174.24) colliguntur M rt Laet. Ber. conscribuntur

6gcf 76 Cat. a (describuntur x)

11. vii. 4.1 (178.21) fateor (fatior r) M frt 76 a patior 5gc

12. vii.9.11 (184.11) iuvant M frt 76 s lavant 8gc a

(luant x luent u)

The omissions of 8 which are supplied in and the erroneus readings

of 8 that were found correct in show that the readings selected from

by these editors are, in general, a better witness than 8 to the readings

ofY.

That the portion of Book viii given in crt 76 s derives in each case

originally from the same manuscript is shown by the fact that they

all have the same long omission, beginning with the words quas obvias

in viii. 8. 3 (210.21) and ending with the words amplissimos hortos in
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viii.18.11 (221.2), equivalent to about thirteen Teubner pages. This

parent manuscript is our assumed 0. Since in Book viii the only source

of 76 is r and the only source of Ber. and Cat. is Lactus, the readings

of 76 Ber. Cat. have no value as witness to the readings of 0, which their

editors never saw. They will be given in this study, however, for their

help in evaluating the readings of Aldus.

When rt Laet., with or without c or f, agree in error, they give proof,

if further proof is needed, of a common source for the error. They

agree in the following errors

:

1. viii. 1.3 (203.21) dulciora for dii laetiora

2. viii. 2.4 (204.16) communem rem for communem

3. viii. 2. 6 (204.23) aequa fides for aequasset fides

4. viii. 2. 8 (205.1) destinate for distincte

5. viii. 3. 2 (205. 11) publico for publicum

6. viii. 5. 2 (206.23) orbatur for exacerbatur

7. viii.6.3 (207.15) vult for velit

8. viii. 6. 4 (207.18) exorandum for exhortandum

9. viii.6.9 (208 .1 0) faceret for facer

e

10. viii.6.12 (208.21) libertini for liberti

11. viii. 19.9 (223.2) in flumen erigitur for in flumine geritur

12. viii. 24. 8 (227.13) principatus for tribunatus

These four texts of Book viii agree also in numerous errors of omis-

sion, such as the following:

13. viii.4.8 (206.13) ilia

14. viii.5.1 (206.18) noster

15. viii.5.1 (206.19) vixit

16. viii.6.3 (207.12) [miseros] dicerem urbanos si senatum deceret urbanitas

miseros

17. viii. 6. 5 (207.21) [senatus] nee expiata postea curia est Pallantis nomine

senatus

18. viii.6.12 (208.22) [obtemperantem] imperat enim

19. viii.6.15 (209.20) [rationem] turpitudini obtendere egregiam quiden

pulchramque rationem

20. viii.20.8 (222.23) ripam

21. viii.22.3 (224.20) haec

22. viii. 23. 7 (225.26) [adficior] adulescentia ipsius adficior

23. viii.23.9 (226.4) scriberem (the first one)

24. viii.24.3 (226.18) [venerabilis] in urbibus

25. viii.24.10 (227.19) me

I have noted sixty other errors in this portion of Book viii which

appear in each of these four descendants of 6. Twenty-seven of these

are referred to below in discussing the kinship of M and 0.
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Since was a close relative of 6, both descending from Y, the distant

parent of the eight-book tradition, it is worth while to note indications

in the text of Book viii that M and 6 go back to a common source, which

could only be W. This will be another link in the chain of evidence

showing that X and Y descend from a common source, our W. M
and agree in the following omissions and incorrect readings:

1. viii. 1.2 (203.19) sit for si is

2. viii. 1.2 (203.20) gratia si for gratia

3. viii. 2. 5 (204.19) calculo ostendam for calculos ostendam

4. viii. 2. 6 (204.24) aequare for aequari

5. viii. 5. 3 (206 .24) fruendi voluptatibus for jruendis voluptatibus

6. viii. 6. 6 (207.26) jaterentur M jateretur 6 for jatentur

1

.

viii. 6. 7 (207.29) gratiae for gratior

8. viii. 6. 7 (207'.30) possit for posset

9. viii.6.13 (209.3) utile principi for utile principis

10. viii.6.15 (209.18) si vellent for ut vellent

11. viii. 20.

7

(222.22) trahuntur for contrahunt

12. viii. 21.

3

(223.21) simul ferrem for anteferrem

13. viii. 21.

6

(224 .4) retractandi for recitandi

14. viii.21.

6

(224.5) emendata postea ut for vel emendala postea vel

15. viii.22.

2

(224.14) abstineat for abstinet

16. viii.22.

4

(224.21) carperejerre (fere M) for carpere rejerre

While most of these are simple errors, it is beyond belief that two

scribes working independently could come out with sixteen identical

errors in this amount of text unless all or most of them had already been

made in a common ancestor. In the following two readings Merrill

has some support among other modern editors in regarding the reading

of M 6 as wrong. For these editors these two passages give strong

proof of a common ancestor for M and :

17. viii. 6. 2 (207.7) operae (operite c) for curae

18. viii. 6. 9 (208.8) ipse advocatus esset for ipse patronus ipse advocaretur

It is better, however, with Keil and Schuster, to accept the reading of

M and in these two passages as correct.

The edition of 1474, our r, which was printed from a manuscript

of the Guarinian recension that had received many touches of revision

from a 6 manuscript, gives in a reading in ii. 17.28 (58.16) an interesting

relic of the common origin of X and Y. Pliny here tells a friend that

a near-by village furnished all that he needed that was not available

on his Laurentian estate: "Frugi quidem homini sufficit etiam vicus

quern una villa discernit." This is the reading of all the sources except

MV and r. In M and V the text reads: "sufficit etiam personat nam
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ipse meoruxn Lusibus vicus." The inserted words of about twenty-six

letter spares are from seven lines above this reading and arc to DC

explained as a dittography that was found in an ancestor of M and V,

that is, in a stage of the X tradition. The words make no sense here.

In r the text reads: "sufficit ctiam lusibus vicus." Here lusibus can

have come into r only from 6 and is a relic of the same dittography,

which had been partly eliminated in an ancestor of 6. In 8 the dittog-

raphy had been entirely removed, another indication that 8 is later

than 6. The original dittography therefore goes back of X and Y
to their common source, W, and confirms once more the common
origin of the nine-book and the eight-book families.

The agreement of M and in the errors noted above becomes more

convincing in its implication of a common origin of these manuscripts

when we find that in the same thirteen pages of text in Book viii Aldus

and agree only twice in a common error. Even in these, Aldus may
have accepted the reading of Catanaeus against that of his manuscript,

in which case the error was made only once. In each case, moreover,

the error is of a sort that is so frequent that it causes no surprise if it

was made independently by two scribes: viii. 7. 2 (210.6) num M
non 6 a; viii.24.2 (226.14) ad homines maxime homines

ad liberos maxime liberos M om. a.

Some information on the history of can be elicited from the

following note that is found pasted on the front cover leaf of Manu-
script c. In the catalogue of the Biblioteca Chigiana this note is said

to be a "schedula" of Alexander VII 26
:

Codex fuit francisci Piccolominei Senensis, qui ab avunculo pio factus

postea Cardinalis S. Eustachii ad pontificatum evectus nomine Pii tertii

nuncupatus obit anno Domini MDIII. Is in adolescentia codicem legit et in

margine manu sua adnotavit aliqua quae prae ceteris arridere sibi magis

videbantur in Plinii epistolis quae tempore illo non adhuc prostabant typis

expresse sed de more manuscripte circumferebantur.

Francesco Piccolomini therefore had this manuscript and annotated

it to some extent before he became Cardinal Sancti Eustachii in Siena

on March 5, 1460, at the age of twenty-one. His uncle, Enea Silvio

Piccolomini, who later became Pope Pius II, on coming to Siena as

bishop in 1450, had taken over the supervision of the education of his

nephew Franciscus, then a lad of eleven years, a situation that reminds

us of Pliny's training under his mother's brother. Manuscript c may
possibly have been given to Franciscus by his uncle for study during

this period of his education, between 1450 and 1460, as suggested by
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Miss Johnson, 78, n. 11. Aeneas Silvius had studied Latin at Florence

for two years soon after 1425, probably in 1429-1431, under the

famous scholar Filelfo. Manuscript n, written in 1429 by a Florentine

scribe, is, after v. 8, based upon an eight-book manuscript closely

related to h. Manuscript c is based upon a similar eight-book manu-
script of the Guarinian recension. Its date, certainly before 1460,

may well fall in or near 1429-1431, the time of Aeneas Silvius' sojourn

in Florence. It seems not improbable that somewhere in the vicinity

of Florence a 6 manuscript was turned up.

Wherever and whenever this 6 manuscript came to light, it was so

much like the current descendants of 8 that it was not recognized as

different. It was used by the editor of c to emend his Guarinian

manuscript here and there in Books i-vii, ix, and the additional letters

of Book viii were copied at the end as Book ix. They probably had

that position in 0. From a different copy of 0, probably in the vicinity

of Rome, the editor of the common parent of r and t drew also many
emendations which he worked into his basic Guarinian text, and a

somewhat less perfect copy of the remnant of Book viii, in which,

however, the names of the addressees had been preserved. Laetus

and the editor of t used the same copy of which the editor of the

parent of r and t had used. No one of these editors of c, r, t, and Laet.

based his text of Books i-vii, ix on the manuscript. Their Guarinian

recensions of 8 had been so much improved from F and by the efforts

of skillful editors that they gave, on the whole, a distinctly better text

than 0. All four of these editors, each in a different degree, improved

their basic Guarinian texts from at some points where happened

to have preserved a reading that 8 had missed. The editor of the

f text seems not to have had a copy of but to have had a collation of

readings from 0, perhaps in the margins of his 8 manuscript. These

notes of readings were evidently incomplete or imperfect at times

and also did not give a copy of the letters of Book viii that were at

the end of 0. Of these five editors who had access, direct or indirect,

to the text, the editors of c and r, the earliest of them, made the least

use of in revising their basic texts. They each had a manuscript of

the g type and were strongly influenced by it. The combination

5gc is frequent against rts, and r not infrequently retains a 8 reading

where t, Laet., or f preferred the reading.

The fourteen letters from Book viii from were added to c by its

scribe after Books i-vii, ix had been copied from a Guarinian manu-
script, with a little help here and there from his manuscript. At the

end of Book ix, his Book viii, the scribe copied from his 8 source, as if
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his (ask were done: "Finit. Laus Deo." Then in the third line ipaCC

below he begins the transcription of the additional Letters. Through-

out the 8 section of c the superscriptions of the individual letters are

regularly given. In the fourteen added letters no superscriptions are

given. The added letters were written by the same scribe that wrote

Books i-vii, ix. The chirography and the shade of the ink in the two

portions are identical. It seems certain that the fourteen letters were

added by the original scribe soon after, perhaps immediately after,

the completion of his transcription of Books i-vii, ix.

In r and Laet. the superscriptions of these fourteen letters are given

;

t omits them here as he omits all the superscriptions in Books i-vii, ix

after the twelfth letter of Book i. Since the superscriptions are regu-

larly given throughout Books i-vii, ix in Manuscript c, it seems certain

that they would have been given in these added fourteen letters if they

had been available to the scribe. This suggests two copies of 0, one

without the superscriptions, used by the scribe of c, another containing

the superscriptions, used by the editor of the common source of r, t,

and Laet. for these fourteen letters. There are strong indications of

this double source also in the readings of the letters. There are more
than 100 readings in the thirteen pages of text in which c differs from

the common reading of r, t, and Laet. In most of these, the reading

of c was later found in M and in the manuscript used by Aldus. Many
of these more correct readings may be due to the excellent editor of c.

The following seem to call for a manuscript source different from that

of the common parent of r, t, and Laet.:

viii.1.2 (203.21) sic sequentur M c a subsequentur rt 76 s

viii.4.2 (205.20) pontes M c a fontes rt 76 s

viii.4.5 (205.29) levitatem Mc a bonitatem rt 76 s

viii.6.7 (208.2) opum M c a rerum rt 76 s

viii.6.16 (209.22) vilitas M c ia utilitas rt 76 s

viii.22.4 (224.22) praecipimus M c a praecipuus rt 76 Laet. Ber.

praeceperis Cat.

viii.23.5 (225.16) et intellexit M c a dilexit rt 76 s

viii.24.9 (227.14) nitendum M c a intendendum ts inten-

dum r interdum 76

In viii.20.6 (222.18) c shows from the scribal error fluctant for

fluitant. In rt. Laet. fluctant of has been emended, scribe fashion, to

fluctuant to get a Latin word. In viii.4.5 (206.5) poetice cum poeta M
ia had become poeticum poeta in 0. The scribe of c copies this exactly;

in rt Laet. we have a characteristic scribal emendation to poeticum

poema, which makes the gender satisfactory but is meaningless in the
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larger context. In viii.2.5 (204.20) hi et quindecim milium octavam

(sc. partem) et quinque milium decimam tulerunt M a had become

ii in 0; in c it is copied so, but in the common source of rt Laet. ii had

been copied as duo, which gives no meaning in the context. These three

readings may serve as illustrations of the fact that the copy of used by

rt Laet. and transmitted through them to 76 Ber. Cat. was a less reliable

copy of than the one used by the scribe of c. That the parent of

rt Laet. does not go back to c itself is shown by the fact that in viii.19.1

(221.11) they preserve with M a the words "triste quod non per has

minus triste" and in viii.6.5 (207.22) the word gratias, which were lost

by the scribe of c. That r, t, and Laet. used the same copy of is shown

not only by the almost uniform agreement of their readings in Book

viii but also by the fact that the same non-5 reading is clearly at the

basis of r, t, and Laet. in numerous readings in Books i-vii, ix.
27

There was no little interest in Pliny's Letters in Florence throughout

the fifteenth century. That was the home of Manuscript F. Manu-
script n was made by a Florentine scribe in 1429 from an F manuscript

and an h-type eight-book manuscript. Laurentianus xxxi and xxxii give

evidence of the use of an 1-type manuscript there. When Amidamus
went from Milan to Florence to attend a conference in 1439-1442, he

wrote back to Petrus Candidus in Milan for his Pliny manuscript,

which he had not brought with him, adding: "Audivi enim nonnullos

hie volumen illud habere satis emendatum. Itaque curabo, modo
meas habeam, et eas corrigi, quae postea tibi semper in promptu

erunt." I quote this letter from Sabbadini, 1888.86. Another letter

of Amidamus, quoted by Sabbadini {loc. cit.), shows that the manu-

script of Amidamus was emended by Candidus in Milan before it was

sent to Florence for him. Manuscript g could well be from this

emendation made by Candidus of the 8 manuscript of Amidamus.

Manuscript c, which in Books i-vii, ix is based on an h-type manuscript

emended from g, probably originated in Florentine circles, and the

copy of which was used by its editor was possibly turned up in or

near Florence about the time c was made, before 1460, probably about

1440.

"iunianus maior parthenopaeus rhetor," the editor of the edition

of the Letters published in Naples in 1476, had only r, published in

Rome less than two years earlier, from which to get his text of the

fourteen letters of Book viii. He reproduces the text of r in these

letters with only an occasional attempt to improve it. He did not have

access to a copy of 0. In Books i-vii, ix, however, his claim to have

revised the text summa cura summaque diligentia was no idle boast.
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His text throughout was a revision of r, and, considering the resources

at his command, it was a careful and rather comprehensive revision.

It has been noted above- that lie adopted, with distinct advantage to

his text, about 150 readings from a g-typc manuscript. This manu-

script was his chief reliance. But he also used an f-type manuscript,

perhaps f itself, which is known to have been in Naples somewhat

later (see Keil, 1870, Praefatio, p. XIX). I sec no indication that he

knew the edition of 1471, our p.

His direct borrowings from g may be seen in many readings through-

out this study. In vi. 22.2 (165.10) the lineage of g is as follows:

fla-
|

gitiis deprehendisset Caesari scripsit Atticinus fla-
|

gitiis. The italicized

words, an exact line in g, are omitted in 76. His g-type manuscript

was therefore a descendant of g, perhaps a direct copy, in which this

line of text had been lost. The typesetter of 76 was evidently not

working from r at this point. This was true also in vii.21.4 (193.14),

where r has adest but 76 follows g with the meaningless adhesi. In

i.4.1 (6.11) r has ex epistulis, while 76 has exemplis, from a misreading

of g, which has exeplis. eplis was the regular contraction for epistulis.

In many other places, however, revisions or slips of r are preserved

in 76. For example, in vi.16.10 (157.12) only r and 76 have alii con-

festim fugiunt for alii fugiunt. In Book viii the editor's helplessness,

because he had no source but r, is shown in the large number of errors

in r that are not corrected in 76. Even artane, the ghost-word of r for

innatant in viii.20. 5 (222.10) and its weak mobilis in viii.24. 6 (226.28)

are reproduced in 76.

The editor's use of f is shown not only by many errors found only

in f and 76, such as euripo for Mi pro in v.20.4(144. 19), a scribal error

which trickled through 76 to a, and sibi aetas indicate for sibi iudicare

in vi.6.5 (150.23), an editorial addition in f, but also in the reproduc-

tion without change of the lemmata placed at the beginning of each

letter in Manuscript f as a caption for the subject matter of the letter.

Examples of these identical headings are De advocando Gallo contra

Baeticos Plinii (Plinio 76) amicos, i.7; De insigni funere Virginii eiusque

(et eius 76) felicitatibus et moribus, ii.l; and Larium ad piscandum

venandum et studium aptum, ii.8. The editor of 76 supplied such headings

also for the letters of Book viii, borrowed from r and not found in f.

The editor of 76 not infrequently introduces conjectures of his own.

Thus in v. 7. 3 (132.12) he is the first editor to recover the word sestertium

in the text. This was later used by Budaeus and Aldus, possibly in

both cases from 76, and was finally confirmed by M. In vi.2.2 (147.9)

he has anili
28 superstitione. All the manuscripts and the other early
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printed editions have animi instead of anili. This correct manuscript

tradition has been given up by modern editors for a nimia superstitione,

which has no real manuscript support.

The improved condition of the text, together with the neat type

forms and excellent presswork, gave wide and long-continued currency

to this edition. Some use of it was made by Aldus, and probably by

Budaeus. Even in the Cortius-Longolius edition, published 256 years

later, a collation of many of its readings, recently made by Brummer,

is given in the sixteen-page double-column list of Excerpta that immedi-

ately precedes the text. In these Excerpta, the readings marked J are

from 76.

The edition of 1476 has no value as a witness to the readings of Y.

The only reason for considering the readings of any of the eight-book

sources in a present-day attempt to reconstruct the original text of the

Letters is for guidance in determining the reading of Y, the ancestor

of the eight-book tradition. But the edition of 1476 affected the text

in the work of many later critics who had limited manuscript sources.

Its readings will be reported in this study for that reason.

The edition of the Letters edited by Pomponius Laetus and published

at Rome in 1490 contains the same letters and in the same order as

the editions r and 76. Keil saw that in Books i-iv Laetus had made
use of Manuscript V, with consequent great improvement of the text

in these books. New light on the use of this manuscript by Laetus has

been shed by an interesting discovery of Merrill. In 1899 he found and

purchased in a bookstore in Rome a copy of the 1483 edition of the

Letters in the margins of which were numerous textual notes. He soon

saw that these notes were in the well-known handwriting of Laetus

and that Laetus had made them for use in revising the text for his

1490 edition. Through the courtesy of the librarian of the University

of Chicago, where this unique volume now rests, I have had the

privilege of examining it.

It contains about 2,000 textual notes, most of them giving readings

selected from manuscripts. By far the greater part of the 1,000 notes

on the first four books of the Letters are from Manuscript V. There are

about the same number of notes on Books v-vii, ix. The majority

of these agree with r and t to such an extent that the necessary inference

is that these three texts derived the readings from a common non-delta

source, our 0. Throughout the eight books there are also interspersed

readings that are found in one or more of the Manuscripts g, c, and f,

but not in r or t. These are to be explained as editorial revisions to

which Laetus had access in these or kindred Italian manuscripts.
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Among the notes are a few emendations conceived by Laetus himself,

and numerous changes in punctuation that make the understanding

of the text more easy. These notes were not made as a collation of

Manuscripts V and 0. Only such readings were noted as seemed at

the moment worthy of consideration as emendations of the text.

Most of them were actually used in his new edition, but some, even

of his own temporarily considered emendations on other than manu-
script grounds, were not finally used in his text. His text is clearly

that of 1483, modified from these textual notes. Keil made the

natural but incorrect assumption that r, which had also been pub-

lished at Rome, in 1474, "fundamentum novae editionis fuit."

In using the text of Laetus in seeking to find the reading of Y, the

parent manuscript of the eight-book tradition, any reading of Laetus

that agrees with that of 83 comes from 83, any reading that agrees

with V comes from V, and any reading that agrees with r and t or with

t alone comes from 6. A reading of is to be compared with that of 8

in determining the reading of Y. If agrees with X or Z against 8,

then 0, not 8, must be considered to have preserved the reading of Y.

The elder Beroaldus edited the edition of the Letters published in

Bologna in 1498. He states in a prefatory letter that he has revised

the text "peniculate satis ac diligenter," and Beroaldus Iunior makes

an even stronger claim for the now errorless text in the new edition

in an epigram printed at the end of the volume. His text is mainly

that of Laetus. He doubtless had access to manuscripts of the Letters,

for they were not scarce in Italy in the last decade of the fifteenth

century, but only to manuscripts of the eight-book, Verona type. He
made no change of reading that suggests that he had seen either V
or 6, both of which Laetus had used. None of the seventy emendations

of Laetus that I have noted in a casual comparison of the two texts

required the help of a manuscript to make. Several of them do suggest

the use of some earlier printed edition, probably 92. Thus in a fre-

quently emended reading in vi.2.8-9 (147.29), for example, dicit is

found only in 78, 83, 92, Ber.; and Beroaldus could have taken from

92certo in ix.13.16 (237.14) and noscitavit in ix.23.5 (244.22), which he

preferred to certe and notavit of Laetus. Laetus omits without lacuna

or comment five lines between fxera^oXevs and (pOeyyeadat in

ix.26.9-11 (248.10-249.1). Beroaldus supplies these lines from 92,

which he has emended slightly. The fourteen letters from the Book ix

of Laetus he took over with only slight emendations made on logical

grounds, not on manuscript evidence.

The edition of Beroaldus, 1498, was pirated in April, 1501, by the
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Rubeus firm of printers which had published a pirated reprint of the

1478 edition of the Letters in 1483, and had later reprinted 92a, Hain

13116, almost immediately after its publication by Roscius in about

1492. This reprint, Hain 13117, was noticed above. It will be re-

membered that it contained not only Books i-vii, ix, of the Letters,

but also the Panegyric and the Liber virorum illustrium, giving in one

volume all of the works attributed to Pliny. A reprinting of this useful

volume became necessary in 1501, and the enterprising editor sub-

stituted a reprint of the nine-book 1498 Beroaldus edition of the Letters

for the eight-book edition which he had used in the former printing.

In an advertisement on page 1 of the new volume, a recent device of

the trade at that time, he announces: "C. Plinii cpistulae per Philip-

pum beroaldum emendatae: & adiunctus liber: qui in aliis super-

impressis minime continebatur." This startling claim may have

aroused attention in Venice in 1501 although the new Book ix had been

published in Rome in 1474, in Naples in 1476, in Rome again in 1490,

and in Bologna in 1498.

Beroaldus himself could not have made this statement in 1501 and

evidently had nothing to do with this reprint of 1501. 29 He did,

however, meet the challenge of it in the market through his Bologna

publisher, Bernadinus Hector, in January, 1503, completing his edition

of Pliny's works by bringing out an edition of the Panegyric, to which

he added a pirated, but emended, reprint of the forty-six letters of the

correspondence with Trajan, which had been published by Avantius

in May, 1502.

No readings of Beroaldus in any of his editions give any help to the

text critic in search of the readings of Y. They are given in this study

only for the occasional link which they furnish in tracing the history of

readings found in later editions.

The monumental edition of the Letters published at Milan in Janu-

ary, 1506, was edited by Ioannes Maria Catanaeus. The text in this

edition seems to have been set up from the edition of Beroaldus, which

Catanaeus had emended in many places suo Marte. In the dedicatory

letter which precedes the text, striking the attitude of the ideal editor,

he says of this revision: "sublatis innumeris erroribus praeter unum
aut alterum, quos sine fide veteris exemplaris velle reponere fuisset

temerare." He had no manuscript except the current 8 manuscripts,

but he had copies of the printed editions 76 and 92, from each of which

he accepted some readings. Since he was preparing a commentary

(interpretatio), he was forced to insist upon readings that would furnish

satisfactory meaning in the context. In v. 14. 2 (139.7) he is the first
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editor to drop the meaningless scilicet; in vii.6.11 (181.21) lu^ dropped

non before fmrum, as keil and Merrill wish to do. Not infrequently he

uses a synonym which he thought was better in the context, as iudicium

for vitium i.20.21 (30.8), iustum for verum viii.2.6 (204.23), potentissimae

for florentissimae viii.6.3 (207.15). In v.20.4 (144.18) his plurimis for

plunbus was later confirmed by M and a and is now the accepted text.

Occasionally he supplies a word that Pliny left for his reader to supply,

a not infrequent superservice of critics who replace readings sine fide

Viteris exemplaris. Examples are ergo dimittendos for dimittendos x.96.5

(300.32), arbitror non imprudenter for arbitror x.116. 2(307.17), iterum alio

loco for iterum alio ix.26.11 (249.3). In vii.21.2 (223.15), taking positis

cathedris as an ablative absolute instead of as a dative, he wrongly re-

placed collocavi with convocavi. In vi.33.6 (175.7), finding Suberimus of

Beroaldus a strange-sounding name, he substituted Suburanus. He may
have found Suburanus in vii.6.10 and 11, its only occurrence in the

Letters, although Catanaeus himself has Servianus there. Mcfta have

Suberinus, and all other manuscripts have forms that are derived from

this. Keil rightly adhered to the manuscripts, but Merrill and Schuster,

with Mommsen, have preferred Suburanus, the entirely unsupported

guess of Catanaeus.

In Book x, Catanaeus reproduces Avantius, whom he emends freely

without help from any manuscript, and apparently without having

seen the reprint of Avantius by Beroaldus.

The readings of Catanaeus furnish no evidence as to the readings

of Y. They are important in the history of the text because of their

influence upon later editors. In judging the readings of Aldus, for

example, it must be kept in mind that Aldus used and respected the

edition of Catanaeus, 1506, while he was preparing his own text

in 1507-8 for publication in November, 1508. Erasmus, working on

his Adagia in the home of Aldus in 1 508, and using the library of Aldus,

takes his quotations from Pliny's Letters for use in the Adagia from the

text of Catanaeus. Even Budaeus used Catanaeus, but just how
early we cannot be sure.

In matters of text the real contribution of Catanaeus is in the Greek

quotations in Pliny. A slight digression here on the history of the text

of these Greek readings will help us to understand the work of Cata-

naeus upon them.

For Epp. i-v.6 the manuscript evidence for the Greek tags in Pliny

comes from X through M and V, from Y through 8, and from Z
through B and F; from v.7 through ix.40 it comes from X through M
and from Y through 6. There is no evidence from Z in a or i for
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the Greek readings, since P, from which Aldus and Budaeus sup-

plemented their knowledge of the readings of the earlier editors in

all the ten books of the Letters, did not have the Greek readings but

had lacunae in its text where the Greek should have been. For the

one Greek reading in Book viii (viii.2.8) there is no manuscript evidence.

The Greek here was omitted in M and 6 (c r t 76 s). It was supplied

from Homer //. ix.319 by Aldus, and has been accepted from Aldus

by Catanaeus in his second edition (1518) and by modern editors.

The context here seems incomplete without the Greek, although

Catanaeus found a way to get by this difficulty in his Commentary.

The Greek supplied by Aldus fits the context perfectly and possibly

represents the original text. For the four brief Greek tags found in

Book x there is no manuscript evidence. They have been supplied

by conjecture by Catanaeus or Aldus.

The Greek in the parent ofM and V, possibly of the sixth or seventh

century, was in capitals. In the longer quotations it was imperfect

because its own scribe or earlier scribes in its tradition did not know
Greek but merely copied the Greek capital letters as nearly as they

could make them out, without any attempt to divide them into words

or to get an intelligible meaning. This method of copying the Greek

was also employed by the scribes ofM and V, neither of whom under-

stood Greek. The Greek of M and V was copied by the scribes that

wrote the manuscripts as they copied the text; it was not copied later

into lacunae left by the original scribes.

Because of the large element of agreement in the Greek text in the

eight-book manuscripts, it must be assumed that, except in a very few

places where it was omitted with or without lacunae, it stood in 8, ap-

parently in capitals. The Greek, correct or incorrect, is found in most

passages in D h n o c, but in none of these was the Greek regularly

copied by the scribe who made the manuscript. A later scribe, in

some of them sixty-five or more years later, wrote the Greek into

lacunae left for it by the original hands. The Greek of all these second

hands goes back to 6, but except in D and h, these second hands used

descendants of 5 in which divergencies had developed. Since the

editors of c r t 76 s show no evidence of having found help for their

Greek readings in 0, it is to be assumed that did not contain the

Greek.

In D, the hand that wrote the Greek readings into the lacunae left

for it by the first scribe seems to have worked very soon after his

predecessor; and his Latin script, which is seen in a few Latin transla-

tions placed in the margin, was very similar to that of the original
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scribe, who, however, did not write the Greek in D, as is shown by

the fact that in most of the Longer quotations the Greek does not fit

neatly into the lacunae that had been left. In many passages the

Greek letters, especially near the end of the quotation, are spaced out in

order to fill the lacuna; in some they do not fill the lacuna; and in

others the Greek runs over into the margin, or the last few letters

are interlined above, after the end of the lacuna. In i.20.18 (29.12) the

longer Greek text that belongs in i.20.19, five lines below, has been

partly written into the lacuna left by the first scribe, and the rest of

it is written in the margin. The Greek of the second scribe, however,

is derived directly or indirectly from 6, and has therefore the same

authority for the text as if it had been written by the first. The Greek

in h has similar authority for the same reason. In a few passages it may
be by the original scribe; elsewhere it is clearly from 8 or, in the first

part of the Letters, occasionally from F. The scribe of k omitted the

Greek, usually in lacunae; a later scribe has, in a very few instances,

supplied the Greek in the lacuna, but more often he has written a

Latin translation into the lacuna or in the margin. The Greek supplied

by the second scribe in n o c clearly has its source in 5, but the best

evidence for the Greek of 8 is found in D and h. The Greek readings

in 92 nearly all come from 8, but indirectly, and seventy years after

the discovery of the Verona manuscript. In g, the Latin translations

of the Greek text are given in lacuna or margin by a second hand.

Laetus (1490) corrects a few Greek readings from V and also occa-

sionally gives a usually unsuccessful conjecture.

The Greek in B and F comes apparently from uncial ancestry.

The scribes of B and F write the Greek with a mixture of uncial and

capital letters. F often omits the Greek in lacunae; a fifteenth-

century hand has filled most of these lacunae with Greek text and has

in many cases interlined a Latin translation above the Greek.

For his edition of 1506 Gatanaeus made a special point of cor-

recting the current text of the Greek in the Letters. With the longer

quotations Pliny always names the Greek author from whom he is

quoting. Catanaeus, whose industry was tremendous, read through

these Greek authors until he found a sentence or passage that seemed

suitable to Pliny's context, and corrected or supplemented the Greek

of the manuscripts from what he had found in the author. Two years

later Aldus used this same method of recovering the quotations. This

method is subject to two dangers. Sometimes the wrong quotation is

selected from the author and added to the text of Pliny; and some-

times, when the right quotation had been found, more, or possibly
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less, was transferred to Pliny than he had used. The imperfect readings

of the nine-book and the eight-book manuscripts, when carefully

studied, have proved the safest guide to modern critics in correcting

the errors of Catanaeus and Aldus.

The Interpretatio in Catanaeus is about four times as voluminous

as the text of the Letters, a work of great labor, great erudition, and

usually of sympathetic understanding of the author. The edition at

once superseded all previous editions in the esteem of scholars. A
pirated reprint was made in Venice "Per Ioannem et Bernadinum

fratres de Lisone" in 1510. Catanaeus himself got out a revised

edition in 1518, adopting many of the improvements introduced by

Aldus. His vast work was reprinted many times in many countries

in the next 200 years, a tribute that no other work on Pliny can claim,

and it is still worth reading by one who seeks to know Pliny.

The Readings of J?

The prominence of Sidonius and his enthusiastic admiration of

Pliny's Letters prepared the way for a new edition of them by an

unknown scholar who gave to the world the mother manuscript, Z,

of our ten-book family of Pliny manuscripts. The manuscript which

he produced was not merely a copy of a previous manuscript, but an

elaborately prepared edition of the Letters under a title never used

before: C. Plini Secundi Epistularum Libri Numero Decern. This title

has been preserved exactly in Manuscript B, and in substance by

the title which Aldus gave to his edition : C. Plinii Novocomensis Epistu-

larum Libri Decern.

The immediate incentive to the new edition was the discovery of a

copy of the correspondence between Pliny and Trajan. This cor-

respondence had never before won wide public interest. Roman
readers were not particularly interested in the Greek towns of Bithynia

and Pontus, and the problems of a Roman governor in his province

had no novelty for them; nor had these letters been written with

special attention to literary charm. But the interest aroused in

Pliny's Letters by Sidonius gave an immediate appeal to the rediscovery

of these letters. The editor of the new edition seized the opportunity

to re-edit the whole body of the Letters, adding the newly discovered

correspondence to the old corpus as Book x of Plini Epistulae.

The basis of his text in the first nine books was, of course, a manu-

script of the nine-book corpus. His manuscript, however, did not have

either Caecilius or Novocomensis in the name of Pliny. His producl
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our Manuscript Z, was thus drawn from a source parallel to, or

identical with, that of W, the source of X and Y, but his editorial

activity gave it characteristics that compel us to recognize its descend-

ants as forming a third family, distinct from the descendants of X and

Y. Viewed as a whole, the work of this late fifth-century editor was

a genuine contribution to scholarship, a vital contribution to the

preservation to modern times of the heritage of Pliny's correspondence.

It had four principal editorial features, each meant to make this new
Pliny attractive and more effectively usable than previous manu-
scripts of the Letters.

The rescue and preservation of the correspondence between Pliny

and Trajan was the outstanding contribution of this editor. He found

the letters of this correspondence divided into units consisting of a

letter of Pliny and the Emperor's reply to that letter. These units

were numbered in Roman numerals, giving 73 units in the book.

Our less logical numbering of each letter as a separate unit gives

121 units to the book. The editor of this edition also assisted his

readers by preserving the lemmata which he found in his parent

manuscript at the head of each unit of the Pliny-Trajan correspondence.

These lemmata were meant to serve as subject headings of the units,

suggesting the contents of each unit. They have been preserved almost

unchanged through various copyings and publishings of the cor-

respondence down to and including the edition of Aldus in 1508. The
fact that such lemmata were not given with the letters of the nine- book

corpus shows that in that portion of the Letters he did not find such

lemmata in his parent manuscript. His edition of the ten-book

corpus was therefore not a mere copy of one manuscript of the ten

books. In such a parent manuscript lemmata would have been

supplied throughout, not merely in Book x. The editor was bringing

together into one ten-book corpus the former nine-book and one-book

corpuses that had come to him with different editorial backgrounds.

Our ten-book tradition was born here and does not go farther back

in the history of the text.

The original letters of Pliny to his friends and also their form in

the nine-book corpus published under his own supervision usually

had only one name in the superscription, sometimes the nomen,
sometimes the cognomen. This form of the superscriptions is pre-

served in the nine-book and the eight-book traditions from their

common source W. The fifth-century editor of the new ten-book

edition determined so far as he could from sources still available to

him, probably mainly from the still accessible Senate lists, the full
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names of the addressees and gave both the nomen and the cognomen in

the superscriptions of the letters. These double names were in general

carried on in successive manuscripts of the ten-book family, although

through occasional illegibility or lack of space or the negligence of

scribe or rubricator, one of the two names has occasionally been

lost again in some manuscripts of the family. By the time of the

writing of Manuscript B all the superscriptions of the letters of Book ii

had again been reduced to one name, but not in all cases the one

name found in the other tradition.

For the assistance of his readers the editor of the new edition also

drew up an index of the addressees, listing them at the head of each

book of the Letters in the order in which they occurred in the book. To
facilitate further the quick locating of any desired letter and to make
reference to it easy, he gave alongside the name of each addressee in

this index the first few words of the letter addressed to him. This

exceedingly useful index was carried on in some of the descendants of

the mother manuscript, for example, in the Morgan Fragment and in

Manuscript B. It was not copied into Manuscript F, and the fact

that no trace of the index has been preserved by Iucundus, Budaeus,

or Aldus makes it probable that it had not been preserved in Manu-
script P. This index has proved helpful to modern critics in determin-

ing the text in some places because the text of the tiny excerpts given

alongside the names in the index is usually older than the text found

in the body of the letter in the same manuscript.

Lastly, as any scholarly editor does, he gave much attention to

emending the text. He had before him a manuscript of the nine-book

corpus similar to W. In many places where one of the two descend-

ants of W, namely X or Y, gives a perverted text, this editor's text, Z,

preserved the original reading and is corroborated by the other

descendant of W. For example, in the very beginning of the first

letter in Book i it preserved the reading accuratius, as W had done. At

some stage of the Y tradition this became curatius, while at some stage

of the X tradition an explanatory scholium, cura maiore, had been

rather awkwardly substituted for accuratius or curatius by a scribe. The
final form in which we have received the readings of Z in manuscripts

of the ten-book family that are still extant or in the work of scholars

who used manuscripts of the family that are no longer extant shows

at many points in the text words added to the original text to complete

the construction or fill out the meaning where need for clarification

was felt. The original editor of the mother manuscript of the family

is not to be held responsible for all of these, especially where F is our
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only representative of Z, but it seems certain that the original editor

of Z is responsible for many of them.

The extant manuscripts of the ten-book family arc few and incom-

plete. They are the following:

Codex Pierpont Morgan M 462,
30 containing ii.20. 1 3—iii.5.3 (II)

Codex Ashburnhamensis R 98, or, Belvacensis,n containing i.l-v.6.32

(B)

Codex S. Marci 284,
32 containing i.l-v.6 (F)

Codex Vaticanus latinus 3087, containing 184 excerpts from i.3-v.5

(Vat. lat. 3087)

Codex Vaticanus latinus 1575, containing 184 excerpts from i.3-v.5

{Vat. lat. 1575)

Another manuscript of this family, P, is no longer extant but made
important contributions to our knowledge of the Letters in the some-

what less than ten years in which it had occasional attention from

three scholars, lucundus, Budaeus, and Aldus. It contained Books i-x,

complete.

The oldest extant representative of the Z edition of the Letters is

the Morgan Fragment, part of an uncial manuscript written about

a.d. 500. It is in scriptura continua, but gives evidence by numerous

errors and omissions made by the original scribe that it was copied

from another manuscript. It was not the author's laboriously made
mother manuscript of the ten-book tradition. It was, however, an

early copy of the new complete correspondence made for some great

patron who desired a fine copy of the up-to-date text. This mother

manuscript was therefore available for reproduction by about a.d. 500.

The ignorance of Sidonius concerning a ten-book edition when he was

writing Book ix of his own Letters about a.d. 479 shows that this editor

made his contribution to our knowledge of Pliny near the end of the

fifth century. The discovery and dating of the Morgan Fragment has

made possible a closer dating of the mother manuscript of the ten-book

family, which Merrill could only date as "wahrscheinlich vor dem
zehnten Jahrhundert" (1910.451), or "perhaps in the seventh or

eighth century" (1915.15).

Manuscripts B and F, probably of the tenth century, contain the

letters of Books i-v.6, letter iv.26 being omitted from each. This

agreement in scope and their frequent agreement in error show that

they are from a common ancestor.

This common ancestor was itself copied from a minuscule manu-
script. This is shown by common errors in B and F which evidently
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come from errors in their common parent of a sort that could arise

only from the misreading of the text in a minuscule manuscript.

Examples of such scribal error in the common parent of B and F are

impercire or impertire BF Vat. lat. 3087 and 1575 for imperare in

iv.23.3 (114.3), deferentis BFa for deserentis hi. 5. 8 (69.3). In

impercire open a of the minuscule parent was read as ci; in deferentis

the misreading of s as/ can come only from a minuscule parent manu-
script.

F was not copied directly from the parent of B but from another

manuscript that descended from the parent of B, probably from a

sister of B. Because I do not know of a better one, I will repeat here

an illustration which I used in a previous article, 1927.410. In i.20.15

(28.20) B has genuisset aut talus, F has genuisset aut sibi aut aliis. The
correct text, found in the nine-book and the eight-book traditions, is

genu esset aut talus. The scribal error genuisset stood in the common
source of B and F, and is preserved faithfully by B. The scribe of the

parent of F used t of talus with preceding au, which stood for aut in

his own parent manuscript. This left alus, which was read as aliis, and

his text became genuisset aut aliis. The editor of F gave a semblance of

meaning to aut aliis by adding aut sibi, giving him genuisset aut sibi aut

aliis, which seems rather satisfying if one disregards the context. This

reading, with a few others of like import, both shows that another

manuscript intervenes between F and the common source of B and F
and illustrates the work of the editor of F on the text. The fact that F is

one step farther removed than B from their common source and the

evidence that an editor introduced "improvements" into the text

of F make it a less reliable witness to the reading of their common
source than B. It would have saved many an error in the text of the

Letters as they came to the knowledge of Renaissance scholars if B
instead of F had been discovered in Italy late in the fourteenth or

early in the fifteenth century. The errors of F introduced into many
of the fifteenth-century eight-book manuscripts have been a prolific

source of confusion to students of the text of the Letters even down to

our own day.

A few of the many readings in which B instead of F preserves the

reading of their common source are the following:

i.5.8 and 13 (8.11 and 9.11) inquit add. F, om. B

i.12.7 (18.16) enim add. F, om. B
i.16.6 (23.20) epistulas quas uxoris F epistulas uxoris B
i.20.17 (29.6) Hypericlen F Periclen B

ii.14.4 (51.25) convenitur a conductis et redemptis F convenitur B
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B is thus more faithful than F to the text of their common source,

but reproduces, of course, the errors of its parent manuscript that had

already been brought into the ten-book tradition by its first editor or a

later scribe or editor.

As to the provenience of the minuscule source of B and F, Rand,

1923.119, may be correct in concluding that it "was written, it would

seem, in some scriptorium of France not too remote from either Fleury

or Beauvais." Its date may with probability be thought of as the

seventh or the early eighth century. Books v.7-x.l21 had already

been lost from the end of it before the source of B and F was transcribed

from it. It was clearly of the same tradition as Manuscripts II and P,

but seems not itself to have been copied directly from either of these

two manuscripts. 33

Through the kind interest of Dr. Barlow and the unfailing courtesy of

the Prefect of the Vatican Library I have photostatic copies of the Pliny

portion of Manuscripts Vaticanus latinus 1575 and 3087. These are

manuscripts of Flores from various authors. Seeck used 7575, his F3
, in

preparing the text of his edition of the Letters of Symmachus in Monu-

menta Germaniae Historica, Vol. VIII, and assigned it to the thirteenth

century. 3087 is considered to be in a fourteenth-century hand. It

is evident that this body of excerpts had some currency as a unit in

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Keil, 1870, Praefatio XIII,

and Miss Johnson, 70, thought that the excerpts from Pliny were

taken from F.

The same 184 excerpts from the Letters are found in each of the two

manuscripts and are given in the same order. They go back, there-

fore, to a common source. There are excerpts from letters ranging

from i.3 to v. 5. This at once suggests that they are from B or F or

from the same source as B and F. A source from the ten-book family

is proven by the readings cum labore ii.19.5 (60.18), impertitur iii.5.16

(70.1), and votis suis amor plerumque praevenit iv.15.11 (107.27), which are

found only in the ten-book family. But both correctly have agitatione

i.6.2 (10.13), where both B and F have by scribal error a cogitatione.

This suggests either a capable excerptor who was a keen critic or a

source earlier than B and F and their common parent. The latter is

the more probable. The scribe of 3087 has several blunders in copying

that imply an ignorant scribe, but he has given two readings that are

omitted in 1575, thus proving his independence of 7575. These are

Summa ratio sapientibus pro necessitate est i.12.3 (18.3) and turba teguntur

(reg- 3087) ii.11.7 (46.6).

Except in agitatione, cited above, I have found no reading in these
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manuscripts that offers any help for the critic of the text of the Letters.

If they are independent of B and F, however, they do strengthen our

confidence in the common parent of B and F as representing the

Z tradition.

The problem of determining and evaluating the readings of the lost

manuscript P is complex, but it is important in view of the indirect

influence of P upon critics of the text of the Letters at different periods

in its varied history. This influence began with the publication of the

Aldine edition in 1508. To this, in Keil's edition of 1870, was added

the influence of the quotations from Pliny in the later works of Budaeus,

who used Manuscript P or a transcript of it. Then, in 1907, Merrill

identified the Bodleian Volume as having belonged to Budaeus. This

volume will be discussed below. In his edition of 1922, Merrill has

given a complete collation of the textual notes of Budaeus in this

volume. Rand, in the publication of the Morgan Fragment in 1922, and

in his articles on "A New Approach to the Text of Pliny's Letters" in

Harvard Studies in Classical Philology in 1923, 1924, and 1925, gave much
consideration to Manuscript P.

Some time between 1499 and 1506, Iucundus Veronensis, an Italian

architect employed in Paris during those years, discovered there a ten-

book manuscript, P, of the Letters and made a transcript of it which is

now referred to under the designation /. The manuscript itself is often

referred to as the Paris Manuscript, a designation which can evidently

be employed only in a context that further identifies it. Neither the

manuscript (P) nor the copy of it made by Iucundus (/) is now in

existence, so far as is known. We know enough of the readings of this

manuscript, however, to be sure that it descends from the same early

source as the parent of B and F, that is to say, from Z.

Our knowledge of the readings of P comes to us through three, or

possibly four, sources

:

1. The French scholar Budaeus possessed a copy of the Beroaldus

edition, 1498, of the first nine books of the Letters and a copy of Avan-

tius' edition, 1502, of Book x. 41 -121. These two volumes happened

to be printed on pages of the same dimensions. Evidently by arrange-

ment with Budaeus, Iucundus or some other person, for the hand-

writing is not that of Budaeus himself, prepared for him from P or /,

on sheets of the same dimensions as the leaves of the two printed

volumes, a manuscript text, I, of the parts missing from the two

printed volumes. Budaeus caused to be bound into a single volume

his two printed volumes and the manuscript supplements, I, to them,

inserted where they belonged to give him a continuous text of the ten
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books of the Letters. This composite volume is at present in the

Bodleian Library. 34 In its manuscript supplements, I, we have a

witness to the readings of the Paris Manuscript, and thus of its an-

cestor Z.

2. Budaeus evidently made this composite volume his working copy

of the Letters. In its margins and between the lines he made many
notes, and many of these notes were corrections of the text. These

corrections are found in both the printed and the manuscript portions

of the volume. On the assumption that he drew these new readings

directly from the manuscript (P) which Iucundus had discovered or

from the transcript (/) which Iucundus had made, we have in them,

if used with caution, a second witness to the readings of P, and thus to

the readings of Z. The textual readings of Budaeus are referred to

by the designation i. Budaeus also quoted Pliny not a few times in

his Annotationes in pandectas, 1508, and often also in his two later works.

Some of these quotations are from portions of the Letters that were

unknown until the discovery of the Paris Manuscript. Insofar as they

are exact quotations and give a text not obtainable from earlier editions

they have the same value as the i readings as a witness to the readings

of P, and thus of Z.

3. Iucundus returned to Italy in 1506 and turned over to Aldus his

transcript, /, of the manuscript which he had discovered in Paris.

In 1508 Aloisius Mocenicus, who had been Venetian ambassador in

Paris, returned to Venice and brought with him the manuscript which

Iucundus had discovered, P. He also placed this in the hands of

Aldus, who was working at the time on the text of the Letters for

his forthcoming edition, which he published in November, 1508,

prefaced by a dedicatory letter to Mocenicus. The edition of Aldus

contained the part of Book viii that was missing from the previously

printed editions and the complete text of Book x. In the text also of

the previously published portions of the Letters he made many changes.

In the text, therefore, of viii. 8.3-1 8.8 and in Book x, and in such

changes in the text of the previously printed editions as he took from

I or from the manuscript (P) which Mocenicus brought to him, we
have a third witness to the readings of the Paris Manuscript, and thus

ofZ.

4. Since no other source is known for the manuscript of Leander,

containing x.41-1 21, from which Avantius published these letters

in 1502, it has been assumed that Leander's manuscript was derived

from P. It is more probable, however, that Leander's manuscript was
a fragment of a manuscript of the original corpus of the correspondence
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between Pliny and Trajan, parallel to the complete manuscript of this

correspondence which was found and used by the editor of Z.

The summary statement above on our sources for the readings of P,

made for ready reference, must now be expanded in more detail for the

sake of the history of the development of the text.

Fra Giocondo (Iucundus), an eminent architect, was invited to

Paris in 1499 by Louis XII to construct the Notre Dame bridge over

the Seine, a task that kept him there seven years. He was not only an

architect but also a scholar with broad interests, who was active with

the foremost scholars of his day in the rediscovery and interpretation

of the lost treasures of antiquity. As a young man studying archi-

tecture in Rome he collected, "propriis laboribus atque sudoribus,"

two thousand Latin inscriptions and published them. 35 He taught

Greek and Latin to Julius Caesar Scaliger, an illustrious alumnus,

who held his memory in reverence. He enjoyed the friendship of the

great French humanist Guillaume Bude in Paris and of the best

scholars of his day in Italy.

While in Paris, Iucundus was active in the search for manuscripts

of ancient authors. He purchased several of them, copied others,

and collated still others upon published editions. When he returned

to Italy in 1506, he brought with him a manuscript of the Prodigia of

Iulius Obsequens, which Aldus published along with his Pliny in

1508; several manuscripts of Caesar's Commentarii which he had

bought in France and Italy, from which he prepared an edition, 1513,

with a commentary and some maps and illustrations, among them the

first published illustration of Caesar's bridge over the Rhine; a manu-
script of Sallust, one of two manuscripts that formed the basis of the

Aldine edition of 1509; and a manuscript of Cato, De re rustica, which

Iucundus himself used in his edition of the writers on agriculture

published by Aldus in 1514. In Perotti, Cornucopiae Varronis Festi et

Aliorum, published by Aldus in 1514, the Compendia of Nonius Marcellus

is included, with this note in the announcement printed on the first

page of the volume: "Nonii Marcelli Compendia, in quibus tertia fere

pars addita est, non ante impressa nisi per Aldum manutium, idque

labore et diligentia Iucundi nostri Veronensis, qui in Gallia Nonium
cum antiquis contulit exemplaribus." I have not seen Iucundus'

editions of Vitruvius (1511), Frontinus (1513), and Aurelius Victor

(1532), but it would be a safe guess that to all of these he contributed

not only readings from previously unused sources that he had dis-

covered, but also editorial revisions of the text.

His most valuable find in Paris was a complete ten-book manuscript
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of Pliny's Letters, our P. Apparently he was unable to secure possession

of this manuscript, but with his own hand he made a complete copy

of it, our /. The news of this exciting discovery of a complete Pliny

was of course given to his friend Budaeus.

Budaeus possessed a copy of the Beroaldus (1498) edition of the

first nine books of the Letters, but the new manuscript contained eleven

letters of Book viii that were unknown to Beroaldus. Likewise from

his Avantius edition (1502) of Book x were missing the first twenty-six

letters, as they were then numbered, forty letters as we now number

them. Presumably at the request of Budaeus, Iucundus drew off for

him, probably from /, the portions of the text that were missing

from Budaeus' copies. It can hardly have been an accident that these

manuscript additions, I, were made on paper of the same dimensions

as the pages of the printed editions of Beroaldus and Avantius which

Budaeus possessed. These manuscript supplements, I, were inserted

at their proper places in the printed texts, and all were bound up

together, giving Budaeus the integrum ferme Plinium to which he some-

times refers. It is a reasonable assumption also that Iucundus lent

to Budaeus the complete copy of P which he had made, from which

Budaeus could correct, so far as he cared to, his Plinius integer.

Iucundus seems to have planned to publish an edition of Pliny's

Letters upon his return to Italy. In addition to his transcript, /, of P,

he got together six other volumes of the Letters, partly manuscripts,

partly printed editions in whose margins he had collated readings of

other manuscripts accessible to him in France. He thus had the

readings, more or less complete, of seven manuscripts with which to

supplement and correct the text of previously printed editions. We
cannot be sure what manuscript traditions were represented in the

alia sex volumina of Iucundus. It is not impossible that some of them

were partial copies of the ten-book text of which we have no trace.

The existence of such fragments of this text in France is witnessed by

the one from which descend our Manuscripts B and F, the one that

Leander took from France to Italy and gave to Avantius in 1501, and

possibly also by the Morgan Fragment. Many copies of the eight-book

manuscripts, most of them contaminated to some extent from F, were

made in Italy in the fifteenth century. Some of these may have found

their way to France and been among those collated there by Iucundus.

I have observed no readings which suggest that Iucundus came into

contact with a manuscript of the nine-book class in France.

As Iucundus sought material for this forthcoming edition, it would

not be unlikely that he would jot in the margin of /, which was still in
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his possession, occasional variant readings which he found in other

sources or conceived in his own mind. In studying / and the readings

which Aldus may be assumed to have taken from /, it should not be

forgotten that / had margins and that Iucundus was an excellent

scholar, interested in trying to get a correct text of Latin authors,

well practiced in choosing between variant readings of manuscripts

and also quite capable of emending a text on logical grounds. / and

I were faithful copies of P; in making these transcripts Iucundus was

not editing but copying. But readings found in the margins of these

copies of P need not be assumed to have stood in P. When he prepared

from / the supplements (I) for Budaeus, he copied a scant half dozen

of these variants into the margins of I as suggested corrections of the

text. Such marginal entries need not necessarily be thought to reflect

a situation found in P.

If Iucundus had intended to publish an edition of Pliny, he found

himself too busy with other pressing matters to do so upon his return

to Italy in 1506. A state of war existed there, and he gave himself to

the design and construction of military defenses in several North

Italian cities. At any rate, he turned over to his friend Aldus, the

publisher, the material which he had gathered for his Pliny. So far

as we know, this was the birth of the impulse in Aldus to publish his

epoch-making edition of the Letters.

P was a minuscule manuscript, not the uncial manuscript of which

the Morgan Fragment was a part. I, which was made by Iucundus

for Budaeus, either directly from P or from Iucundus' own careful

transcription (/) of P, shows a number of scribal errors that point

conclusively to a minuscule parent. They are misreadings made by

the scribe from his parent manuscript, such confusions of words and

letters as could normally be made only in reading minuscule writing.

These errors could have been made by Iucundus in reading his parent

manuscript P, but because of his special competence it is more probable

that the errors stood in P and may have been earlier than P. Rand,

1923.170-172, lists nineteen such errors in I that come from misreading

minuscule script in the process of copying from it. They include the

confusion of the digraphs for ri and it, of u and n, of o and open a,

and the reading of turn as tarn and expanding this into tamen. Any one

of these errors would strongly suggest a minuscule parent manuscript,

as Rand, 1922.62, n. 3, saw. The cumulative evidence of nineteen

such errors proves the case satisfactorily, although Rand is careful

to exclude the adjective "absolute" with his noun "proof" in making

his claim. In matters such as are under discussion in this study,
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absolute proof is impossible; but in BUCh matters satisfactory proof

is acceptable .is ground for further deduction.

I will call attention to another point that I think supports Rand's

contention. In I the first two lines of each epistle are indented to

leave a l>ox in which a rubricator might place an ornamental initial for

tlu- fust word of the epistle. In making I for the desk copy of Budacus

there was no reason to expect ornamental additions by a miniator.

Iucundus was merely reproducing faithfully the manuscript which

he was copying. Ecdicus, the first word of x.110 (305.3), appears in

both A and a as Medicus. This error points to a minuscule source.

The minuscule c before d was read as e, an error not to be expected in

a copy made from a manuscript in capitals. The rubricator, left with-

out a guide letter, supplied M for the initial. This error came into A
from the Leander manuscript. It probably stood also in P, since

neither Budaeus nor Aldus corrects the reading Medicus in A. The use

of a box for the initial is not found in n. It is not infrequent in minus-

cule manuscripts. Its use in I and A, pointing to its use in P and the

Leander manuscript, seems to give some support to Rand's contention

that I was from a minuscule manuscript.

The fact that I was from a minuscule manuscript introduces a

difficulty for Rand, who would have found much satisfaction in believ-

ing that the Morgan Fragment, IT, formed part of Manuscript P, which

was discovered in France by Iucundus and later came into the hands

of Aldus. He is driven to assume that I, the manuscript part of the

desk copy of Budaeus, was copied not from P, which he desired to

identify with n, but from a copy of P ; not the copy / of P, made by

Iucundus and given to Aldus in 1 506, but another copy of P, of which

no notice has come to us from any source. This assumption of a third

ten-book manuscript is entirely unnecessary and seems impossible in

view of the feverish interest in manuscripts throughout southern

Europe at the beginning of the sixteenth century and the silence of

contemporaries concerning it.

The fact that I contains some errors in the division of letters into

words shows that when P or its parent was written, the change from

scriptura continua was not complete. This is not inconsistent with the

conclusion that P was in early minuscules.

In a front-page announcement of the contents of his edition (a),

the second claim for his volume made by Aldus, after "in quibus multae

(epistulae) habentur non ante impressae" is as follows: "Turn Graeca

correcta, et suis locis restituta, atque reiectis adulterinis, vera reposita."

This is not an idle claim. Aldus improved the text of these Greek
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quotations in many places. But it should be pointed out that he did

not get these "Graeca correcta" from Manuscript P, since that manu-
script did not give the Greek, but left lacunae in its text where the

Greek belonged. It was pointed out on page 51 that Catanaeus had

done much to restore the text of these Greek tags. The fine literary

instinct of Aldus and his excellent knowledge of Greek enabled him to

improve many of the pure conjectures of Catanaeus. Manuscript M,
discovered later, although itself far from perfect in the Greek, has at

times served to validate, at other times to invalidate, the Greek

readings introduced by Catanaeus and Aldus.

The fact that the Greek tags in the text were omitted in lacunae in P
is clear enough in two passages in I, the daughter ofP and here our only

remaining manuscript source for the text. The inference drawn from

these two passages is supported by a study of other readings that are

not found in I.

In both x.10.1 (267.21) and x.15 (269.4) two Greek words are

omitted and lacunae left in I. Iucundus, who knew Greek well, would

not have omitted these Greek words if they had been in his parent

manuscript P. In the former of these passages Aldus has vofiov

MefJL(f)VTOV and Budaeus has written vojjlov Me/zc/nrou in the lacuna

of I. In the second, Aldus has U7rep Ma\ea*> and in the lacuna of I

Budaeus has written the same. On the assumption that the Greek was

not in P, I am inclined to think that it was supplied here by Aldus

and taken from the Aldine edition by Budaeus. In the second case the

conjecture is easy and correct, but that Harpocras was from Memphis

is a pure guess by Aldus. His conjecture has been accepted in silence

by all modern critics : the lacuna must be filled, and they have nothing

else to place in it.

The best test as to whether P had the Greek in the other books of

the Letters can be made in those passages in which Budaeus, i, has

corrected the Greek text of Beroaldus. I give these below, omitting

corrections of mere misprints or of faulty spelling.

1. i.5.15 (9.18) avuadatperov Dc avKperov f dvaKaraiperov

92 KadcLLperov aKaraadaTOV Laet. anadaipeTov Ber.

a/car airakaiarov Cat. hvo-KaBaiperov a AYCKA9EPATON
(AYS- V) MV om. BF hkng

Budaeus leaves the reading of Beroaldus unchanged but adds the

reading of Catanaeus in the margin.

2. i.20.19 (29.17) ^vveKVKare iravTa D 92 f Ber. Cat. £vveKvKa

ty)V 'EX\d<5a MV BF Laet. ai
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Budaeus does not delete -re iraura of Beroaldus but adds Jt]v

'EXXdSa in the margin.

3. v.8.11 (134.10) sit item asyntanagonisma Dk ait item an sit

anagonissima 1 sit itema sint an agonisma 78 83 92 rj5r]pa /cat

ayuvKJua. Laet. ait ijdjjpa sit an ayecptapa Ber. KTrjpa paWov
ea att 7/7rep ea to irapou ayuviapa Cat. kttj/jlcl sit an aycovLapa a

hihm misit aijaTcovtep M
Budaeus changes 7]8rjiia of Beroaldus to KT7//za, then cites the

entire reading of Catanaeus.

4. v. 17.2 (141.24) tactae pigmon 8gc76 apte tt€lvLoi> Laet.

apte wepivopuv Ber. epcoTOiratyvLOV Cat. kpcoroTalyvLOV al.

KaraarepLdpCiv i Karaarepiupoiv M a

5. v.20.8 (145.11) Greek omitted in lacuna, a te added at the end of the

lacuna, before providendum Z)hkouxp 78 83 gcr 76 Laet. Greek omitted

in lacuna, a te not added ft co yepov iirapai aeveoi reipovci paxv
Ktvov a te 92 co yepov 77 pa\a 8f](reveoL drjpovai pax^rat a te Ber.

rco ovti XPV pvdov ofaWeiv apud te Cat. ttjv yap aotd-qv

paWov e7rt/cXetoi;cr' avdpoiroi r\irep aKOvovreaai. veoiTarr] apcpLTeXrjTaL a

Greek of Beroaldus deleted and reading of Catanaeus added in margin i

THNrAPAOIAHAIZAM12NEniKAEITOYOANGPfiITOY2ATHAM
$IIIENITAI M

6. vi.22.2 (165.13) /card KearjWiov Dhpc Laet. Ber., with some varia-

tions in the spelling of the Greek secundum cesellium gf 76 Kara

Ke<pa\ea Cat. /card KtcpaXeov a /card Ke<pa\aiov i

7. vi.31.12 (172.25) eviarrjaaTe Dhcf Laet. Ber. evLarrjaere 92

Karaar-qaare Cat. eTiaraade a evarrjaaade al. /cara-

o-Trjaare i EIIISTH2ATAI M
8. vii.12.2 (186.17) vpCid yap ot ei^TjXot Dhcf Laet. Ber. vpeic

yap ol at av^rjoXoi 92b ureter yap ot au^oXot 92a vptia yap

act tcrxfot Cat. vpeter yap ol act laxvoi i vpelcr ot eu^Xot a

om. M
9. vii.32.2 (201.28) rrfKovcr Ip eiraivoa D Various derivatives

from the above hkf92g76 eiraivocr Laet. Ber. ovdepia avdpcanvrj

7}bovq tov deiov eyyvrepco rj rj wept, racr Tipacr acppocrvvrj Cat.

r)foo-Tov anovapa ewaivoa ai anpoapa is written above by Budaeus,

i, but anovapa is not deleted by him nos M
10. ix.1.3 (228.14) ovx ocri e<f>dipevoLcn D ovxocna (pOipevoicn h

ovx ocna (pdeipevoiaiv 92 ovx ocnov ecpdipevoun. c ovx

oviov e^dtpevoven f ovx ocnocr (pdipevotcnv Laet. Ber. ovx ocnov

fyQeipevoivi Xoidopeiv Cat. ovx ocnov (pdupevoLcn i ovx ocrlrj

fytiipevoicn a AOYXOSIHTOAMEN olci M
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In ix. 13.20 (238.8) the text of the "Homericus versus" was in hope-

less confusion until Catanaeus located it in his Homer and supplied

it in the text of Pliny. Budaeus and Aldus accept the text from

Catanaeus.

In No. 1 the emendation of Aldus is arrived at by a comparison of

the readings of 92 and Beroaldus; Budaeus leaves the reading of

Beroaldus, but adds the reading of Catanaeus in the margin. Budaeus

and Aldus have no such common source as a reading in P would have

furnished.

In No. 2 Aldus adopts the reading of Laetus, who got it from V.

Budaeus leaves the reading of Beroaldus undisturbed but notes the

reading of Aldus in the margin.

In many cases the erroneous copy of the Greek words by early

scribes, followed by the efforts of later scholars to bring sense into the

text which they found, made the recovery of the text from the manu-

scripts impossible. In No. 3 the editors before Catanaeus made various

efforts to get a text from the manuscript readings. Catanaeus aban-

doned the manuscripts and searched through his copy of Thucydides

until he found there what he thought Pliny might have quoted. This

he inserted into the text of Pliny, adding in his commentary: "Resti-

tuimus in integrum sumptam ex prohemio Thucydidis." From
Catanaeus, Budaeus and Aldus emend Beroaldus differently, and

Budaeus also noted the reading of Catanaeus in the margin.

In No. 4 the editors could make out no suitable general subject for

the elegies of Calpurnius Piso from the transcriptions of the Greek

title in the eight-book manuscripts. Most of them kept the meaning-

less tactae pigmon of the manuscripts. Laetus ventured the conjecture

apte it€lvlov, which Beroaldus sought to improve further by his apte

7repLV0jJi0)V. Catanaeus, as often, discarded the manuscript reading

entirely and proposed a title suitable for love poems. Budaeus cor-

rected his Beroaldus by inserting the reading of Catanaeus, adding

later the reading of Aldus in the margin as an alternative. Aldus

emended to /caracreptcr/xo)^. This was later verified by the reading of

M. It also accounts satisfactorily for tactae pigmon of the eight-book

manuscripts, which came from /caratrreptcr/zco^, written in majuscules,

in which 2 had the form of the Latin capital C. The reading of Aldus

is clearly correct. Its source in Aldus can only be surmised. It cannot

have come from / or P, which did not have the Greek. Budaeus would

have taken it from 7orP before he saw a copy of the Aldine edition.

It would be like Aldus to sense at once that eruditam sane luculentamque

and sublimibus were more appropriate descriptives to apply to poems
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on astronomical subjects than to erotic poems. 1 I<- was well acquainted

with Suidas. He had used Snidas in making his Greek Latin dic-

tionary, which he published in 1497, and in 1514 he published a

complete edition of Suidas. Suidas says that Hipparchus of Nicaea

called his treatise on the constellations KaTaarepLafJiol, and Aldus

could have based his emendation on this notice in Suidas. See also

Suidas, s.v. 'Eparoade wqs. Editors before Kail varied between the

readings of Catanaeus and Aldus. Erasmus, in his Adagia, whose text

he was rewriting in 1508 while living in the home of Aldus where he

could have had access to / or P, used epoorowaiyvioit in referring to

this letter of Pliny; nor did he change this in later editions of the

Adagia. Here in the home of Aldus in 1508, before the edition of Aldus

came out, he was evidently working from a copy of the edition of the

Letters by Catanaeus.

In No. 5 the only trace of the quotation of Homericum Mud in the

fifteenth-century eight-book manuscripts is a lacuna, frequently of

two lines, and the a te at the end of the lacuna. This a te was developed

from the transliteration of -tjtcu, the ending of the last word of the

Greek quotation. Only Manuscripts f and t, whose texts had passed

through the hands of keen editors, drop the unintelligible a te. The
first editor to seek out something from Homer that he thought Pliny

might have used was the enterprising editor of 92. His reading was

adopted by Beroaldus in 1498. There is other evidence of the use of 92

by Beroaldus. Catanaeus, 1506, used a different line from Homer,

and Budaeus substituted this line for the one in his Beroaldus text.

Aldus found the correct lines from Homer and placed them in his

text. His choice is supported by the fact that the relics of the text

later found in M are evidently from this same line. Here again the

emendations of Budaeus and Aldus show that they had no common
starting point in P, that the Greek had been omitted from P.

In No. 6 KearjWiov of the eight-book manuscripts seems not to

be an authentic Greek word, but this aroused no misgivings before

Catanaeus, who proposed /card K€(/>aAea. This was a pure conjecture,

as the note in his commentary shows: "Kara K€(j>a\ea: nam kcltcl-

<j>a\e&<TLS peroratio dicitur, quando scilicet orator latius per totam

orationem dispersa in fine colligit necessaria et urgentia." His con-

jecture was accepted by both Budaeus and Aldus, but each modified

it slightly, not, however, in the same way. Their common starting

point was clearly found in Catanaeus, not in P. Although Kara
Ke<f)a\cuov has no manuscript authority, it is kept in the text of modern
editors because a Greek word is required and this one is understandable.
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It would be more satisfactory if KearjWiOU of the eight-book manu-
scripts were palaeographically easily derived from it through scribal

error.

In No. 7 Budaeus and Aldus emend Beroaldus differently, Budaeus

also adding the reading of Catanaeus in the margin. They found no

common text in P from which to start.

In No. 8 Aldus drops yap of Beroaldus while Budaeus retains it

and also adds the reading of Catanaeus in the margin. It is not

certain which reading he would have used if he had quoted the passage.

In No. 9 Catanaeus substituted for the clearly unsatisfactory reading

preserved in the fifteenth-century eight-book manuscripts a sentence

which he found in Xenophon, Hiero, 7.4. Aldus, with a finer literary

feeling, fashioned a terse statement, as Pliny might have done, from

the phrase rod 8e iravroov -qdiarov 6.KOvap.aros eiraivov, which he

found in Xenophon, Memorabilia ii. 1.31. Budaeus substitutes the

reading of Aldus for that in his Beroaldus, but, evidently with rod p.ev

rjdlarov aKpoap.aros eiraivov of Xenophon, Hiero 1.14 in mind, he

writes aKpoafxa above aKOvap,a as a possible alternative reading. While

the agreement of Aldus and Budaeus here could possibly come from

a reading in P, it is so clear that P did not preserve the Greek in Pliny

that this agreement is better explained on other grounds that are

consistent with the practice of both scholars.

In No. 10 Budaeus emended Beroaldus from Catanaeus, while Aldus

offers a different emendation to perfect the text.

In x.65.1 (288.18) Avantius omits a Greek word, leaving a lacuna

in his line. He was evidently following Leander's manuscript, not

being able himself to think of a satisfactory Greek word to fill the

lacuna. Beroaldus in 1503 did not venture to fill it. It seems certain

that this Greek word was omitted in P. Catanaeus, 1506, inserted

eKderovs by conjecture. Aldus, who was a good Greek scholar and a

keen critic, did better than Catanaeus in finding the correct technical

term required here, dpewrovs- Budaeus, familiar with this legal term,

accepted dpewrovs from Aldus and wrote it in the lacuna of his

Avantius text, but he noted the emendation of Catanaeus by adding

in the margin "at. enderovs"

We must now try to evaluate the Aldine edition, a, as a witness to

the ten-book readings. We shall have to consider first what the

editor's source for these readings was, and then how closely he followed

that source in establishing his text.

In a prefatory letter Aldus dedicates his edition to Aloisius Moce-

nicus, Eques et Senator Venetus. A patron of the standing of Moce-
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nicus was worth much to the publisher, and Aldus leaves no doubt

about his grateful appreciation of the interest taken by the senator in

his effort to give a better Pliny to the scholarly world.

. . . e Gallia . . . has Plinii epistolas in Italiam rcportasti, in membrana
scriptas, atque adco diversis a nostris characteribus, ut nisi quis diu assuevcrit,

non queat legere. . . . Nunc autem, quod possumus, hasce Secundi epistolas

damus quam correctissimas, in quibus etiam multae sunt, quae antehac non

habebantur. Sed tibi in primis habenda est plurima gratia Inclyte Aloisi, qui

exemplar ipsum epistolarum reportasti in Italiam, mihique dedisti, ut excusum

publicarem.

Much discussion of the source of the readings of Aldus has tacitly as-

sumed that he drew his ten-book readings directly from this manuscript,

P, which Mocenicus made available to him. The situation would not,

however, be quite without parallel in the history of letters if Aldus the

publisher was willing to permit the prominent and influential Mocenigo

to think that his well-meant effort to further the cause of learning had

been more important to Aldus the editor than it had actually been.

The real basis for his editorial work on the Letters had been laid for him

by another. Immediately after the words cited above Aldus adds:

Deinde Iucundo Veronensi Viro singulari ingenio, ac bonarum litterarum

studiosissimo, quod et easdem Secundi epistolas ab eo ipso exemplari a se

descriptas 36 in Gallia diligenter ut facit omnia, et sex alia volumina epistolarum

partim manu scripta, partim impressa quidem, sed cum antiquis collata

exemplaribus, ad me ipse sua sponte, quae ipsius est erga studiosos omneis

benevolentia, adportaverit, idque biennio ante, quam tu ipsum mihi exemplar

publicandum tradidisses. Exeunt igitur hae Plinii epistolae in manus lite-

ratorum et tua, et Iucundi nostri in illos benevolentia, emendatissimae.

The year 1508, in which Mocenicus placed Manuscript P in the

hands of Aldus, was an extremely busy one for that publisher. Because

of the war he had published nothing in 1 506 and only one small volume

in 1507. In April, 1508, he published the second edition of his Gram-

matica Latina; in September, the Adagia of Erasmus came off his press,

and Erasmus himself, a somewhat cumbersome guest, if we may trust

Scaliger, was present in the home of Aldus from January until after its

publication, impatient all the while to get the volume into print; the

first volume of the Rhetores Graeci and the volume of Plinii Epistolae,

which contained much additional matter besides the Letters, came out

in November. The main burden of the preparation of the text of Pliny

can hardly have been crowded into the part of the year 1 508 between

the time when Mocenicus gave Aldus the manuscript and the date on

which Aldus placed the completed text in the hands of his compositors.
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For two years he had had the rich material for the constitution of the

text of the Letters which Iucundus had furnished him, which included a

complete copy of the Letters, I, "diligenter descriptas" from P by

Iucundus. It is practically certain that the text of the Letters, probably

written out in the hand of Aldus, was almost, if not entirely, in final

shape when Aldus received Manuscript P from Mocenicus. He may
have subjected to occasional comparison with P the copy of the text

which he had made for his typesetters, but that he used P extensively

in its preparation is extremely doubtful. The source of the ten-book

readings of Aldus is thus P, but mainly through the copy I of that

manuscript made by Iucundus, the same copy that had earlier been

used by Budaeus for his textual notes from P.

There has been no little discussion of how closely Aldus adhered to

his manuscript. It should be understood, first of all, that Aldus was

not publishing a copy of the manuscript, but the Letters of Pliny. He
was not a scribe reproducing P, as Iucundus had been when preparing

/ and I. As an editor he was giving to litterati a more complete Pliny

than had been known before, in a text that he meant to be intelligible

at every point and more free from error than that of any preceding edi-

tion or any single manuscript, however ancient. He did not start from

his manuscript and correct it from previously printed editions and from

other manuscripts. As every other editor since his time has done, he

started from the currently received text of printed editions and cor-

rected that text from new material at his command and from his own
critical judgment. In doing this his judgment may not have been

faultless, but his method is not to be condemned under the standards of

editing accepted by editors in his day. He felt no obligation to follow

the readings of any one manuscript.

Keil and Merrill, whose work is fundamental for any scholar who
would study the text of Pliny's Letters, were both of the opinion that

Aldus frequently digressed from the text of his manuscript, not only

substituting readings from other sources but also making emendations

of his own based upon logical considerations. The only scholar that

has seriously contested this judgment of Keil and Merrill is Rand. The
assumption that Aldus "collated the Parisinus minutely and clung

tenaciously to its readings" is fundamental to what is new in his three

articles on "A New Approach to the Text of Pliny's Letters," 1923.79-

197, 1924.137-169, and 1925.1-41. Any serious student of the text of

the Letters must examine this point with care.

One does not read far into the Letters before he reaches a test case.

In the beginning of the second letter of Book i Pliny writes to Arrianus
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that he is lending him a composition to get his criticism upon it.

"Hunc rogo ex consuetutline tua et legas et emendes" is the readil

every ancient source of the text except Aldus, who prints et legas et

relegas et emendes. The natural explanation is that Aldus felt that such

criticism as Pliny desired from his friend would require repeated read-

ing of the little volume, and improved Pliny's injunction by adding et

relegas. This explanation seems more likely as one reads on and comes

upon other similar "improvements" in the text in a. A defender of

Rand's view might say, I suppose, that we do not know that et relegas

did not stand in P and that faithful Aldus was true to his manuscript.

The words are not, however, found in B or F, our other witnesses to the

reading of the ten-book source at this point. If they were in P, it would

therefore either discredit that manuscript as a witness to the reading

of Z, the mother manuscript of the ten-book family, or it would dis-

credit the Z tradition itself. It will be found, I think, to be a charac-

teristic emendation of Aldus.

I cannot here discuss with detailed illustration the editorial practice

of Aldus in the entire text of the Letters. In addition to frequent com-

ment on individual readings at various places in this study, however, I

will here list for observation typical readings from Book x. They make
a good test because in Book x Aldus had only his manuscript for the text

of letters 1-40, and for letters 41-121 he had, in addition to his manu-
script, only the editions of Avantius (1502), Beroaldus (1503), and

Catanaeus (1506). Of these three editors, only Avantius had a manu-
script. The variations in the text of Beroaldus and of Catanaeus from

that of Avantius are purely editorial changes based on logical grounds.

In Book x Aldus thus had less temptation from earlier editors to modify

the reading of his manuscript than in the first nine books of the Letters,

and his own attitude toward his manuscript is more clearly seen in this

book. Responsibility for changes is clearly his own. For this list from

Book x I have chosen only passages in which the reading of Aldus is ac-

cepted by no modern editor.

1. 4.3 (264.32) nam fundos emancipavit et cetera I nam et fundos

a

2. 17.2 (270.3) agantur I aguntur a

3. 17.2 (270.4) cum maxime tracto I cum Maximo tracto a

4. 18.3 (270.15) sufficientes habeo I sufficienter a

5. 44.1 (280.17) psephisma A Ber. Cat. eorum psephisma a

6. 46.1 (280.27) non debent esse in usu A Ber. Cat. in usu esse

non debent a
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1. 47.1 (281.3) cum vellem, domine, Apameae cognoscere . . . impendia

A Ber. Cat. Apameae, domine a

8. 52.1 (282.22) ut te generi humano . . . praestarent A Ber Cat.

ut generi a

9. 52.1 (282.24) praebuimus et commilitonibus ius iurandum more

solemni, eadem provincialibus certant pietate iurantibus A prae-

buimus . . . certatim pietate iurantibus Ber. praebuimus . . .

pietate praeiimus . . . certatim pietate iurantibus i certatim iuran-

tibus Cat. praeiimus . . . solenni praestantibus et provincialibus,

qui eadem certarunt pietate, iurantibus a

10. 56.3 (284.6) tarn hercle quam de his qui A Ber. Cat. tarn

Hercule de his quam de illis qui a

11. 58.10 (286.9) cum rerum omnium ordinatio quae prioribus tem-

poribus incohatae consummatae sunt observanda sit A Ber. ordinatae et

consummatae Cat. incohatae consummataeque a

12. 63.1 (288.5) et legatio A Ber. Cat. sed legatio a

13. 65.2 (288.21) neque putavi A Ber. Cat. neque enim putavi a

14. 65.3 (288.23) recitatae et epistulae divi Vespasiani ad Lacedaemonios

et divi Titi ad eosdem acheos A Ber. Cat. ad eosdem et acheos i

ad eosdem dein ad Achaeos a

15. 68.1 (290.6) ex eiusmodi causa A Ber. Cat. ex eiusmodi

caussis a

16. 70.1 (290.22) relaxentur A Ber. Cat. reparentur a

17. 70.2 (290.25) ex ea A Ber. Cat. ex quo a

18. 70.3 (290.31) et porticibus A Ber. Cat. ex porticibus a

19. 71.1 (291.9) si facta est A Ber. Cat. si facta aedes esset a

20. 78.3 (293.20) ut in re praesenti satis A Ber. Cat. ut in re

praesenti sit satis a

21. 79.3 (294.2) quaeritur ergo an qui minor triginta annorum gessit

magistratus possit a (a om. A) censoribus in sematum legi; et si potest,

an hi quoque qui non gesserint possint . . . legi A Ber. Cat. an ex iis

qui quoque non gesserint possit quis . . . legi a

22. 80.1 (294.22) quia coepissent A Cat.

qui accepissent a

23. 81.5 (295.15) cognoscere A Ber. Cat.

24. 81.8 (296.2) defenditur A Ber. Cat.

25. 91.1 (298.26) neque dubitandum A
dubitandum a

26. 91.1 (299.2) et viribus suis adsequi potest

Cat. et viribus suis ipsa id a

27. 92.1 (299.6) civitas libera et foederata

foederata a

28. 92.1 (299.7) datum mihi libellum

publice libellum a

qui coepissent Ber.

recognoscere a

defenditur deliberare

Ber. Cat.

A Ber.

A Ber. Cat.

A Ber. Cat.

neque enim

id viribus suis

et liberata et

datum mihi
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29. 94.3 (299.27) indulgentiam A Ber. Cat. plcnissimam indul-

gentiam a

30. 96.2 (300.18) detur A Ber. Cat. deturnc a

31. 96.2 (300.19) si flagitiis careat A Ber. Cat. ctiam si a

32. 96.3 (300.24) pertinaciam A Ber. Cat. pcrvicaciam a

33. 96.5 (300.32) dimittendos esse putavi A Ber. Cat. dimittendos

putavi a

34. 96.8 (301 .1 5) nihil aliud inveni quam superstitionem pravam immodicam

A Ber. Cat. sed nihil aliud inveni and et immodicam a

35. 96.9 (301.19) neque civitates tantum sed vicos etiam A Ber. Cat.

neque enim a

36. 97.1 (302.2) quamvis suspectus in praeteritum A Ber. Cat. in

praeteritum fuerit a

37. 98.1 (302.11) cloaca foedissima ac situ turpis immundissimo aspectu

ita pestilens odore taeterrimo A Ber. Cat. quae sicut turpis, et im-

mundissima aspectu, ita pestilens est a

38. 104.1 (303.17) Paulinus excepto Paulino A Ber. Cat. Paulinus

excepto uno a

39. 113.1 (306.6) id existimo A Ber. Cat. existimo id a

40. 114.1 (306.10) lege, domine, Pompeia permissum Bithynicis civita-

tibus adscribere sibi quos vellent cives dum neque merum civitatum quae sunt

in Bithynia A dum (dumtaxat Cat.) nequis earum (carum Cat.)

civitatum Ber. Cat. dum civitatis non sint alienae, sed suarum

quisque matrum civitatium a

41. 114.1 (306.12) eadem lege sancitur quibus de causis senatu a (a om. A)

censoribus eiciantur A Ber. Cat. eiciantur, inter quas nihil de cive

alieno cavetur a

42. 118.2 (308.12) detur A Ber. Cat. datur a

43. 120.2 (309.9) gratus fore A Ber. Cat. gratus tibi fore a

44. 120.2 (309.11) dubitavi A Ber. Cat. dubitavi facere a

45. 121.1 (309.14) nee dubitandum fuisse si exspectasset A nee

(non Cat.) dubitandum fuisse si exspectasses Ber. Cat. nee dubitan-

dum fuisset si exspectasses ia

46. 121.1 (309.16) adiuvandum esse et cum A adiuvandum esset

et cum Ber. adiuvandum esset cum Cat. adiuvandum esset

usum eorum intentioni non profuisse cum a

A careful study of this by no means exhaustive list of instructive ex-

amples of the readings of Aldus in one book of the Letters reveals not

only the readiness with which he deserts the reading of his manuscript

but also his habit of clarifying and polishing the author's text by small

additions of his own. In Nos. 2, 4, 8, and 18 the changes could be mere
typesetter's (scribal) errors. In the second edition of Aldus, 1518, how-

ever, numerous typographical errors of the first edition have been cor-
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rected, but the text of no one of these four readings has been revised.

In Nos. 2, 30, and 42 Aldus thought that the syntax needed correction.

In Nos. 1, 6, 7, 12, 13, 17, 25, 29, 31, 33, 34, 35, and 39 he introduced

stylistic improvements. In Nos. 5, 10, 19, 20, 21, 24, 36, 37, 40, 41, 43,

44, and 46 his editorial additions are meant to complete the construc-

tion or to clarify the meaning. In Nos. 11, 22, and 26 he takes his cue

for the change from Catanaeus. In Nos. 9, 15, 16, 18, 23, 27, 28, 32,

and 38 the alterations were thought to improve the meaning of the sen-

tence. For example, in No. 9 the added praestantibus limits the takers

of the oath to the leading citizens instead of to all the citizens. In

No. 14 Budaeus and Aldus have emended /or P independently and not

from any manuscript. Keil, 1870, is probably right in suspecting

that Acheos in P is from a scholium on Lacedaemonios and should be

omitted. In No. 24 Aldus means his added deliberare to be taken with

necesse est. In No. 37, the manuscript of Leander, which Avantius

faithfully followed, evidently showed the scribal error situ turpis for

sicut turpis, c of the minuscule parent having been read as / and after

thus arriving at the word situ, one of the remaining /'s having been dropt

as a dittography. Aldus corrects this from I, but he adds et and est to

complete the construction and transfers immundissimo from aspectu to

cloaca. If turpis were not in this sentence, immundissima might be as-

sumed with Aldus to have been the original reading. The assimilation

to aspectu would have been an easy scribal error. But with turpis ex-

pressed, the series of direct modifiers of cloaca, — foedissima ac sicut

turpis, ita pestilens — seems almost to require that immundissimo be

attached to aspectu. Of modern editors only Durry accepts immundissima

from Aldus. In No. 38 the text of A Ber. Cat., and doubtless also of /,

read correctly Valerius, Domine, Paulinus excepto Paulino. Aldus incor-

rectly identified the two Paulinuses, decided that the text was wrong,

and changed Paulino to uno. In No. 40 the text of Leander's manu-

script, used by Avantius, showed the scribal error neque merum for

nequem earum, an error easy to make in copying from scriptura continua.

Avantius preserves the reading of his manuscript, while Beroaldus and

Catanaeus try to correct the reading without the help of any manu-

script. The text of /, from the same remote, if not immediate, source

as that of Leander's manuscript, may have had neque merum; at any

rate Aldus allows his fancy some range in working out an intelligible

sentence. In No. 46, Aldus adds an interpretative scholium, no doubt

his own since Budaeus seems to know nothing of it, in the words usum

eorum (diplomatum) intentioni non projuisse.
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It has been assumed that in preparing the printer's copy for the use

of the typesetter Aldus merely made in the margins and interlinear

spaces of one of the earlier printed editions the changes he desired to

make in the text, and that his compositor set up the text from this

corrected printed copy. A careful comparison of a with all the previ-

ously printed editions makes this assumption highly improbable. The
traces of an earlier edition in spellings, capitalization, and punctuation

that could hardly have been avoided completely in this process do not

appear. 87 Many typesetter's errors which had escaped the eye of the

proofreader in the edition of 1508 and were corrected in the second

Aldine edition in 1518 make it fairly certain that the typesetter worked

from a manuscript copy. A few such errors, for example, are vince for

vinea ii.17.15 (56.18), mulla for nulla viii.6.10 (208.17), mittete for mittere

X.17B.2 (270.1). Aldus seems to have prepared his printer's copy by

writing out the text of the Letters completely in his own handwriting.

Iucundus had furnished Aldus certain printed editions of the Letters

in whose margins he had inserted readings from manuscripts which he

examined in France. Since there are clear traces in Aldus of the edi-

tions 76 and 92, it is not unlikely that copies of these two editions had

been used by Iucundus in making collations from manuscripts. There

is much evidence that each of these editions was widely used for many
years after their publication. The great edition published by Cata-

naeus in January, 1506, shortly before Aldus began his study of the

text, gained, as it well deserved, immediate recognition among scholars.

Aldus seems to have started from the text of this edition, making his

own text by revising that of Catanaeus.

Aldus is deeply indebted to Catanaeus for the text of the Greek

quotations. Since his manuscript /, and also P, omitted the Greek,

merely leaving lacunae for its possible later insertion, Aldus had no new
source for the text of these Greek quotations. He was himself a good

Greek scholar and widely read in the authors from whom Pliny quotes,

but only occasionally is there evidence that he had made a systematic

search through these authors, as Catanaeus had regularly done, to

locate these quotations in their context. I will now illustrate also by a

few examples (the list could be greatly extended) the indebtedness of

Aldus to Catanaeus in the Latin text. In these examples I will cite

the readings of the ten editions of the main body of the Letters that were

printed before 1508. It is clear that Aldus studied the readings of 76,

92, and Catanaeus. I have not observed any real evidence that he

was acquainted with the edition of 1474, r.
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v. 9. 2 (135.4) decemviri pT centumviri 76 I a

vi.2.2 (147.5) posset ediscere pr Laet. Ber. posset discere 76

posset dediscere Cat. a

vi.16.18 (159.8) frigidam aquam pv 76 frigidam s a

vi.31.3 (171.23) innoxie popularis pr 76 innoxiae popularitatis

8 a

vi.31.15 (173.12) cuius in sinu fluit cum maxime portus p amphi-

theatrum r figura maximi portus 76 portus vel amphitheatrum

s a

vi.31.16 (173.13) portus pr 76 om. s a

vi.33. 2 (174.19) viriola pt 76 Variola sa
viii.18.11 (221.5) gravere r 76 gravere scribere s gravare

scribere a gravare M c I

To the above list I will add a few examples illustrating the occasional

debt of Aldus to 76 and 92:

ii.14.4 (51.24) a conductis et redemptis pr 76 Ber. a om. Laet. Cat.

ii.17.2 (54.15) iunctis p iumentis r 76 s vinctis a (The

reviser of the second Aldine edition here changed to iumentis, the reading of

Catanaeus.)

iv.9.3 (97.10) princeps p fax 78 83 92 rs princeps fax a

v. 10.1 (136.4) et flagitantur pr 76 a efflagitantur s

v.20.4 (144.19) rigidas p 76 a frigidas rs

vi.6.5 (150.23) sibi iudicare prs sibi aetas iudicare 76 a

vi.27.1 (168.13) quod malo prs quod sentiam 76 a

vii.9.7 (183.25) hac . . . ilia rs hac . . . iliac p 76 a

vii.11.5 (185.26) maternis paternisque rs paternis maternisque

p 76 a

vii.18.5 (190.25) mortalibus aeternas 92 76 Cat. a om. p 78 83 r

Laet. Ber.

ix.6.2 (231.7) cupere rs om. p 76 a

ix.26.2 (245.28) iter r 76 s item p 76 a

ix.27.2 (250.11) ad agnoscenda p a ad ignoscenda r ad

cognoscenda 76

ix.28.4 (251.1) evolaturum p a advolaturum r76s
ix.39.6 (259.5) contra templum prs contra templum ipsum 76 a

The attitude of Aldus toward his manuscript and his lack of hesita-

tion in emending will now be illustrated from a few of his emendations

in Book x that have been accepted by one or more of the modern

editors.

x.6.2 (265.29) contentus fueram hoc solum scribere tibi, etsi eum a pere-

grina manumissum I esse eum i eum scilicet a
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/ clearly had etsi, a scril)al error preserved in P. In a parent manu-

script, ss had been misread as the digraph for st. Budacus made a better

restoration of the text from etsi than Aldus did. Both emended inde-

pendently without the help of a manuscript. Of modern editors Hardy,

Kukula, Merrill, Schuster, and Durry 38 follow Budacus, thus rejecting

the added scilicet of Aldus. It should be noted that in the first forty

letters of Book x Keil did not have I, which might have altered his

judgment on some readings if he had seen it.

x.20 (271.9) quam paucissimos a signis avocandos esse I paucissimos

milites a

Aldus saw, as Trajan knew that Pliny would, that the men to be

withdrawn from the military standards were soldiers. It was quite as

much in Trajan's style to omit the self-evident word as it was in that of

Aldus to add it. Merrill, Schuster, and Durry reject the added milites

of Aldus.

x.26.2 (273.1) cui et, si mihi credis, indulgentiam tuam dabis, dabitque

operam ut in iis quae ei mandaveris maiora mereatur I dabis, dabit

ipse a

This is a stylistic change introduced by Aldus, ipse brings the two

statements into stronger contrast. Merrill, Schuster, and Durry fol-

low I, thus rejecting the added ipse of Aldus.

x.29.2 (273.30) ut iam dixerant sacramentum (on entering military service),

ita nondum distributi in numeros erant I sacramento i Sacra-

mento militari a

It is characteristic of Pliny's style to omit militari, which is clearly

implied in the context. It is also characteristic of Aldus to add it, as he

added milites above. Aldus also made a possible but unnecessary

change in the construction. Keil conflated the two readings in his

sacramento militari ita, printing ita in italics. Miiller accepted this, and

Kukula accepted it but removed the italics. Such italics often disap-

pear from texts if the reading has stood for some years without drawing

fire from the critics. Of modern editors only Keil, Miiller, and Kukula

accept the added militari of Aldus.

x.32.2 (275.13) solent et I solent enim eiusmodi a

et clearly stood in P; it would be impossible for Iucundus to copy

enim eiusmodi as et by a mere scribal error, solent enim eiusmodi reads

nicely, as an emendation made on logical grounds should. This has

led all modern editors except Merrill and Sicard to accept the revision

of Aldus.
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x.40.3 (278.27) nulla provincia et non peritos et ingeniosos homines

habet I nulla provincia est quae non peritos et ingeniosos homines

habeat a

All modern editors except Merrill have accepted Aldus' rewriting of

the sentence, which reads well enough. A slight shift of word order is

not an infrequent error of scribes in copying; possibly et non was origi-

nally non et. This gives a good Latin sentence and makes it unnecessary

to change et to est, add quae, and change habet to habeat, the rather heroic

treatment given the manuscript text here. It would be an emendation

rather than a rewriting of the sentence.

x.53 (283.5) quanta religione et laetitia commilitones cum provincialibus

te praeeunte diem imperii mei celebraverint libenter, mi Secunde, agnovi

litteris tuis A cognovi a

Merrill, Schuster, and Durry accept agnovi here. Avantius regularly

follows the manuscript of Leander faithfully. This makes it probable

that only agnovi has manuscript support.

x.61.1 (287.3) Tu quidem, domine, providentissime vereris ne com-

missus flumini atque ita mari lacus effluit. Sed ego in re praesenti invenisse

videor quern ad modum huic cuniculo occurrerem. Potest enim lacus fossa

usque ad flumen adduci nee tamen in flumen emitti, sed relicto quasi

margine contineri pariter et dirimi. A periculo a

Budaeus made three corrections of the text of Avantius in this letter.

This does not prove, but it does rather suggest, that he saw no reason to

change cuniculo. It periculo had stood in / (or P), he would have noted

it in his Avantius. It seems fair, therefore, to assume that cuniculo stood

in P and I, as it did in Leander's manuscript. If so, periculo is a pure

emendation of Aldus. It is the lectiofacilior, as an emendation made on

logical grounds should be. It is so attractive that all modern editors

have accepted it. cuniculus is not uncommon as a synonym for fossa.

Cf. Thes. L. L., 4.1408, s.v. cuniculus for about twenty examples. It is

especially common where there is an accessory idea of drainage, as

here. Its use here as a variation forfossa, found only five words later, is

natural enough, occurrere, in the sense of "remedium afferre, praesertim

si de malo agatur quod nondum accidit" (Forcellini), is usually found

with abstract nouns, such as periculum. Here, however, periculum would

not mean the abstract idea of danger but a specific concrete danger

from the canal, if it were made. It is like Pliny to employ the more

specific cuniculus; and the usage is not very different from morbo oc-

currere, which would not disturb any scholar.
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If periculo is correct, cuniculo in the ten-book text is to be explained afl

an interpretative scholium, the general term periculo being interpreted

by cuniculo to show its application. Some scholars who have tried to

promote the prestige of the ten-book tradition have been reluctant to

admit the incorporation of scholia into its text.

x.81.5 (295.15) volebam enim te ipsorum potissimum verbis ea quae

erant proposita cognoscere A recognoscere a

Aldus felt that the Emperor's examination of these documents would

be better expressed by recognoscere. No modern editor follows him in

this.

x. 120.2 (309.11) dubitavi A dubitavi facere a

Aldus unnecessarily completes the construction here by adding

facere, as he had done by adding deliberare in x.81.8. Because of the

tendency of Avantius to adhere to his manuscript and the willingness

of Aldus to emend, it is unlikely that there is any manuscript support

for facere , but all modern editors accept it.

Before a reading of Aldus can be confidently referred to Manu-
script P, it is necessary first to find whether it occurs in a previously

printed edition, especially in Catanaeus or 76 or 92. If so, Aldus may
have adopted it from the earlier edition. Then one must make allow-

ance for Aldus' habit of emending the text of his sources, especially

in completing the construction, clarifying the meaning, or improving

the text stylistically. The agreement of Budaeus and Aldus may not

prove that their reading is that of P. Some of the readings of Budaeus

are certainly taken directly from a; some of them may have been taken

by both Budaeus and Aldus from a common source other than P. For

example, in vi.6.5 (150.23) both Budaeus and Aldus complete the con-

struction by adding aetas as the subject of permisit. The only source for

aetas seems to be Manuscript f, whose editor was one of the keenest

critics that ever worked over the text of Pliny, but inclined, as other

excellent critics have been, to extend help to the author occasionally

where it is not needed. Manuscript f is known to have been in Naples.

Iunius Maius, the editor of 76, which was published in Naples, made
some use of it in the preparation of his text, and from it he introduced

aetas. It was taken from 76 by Aldus. While Budaeus may have got

it from Aldus, he may have found it in 76, which he may well have

possessed or have had access to. I have noted above that it was widely

used. At any rate the fact that both Budaeus and Aldus have aetas

does not justify the assumption that it was found in P. In similar situa-
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tions it must also be kept in mind that both Aldus and Budaeus were

skilful in emending texts and that neither of them was averse to using

this skill. It is not impossible that some easy emendations, even aetas

above, if we did not know its history, could have been assumed to have

been independently arrived at by each of them without outside help.

Because Aldus had access to the readings of P, his text must always

be considered. But critics who feel the need of manuscript evidence in

trying to reach a correct text must test his readings carefully before

accepting them as from Manuscript P.

In seeking to determine the original text at any point in these Letters

where various readings are found in the manuscripts and early editions,

the first thing to be done is to determine, if possible, the reading of

W and Z. Only this reading, if they agree, or the two readings, if

they differ, have in reality any manuscript authority. All other read-

ings must be discarded from consideration as the author's original text

on the ground that they result from scribal error or from emendation

or from both combined.

In determining the reading of W, if X and Y agree, their reading is

that of W. If X and Y differ and either of them agrees with Z, the

reading of XZ or of YZ is that of W, and the other reading is to be

discarded as the result of scribal error or of emendation or of both.

The only admissible exceptions to this will occur when the same identi-

cal error may reasonably be assumed to have been made independently

by two scribes, one in the W tradition and the other in the Z tradition.

This will seem probable occasionally, but only rarely. When X and Y
differ and neither agrees with Z, familiarity with the errors frequently

made by scribes will in many cases enable us to make a choice between

the two readings, and thus to arrive at the reading of W. The reading

of Z is frequently helpful in making this choice, even though it may
not agree exactly with either X or Y.

The reading of Z can be determined with fair assurance in most

cases up to the end of v. 6. In this portion of the Letters we have the

direct witness of B, F, and II, and indirect help through Aldus and

Budaeus from P. Beyond v.6, unless the Leander manuscript of a

portion of Book x is independent of P, our knowledge of the readings

of Z can be derived only indirectly from P through Aldus, Budaeus,

and Manuscript I in the Bodleian Volume. Of these sources, Manu-
script I is the best, while Budaeus and Aldus, especially the latter, must

be used with caution. Where our sources for the reading of Z differ,

if one of them agrees with X or Y, its reading must be accepted as

that of Z.



TWO

The Scribe at Work

From the standpoint of the text critic, the perfect scribe is the one who
copies his parent manuscript exactly. He uses only his eyes and his

hand, his thought processes being as nearly inactive as possible while

he is copying. The monk who made copies of manuscripts merely as

his daily task in the work of a monastery or the professional scribe who
made copies for an agreed price has occasionally given us as exact

copies as they were able to make. Single letters or groups of letters

that were much alike were sometimes confused, occasional dittog-

raphies, haplographies, or omissions occur, mistakes of the eye.

Probably no long manuscript was ever written that did not contain

some such errors of the eye in reading the parent manuscript, no matter

what sort of scribe did the copying.

In all the manuscripts which I have studied, however, the scribe evi-

dently tried to improve the parent manuscript in certain respects.

Gradually the scriptura continua was broken up into phrase groups and

later into separate words. The spelling was revised, especially after

about a.d. 800- For example, ad and at, quod and quot, forms like cepi

and coepi, late and latae were differentiated and the spelling required by

the meaning was to be used regardless of the form found in the parent

manuscript. When scribes who were asked to make these minor

editorial changes in the text of the parent manuscript found themselves

with a group of letters that did not make a word, they often dropped

or added a letter or a syllable that would turn the unused letters into a

word. The word thus formed often did not fit into the sense of the con-

text, but that did not usually disturb them. They did not have the

time, even if they had the basic knowledge of Latin required, to read

what the author had said. They were copying by short groups of three

to six words and were usually satisfied if the new word seemed usable

in the immediate context. Usually no thought at all was given to the

possible construction in the larger context.

It is not my purpose here to give a systematic discussion of the errors

of scribes 39 but merely to sketch a slight background for the study of
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certain variations in the text offered in the manuscripts of these Letters

that arose from well-known kinds of scribal error and on which editors

of the Letters have been divided in their efforts to restore the original

text. Such a study of the variant readings surprisingly often makes us

certain or nearly certain of the reading of the distant manuscripts

X, Y, Z, which should always be our objective as we examine the

readings of extant manuscripts and early editions.

The most fundamental stroke of the developed minuscule literary

script is the one-space i stroke. This stroke, modified by serifs at top

and bottom, enters basically into the forms oiaceimnrt and u, and in

still other modified forms is used in parts of several other letters. Some
scribes used a special form of the i stroke with or without serif at the

bottom and with or without a curve as the stroke passed from top to

bottom, to mark the end of m, n, or u, and of i itself. But in many manu-
scripts it is often difficult to say whether the scribe wrote uis or ius,

indicium or judicium, omina or omnia. The introduction of the dot for i in

the fifteenth century proved of great help, and some fifteenth- and

sixteenth-century readers have added dots to some of the i*i in earlier

manuscripts in which they had not been employed by the original

scribes, c e r and t were two-stroke, one-space letters, and often looked

much alike if the top stroke was carelessly made or attached, or was

accidentally extended far enough to contact the next letter. Thus cum

was often read as eum or turn, causam (cam) became tamen (tarn), con-

sularis (cos) became rationis (ros), capitur became rapitur, and poenis

became potius.

As scribes read their parent manuscript in copying, they often con-

fused c with i or e or with the first or last stroke of u n m or of open a and

thus got a different word into their text. Thus ci gave a or u in the

following: circa in u for area v. 16. 14 (158.15), relatum in gc for relictum

ix.13.13 (237.3), angit in 1 for cingit v.6.20 (127.18), diu in rt for did

vi.5.5 (149.22), translativa in Y for translaticia ix.37.1 (257.11). From

his knowledge of this error of scribes Reifferscheid, Rhein. Mus. 15

(1860) 636, restored the correct scimus viii.14.10 (214.32) for sumus

ofM al, the only sources for the text at that point. The error turn in Y
for tunc ix.13.19 (238.3) could have arisen from this confusion, ad-

discere ita iv.23.1 (113.26), written adiscereita in the parent manuscript,

was caught as adisce recta by the scribe of D. The scribe of 1, dropping

the a, for which he saw no use, wrote discere ita. By dittography ux
have nee istam for ne istam in ix.18.2 (240.20).

In i.9.i (14.26) iunctisque (iunctis 76) BFia g 76 (Z) cunc-

tisque 6gcfrt (Y) cunctaque MV (X), Y shows the simple and
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Common error of c for I. This error goes back to a minuscule stage oi

W and is faithfully preserved in Y. An emendation has been attempted

in X.

ii.17.15 (56.21) cingitur <5gcfrt 76 Ber. Cat. (YZ) vincitur MV
Laet. (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows X to be in error. C for G came

into X from the common rustic capital source of the X and Y tradi-

tions, giving cincitur. This was later "corrected" in X to vincitur, with

the best of intentions.

iii.19.7 (88.2) sunt ergo instruendi eo pluris quod frugi mancipiis MV
Dlhkgfrt Laet. Ber. (XY) plures BF oux^c 76 a (Z)

Usually the reading of W is to be preferred to that of Z. Since i

and e are so frequently confused in copying from minuscule script,

plures, if it is wrong, may have come into the text through a scribe's

misreading of the word in his parent manuscript. The error was pro-

tected by the interpretation that it referred to the number of slaves to

be bought for the new farm, not to the cost of the equipment or of the

slaves. Catanaeus made his text read: sunt ergo instruendi complures

frugi mancipes. Kukula rewrote the sentence to preserve plures as re-

ferring to the number of the slaves. The meaning of the sentence has

been debated from the time of the early printed editions. Martin,

1919.548, criticising the text of Kukula, points out that agri, under

consideration just before and immediately after this sentence, must be

the subject of instruendi sunt, pluris is to be taken as a genitive of price,

a construction possible under either theory as to the subject of the verb.

The confusion of minuscule o and e in manuscripts in which the

letters are connected at the bottom is frequent. Examples are ef-

jertur D for offertur v.6.32 (129.14), effecit D for offecit vi.29.6

(170.10), rogia M for regia viii.4.2 (205.21), modo ius crt 76 s

for modestius viii.21.5 (223.28), delentium f for dolentium ix.13. 15

(237.7), morienes Dhk for moriones ix.17.1 (240.4).

i.15.2 (22.14) audisses comoedos vel lectorem vel lyistem MV (X)

comoedes Dm comedes 1 (Y) comoedo B comoedum
F hkoux/>gcfrt 76 s a (Z)

comoedo B favors comoedos as the original reading of Z. This

comoedo of the parent of BF was changed to comoedum by the editor of F
to get the required accusative. From F comoedum passed into the

F-influenced eight-book manuscripts. Aldus accepted it from Cata-

naeus. The plural forms of Dml favor comoedos as the reading of Y.
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comoedos seems thus to have stood in X, Y, and Z and should be ac

cepted. Stangl, 1886.671, Schuster, 1919.8-10, and Martin, 1919.545,

argue for the reading comoedum on various logical and stylistic grounds

which are not convincing against the unanimous support of X, Y,

and Z. Schuster, 1933, after his conversion from his apparent con-

viction that MV were the "codices inferiores" (1919.12 and passim)

prints comoedos in this passage.

i.20.25 (31.3) errare Dmlhkg 76 (Y) errare MV s (X) erra-

vero BF ouxpcht a (Z)

The simplest explanation of the variation in the manuscript readings

is to assume that errare X came from erraro through the confusion of e

and o. erravero Z would also be explained as a correction of the

original spelling erraro by some scribe or editor in the Z tradition. This

leads to the conclusion that erraro was the original reading here.

Carlsson, 1922.43, assumes that errare is correct, that its construction

(videor to be supplied from the parallel phrase si non errare videor above)

was not understood by an editor in each of the families Y and Z, and

that erraro was substituted for errare editorially in Y and erravero in Z.

The construction is hardly so difficult as that, and the outright change

editorially from the infinitive to the future perfect independently in two

different families imposes a slight strain upon credulity. It would not

have been unlike Pliny to express these two alternatives differently,

especially when they are so widely separated.

Mistakes in reading n, w, m, in, ni, ui, un are so frequent that a critic

does no great violence to the manuscript tradition when he assumes

such an error where emendation is clearly called for on logical grounds.

But the opportunity, unusual among classical authors, for checking

three clearly marked traditions against one another usually makes the

manuscript evidence decisive among the variants when it is properly

evaluated.

viii.23.8 (225.30) filiam pupillam ignaram avi patris reliquit M crt 76

s (XY) ignaramque a

avi evidently stood in W, from which it came down by two different

lines of descent to M and through X and Y. We must agree with

Schuster, 1931.1068, that it is "sinnlos"; "grandfather" is distinctly

out of place here, aui arose in W through dittography of am at the end

of ignaram. The misreading of m as vi is frequent and dittography is not

infrequent. The presence of avi alongside patris was so natural as

almost to invite the error for a scribe who caught ampatris in a single

glance at the scriptura continua of his parent manuscript and was not
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reading but merely copying words. He had no time to reflect on the

context. Modern editors have a variety of emendations, all of which

seek some way to get rid of the grandfather. Only Mile Guillemin

has <;iven the original text by omitting avi. Miiller and Schuster adopt

ignoramque from Aldus. While this gives a meaning that is apposite,

the omission oi -que from M and 6 marks it as probably a contribution

of Aldus to the text. The presence after ignaram of -que in any of its

written forms would have made the addition of avi by dittography most

unlikely; -am should stand immediately before patris to lead to the

dittography.

i.20.2 (26.21) sint BF oux/> a (Z) sunt Dmlhk Vat. lat. 5114

gefrt 76 s (Y) (in a lost portion of MV)

This clause, descriptive of an indefinite antecedent, calls for the sub-

junctive. A scribe of the Y tradition may be assumed to have misread

sint as sunt. We lack the help of X. All editors except Keil print sint.

x.96.2 (300.20) interim his qui ad me tamquam Ghristiani deferebantur

hunc sum secutus modum A Ber. Cat. iis a in iis Cat.

his and iis are so frequently interchanged in manuscripts that an

editor may feel free to substitute one for the other wherever ordinary

usage calls for such a change, in iis seems necessary for the meaning

required, "in the case of those." This offers no difficulty palaeo-

graphically. in might easily have been lost by haplography after the

final m of interim in interiminiis in scriptura continue If needed here, it can

be restored without violence to the manuscript tradition.

For some centuries tamen was usually contracted to tn and tantum to tm

in manuscripts. These were often misread one for the other by copyists.

The meaning required by the context has usually guided editors rightly

where the manuscripts vary between tn and tm, but in some passages

the choice has not been unanimous. In spite of the ease with which

this error was made, the evaluation of the manuscript evidence usually

gives the needed help in such passages.

1.16.4 (23.14) tantum BF Dmhkou (YZ) tamen lx/>gcfrt 76 a

(in a lost portion of MV)

The evidence of the manuscripts condemns the choice of tamen by

Keil and Miiller.

Open a, as it is called, was a prolific source of misreadings for scribes

that were not used to it. In its most common form it looks much like cc,

with the lower end of the first c extended to contact the second c.

This form of a is frequent in M, and occasional, especially after t, in V.
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In B the usual form of a is this open a with a horizontal third stroke at

the top that closed the opening. This form of a, the flat-top a, is

occasionally found in F. There are no open a's in either B or F.

The most common misreading of this open a was to take it for u, as in

luet vis c for laetius viii.19.1 (221.11), eum M for earn viii.14.21

(216.33), cam M for cum ix.10.2 (233.19), cum frt 76 Laet. for

quam ix.9.2 (233.6), aestas p for aestus ix.33.2 (253.16), tamen Dp
for fcfftvi.31.12 (173.1), humatis kuxt for hamatisix.30.2 (252.4).

If the interchange of a and u effects a change in syntax or gives a spelling

that an editor might have preferred, it could be due to an editor's

desire to improve the reading of his manuscript, but more often it has

its beginning in the misreading of the manuscript. Examples are

iacebant cr 76 for iacebunt viii.6.2 (207.11), censuerant crt 76 s

for censuerunt viii.6.3 (207.11), nitantur M for nituntur ix.26.3

(246.3), tangant D for tangunt ix.33.6 (254.7), inscalpta a for

insculptavm.6. 14 (209.15). me usu cepisse v. 1.10 (121.1) was first cor-

rectly written meusu cepisse in B, then changed to mea suscepisse, which is

also the reading of F and of several F-influenced eight-book manu-

scripts. From this the editor of 92 dropped the meaningless mea and

has only cepisse. Scalptorem iii.10.6 (79.14) gave sculptorem in 8 and 0, but

in MV (X) the open a was read as ri, giving scriptorem. In vi.16.12

(158.1) this same error was suspected by the editor of g, causing him to

emend scabiis erat to scriba is erat. His reading passed on into erf 76.

The correct reading here was Stabiis erat.

Open a was read as o by the scribe in oculis BF for aculeis ii.\9

A

(60.15), interrogatione pote M for interrogati a Nepote v. 4.2 (123.18),

maxime captaveram M for maxime optaveram ix.23.2 (244.8). This

may also be the explanation of cogitare servare D for cogito reservare

iii.10.2 (79.6). This confusion of a and o is responsible for the division

of the manuscripts between complectitur and amplectitur i.20.13, com-

plecti and amplecti iii.18.1, complecteretur and amplecteretur ix. 13.21, cognovi

and agnovi x.53, cognoscendis and agnoscendis x.72.

agitatione i.6.2 appears as a cogitatione in BFa and in the F-influenced

eight-book manuscripts. Manuscript m also, which did not come

under the influence of F, has cogitatione, while the closely related manu-

scripts D and 1 have agitatione. Barwick, 1936.445, not recognizing

this as a scribe's confusion of ag and cog in the parent manuscript, makes

the ever-ready assumption that cogitatione was interlined above agita-

tione in an early manuscript of the BF tradition and thus came into that

tradition as the text through a scribe's choice between the two offered

readings. He then uses its occurrence in m to support his thesis that
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the eight-book tradition in its early history was interpolated from the

ten-hook tradition. This inference would be possible only if cogitatione

was the reading of 8. agitatione in Dlhk shows that agitatione stood in 8

and that cogitatione in m is merely an error of its scribe. The same inter-

linear insertion would have to be assumed in the common source of D,

1, and m to account for their difference in reading. This would over-

work the assumption, especially since it is difficult to see why such an

interlineation, giving cogitatione motuque corporis, should have been made
even once, much less made twice independently by two different

scholiasts. As the misreading of a scribe, inattentive to the sense of

what he was writing but merely copying word after word, it is an easy

error, made more easy also by the fact that he had just written the

word animus.

In i.8.17 (14.20) assentatione, probably written asentione in an ancestor

of BF, was copied as osentatione, open a having been read as o. This,

not being a word, was corrected into ostentatione of BF ouxjfrgcf 76 a,

which is printed by Miiller, Kukula, and Mile Guillemin. Keil,

Merrill, and Schuster have rightly chosen adsentatione, the reading of

MV rts (X). This letter is missing from our representatives of the Y
tradition, but X alone is usually correct against Z.

In i.20.13 (28.14) suae quisque inventioni favet et quasi fortissimum

amplectitur MV Dlmhkg 76 s (XY) complectitur BF oux/>cfrt

a (Z), the reading of W should, on grounds of manuscript authority,

have the preference. Stangl, 1904.490, remarks that amplecti is often

displaced by complecti, and favors amplectitur here.

In this same sentence, 8, and probably 0, have fortissimam. The
final syllable offortissimum had been assimilated to the first syllable of

amplecti, additional evidence, by the way, that amplectitur was the read-

ing of the parent of 8. The attractive construction offortissimam with

inventioni protected the error after it had been made.

The fact that b and u were pronounced much alike in the sermo plebeius

led to their confusion in the spelling of many words in late Latin

inscriptions and in their interchange in many words as they passed

into the Romance languages. This pronunciation was frequently re-

sponsible also for the interchange of these two letters in pre-Carolingian

manuscripts. Such errors of spelling were corrected by later scribes,

and sometimes even when the spelling was correct it was changed

because the scribe thought it was wrong. In some scripts, moreover,

the letters u and b look much alike in some positions. In Manuscript g,

for example, the first limb of initial u is usually two or three spaces

high, making it easily confused with b. A scribe might thus inter-
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change these two letters from his own pronunciation of the word seen

in the parent manuscript or from the spelling or from the script of

his parent manuscript. This error is more frequent in the eight-book

manuscripts, all of the fifteenth century, than in MV or BF, and more
frequent in B than in F or MV. If the new word resulting from this

error is a good Latin word and gives sense in the context, it may become
fixed in the tradition; if not, we are likely to find attempts to emend
it. Excusavit D for excusabit ii. 19.9 and berba D for verba

ii.3.2 were corrected from F in the other eight-book manuscripts.

Other examples are the following: turbatis 5gcr 76 for curvatis

vi. 16.12, vivente Dhknop for iubente vii.11.2, implevit Y for

implebit vii.24.9, avortum I for abortum viii.10.1, abitum 8gc for

Avitum ix.33.9. In ix.10.3 the editor of p, who knew this scribal

error, tried to get a text by changing infamabile to in jama vile; in

ix.36.4, variis before sermonibus had been miscopied as bariis at some

point in the Y tradition, and all eight-book manuscripts preserve the

attempted emendation barbaris, haplography having been suspected

by the editor. In vi.8.9 dabis, having assumed the form davis in an

early stage of the Y tradition, was corrected to davit by a not-too-

learned scribe, to make it third person. We find davit in D, but this

was corrected to dabit in hkouxg, and back to the correct dabis in

78 83 92 cfrt 76 s.

i.22.6 (32.5) non facile quemquam . . . huic viro comparabis MV
Dmlhkouxgcfrts (XY) non facile quis quemquam . . . huic viro com-

paravit BF (Z)

The error of Z begins with the confusion of b and v. The next

scribe, finding comparavis, changed it to comparavit and supplied quis

for its subject. All the other verbs in the main clauses of the para-

graph are in the third person singular. Aldus turned this into the

subjunctive compararit. Of recent editors only Mile Guillemin follows

Z, possibly influenced by Otto. Where the manuscripts show con-

fusion of b and u in readings, additional error has often come in

through erroneous emendation. In iv.22.1 (112.23) nobisque amicus

MV BFa passed from novisque amicus to nobisque amicis in h. In

vi.34.2 (176.7) rogabaris passed from rogavaris to rogaveris Dk, then to

rogaberis h. In vii.4.7 (179.22) probaverunt M became pronaverunt

in 6, and came out as prona vera in oux. In vii.24.9 (195.12) implebit

M became implevit in the eight-book tradition and was first corrected

by Beroaldus in 1498. In ix.33.9 (254.18) Avitum 0Y became

abitum in 8, and this was "corrected" to habitum in ouxjfrc. In vii.9.16
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(184.25) probatumque M was emended in the eight-book tradition

from provatumque to the nearest word form that occurred to the editor,

provocation que. This has brought proposals from critics to emend it to

promptumque 76, pervulgatumque (Schaefer), pervagatumque (Otto, Stangl,

Midler, Mile Guillemin, and Sicard 40
) ; but the other modern

editors are right in following M here, whose probatumque could not

have been derived palacographically from any of the proposed emenda-

tions, while the genesis of provocatumque is easily accounted for as an

effort to recover the text after an error of copying had been made.

iv. 1.4(9 1.1 3) oppidum est praediis nostris vicinum (nomen Tiferni

Tiberini), quod . . . MV s (X) tiferali tiberini Dl (Y)

tifernium tiberinum BFia 78 83 92 ouxgcfrt 76 (Z)

tiferali Dl is from a scribe's misreading of the first two strokes ofN
as A when the Y tradition was still a part of W in the majuscule stage

of its history. The bar of capital A was often omitted. The reading of

W has been preserved in the X tradition. The final i of tiferali and

the full word tiberini in Y help to prove this. The reading of W is

usually right against that of Z. It may be added that the appositive

genitive with nomen is regular in Pliny. "Mihi ostenditur subiacens

lacus nomine Vadimonis" viii.20.3, "legati nomen" iii.9.31, "Quando
secessus mei non desidiae nomen sed tranquillitatis accipient" iv.23.4,

"Inde plerumque eadem facta modo diligentiae modo vanitatis modo
libertatis modo furoris nomen accipiunt" v. 9. 7, "immensi fluminis nomen

arenti alveo deserit" v.6.12. The only appositive with nomen in Pliny

is in ii.14.5: 'Tnde iam non inurbane 2o</>o/cAeIs vocantur; isdem

Latinum nomen impositum est Laudiceni." The fact that Laudiceni

is parallel in Pliny's thought to the Greek nominative 2o<£o/c\eIs

immediately preceding may in part be responsible for the use of the

nominative here.

iv.12.2 (102.25) qui sorte obtigerat BFhk 78 83 92 g 76Ber. Cat. (Z)

cui sorte Dloux (Y) cui sorti MV (X) qui forte eft cui

forte pr Laet.

Y and Z agree in preserving sorte, showing that sorte was the reading

in both of our ancient sources W and Z. sorte must therefore be

accepted, cui is found in both X and Y. It must therefore have stood

in W, where it probably arose from the confusion of Q, and C in the

capital stage of this tradition. Y has faithfully preserved sorte with cui,

while in X it has been assimilated to the case of cui by the conscious

or unconscious adaptation of a copyist who looked no farther than the
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two words cui sorti to see whether they gave meaning in the context.

This is the characteristic error or emendation of a hurrying scribe who
does not have time to give much attention to the wider context as he

copies. He has only a few words of the text in his purview at one time.

The correct text seems clearly to be qui sorte.

Boot, 1889.170, would supply ei before obtigerat. Only Mile

Guillemin has accepted this suggestion. The omission of pronouns,

as of the forms of esse, where the meaning is clear without them is a

characteristic of the style of Pliny that can be illustrated from prac-

tically every page of the Letters. Following are a few examples from

this letter and the preceding one. The italicized words were omitted

by Pliny, but in several cases the omitted words have been supplied in

some manuscripts or by later critics: "Missi statim erant pontifices

qui earn defodiendam necandamque curarent" iv.11.7; "antequam

bona sua publicarentur; exsilium molle velut praemium ei dedit"

iv.11.13; "putabam te, quia tunc afuisti, nihil aliud de Liciniano

audisse quam relegatum esse eum ob incestum" iv.11.15; "amabis

eum" iv.12.1; "statuit id subsidere apud me non oportere" iv.12.2;

"de salario eius" iv.12.3. And characteristically the next letter begins

with Salvum in urbem venisse gaudeo iv.13.1. Tacitus, to whom the letter

is addressed, no doubt easily sensed the te which Pliny omitted after

salvum. te was not found in any of the early sources X, Y, and Z,

but a long line of editors, beginning with p and ending with Miiller

and Kukula, have supplied it. The expansion of such ellipses in the

written text is a constant temptation to a critic because he adds them

in his thought as he reads. When one of our sources W or Z has

such pronouns or forms of esse and the other omits them, the one that

has them almost always represents the work of an editor, not of Pliny.

i and / are confused rather often by scribes. This could arise easily

in copying from some majuscule manuscripts, but more often it results

from confusing / and tall i in minuscules. Examples are mavisi aurens

M for mavis Laurens ii.17.1 (54.8), malorum V for maiorum

iv.15.9 (107.20), Velento MV for Veiento iv.22.4 (113.7), iuvantur

Fa for lavantur v. 6.40 (130.24), lavant 5gc for iuvant vii.9.11

(184.11), mortem vitaret I for morte multaret viii.14.15 (215.27).

pennas ix.25.3 (245.19) had become pinnas in 8, which came out as

plumas in h. recubans semel iv.16.18 (159.7) is found as recubasse mei in

Dlhk (5). When a small letter was connected at the base with tall i

or /, the combination might be read as h, b, or d. This led to ingenda

D for ingentia after visenda vi.31.16 (173.15), Iulius nepos t a for

huius nepos vii.6.11 (181.2), sed tarn his Dhk (6) for sed amicis
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ix.30.1 (252.2). In the parent of D iudicii dies v. 1.6 (120.19) was read

as iudididits. From this the BClibc of I) dropt One di and rami- out with

mdi dies. If the small letter that followed tall i w;is written with it in

a digraph, i was sometimes read as s or/, as in facta M for iacta

ix.13.8 (236.11), non sum tuum Ihk (8) for Nonium tuum ix.30.1

(251.22), where D emends his copy of 8 to non sumpturn.

Many abbreviations and signs were developed for words of frequent

occurrence. Some of these gained only local currency, and many of

them changed, some in the course of centuries. Scribes often mis-

interpret these and thus get a wrong text from their parent manuscript.

Where there are two or three independent manuscript traditions, as

in these Letters, that can be checked against each other, such scribal

errors rarely give rise to serious textual problems for critics. In general,

note of such scribal errors will be made in this study only in connection

with variant manuscript readings that are discussed. Only the

presence of such errors will be illustrated here.

The agreement of Dlhk shows that e in ancestors of 8 had given

rise in 8 sometimes to est, more often to et. In vi.17.4 (160.8) minor est

appears as minorem in Dhkn, in vi.22.2 (165.12) cognitio est is cognitione

in Dhk, and in vi.29.3 (170.1) id est is idem in Z)hkn. The opposite

error, id est crt 76 s for idem viii.21.3 (223.19) suggests that the

same situation was found in 6 as in 8. In iii.13.3 (81.16) enuntiare

appears as et nuntiare in Dlhk; in vi.22.4 (165.16) enumeravit is et

numeravit in Z)hkn; in ix.36.3 (256.15) et dicto gives edicto in Dlkn.

This misinterpretation of e as et appears also in multa et in M for multae

vi.16.17 (159.5), equidem in M for et quidem ix.23.2 (244.12). So also

facile et ratio in F Dl for facile ratio ii.4.4 (39.10).

A medial or final syllable made up of r and a vowel was for a long

time regularly replaced by a mark resembling an apostrophe. This

mark was frequently missed by a copyist. Thus care D for carere

ii.12.3 (49.10), remuneres Dhk for remunerares ii.12.7 (49.24). The
loss of this r sign has not infrequently changed a passive to an active

verb form. The opposite error of interpreting some imperfection of

the sheet as an r sign and adding the syllable turned aevo vii.27.11

(198.12) into acervo in Dhkg, e having been read as c. This happens

so rarely that, if an editor has not intervened, the form with the r syllable

is nearly always the correct form.

A sign for final -us was much like the r sign. In v. 19. 6 (143.23)

admonitus M f a became admonetur in Z)hkn. The editor of the

parent of rt changed this to admovetur to get a better meaning. From
this the editor of t got admonitus admovetur by employing the ever-
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ready panacea of conflation. Even Manuscripts M and V show an

occasional loss of the r sign in their common ancestor or in their own
copying. Thus indicabat M for indicabatur vi.22.3 (165.16), pos-

teriobus M for posterioribus ix.18.2 (240.22), convenit M for

conveniret vii.24.4 (194.21), occurre M for occurrere vii.23.1 (194.3).

Other errors caused by a scribe's confusion of letters, groups of

letters, or signs in his parent manuscript will be noticed in the dis-

cussion of individual readings when a consideration of such error

seems to give help in arriving at the reading of the early sources of

our manuscripts.

Sometimes when an adjective and a noun were copied, they were

wrongly brought into syntactical agreement, consciously or uncon-

sciously. In Merrill's edition, 1922, a proxima platano v. 6.22 (127.24)

became a proximo platano in a moment of relaxed attention on the part

of author or typesetter. In ii.17.16 (57.1), MV D (XY) have "hae

[fenestrae], cum serenus dies et immotus, omnes, cum hinc vel inde

ventis inquietus, qua venti quiescunt, sine iniuria patent." BFa (Z) and

the F-influenced eight-book manuscripts have ventus inquietus, which

Miiller and Merrill adopt. W is usually right against Z. Stangl,

1904.490, and Carlsson, 1922.31, favor the W reading. Carlsson

points out that the following venti quiescunt calls for ventis here, and that

ventis, which connects inquietus with dies, is the lectio difficilior. He
assumes that ventus with inquietus is a deliberate editorial change in Z.

That ventus with immediately following inquietus is an easy scribal

error is shown by the fact that the scribe of V first wrote ventus, then

erased the second limb of u to leave the first stroke as i. The rule that

the lectio difficilior is the more likely to be correct does not apply to

changes that result from unconscious scribal error. After the scribal

error of ventus for ventis had been made, the apparent construction

with inquietus would tend to preserve it uncorrected.

v.4.1 (123.14) Res parva sed initium non parvae M g (X) res

parvas et initium non parvae Dl (Y) res parva sed initium non

parvum BF hkoux/?cfrt 76 s (Z)

parva, the reading of XY, is better attested than parvum Z. Only

Kukula has adopted parvum here. Schuster, 1919.24, and Carlsson,

1922.31, favor parvae on logical grounds, parvum is due to a scribe's

unconscious assimilation of the adjective form to that of the adjacent

noun initium. parvas et Dl for parva sed results from a scribe's

wrong division of words, an easy and frequent error. The other eight-

book manuscripts corrected this from F. These two readings, like
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many others, show the independence of D and 1 from the influence

of F.

Many manuscripts in the ninth and tenth centuries, and some later,

were copied from manuscripts in scriptura continua, in which the letters

of the line were not divided into words but followed each other in an

unbroken stream, without even the insertion of marks of punctuation.

When a scribe was making a manuscript in scriptura continua from a

parent of the same sort, it is probable that at times he merely copied

by groups of letters and was at many places not conscious of words

at all. He would thus escape some errors into which scribes would

fall who undertook to separate the letters into phrase and word

groups.

Errors made in the division of the text of scriptura continua into

separate words are very numerous. Often the misdivision is the only

error in a reading, and that error disappears when the reading is carried

back to the distant source of the manuscript. For example, in vi.31.7

(172.10) M has variorum ore for vario rumore, but its ancestor X, whose

reading we seek, was correct, and it was also written in scriptura

continua.

More often an error in word division induces additional error. In

ii.5.1 (39.14) etate was correctly divided into et a U in V and D but B
has aetate, correcting the spelling as he thought, although his form gave

no meaning in the context. Of this the scribe was unconscious because

he was not reading, but only copying words. In v. 3. 8 (123.2) reverentia-

intendit in scriptura continua was copied by two different scribes as

reverentiam tendit, which seemed to each scribe to make sense, and

hence did not bother him. It did not result independently from

deliberate emendation by two editors neither of whom understood

the construction of the ablative reverentia. In vi.27.4 (168.23) a scribe

of the eight-book tradition caught the words faciendi vera from the

letters faciendiveratio and wrote them. On his return to the parent

manuscript the letters tio could not stand alone and, probably uncon-

sciously, he used the letters ra a second time and wrote ratio. This ratio

is found in all eight-book sources, was picked up from Catanaeus by
Aldus, and remained in the text of the Letters until Keil dropped it

more than three hundred years later. In ii.11.7 (46.5), misreading s

as/, a scribe wrote patejeit for patescit and hurried on, unconscious that

anything was wrong. A later scribe, who made the parent of rt,

working from the imperfect copy, made a word from patejeit by supply-

ing e and getting patefecit. He did not, of course, pause to see whether

his word made sense in the context. That is characteristic of scribal
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emendation. They worked fast, concentrating on a word or a very

few words at a time. In ii.18.2 (59.15) the scribe of an ancestor of BF
caught speraret in the letters speraretevellem and wrote it. When he

returned to the parent manuscript for more copy, the word vellem stood

out so clearly that the preceding e was overlooked, speraret vellem is

preserved in B and F although the sentence thus made gives no

meaning. In v. 7. 5 (132.20) the scribe came upon the following string

of letters: perindemeisactuis. It did not yield words at once, de meis

was recognized, and with these in mind, the scribe, after a not too

careful examination, gave actibus for ac tuis. All was well so far, but no

solution for perin occurred. Fieri was the word most nearly like it that

came to him. His meaningless fieri de meis actibus remained in the

eight-book tradition until emended by the keen editor of g.

Sometimes the scribe simply copied the unused group of letters after

he had got what words he could from the line. That always means

that he was a conscientious and careful workman. In iv.15.5 (107.8)

the scribe of D caught the first five letters of ominamurque as omnia and

wrote this into his text. He then copied murque into his text, probably

without worrying about what it meant. There are many indications

that the scribe of D was a professional scribe, not a scholar. In v. 4.

2

(123.18) the scribe of B, whose work shows many signs of faithful,

unimaginative dullness, caught the first five letters of anquiaitasentiebant

as antiqui. On looking back for additional copy, he saw that sentiebant

stood out clearly. Not knowing what to do with the intervening letters

aita, he simply copied them as a word and then wrote sentiebant. In

viii.20.5 (222.10) such a left-over group of letters, artane, stands in r and

76, the first two printed editions of this letter. In ii.9.4 (43.25), after

reading/ as s and getting quas summas from quassummafide, the letters

ide became unusable and were dropped from 8. More often the order

of the left-over group of letters was changed a little, or a letter or two

added or dropped to make a word. In iv.3.4 (93.14) antiqua in an

ancestor of BF for antiquia started a debate on the text that after a

thousand years still echoes in the journals, docet vi.2.8 (147.29) in the

eight-book manuscripts is for do et, which was left after enim had been

taken from doetenim. In iii.9.6 (74.22) F has nichil hominus for nihilomi-

nus. In iii.17.4 (73.9) MV have Mis for His, which was left after reading

jut oijutilis a.sfuit. In vii.9.16 (184.25) a puzzled scribe in an eight-

book source, after reading probatum as provatum, turned it into provocatum,

and it kept the critics guessing for several hundred years.

A scribe who undertook to copy Pliny's Letters had a long task.

Guarino, Ep. 552, a. 1429, complains that a Florentine scribe whom
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he had brought to his home to make a copy of them had been with

him U
8CX (olos menses, " with nothing else required of him, and was

not yet through with his copying. This workman may have been

somewhat ahead of his time in slowing down his output to make his

job last longer; but the scribe as a class worked fast. It often happened

that in glancing briefly at the parent manuscript for the next words

to copy he misread a word not because of confusing letter forms, but

merely because of a general similarity in the appearance of words with

similar beginnings and endings and with more or less the same medial

letters. Usually a more familiar word replaced a less familiar one

in such misreading. All readers experience this occasionally. In

checking my own misreadings I found that my hasty glance at words

in rapid reading at various times had given me abbreviation for aberra-

tion, revealed for reveled, preserving for perservering, conversation for con-

version, adventurers for adventures, brought for bought, incapable for implacable,

deifies for defies, superheated for spearheaded, assailable for as liable. When
one who is reading for the thought misreads a word in this way,

he is sent back at once to re-examine the word if what he has read

does not make sense. A scribe, who usually was not trying to follow

the thought, would not in the same way be made conscious of his

error. If the miscopy of the word happened to make sense in the

context, critics may still be debating which belongs in the text.

In such a hurried glance a syllable may be omitted. In iv. 13.10

(105.5) M and V preserve the correct studiosorum while D and BF agree

in having the impossible studiorum, furnishing one of the exceptions to

the rule that YZ are right against X, the same error having been

made independently in Y and Z. In iii.15.3 (83.8) MV and Dl have

meaningless delimentis for delenimentis, suggesting that the error goes

back to W and has been faithfully preserved through a long series of

recopyings down to the parent of MV and in 8. This preservation is

not due to stupidity but to the fact that the scribes were not reading

for the sense as they copied. They were copying words.

A syllable may be unconsciously added if it results in a word that

is common. In v. 6. 3 (125.16) regionis became religionis in B, in iii.14.7

(82.22) tactus became tacitus in V. In v.4.3 (124.1) all modern editors

follow SchaefTer in emending tacita of the manuscripts to facta, wrongly

I think; tacta tantum et omnino commota, "merely touched and thoroughly

stirred up," combines two irreconcilable ideas. The original here

was probably tacita tantummodo commota, the error arising from taking

MMO of TANTUMMO as MNO, the contraction for OMNINO.
In iv.22.5 (113.9) it may be doubted whether critics are right in
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accepting orbatus BFa (Z) instead of orbus Dl (Y), which was more
likely to have drawn the interpretative scholium captus, which is found

in MV (X). Conversationes MV for conversiones iv.24.2 (114.13),

verecundum Dl for verendum iv.25.1 (115.3), antiquorum BFa for antiquum

v.1.11 (121.5) and lectituri M for lecturi vii.25.1 (195.18) are innocent

errors, made in a moment of lax attention in copying. Specularibus

occurs in ii.17.4 and ii. 17.21. In the first case it was copied as specula-

toribus in BF, and in the second case the same error is found in MV. In

the often too lightly esteemed eight-book manuscripts, it is correct in

both places.

In the same way, changes of tense are doubtless often mere slips in

reading, not deliberate editorial changes. Examples are commendat

for commendabat, celebrat for celebrabat, celebratur for celebrabatur, exhibeo

for exhibebo, ambulabat for ambulat. Such errors of the eye are not to

be taken too seriously in evaluating manuscripts or readings. At least

a careful check on the work of the individual scribe of the manuscript

for care and accuracy should be made before editorial activity is

accepted as the source of the error.

Such confusion of long words usually results from metathesis. The
order of the letters is often shifted in a word when a reader gives it

only a hurried glance. This is caused at times by glancing backward

through the word if it was not quite made out in the first glance

through it, and shows that the scribe's memory is visual rather than

aural. Some words misread in this way become fixed in the vocabulary

of many persons in the form in which they were first read in spite of

seeing them or hearing them often later.

Metathesis is an easily made error, and this must be remembered

by the text critic. In iv.13.8 (104.20) B and F have earn for a me.

The next word is pecuniam, which may have induced and certainly

protected the error so that it passed into many manuscripts and

printed editions that depended upon F. The editors of r and s play

safe and print earn a me, a critical device that will be noticed later.

In ii.17.8 (55.14) B and F have haspida for hapsida and two lines

later have dormitiorum for dormitorium. In the inscription of iii.18, B has

In Severum in his index but Servo in his text; in v. 6. 4 (125.20) he inat-

tentively wrote pro/ret for profert, and a half page later he copied prata

as parata. Such forms in M as jortino for Frontino iv.8.3 (96.13), inlatera

for in altera v. 6. 31 (129.10), quasias for quas ais ix.10.1 (233.15) prepare

us to accept idem MV for diem ii.9.32 (78.2) and erigitur MV
for egeritur iv.30.7 (119.1) as simple errors of scribes in copying rather

than as deliberate editorial changes in the text.
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iii.14.7 (82.22) palam (palamquc V) MV D (XY) palma BF
lhkoux/>gcfrt 76 s a (Z)

There may be serious question as to the correct reading here. In

several hundred cases where W and Z differ in the first hundred letters,

where the manuscript evidence is complete enough to enable us to

distinguish confidently between the readings of W and Z, thorough

study of the text on logical grounds by scholars has practically always

resulted in the final acceptance of the text of W. On the grounds of

manuscript authority, palam should have the preference here. The
critics are, however, practically unanimous in preferring palma.

The offended eques was evidently a hotheaded fellow since he took

such strong offense on such light provocation, manu leviter admonitus

ut transitum daret. Such a person in such a state of mind would be

likely to use his fist instead of his palm. A blow struck with the fist

is more likely than a slap with the palm of the hand to have unsettled

the recipient so much ut paene considered The light touch by the slave to

request room to pass was unobserved by most of those present, the

blow against Macedo was delivered openly in view of all. palam brings

out this contrast. Whether the reading of W or of Z is wrong, the

error is merely a slight metathesis by a scribe, palma may have come
into the mind of the scribe when he read percussit. It may perhaps

be considered the lectiofacilior, if a critic is thinking of editorial emenda-

tion. If we have here simply a scribal error, as is probable, the

erroneous word must have fitted into the text so well that the error

escaped detection.

iii.15.3 (83.5) aestimare licuit BFa Dhkouxgcf Cat. (YZ) existi-

mare licuit pit 76 est iam placuit MV (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X has not preserved the

reading of W, as all editors have seen. Mile Guillemin, 1925.95,

would conflate the two readings, getting aestimare licuit et iam placuit,

and explains the loss of et iam placuit in W and Z as a jump from licuit

to lacuit. Such a jump is possible, but it is necessary to assume that

the jump was made independently by two scribes, one in the eight-

book and one in the ten-book tradition. This greatly reduces the

probability of the assumed jump. Postgate, 1926.374, gives a probable

explanation of the genesis of the error in X, suggesting that a scribe in

the X tradition (working, I assume, from a parent in rustic capitals)

caught the first six letters ESTIMA as EST IAM and, reading the next

letter, R, as P, made the guess of placuit for what was left. This implies

a slight metathesis. It would leave the scribe with est iam placuit et iam
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placuit if he was working from the text of Mile Guillemin. This would

require a third jump by a third scribe, and we begin to get dizzy watch-

ing them. Her suggestion loses its probability when one examines it

with the history of the text carefully kept in mind.

A scribe copying from scriptura continua frequently uses a letter or a

small group of letters twice, once at the end of a word and again at the

beginning of the next word if they are needed to make a word there.

A wrong division of letters is usually responsible for the re-use of the

letter or letters. In iii.15.4 (83.9) retundanturevelli became retundantur

revelli in BFa; in iv.30.1 (118.9) attulitibi became attulit tibi in the Index

of B. In vi.16.19 (159.12) frequenterestuans, by dittography and a slight

adjustment on the part of the scribe, became frequenter interaestuans in 8.

The vigilant editor of g emended this to frequenter intus aestuans, which

passed on into frt 76 s. Aldus preferred to go with 92 rather than with

Catanaeus and printed interaestuans. M has frequenter aestuans. Keil

and Schuster seem to be right in following M here. The origin of the

error as a dittography is easy, and neither inter nor intus is needed with

stomacho to locate the disturbance which was recurrent with Pliny's

uncle.

In iv.25.5 (115.16) inersettamen, having been copied as iners set tamen,

was corrected in BFa to iners sed tamen, which only Merrill and Mile

Guillemin among recent editors admit into the text.

In iii.16.10 (84.18) dixissetuis was the reading of the sources X, Y,

and Z of the three families of manuscripts. This is shown by dixisset

vis MV Dlh (XY) and dixisse tu is BF (Z). But it was copied as

dixisset tu vis in k, and from k this passed, directly or indirectly, into all

the later eight-book manuscripts and the Aldine edition, and, because

it gives an emphasis to tu which seems at first sight to be appropriate,

it is retained in all modern editions. Thrasea was not, however, quar-

reling with his mother-in-law, but pleading with her not to take her

own life. The extra emphasis on tu is provocative, not soothing and

appealing, and Pliny's fine intuition caused him to omit it.

The reverse error of writing only once letters, syllables or words that

occur twice in succession in the text, although usually easily corrected,

sometimes leads to uncertainty in the text. In ii.17.5 (55.4) prospectatat-

ergo was caught by the scribe of D as prospectat ergo. In iv.13.3 (104.1)

cum patria BF for cum in patria was not adopted in any of the eight-

book manuscripts that were emended from F. In vi.19.2 (161.9),

thinking he had three ttz's in succession, the scribe of 8 dropped one of

them and got quam modice for quam immodice, but his error was quickly

corrected in copies of 8.
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Many critics have assumed haplography in a reading here or there

and rewritten the text as they thought it should be. In i.5.3 (7.9)

Madvig, Adversaria critica iii.215, thought that lacerat, the reading of

all the manuscripts, must be changed to laceraret. The scribal error of

haplography, or the loss of the r sign, would have been an easy error

to make, but not so easy that the assumption that it was made inde-

pendently in the three families of manuscripts can be lightly accepted.

Keil, Kukula, Merrill, and Schuster have not felt that the change is

necessary or even desirable.

When a word follows immediately after the same word in the same

form, a scribe often copied it only once. In a haphazard search

through the Letters for such pairs, I found thirteen of them before I

found one in which no scribe had missed one of the words. The error

arises when the scribe has caught from the parent manuscript for copy-

ing a group of words ending with the first of the pair of identical

words, and after copying the memorized words returns to the manu-

script for additional copy. He carries back in his mind the last word

copied to find where to start in with additional words for copy. He
either strikes the second occurrence of the word and goes on from

there or, if he sees that the word is repeated, assumes that it was

repeated through error by the previous scribe and drops it. This

error is far more frequent than the opposite error of writing twice a

word that occurs only once in the parent text. Unless an editor has

intervened, therefore, the manuscript that has the word repeated is

usually correct against one that has the word written only once.

But if an editor has taken an interest in the reading, his temptation

would be to repeat the word to secure rhetorical effect. This is to be

suspected occasionally when the repetition of the word occurs only in

manuscripts that are known to have been revised by an editor.

In i.12.12 (19.10) morte doleo at the end of a sentence is followed

immediately by Doleo autem. M has doleo only once, but its sister

manuscript V and the ten-book manuscripts have it twice. This

proves that only the scribe of M, not the X tradition, is at fault. BFa
begin the next sentence with amisi enim amisi vitae meae testem, while

the second amisi is omitted in MV. This letter was lost from the eight-

book family before 8 or 6 was written, so that we have here only the

nine-book tradition against the ten-book tradition. In this situation

the MV reading is accepted far more often than the BF reading by all

editors, even by those editors who, under the influence of Otto, had
theoretically given a higher rating to the BF text. The fact that Aldus

has the second amisi against Catanaeus does not justify the assumption
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here that it stood in his ten-book manuscript since he found it in

both 92 and 76, with which he constantly compared Catanaeus in

making up his text. On the manuscript evidence, the second amisi

is probably an editorial insertion in the BF family. It would be unlike

Pliny, having just written doleo doleo, to begin the very next sentence

with amisi amisi. He does employ some rhetorical devices, but he

exercises restraint in using them. All modern editors, however,

follow BF here.

In vi.25.5 (167.20) all modern editors accept pietete mira mira etiam

sagacitate, the reading of M. The presence of etiam seems to favor this.

The second mira does not appear in any eight-book source nor in a.

The fact that Aldus agrees with Catanaeus and all other previously

printed editions prevents our assuming that the second mira did not

stand in his ten-book manuscript. The manuscript evidence may
thus be merely M, the better source, against the eight-book reading.

In vii.6.1 (180.16) M and rts (X0) have narrantur, followed at the

beginning of the next sentence by narrantur dico. The second narrantur,

followed by dico, serves as a substitute for an adversative connective,

which the sense requires. 6 rather than 8 preserves the eight-book

text, and Aldus has followed 92 and 76 rather than Catanaeus.

Such repetition of words is comparatively frequent in Pliny. For

this reason editors who are too easily induced on logical or stylistic

grounds to depart from evidence of the manuscripts sometimes provide

the second member of the pair where the evidence of the manuscripts

is that Pliny used the word only once. In ii.6.4 (41.15), after the

query Qui fieri potest? MV Dl and Aldus continue with Quia scilicet.

The passage unfortunately occurs in a portion of the text where a few

leaves have been lost from Manuscript B, but in F a second potest is

inserted before Quia. The manuscript evidence is strongly against

this second potest, and F shows indubitable signs of editorial activity

in other places. Scilicet was appropriately used by Pliny instead of

repeating potest because the statement did not require emphasis.

Scilicet becomes an encumbrance in the sentence, almost a tautology,

if the second potest is used. Of modern editors, only Merrill has

followed F, favoring what he thought to be a ten-book reading.

Omissions are practically always unintentional and due to an

oversight by a copyist in reading his parent manuscript. The fact

that an omission has been made is sometimes plainly evident to a care-

ful reader of the resulting text. Critics have often done excellent work

in supplying and fitting into the gap words that make sense. Some-

times they have actually succeeded in restoring Pliny's original words,
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as the later discovery of manuscripts from which the omission had not

been made has shown. But a scar is usually left on the emended text

that reveals the work of the text surgeon.

Too much success in filling in such omissions makes it certain that

the critic had access to a manuscript from which the words had not

been lost. This is the basis upon which it has been necessary to postu-

late ihe existence of our manuscript 0, of which we possess no copy but

of which we find traces in our manuscripts eft and the editions r and

Laet. The possession of such a superior manuscript has sometimes

been falsely claimed by an editor to give authority to many emenda-

tions which he was making on logical grounds, as, for example, by

Catanaeus, 1506, and Sicardus, 1530. The modern form of this appeal

to the hidden scriptures is found in the editor who tells us that he has

"unrolled" the chief manuscripts of the Letters but in whose Apparatus

one searches in vain to find evidence that he saw anything in any one

of the manuscripts ; he reproduces all the old errors in reporting their

readings.

Omissions caused by confusing letter forms or by haplography or

dittography of a letter or two in copying from scriptura continua are

rather frequent in the work of scribes but do not often lead to doubt

as to the original text. When such doubt does arise, the proper

evaluation of the manuscript evidence is usually the safest guide.

In iii.10.2 (79.4) it is better to write in memoriam with the ten-book

and the eight-book manuscripts than memoriam with MV. The loss

of in before or after m was easy. Hosius, Phil. Woch. 54 (1934) 678,

cites a parallel from Cicero to show that memoriam could be used,

but this has little force against the preponderance of manuscript

evidence for in memoriam here.

In v.5.5 (124.26), in toro resedisse M Dl (XY), re was lost by haplog-

raphy after ro in the ten-book family (Z). W is usually correct against

Z, and residere, not sidere, is the proper word for "taking a seat after

motion." Merrill did well to change from sedisse, which he had used

in his edition of 1903, to resedisse in his edition of 1922.

In v.17.4 (142.10) ipse praeferret M, ipse was lost in the eight-book

family by haplography. ps for ipse, looked much like pf, for praef-, in

a minuscule ancestor of the parent of 8 and 0. Since Aldus agrees with

all the earlier printed editions in omitting ipse, his text is not evidence

for the reading of his ten-book manuscript. X is usually better

authority for the text than Y.

In v.13.4 (138.7) ita ut Vicetinis quod acceperat redderat, ut is omitted

in the earlier eight-book sources, ut and ui look much alike in minuscule
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and one of them was lost by haplography in an eight-book manuscript.

The editor of 78 felt the loss and restored ut editorially. In order to

make the Latin worthy of Pliny, he threw in tamen after ut. By a path

that became well worn in time, both ut and tamen passed from 78 to 83,

from 83 to 92 and Laetus, from Laetus to Beroaldus, and then on to

Catanaeus.

In viii.22.4 (224.21) "vereor enim ne id quod improbo, eos insectari

carpere referre (fere M crt Laet.) repugnet" M crt Laet. ia, eos

is found in all the sources and must be kept. There is really no objec-

tion to eos on syntactical grounds. The use of the double accusative

after verbs of accusing, especially when one of the accusatives is a

neuter pronoun, is common enough, eos cannot reasonably be assumed

to have found its way into all three sources of the text through scribal

error. In spite of this, it has been dropped by Keil, Miiller, Kukula,

and Schuster. Merrill, followed, of course, by Schuster, errs in report-

ing eius instead of eos as the reading of r. This led Merrill and Mile

Guillemin to adopt eius in their texts. In this same sentence re of

referre was lost by haplography after carpere in M crt Laet., in all of

which the remaining Jerre was reduced to fere before the nine-book

and the eight-book families began their separate courses. Aldus

and Budaeus have each restored referre, which all modern editors ac-

cept.

In ix.14.1 (239.4), toying wistfully with the hope that he might

still mean something to us in the twentieth century, Pliny wrote:

posteris an aliqua cura nostri nescio. nri, for nostri, looked much like ura

of the preceding cura, and nostri was lost by haplography in 6, but not

in 6, of the eight-book family. This has given critics no trouble.

In ix.22.2 (243.17) Pliny urges Severus to take a look at the elegies

of Passennius Paulus, in manus sumpseris. In the eight-book tradition s

was lost from manus before sumpseris by haplography. The editor of g
changed manu to manum because an accusative is required. This

emendation trickled down to Aldus through 76 or 92. Only M pre-

served the correct reading.

These small mistakes in copying are frequent enough to make us

willing to accept Gierig's emendation of libelli nullo discrimine (x.97) to

libelli in nullo discrimine because good usage requires in.

In ix.34.1 (255.10) we do not have the help of M nor of h, both of

which stop in ix.26. Aldus was satisfied with the reading of Catanaeus

and in the third sentence the eight-book manuscripts, our only source

of information here, differ among themselves. Dlkn give the text

as follows:
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Explica aettum meum: audio me male lcgere, dumtaxat versus; orationcs

cnim commode, led tanto mimu vonua. Cogito ergo rccitaturus familiaribm

amids experiri libcnmn meum. Hoc quoquc familiarc, quod rlcgi non bene;

sit melius lecturum, si tamen non fuerit perturbatus. Est cnim tarn novus

lector quam ego poeta.

In k, melius became medius by a common scribal error (see p. 90), but

this error causes no trouble here. These four manuscripts make us

sure of the reading of 8. The evidence of n is important in a situation

of this kind. Some scribe, finding nonbenesetmelius, by a sudden inspira-

tion, interpreted set as sit and thought the four words fit together pretty

well, a good illustration of emendation by a scribe. The fifteenth-

century critic who produced g saw at once that sed was the original

word. But he was a vigilant critic, and added scio to govern lecturum.

From g, sed and scio passed into cfrt 76 s and from Catanaeus into a.

If these two words were not in g, they could be assumed to have been

in 6 and to have come from into cfrt 76 s, but g knew nothing of 6

and contributed much to crt Laet. sed and scio must, therefore, be

referred to the editor of g instead of to 6. Within this group, gef 76

place scio before melius. The editor of the common source of rts placed

it after melius. There is no great objection to the proposal of Boot,

1888.367, to supply me before melius. Its loss there is easy to account

for palaeographically, and Mile Guillemin is probably right in ac-

cepting it.

A frequent cause of omission is the repetition of a word a few words

farther on in the text. After copying a few words that he had mem-
orized from his parent manuscript, the scribe looks at his parent

manuscript again to pick up the next words to copy. To mark the

point from which he should memorize a new group of words to be

copied he keeps in mind the last word that he has just copied. If this

word happens to occur again a few words farther along in the text,

he sometimes unwittingly begins his new group just after the second

occurrence of his key word, thus losing the intervening words. Some-

times this second occurrence of his key word would be in the next line

of the text at about the same point in its line as the word he had copied

had held in the line which he was copying. In such case, about a line

of text is lost. The word that causes the jump need not be identical

with his key word; another similar word, especially one with the

same long termination, as in superlatives or long verb forms, frequently

traps the copyist.

In ii.17.17 (57.3) MV D (XY) jump from cryptoporticum to cryptoporti-

cus, about 62 letter spaces; in i.10.9 (16.22) Dml jump from non licet to
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non licet, about 26 letter spaces; in ii.1.3 (35.5) BF jump from atque to

atque, about 63 letter spaces; in viii.14.6 (214.14) Iucundus jumped
from rejerentibus to magistratibus, 38 letter spaces, in making I for

Budaeus. By an unintentional jump of this sort in v. 9.7 (135.25) modo

diligentiae modo vanitatis modo libertatis modo juroris nomen was reduced to

modo libertatis modo juroris nomen in Y, the source of the eight-book

manuscripts. In vi.7.2 (151.15) "gratum est quod non requiris gratum

quod" the italicized words are omitted by all the eight-book sources

and by Aldus. If Aldus could be assumed to represent his manuscript

here, the words would be proved to be an editorial insertion in M,
but since Aldus agrees with Catanaeus and since the context strongly

favors the reading of M, it is probable that the reading of Aldus is from

Catanaeus, the text that was generally received when he was pre-

paring his text.

Sometimes such an omission is caught by the scribe at the time of

writing or later and the missed words are p.dded in the margin, usually

with a mark of reference to show where in the text the insertion should

be made. There are manuscripts which were certainly revised by a

corrector who evidently immediately compared the copy made by the

scribe with the parent manuscript, but none of the manuscripts used

in this study was so revised by an official corrector, with the possible

exception of B. I was unable to identify and separate the work of the

scribes who copied the text and also made some marginal corrections

in this manuscript when I was kindly permitted to collate it in 1922,

but in spite of Stangl's statement, 1886.642, that it was written by one

hand, I felt sure that at least two scribes had co-operated in its produc-

tion.

Words from the margin are sometimes misplaced when they are

incorporated into the text by the next scribe. This situation must be

examined with care by the critic of the text.

In ix.9.2 (233.5) M and a have quod studium litterarum quod iudicium,

which modern editors rightly accept; the eight-book sources rt 76 s

have quod iudicium quod studium litterarum from 0. This was the order

in Y, as is shown by the reading of the 8 manuscripts, quod studium

litterarum. The jump here was made from the words in the order of

rt 76 s, not from the order in M and a. Since the order of Aldus differs

from the order in 76 and Cat. and agrees with M, it represents the

order in his ten-book manuscript. X and Z thus agree, which shows

that Y has not preserved the order of W. Such a shift in the order of

the two phrases by a scribe of the Y tradition may have been entirely

unintentional. It is clear here that the editor who restored the lost
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words to his 8 manuscript had not scon M, that is, that was not

from a nine-book source.

ix.25.3 (245.20) si tamen et tibi placebunt; si tantum sibi geft 76 $

(Y, probably) et sibi 8t et sibi et tibi a sibi et tibi M (X)

Aldus arrived at his reading by conflating Cat. and 76; he had not

seen M. sibi in 8 is from the same misreading of / as s in the digraph

for ti which gave cum sim et in i.5.8 (8.10) for cum timet, sibi in M is

the addition of a scholiast who temporarily misinterpreted et of et tibi

as meaning and instead of also, and thus was led to add sibi, suggested

to him by the sibi which follows tantum. sibi or et sibi before et tibi is

uncalled for and weak; the fact that Pliny thought of the poems as

suitable for publication is implied in their being sent to Mamilianus.

Pliny could not have written the unnecessary et sibi. The absence of

et in M marks its sibi as editorial in origin. The editor of g, as often,

recovered the reading of Y from the erroneous et sibi of 8, and his

emendation passed on into eft 76 s, and was misused by Aldus. All

modern editors have been misled by Aldus.

In viii.14.19 (216.13) a jump caused an omission, yet gives important

evidence on a reading:

Quid? Lex non aperte docet dirimi debere sententias occidentis et relegantis

cum ita discessionem fieri iubet: "Qui haec sentitis, in hanc partem; qui alia

omnia, in illam partem ite qua sentitis"? Examina singula verba et expende:

"Qui haec censetis," hoc est, qui relegandos putatis: "in hanc partem," id

est, in earn in qua sedet qui censuit relegandos.

The only manuscript sources now extant for the text here are M and

I. Aldus had the manuscript from which I had been copied, / or P, and

this was his only source for the text. This letter had not been published

before. For the first sentitis, all these three sources, representing X
and Z, agree. I and a have the second sentitis, and an omission, a

jump, was made in M from sentitis to sentitis. From this jump it is clear

that the second sentitis stood in the source of M, as it stands in I and a.

Thus the manuscript sources have only sentitis in these two readings.

All three also have censetis in the next line. But in "qui haec censetis"

Pliny seems to be quoting his first "qui haec sentitis." Schaefer solved

this difficulty by changing censetis to sentitis without manuscript

authority. Mommsen (Staatsr. III. 991. n. 5) solved it by changing

the first sentitis to censetis, against the testimony of the two ultimate

sources for the text here. Keil, Muller, and Kukula follow the manu-

scripts, rightly, I think; Merrill, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster accept

Mommsen's emendation.
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In calling for the vote the presiding officer clearly could use either

formula, "qui haec sentitis" or "qui haec censetis." Sentire means to

hold a certain opinion, censere means to express that opinion in a formal

vote. A voter's vote, after he had made it, was referred to as his

sententia. Since the lex allowed the use of either of the two, but no other

than one of the two, Pliny, when he draws up his argument from the

singula verba of the law, having used sentitis in giving the formula used

by the presiding officer, uses censetis in repeating it in his argument in

order to cover the verba of the law completely. In nontechnical

references to the sententiae he secures variety of expression in the context

by using putare or arbitrari.

The jump is an error that occurs frequently enough to permit the

assumption that it was made independently by two scribes when other

considerations point strongly to the need for the omitted words in the

text. Such an assumption of an identical jump by two scribes working

independently should not be lightly made, however. Such identical

jumps are possible, but they are really very rare.

In ii.18.5 (59.24) "[offensas] in eligendo praeceptore, sed oportet me
non modo offensas . . . ," the scribes of V and g independently lost

the words from offensas to offensas, and the text of g passed on into that

of c and r. In v.8.13 (134.20) Pliny says that if one offers praise he is

likely to be accused of being too sparing in it, and if he criticizes, of

being unnecessarily severe in it, quamvis Mud plenissime, hoc restrictissime

jeceris. In an early stage of the W tradition, hoc restrictissime was lost by

a jump. In MV (X) the text remains quamvis illud plenissime feceris.

A thoughtful editor in the Y tradition felt that something was wrong

and dropped the clause. No eight-book source has it.

Sometimes when a scribe has read to the end of a line of his parent

manuscript he misses a line when he turns back to continue his reading.

Most readers have made that mistake at times. When one is reading

for meaning, his error is usually discovered and corrected at once.

If a scribe is copying without carrying the meaning, which was usually

the case, he goes on, unconscious of his error. The missing of a line

by a scribe is almost a necessary assumption when several continuous

words are lost, and the omission cannot be accounted for by homoeo-

teleuton. Such an omission gives information about the number of

letter spaces in a line of the parent manuscript. Inference should be

made with care, however. One must consider whether the parent

manuscript was written in scriptura continua or in some stage between

scriptura continua and the complete separation of the text into words,

and whether contractions and signs were used in it, and what ones.
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The fifteenth-Century manuscripts were so often copied and contained

so many variations in spelling, abbreviation, signs, and the separation

of the text into phrase groups and separate words that I have not found

the determination of the approximate number of letter spaces in the

line of the parent manuscript either easy or helpful in most of them.

In ix.13.5 (235.16) M frt 76 s have "Nuntia Arriae et Fanniae (ab

t-xilio redibant),
l

consule te, consule Mas, an velitis adscribi facto ....'" Of
the italicized words 8 had only abtis, which was not a word. The 6

texts, frt 76 s, have the complete text. It is clear that the scribe that

made the Verona Manuscript 8 lost a line of his parent manuscript,

about 41 letters, while the words were preserved by the scribe of 0,

copying from the same or a closely related manuscript. It is also

evident that the editor of g did not have access to a 6 manuscript, and

that the editor of c, who did have access to a manuscript, did not

check the reading in his manuscript at this point. This occurs

frequently in c, as many dgc readings show. He was strongly influ-

enced by g. It may be noted in passing that the editor of 76 changed

redibant to redierant because he thought that it suited the context better.

He had at his command only r and other eight-book sources that had

redibant. The change was purely editorial and on logical grounds.

His emendation was picked up by Laetus, from whom it passed to

Beroaldus and Catanaeus, and has been accepted by all modern editors.

It is the lectio facilior, as an editorial emendation ought to be, and the

history of the reading condemns it.

In the Naples printed edition of 1476 the words deprehendisset Caesari

scripsit Atticinus flagitiis are missing from vi.22.2 (165.10). The word

flagitiis also occurs immediately preceding deprehendisset above. The
omission is a jump. In Manuscript g at this point a Mne ends with

fla of the firstflagitiis and the next line ends withyfo of the second flagitiis.

That the editor of 76 used a g-type manuscript is evident from many
readings in it that could come only from a g source. The omission in 76

of an exact line of g here strongly suggests that the editor of 76 was

making up his text from g itself or from a descendant of g from which

this line was missing, and that the compositor who set up 76 was not

at this point working from r.

From me negligentur ix.15.2 (239.15), me was lost from 8 by the con-

fusion of me and ne, followed by haplography or the dropping of the

now extra me by an editor, me is omitted in 6rs, sixteen of the eight-

book sources covered in this study. The editor of g felt the loss of

me and restored it. From g it passed into eft 76. The influence of g in

eft 76 and its priority in the series is seen in many other readings.
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A simple error in copying is to copy a word or group of words, a line

or several lines, twice. This error may arise from any one of several

causes, which need not be detailed here. Sometimes the error is caught

by the scribe and one copy deleted, or the deletion may be by a later

reader of the manuscript. It is often difficult to tell whether the dele-

tion is by the first scribe or by a later one. Skilful scribes were reluctant

to make corrections that would mar the artistic appearance of the page.

In vii.4.6 (179.7), after his versibus exaravi, thirteen lines of poetry are

quoted from Martial. In M Dhkng and 76 the quotation is written

as if it were prose; in p c f r and s a full line is given to each line of the

poetry, and each line is begun with a capital letter; in t the quotation

is not written as poetry, but in this prose text each line of the quoted

poem is begun with a capital letter. In f, after the words his versibus

exaravi, the scribe continues as if in prose with cum Galli libros legerem

from the first line of the poem. He was evidently copying from a

parent manuscript in which the quotation had been written as if it were

prose, possibly in the form found in t. At this point the scribe decided

to arrange the quotation in poetic form. Without deleting cum Galli

libros legerem, which he had written, he left vacant the half line of space

in the line after legerem and, beginning a new line with Cum libros Galli

legerem, copied the quotation in poetic form, beginning each line with

a capital letter. It may be noticed that in his first copy he has Galli

libros, in his second libros Galli. We cannot feel sure that he would have

corrected his slip in the order of these two words made in his first

copy if he had not decided to recopy the whole in poetic form. Galli

libros reads quite as well as libros Galli, and he might not have thought it

important enough to mar his page with the correction.

It frequently happens also that a word recently written lingers in

the mind of the scribe and is used again in the next group of words

copied. Thus in iii.17.1 (85.8) occasio became occupatio as the scribe of5

copied an tu non occupatus sed occasio; in ix.7.3 (232.1) comoediam was

turned into tragoediam by the scribe of f in copying itaque illam tragoediam

hanc appellare comoediam soleo; the scribe of M stumbled into repuoratores

in copying reputare maximos oratores in vii.4.4 (179.2). A similar error

by a typesetter is responsible for the repetition of turbas before inlicitos

in ad turbas et inlicitos coetus x.93 (299.15) in Merrill's edition of the

Letters, 1922.

In i.20, a letter to Tacitus, Pliny reports at length a discussion which

he had had cum quodam docto homine et perito, cui nihil aeque in causis agendis

ut brevitas placet. Pliny maintains that an advocate betrays his client

when he omits relevant matter from the actio or touches lightiy and
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briefly on points that should receive fuller treatment, even repetition,

to fix them in the minds of the jurors. He notes that Cicero's longest

oration is admitted to be his best. His opponent counters with the

claim that orations are longer in their published form than when they

had been delivered. Pliny argues that some of them, such as Pro

Murena and Pro Vareno were clearly abridged in their published form.

In Section 9, taking up another claim of his opponent, At aliud est actio

aliud oratio, he replies that some actiones bonae could possibly not be

considered bonae as orations, but that any actio that could be called a

good oratio was necessarily a good actio. He then adds (i.20.10):

"Sequitur ergo ut actio sit absolutissima quae maxime orationis

similitudinem expressit, si modo iustum et debitum tempus accipiat;

quod si negetur, nulla orationis maxima iudicis culpa est." In the

last clause of this sentence orationis is found in BF hnou 78 83 92, while

MV Dmlkx/?cfrt 76 s a have oratoris. This means that the reading of X
and Y (W) was oratoris, that of Z was orationis. It is true that the

reading of W is regularly better than that of Z, but this may possibly

be an exception. As would be expected, Kukula and Merrill follow Z
here, while Keil, Miiller, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster have oratoris.

The last two were probably influenced by Carlsson, 1922.32, who
rejects orationis, remarking: "Es ist nach dem vorausgehenden orationis

gebildet."

It would be an unusual scribe who would carry a lingering memory
of orationis, which he had copied fourteen words back, when he came
to copy oratoris. Scribes worked with shorter groups of words than this

in copying. Having taken from his manuscript nulla orationis maxima

iudicis for copying, a natural reaction in his mind, half sensing meaning

in this short word group, would be for the group to shape itself into

nulla oratoris maxima iudicis as he wrote. In setting up a contrast, orator

is the natural term to oppose to index. If it is not the slip of a scribe,

an editor who considered the meaning of the clause might wrongly

feel that a comparison is being set up and emend the reading. The
whole discussion, however, in this section of the letter is on actio and

oratio; it is noted here that if insufficient time is allowed the pleader to

give a full discussion of the facts of the case, the oratio must suffer and

fail to be a good actio through fault of the iudex who limited the pleader's

time. Actio and oratio are still under comparison, not orator and iudex.

A scribe whose memory is oral rather than visual would silently

repeat to himself as he copied them the group of words that he had

just made out in the parent manuscript. Misspellings sometimes result

through the assimilation of sounds. In vii.19.4 (191.10) 1 has faminam
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maximam for j'eminam maximam, in ii.11.4 (45.24) M has sanatus for

senatus, and ingravescere is regularly spelled ingravascere in BF, apparently

repeating a scribal error of their common parent. In viii. 21 .6 (224.5)

M has longiora mora for longiore mora and in ix.20.2 (242.19) notoriis for

notariis. In viii. 11. 3 (212.24) solori in I for solari need not come from a

similarity of a and o in the script, as inferred by Rand, 1923.171.

Sometimes the apparent attraction of a word into syntactical agreement

with a near-by word results merely from this error, because of the

dominance of one sound in a small group of words abstracted from the

parent manuscript to be copied. Thus, in vi.33.1 (174.16) accipe

orationem meam, ut ilia arma, divinam, . . . re vera ut inter meas pulchram,

the change from divinam to divina probably began through innocent

error in copying and was afterward long preserved because of the

apparently apposite construction with arma. It was emended to the

correct divinam in g, whose emendation was picked up in 76, from which

it passed on into the edition of Sicardus in 1530 and later was taken up

by Casaubon from 76 or Sicardus. Aldus probably took divina from

Catanaeus, but his manuscript / may have had divinam. In iii.5.14

(69 .19) in secessum solum BF Dh for in secessu solum is an unconscious

assimilation of sounds, the error having been made by two scribes

independently. It can hardly have been a deliberate emendation to

the same incorrect reading by two scribes or editors working inde-

pendently. So initium non parvum BFa for initium non parvae in v. 4.1

(123.14), nubem inusitatam M 1ft for nubem inusitata in vi. 16.4 (156.21)

and similis monentis f for similis monenti in ix.5.3 (230.21) are due to

scribal error rather than to deliberate emendation.

Misspellings that occasionally lead to a corruption of the text some-

times result from the pronunciation used by the scribe as he repeats

in his mind, while copying, the words which he has memorized to copy.

This pronunciation was usually the Italian pronunciation of Latin

used in the services of the Church. In this pronunciation s, c, and sc

had practically the same sound before e or i, and x was sounded like s.

In i.24.4 (34.12) M and o have nosce for nosse, and in vi.21.3 (164.19)

Dkog make the same error; in vi.30.5 (171.13) Dhkoux/> a (5) have

poscit for possit; in viii. 14. 10 (214.31) I has scimus for simus; in vi.2.2

(147.5) discere became dicere in gf 76; in ix. 13.20 (238.5) discessione

became disscnsione, and in ix.13.13 (236.26) cos for consul became quos

in 6; in v. 6.20 (127.18) recedit became rescidit in BF; in i.12.8 (18.19)

scilicet became si licet in V k. In i.5.7 (8.4) 1 has fax for fas, in i.12.10

(19.4) h has disserat for dixerat, and in v. 6. 6 (125.22) 1 has senex for senes.

In v.6.43 (131.14) est cursus in Dl for excursus is due to the pronunciation
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escursus. In iii.9.9 (75.7) Kcil emends lassarctur to laxaretur on logical

grounds against all the manuscripts he knew. This is unusual for Kcil,

and if the word had not occurred in a portion of the text that was lost

from MV, he would not have ventured upon the emendation. 41

Consonantal i before e or i was pronounced nearly enough like g

in that position to lead to Vegento for Veiento in the parent of BF in

iv.22.4 (113.7) and elsewhere, and to give iemme for gemme(a) in v. 6. 11

(126.11) and is responsible for eiicit, developed from egerit v. 6. 37

(130.11) in several eight-book manuscripts, where emendation has been

suspected. The similarity of the sound of c and qu before o and u led

to long indecision as to whether cum or quum should be written. In

i.5.9 (8.14) coimus became quo imus in Dm, and in viii.6.14 (209.12)

in quo legenda became incolenda in crt 76 s, where the editor of t, feeling

the need of something like in quo, supplied ubi.

As a scribe mentally repeats his memorized words to himself in the

course of copying them, it will occasionally happen that a word is

unconsciously replaced by a synonym. Thus filios in ii.18.2 (59.16)

became liberos in rt, dixerunt v. 4. 2 (123.17) became responderunt in 1,

and porriguntur v. 6. 9 (126.6) became extenduntur in the Princeton Uni-

versity manuscript of the Letters. I have elsewhere illustrated this error

by Otto's report, 1886.290, that the reading of Dpr a in vi.31.17

(173.18) was saxeum tergum where he should have reported it as saxeum

dorsum. We can be sure here that the shift was made unconsciously

by Otto. 42
I have noted nearly a hundred substitutions of synonyms

in Pliny manuscripts that I have studied and feel sure that many of these

substitutions were made unconsciously by the scribe who wrote the

manuscript. Such a substitution was, however, often deliberate in

manuscripts that show internal evidence of having been edited. This

interchange of synonyms will therefore receive further notice in the

chapter on the work of critics.

Sometimes the word order gets slightly changed as the scribe

repeats a group of memorized words in his mind while copying them.

This shift is more frequent than the interchange of synonyms, and,

unlike that change, it is more frequently an unconscious error than a

deliberate emendation. The unconscious shift in the order of words

indicates some command of spoken Latin on the part of the scribe.

A scribe who knew no Latin, or little Latin, could memorize so few

words in one glance at his manuscript that there would be small chance

for a change in word order.

Manuscripts were made to be read and, for reading, the word order

often makes little difference, as in durius acerbiusque for acerbius duriusque
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ix.12.2 (234.16), sui officii for officii sui ix.13.16 (237.11), me absente for

absente me ix.15.2 (239.15), or quid sanctius quid melius for quid melius

quid sanctius v. 14. 3 (139.12). If a scribe became conscious of his error

before he wrote the next word, he might delete what he had written

and write in the correct text. If he had already written an additional

word or two when he discovered the error, the correction would neces-

sarily be conspicuous and the appearance of the page be marred.

If the order he had used was easily intelligible, some scribes, at least,

would not make the change if a neat correction was impossible. This

comment perhaps applies with more force to other errors than errors

in word order, which were corrected rather inconspicuously by

writing a, b, c above the already written words to indicate the new
order desired. Usually the scribe was unconscious of the error. The
manuscript evidence, properly interpreted, is usually decisive in vari-

ations in word order, especially in unintended variations. When no

reason can be seen why an editor should desire to change the order of

words, the change is probably unintended.

When the order of the words is changed by an editor, his purpose

is usually to secure what he considers to be an order that is artistically

more effective, so much so that Pliny surely could not have missed it.

In viii.23.2-3 (225.4) M and all the eight-book manuscripts have in

the following words a tribute by Pliny to a young friend who had

recently died

:

Latum clavum in domo mea induerat; suffragio meo adiutus in petendis

honoribus fuerat; ad hoc ita me diligebat, ita verebatur, ut me formatore

morura, me quasi magistro uteretur. Rarum hoc in adulescentibus nostris.

Nam quotusquisque vel aetati alterius vel auctoritati ut minor cedit? Statim

sapiunt, statim sciunt omnia, neminem imitantur, atque ipsi sibi exempla sunt.

For neminem imitantur only Aldus has neminem verentur imitantur

neminem. He has added neminem verentur, based upon ita verebatur above,

and has arranged the four words in chiastic order. The reading of XY,
neminem imitantur, could not have come from the order of words in a.

Moreover, the series of four brief statements of Pliny in this sentence —
statim sapiunt, statim sciunt, neminem imitantur, ipsi sibi exempla sunt— all

expressing one idea, repeated to drive it home (cf. i.20.2-3), is inartis-

tically broken by the insertion of neminem verentur. If Aldus had written

neminem verentur neminem imitentur, the text of XY might be thought to

have resulted from a jump from neminem to neminem. His word order

reveals the work of the editor and rhetorician. All modern editors,

however, have accepted the "improvement" of Aldus.
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Again, in ix.39.4 (258.25), instructing his architect as to the orna-

mentation of a little temple of Ceres that he wished to repair on his

estate, Pliny writes: "Erit etiam faciendum ipsius dcae signum," as

the eight-book manuscripts have it. Aldus felt that Pliny surely would

have thought of the fact that the signum might either be bought or made.

His text is: "Erit etiam vel faciendum vcl emendum." The order of

words which he set up makes the derivation of the eight-book text

from the text of Aldus almost impossible. If he had written vel emendum

vel faciendum, we might assume first a jump from vel to vel by a scribe

and then a dropping by an editor of the remaining meaningless vel.

Merrill has done better here than the other modern editors in keeping

the text of the eight-book manuscripts.

These notes on the errors of scribes are meant to emphasize the

necessity, after the readings of X, Y, and Z have been determined,

of patiently studying the variant readings in the light of what has been

learned about the errors into which scribes inadvertently fall and the

overhasty efforts they sometimes made to recover a readable text

after such errors had been made. That reading is most likely to be

right which accounts most satisfactorily for the development of the

variants through scribal errors that are common.



THREE

The Critic at Work

The evidence of the manuscripts must always be the starting point of

a critic's search for the words of Pliny. The manuscript evidence for

the text of a large part of the Letters is exceptionally full and good. The
first thing to be done in studying the readings of the manuscripts at any

point in the text is to determine from them the reading of X, Y, and Z,

the three earliest manuscripts to which the readings of the three fami-

lies can be separately traced. The readings of these three postulated

manuscripts can be determined in a surprisingly large number of cases.

If these three sources agree, we have in their reading the original text,

except in a few readings in which an identical error or emendation can

be reasonably assumed to have been made independently by two scribes

or emendators. The evidence of the manuscripts, determined as above,

is in the nature of direct evidence as to the author's text. The most

common error of a critic is to give up too soon in his effort to secure

and interpret the evidence of the manuscripts and then attempt to

reconstruct the text on logical grounds. Such logical considerations

are purely in the nature of circumstantial evidence, which can never

lead to certainty and often misleads most seductively.

There is a weird fascination for many scholars in making conjectures

as to what an author said or in polishing up with rhetorical refinements

what the manuscripts imply that he did say. Few journals are too

crowded to give space to such lucubrations of imaginative scholars,

in part, perhaps, because their communications are usually short.

Hundreds of such conjectures are imbedded in the Apparatus of Keil's

editio maior, 1870, and that of Merrill, 1922, and other hundreds are not

mentioned by either Keil or Merrill. Lindsay, CP 11 (1916) 276, has

well characterized the value of such conjectures in constituting the text:

"But we may say of conjectural emendation what Cicero says of dreams,

'Out of so many what wonder if one or two come true?' " I choose for

illustration of this sort of emendation the conjectures of Mommsen and

Sicardus that are reported by Keil and Merrill.

Keil undertook his editio maior of the Letters at the solicitation of

114
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Mommscn, who took great interest in it. He contributed to it the

valuable Index nominum cum rerum enarratione. This Index later led directly

to one of the most helpful works now in the hands of students of inscrip-

tions and of the history of the Empire, the Prosopographia Imperii Romani.

Mommsen also sought to be helpful by suggesting forty-five conjectures

on the text. Of these conjectures Keil adopted very few, and only one

of them, sex, tres, x.27 (273.13), is accepted by any of the more recent

editors, and it is so nearly a pure guess as to have no authority at all.

Keil and Merrill list sixty-four conjectures of Sicardus, 1530. They
were induced to do this by his claim that he used a manuscript of the

Letters written by Rudolphus Agricola.43 Keil and Merrill assume that

these textual changes may have been taken from that great scholar's

manuscript. In most of them a word or two is added to help Pliny

say, or say more clearly, what he is conceived to have meant to say.

Thus in i.12.4 (18.9) only Sicardus has added praedicantem after ipsum in

ut ipsum audiebam of the manuscripts; in iii.6.7 (71.24) only Sicardus

adds sinunt after abesse me; in iii.10.6 (79.12) "rogo ut pari simplicitate,

si qua existimabitis addenda commutanda omittenda, indicetis mihi.

Difficile est hue usque intendere animum in dolore, difficile" has been

expanded in Sicardus into "rogo ut . . . indicetis. Mihi difficile est hue

usque intendere animum in dolore, difficile et vobis." In iii.16.1 (83.14)

Sicardus adds illustrium to virorum feminarumque. In iii.4.6 (67.13) he

inserts natura with est enim ita comparatum, on the analogy of its use in

this phrase in ii.19.5, v. 19. 5, and viii.20.1. If he were a modern critic,

his argument would run as follows: "This phrase occurs four times in

Pliny. In three of these occurrences natura is expressed. This fixes

Pliny's usage in the phrase, natura must be assumed to have dropped

out here by accident and should be supplied." All modern editors,

however, rightly follow the manuscripts in omitting natura here.

In another reading, however, ii.6.4 (41.14), all modern editors

accept, against all the manuscripts, an unnecessary word contributed

by Sicardus to complete the construction. Pliny has just told a friend

that when he has his freedmen with other more important guests at

dinner he serves the same food and wine to the freedmen as to the

other guests. "Et ille, 'magno tibi constat.' 'Minime.' 'Qui fieri

potest?' 'Quia scilicet liberti mei non idem quod ego bibunt, sed idem

ego quod liberti.' " Against all manuscript authority Sicardus inserts

another Potest before quia. Pliny could, of course, have written another

potest there, but the evidence of the manuscripts is that he did not do so.

The ellipsis of this word, so easily supplied from the context by his

correspondent, is characteristic of Pliny's style.
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Potest has also been accepted from Sicardus by all modern editors

against all manuscript authority in vi.23.1 (166.10). The eight-book

manuscripts and Aldus have the following: "Impense petis ut agam
causam pertinentem ad curam tuam, pulchram alioqui et famosam.

Faciam, sed non gratis. Qui fieri potest, inquis, ut non gratis tu potes?

Exigam enim mercedem honestiorem gratuito patrocinio." This

gives certainly the reading of Y, and probably that of Z. We cannot

be sure that Aldus followed his manuscript because he agrees with

Catanaeus. M has the reading just given, except that, by a common
error, the scribe omitted several words, jumping from non gratis to

non gratis in copying, his text thus reading non gratis tu potes. Here

tu potes of M gives corroboration to the reading of Y and a, which

must therefore be accepted. Modern editors, however, adopt Sicardus'

rewriting of the text as follows: "Qui fieri potest, inquis, ut non gratis

tu? Potest. Exigam enim mercedem honestiorem gratuito patro-

cinio."

It was such conjectural emendation that Pliny was seeking to avoid

in vii.12.1 (186.13): "Libellum formatum a me, sicut exegeras, . . .

misi tibi ideo tardius, ne tempus emendandi eum, id est, disperdendi,

haberes."

The inclusion in an Apparatus Criticus of such a mass of conjectures

that are not based on a careful comparison of the variant readings of

the manuscripts in the light of what is known of their history and of the

common errors of scribes is of doubtful value. Emendations that have

been proposed as the result of an interpretation of the manuscript

evidence stand upon a different level.

I have noted more than 300 editorial insertions into the text of the

Letters, made to give fuller expression of the thought of the sentence.

Some of the editors who added these words assumed that they had been

lost from the text through scribal error. They have failed to realize

the extent to which Pliny employed ellipsis as an element of his style.

He may have been partly influenced in this by the style of his friend

Tacitus, whom he deeply admired, and who was speaking and pub-

lishing at the time that Pliny published his Letters, but such ellipses are

more natural in correspondence between friends than in orations or

histories. One scarcely realizes, until he directs his attention to it,

how elliptic sentences become in conversation. Words that are

easily supplied are omitted. To supply them would give an unnatural,

stilted tone to the language and imply a dullness of mind in the listener

that would disgust and offend him. We supply these words when
talking to a litde child. Pliny's letters were evidently revised before
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publication, but something of the style of conversational intercourse

was left to keep up the semblance of informal exchange of ideas between

friends. He purposely used most of the ellipses that editors have taken

pains to fill out. In general, it may be said that the greatest harm done

by additions to the text of the manuscript tradition has been done by

critics who had a theory of good syntax or of good literary style and

rewrote the text to perfect it in composition and thus make it worthy

of Pliny.

Fundamental studies of the style of Pliny, such as those of Kraut,

Hofacker, Carlsson, and Schuster have been of great help in eliminating

many of these well-meant contributions to the text. A fuller under-

standing of the history and relationships of the manuscripts and early

editions now makes possible yet other such eliminations.

When forms of esse are easily supplied from the context, Pliny often

omits them. Kraut, 1872.46, points out that in addition to est and

sunt and esse, the following forms of esse are omitted : sum, es, sumus,

sit, simus, sint, eram, erat (c. 25 times), erant, esset, essent, erit, erunt,

juit (c. 30 times), fuerunt, fueris, juerit, fuerant, fuisset, fore, fuisse, and

futurum. Such omission of forms of esse is especially frequent in obser-

vations that approach the nature of a proverb and in short parenthetical

insertions. The temptation to supply the missing word is always present

to an editor. Even a scribe, when he happens to catch the meaning of

what he is rapidly copying, may, consciously or unconsciously, complete

the construction. In general, it may be said that these forms are more
likely to be supplied for Pliny where he purposely omitted them than

they are to be lost where he used them. I will leave this without

illustration here, but some individual cases of such omission will be

noticed in discussing a few readings later in which critics have not

yet agreed on the correct text.

If Pliny omitted the subject of a verb, some editor occasionally

has thought that the meaning would be clearer if it were expressed.

In viii.17.4 (218.33) viderunt quos . . . tempestas deprehendit, Aldus adds

hi after viderunt. In v.20.2 (144.12) only Aldus adds ego after egi. Pliny

occasionally omits the subject of an infinitive, an oversight which is

likely to draw an annotation in red ink on any Latin composition.

In i.16.6 (23.20) legit mihi nuper epistulas; uxoris esse dicebat, F adds

quas before uxoris. Of modern editors only Miiller follows Otto in

admitting quas into the text. In iv.14.10 (106.15) peto . . . dicas, an ut

is supplied in MV (X), but Kukula, Merrill, and Schuster are right

against Keil, Miiller, and Mile Guillemin in omitting ut, since BFa
(Z) and the eight-book manuscripts (Y) agree in omitting it. No
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modern editor has felt the need of incertum, which is inserted in F
after casu in tunc enim, casu an conscientia, afuerat ii.11.24 (48.19).

The antecedent of a pronoun or a substantive limited by an adjectival

modifier may often be easily inferred from the context and is frequently

omitted by Pliny in his letters, as he would have omitted it in conversa-

tion. This missing substantive is sometimes supplied by conscientious

grammarians. In viii.14.24 (217.10) Keil, Mile Guillemin, and
Schuster are probably right in printing "qui ultimum supplicium

sumendum esse censebat . . . , omissa sententia sua accessit releganti,"

where the ten-book source had is qui. All modern editors rightly

follow YZ in ii.9.6 (44.7) qui quod tu velis cupiant, where the X source

had id quod. In i.6.1 (10.8) ego Me quern nosti MV Dml (XY) is rightly

accepted by Keil, Merrill, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster against ego

Plinius Me quern nosti, the reading of Z, which goes back beyond the

Index of B, probably to the original editor of the ten-book text. In

iv.7.2 (95.12) "librum de vita eius recitavit, de vita pueri; recitavit

tamen; eundem in exemplaria transcriptum mille per totam Italiam

provinciasque dimisit" MV Dlhk (XY), the ten-book sources have

eundem librum. Only Keil, Carlsson, and Schuster follow XY, the better

manuscript authority here. In ix. 13.12 (236.23) "non recuso . . .

luere poenas ob honestissimum factum dum flagitiosissimum ulciscor,"

only Aldus adds another factum after flagitiosissimum. In vi.16.18

(159.8) "frigidam aquam poposcit hausitque" M 5gcfrt 76 (XY)

om. s a, the reading of Z is uncertain because Aldus agrees

with Catanaeus, but at any rate the stronger manuscript tradition

favors aquam. Having observed, however, that in hi. 5. 11 (69.10) and

vi.16.5 (156.22), in connection with the bath, Pliny uses frigida

without aqua, critics have deserted the better attested reading here, and

all modern editors have only frigidam. This is equivalent to refusing

to permit Pliny to use the word aqua in speaking of water if it happened

to be cold. In trying to reconstruct an author's words it is easy to

infer too much from too little. In this reading, however, Keil was

probably led to drop aquam, which he had retained in his earlier editio

minor, by his mistake in thinking that D did not have aquam, which

would give some support to the reading of s and a.

Editors who were themselves interested in rhetorical style found

opportunity in many places to add connectives that mark the thought

relations between clauses, such as enim, quidem, autem, tamen, and other

adversatives. Such thought relations Pliny often left to his cor-

respondent to feel without the help of the particle, a practice that

seems entirely natural to a user of English. These particles have often
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been added to Pliny's text l>y editors. Such additions are found

occasionally in all the families of manuscripts but the original editor

of Z and the editors of F and a have most often sought to perfect Pliny's

style in this way. Again the manuscripts are our best guide when such

variants are found. Only Otto and Miiller follow F against B MV
(XZ) in adding enim after habebat in habebat hoc moris i.12.7 (18.16).

All modern editors drop the quidem inserted in Y after sed in sed inertibus

i.20.23 (30.15) and after neuter in neuter culpandus i.20.9 (27.22). Only

Miiller keeps the autem inserted after posse in non posse non ix.19.8 (242.7)

and no modern editor follows Aldus in adding autem after decessit in

decessit in nave v. 21.3 (145.25) although it would have been stylistically

correct. Keil and Miiller wrongly keep the quoniam which is inserted

by Aldus before inexspectata in ac tanto magis inexspectata MI in

viii.18.2 (219.22). They did not have the reading of I, which gives

the reading of Z here. All modern editors rightly drop the ut which

F and Aldus insert before ipsa solet praedicare iv.17.9 (110.1), and the

one which under similar temptation the 8 manuscripts insert with ita

solebat v. 5. 5 (124.25). The 6 manuscripts preserve the reading of

Y here.

Rhetoricians are inclined to strong contrasts and frequently intensify

Pliny's less emphatic expression. In ii.20.5 (61.24) a lady's hominem

nequam perfidum receives an introductory "O" in F and a. An intensify-

ing et is added in V before liberti in ii.6.4 (41.16) : Sed idem ego (bibo)

quod liberti. In iii.6.6 (84.6) matrem adhuc agere became etiam matrem

adhuc agere in nine of my twenty-one eight-book sources. In iv.17.4

(109.10) neminem aetas nostra graviorem sanctiorem subtiliorem tulit receives

a denique before subtiliorem in BFa (Z), which Miiller, Kukula, Merrill,

and Mile Guillemin take into the text. It is condemned first by the

fact that the better manuscripts do not have it, and then its rhetorical

nature marks it as artificial and inappropriate when friend writes to

friend with sincere feeling about the death of a mutual friend. In the

247 letters to his friends, in contrast to the practice of Cicero, Pliny

makes a very sparing use of the formula "si vales, bene est; ego valeo."

In i.l 1.1, where it is used, four of the fifteenth-century eight-book

manuscripts have quoque added after ego.

In viii.6.9 (208.8) M crt 76 s (XY) have ut illi superbissimae absti-

nentiae Caesar ipse advocatus esset. Aldus "improves" this a little with

Caesar ipse patronus ipse advocaretur. One that has watched the text of

the Letters sprout new growth in a hundred places under the fostering

hand of Aldus can hardly believe that he has reproduced his manu-
script here. Even if he has, the XY reading would be entitled to
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preference as from the more dependable source. Many efforts have

been made in the last four hundred years to rewrite this sentence

acceptably. Finally Keil, Merrill, and Schuster have returned to the

XY reading, to which there can be no objection if one disregards the

reading of Aldus. Kukula and Mile Guillemin try conscientiously

to preserve something of both the manuscript reading and that of

Aldus by the much overworked device of conflation.

The use of correlatives instead of a simple connective is another

method of emphasis which critics have occasionally forced upon Pliny.

Here, as elsewhere, when readings vary in the manuscripts, a patient

study of them in the light of the relations of the manuscripts to one an-

other and the observed practice of their respective editors is the first

thing required of the text critic. In 1.5.3 (7.10), Quid tibi cum meis

mortuis? Numquid ego Crasso aut Camerino molestus sum? MV Dmls (XY),

an additional aut appears in BFa (Z) before Crasso. The better

manuscripts are followed only by Keil and Schuster. There was no

reason to particularize Crassus and Camerinus so strongly. They
merely represent a class, set over against meis mortuis.

In viii.17.3 (218.29) Anio . . . magna ex parte nemora, quibus inumbratur,

/regit et rapuit M I (XZ), Aldus adds et before fregit. The breaking

down of the trees and their carrying away by the raging Anio is rather

one scene than two in the picture of the turbulent devastation, the

two operations going on together. Merrill errs in reporting I as

agreeing with a. This may in part explain the unanimity of modern

editors in adopting the reading of a.

Occasionally a diminutive replaces a simple positive. Thus in

iv.30.2 (118.10), describing the action of an intermittent spring,

Pliny writes: "fons oritur in monte, per saxa decurrit, excipitur

cenatiuncula manu facta: ibi paulum retentus in Larium lacum

decidit." This is the text of MV Dlh BF (XYZ) and is now properly

received by all editors. In k, paulum was changed to paululum; from

k paululum passed into gcfrtoux/? 76 s, and from Catanaeus it was taken

up by Aldus. The same change from paulum to paululum was made by k
in paulum reluxit vi.20.16 (163.24), and fifteen of my twenty-one eight-

book sources picked up this "improvement" in the text. The effect

in the description was heightened by reducing the amount of light

on the scene at this point.

It was pointed out in the previous chapter that a scribe sometimes

unconsciously replaces a word of the text by a synonym. More often

the substitution of such a synonym has been deliberately made. This

substitution can arise in several ways. It sometimes results from the
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loss of a word b) a •cribe and an emendation on logical grounds by a

critic who sensed die meaning required Inn tailed to hit upon the word

that Plim had used to express thai meaning. Thus in vii.28.3 (199.14)

"nee sunt parum multi qui carpere amicos indicium vocant," where

the eight-book manuscripts lost multi, the keen editor of g turned parum

into pauei, preserving Pliny's thought but missing his text. From g
this emendation passed into crt 76 s. Aldus corrected Catanaeus from

his ten-book manuscript, and the new reading was later confirmed by

M. The editor of g undoubtedly thought of supplying multi but pre-

ferred pauci because it was more like parum, which had been preserved.

The fact that one proposed emendation is palaeographically easier to

be derived from the manuscript reading than another is a valuable test,

but not quite an infallible one.

In ix.2.1 (229.5) "Facis iucunde quod non solum plurimas epistulas

meas verum etiam longissimas flagitas; in quibus parcior fui, partim

quia tuas occupationes verebar, partim quia ipse multum distringebar

plerumque frigidis negotiis," the word verebar was lost from the source of

the eight-book manuscripts. In the common source of crt 76 s (0) an

intelligible text was sought by changing quia after the first partim to

propter. In the five p editions, the editors of which did not have access

to a copy of 6, novi is supplied in the position of the lost verebar, a good

effort to restore the text on logical grounds.

Sometimes the second word was a scholium. A scholar reading his

own (let us hope) manuscript would occasionally insert a note (scholium

or gloss) between the lines or in the margin. So far as they call for

consideration in criticism of the text, such notes were usually definitions

of unfamiliar words or of words used in an unusual meaning, or a

clarification of a construction that had puzzled the scholiast momen-
tarily. Occasionally they were attempts to recover the text where it

had been made unintelligible through scribal error. There is no real

evidence in any of the principal manuscripts of the Letters (MV D BF)

that such notes constituted a systematic annotation or revision of the

text. They are the occasional jottings of the happy insight of the

moment, or a definition or a fact that the scholar had sought out and

did not want to forget. But manuscripts were copied to be read, and

in such a situation a scribe was tempted to take the word that was the

easier to understand.

It is sometimes difficult to feel sure whether the change in the reading

has been an unconscious error or was purposely made, as in vi.31.13

(173.6), where ux have considerares for cogitares, or in vii.4.4 (179.2),

where the same manuscripts have cogitare for reputare, or even in vi.20.4
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(162.7), where M has invasit in cubiculum for inruit cubiculum. In viii.21 .1

(223.10) Aldus has changed existimo to aestimo, in viii.24.2 (226.12)

he i hanged in qua of the manuscripts to ubi, in ix.23.5 (244.22) noscitavit

of the manuscript sources became demonstravit in his text, and in ix.33.10

(255.3), where the sources and the previously printed editions have

occulte, Aldus writes secrete. Unconscious substitution would be a

charitable explanation of these changes. No modern editor accepts

any one of them. In viii.4.4 (206.2) only Otto and Kukula accept

negetur of Aldus for non detur of the manuscripts, and in viii.21 .4 (223.27)

only Otto and Miiller use testor from ia for dico of the manuscripts.

testor in i may have come from testor in a rather than from a manu-
script. Occasionally I am unable to escape the feeling that in mod-

ern editions an editor has sometimes felt that his edition might be

thought more scholarly and up-to-date if many readings of his pred-

ecessor were changed. I would not mention this outside the small

circle of scholars who will read this study; perhaps among them it will

do no harm. It is not impossible that Aldus may have thought occa-

sionally that it would commend his edition of 1508 against the cur-

rently highly esteemed edition of Catanaeus, 1506, if some apparently

harmless variations such as those already mentioned were introduced.

The essential meaning of Pliny is preserved in all of them.

In ii.17.12 (56.10) cenatio, quae latissimum mare, longissimum litus,

amoenissimas villas possidet MVDs(XY) prospicit BFa (Z), the

fact that W is usually correct against Z should incline us to accept

possidet. It is distinctly the lectio difficilior. At first thought it is very

difficult, and prospicit, substituted for it early in the ten-book tradition,

apparently by the original editor of Z, is seductively appropriate.

The change from one to the other as a misreading of his parent manu-

script by a copyist is impossible. We have here clearly an editorial

emendation or the substitution of an interpretative scholium. Postgate,

1926.377, suggests that the cenatio may have had front and rear views,

adding: "haec si tibi placent, quidni confitearis cenationem illam ab

altera parte mare et litus prospicere potuisse, ab altera villas amoenissi-

mas 'post se videre? quidni illud 'possidet' ex hoc 'post se videt' esse

factum, coactis in artius litteris?" This calls for prospicit after litus and

post se videt after amoenissimas in the original text, neither of which is

found in any manuscript — rather heroic treatment. It is clear that

no editor would change from the easy prospicit to the difficult possidet.

This strongly supports possidet as the original word. Mile Guillemin,

1925.96, made an excellent defense of possidet, citing Pliny's frequent

use of personifying verbs with his real estate, but she was apparently
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not left free to print possidet in her edition of 1927. Her defense of

the word was also characterized by Schuster, 1929.32, as "sichcr vcr-

fehlt." Mile Guillemin, 1929.53, renewed her support of possidet,

and Schuster meanwhile had come to realize more fully the dependa-

bility of the X tradition, especially when supported by D. In 1933 he

printed possidet in his Teubner text, and later defended the reading,

1934.23, in comment on Mile Guillemin's second article. Malcovati,

who had been disinclined to accept possidet, announced, 1934.89, that

he was convinced that Pliny had written possidet. Only Schuster of

modern editors prints it. This reading furnishes an excellent illustra-

tion of the value of the direct evidence of well-established, good manu-

script tradition against attractive conjecture made on logical grounds.

It may be noted in passing that the editor who substituted the easy

prospicit for the difficult possidet also gave symmetry to the word order of

latissimum mare longissimum litus villas amoenissimas by writing amoe-

nissimas villas. Of modern editors only Merrill follows Z against MV
by accepting this change in the word order.

I will further illustrate the textual problems that arise from the sub-

stitution of synonyms by examples that occur in Book ix.

1. ix.2.1 (229.4) partim quia tuas occupationes verebar partim M a

om. 1 quia tuas occupationes partim Dhknouxfrt (Y) quia

tuas occupationes novi partim p propter tuas occupationes partim

gc 76 s a

2. ix.2.1 (229.6) jrigidis negotiis M 8gr 76 s a (XY, and probably Z)

frivolis fct

3. ix.13.7 (236.4) ubi coepi crimen attingere M Sgcrt 76 s cau-

sam f ad crimen a

4. ix.13.9 (236.13) usque adhuc M 8g 76 a (XYZ) hucusque

fcrts (0)

5. ix.13.11 (236.22) non sine magnis dubiisque rumoribus M a (XZ)

sermonibus 5gcfrt 76 s (Y)

6. ix.13.17 (237.16) nominatus est M Srts a (XY, and probably Z)

accusatus est g 76

1 . ix. 13.25 (238.24) audivi referentes hanc imaginem menti eius, hanc

oculis oberrasse (oberrasset M), tamquam videret me sibi cum ferro im-

minere M rts a (X $, and probably Z) inesse 8gcf 76 (8)

8. ix.15.1 (239.11) tam M Sgcrts a (XY, and probably Z) ita 76

9. ix.22.3 (243.24) non minus aeger animo quam corpore 6gcfrt 76 s a

(Y, and probably Z) aequae sanus animo M (X)

10. ix.23.5 (244.22) ilium anus Attica noscitavit (notificavit 1, nosci-

tanit p) M 8 76 Ber. Cat. (XY) notavit geft nos notavit r

Laet. demonstravit a
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11. ix.26.4 (246.5) insperata M (X) exspectata Z)hnouxp 78 83

gcrt 76 Laet. Ber. (Y) inexspectata f 92 Cat. inspectata ia

12. ix.33.10 (255.3) occultc <5cfrt 76 s (Y) secrete a (Z?)

(This letter is not in M. It is in a blurred and illegible spot in g.)

13. ix.36.4 (256.22) ita variis sermonibus vespera extenditur et quam-
quam longissimus dies bene conditur 5gc l(Y) dies bene clauditur f

dies cito clauditur rt 76 a (This letter is not in M.)

14. ix.37.1 (257.13) aliter ac velim 6gcrt 76 s a (Y, and probably Z)

quam f (This letter is not in M.)

Nos. 4 and 8 may well have been unconscious substitutions by a

scribe. The same might be assumed as a probability in Nos. 3, 6,

and 14 if we did not know that the editors of g, f, and 76 were very

active in emending the text. In No. 5, compare the close association of

sermo and rumor in vi.31.7 (172.10): tertio die inducta cognitio est

multis sermonibus et vario rumore. In No. 7, 8 had inesse while $ (rts)

had oberrasse. M shows that 6, not 8, preserved the reading of Y.

While Aldus could have taken oberrasse from Catanaeus, it is probable

that his ten-book manuscript agreed with X and Y, as he does. In

No. 2,frivolis may be an emendation by the editor of c, or it may come
from a scholium. That the need of explaining frigidis by frivolis was

felt by some is shown by frivola t for frigida in ix.6.8 (231.15). For

comment on No. 1 see p. 121. In No. 10, demonstravit was probably

an emendation by Aldus, while in No. 12 secrete for occulte may have

originated in the Z tradition through an unconscious reminiscence

of secretum four words back. In No. 11, the currently received inexspec-

tata has really no manuscript support : it is merely an editorial emenda-

tion in f for impossible exspectata of all the other eight-book manuscripts.

insperata, found in M and first printed by Catanaeus in 1518, has the

best manuscript support, inspectata of P, its source in ia, probably

does not occur in Latin literature and could here be due to a scribe's

misreading of ra written as a digraph, insperatus is often used in a

colorless sense, without implying any background of hope. In No. 9,

aequae (aeque) sanus animo in M is from an interpretative scholium on

minus aeger animo, but the sentence does not make sense in M after

this scholium had replaced minus aeger. The scholiast had meant no

change of text, but was merely explaining minus aeger with animo, not

with corpore, as meaning aeque sanus. In No. 13 the correct text is pre-

served in 8gc (Y). In 6, from Y, bene was exchanged for an explana-

tory scholium, cito. This is evident because cito would have needed no

interpretation. After longissimus dies, cito may have seemed a neat

improvement. But Pliny is not saying in the same breath that the
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evening was lengthened and the day made shorter by the presence

of his friends. The conversation of his learned (nuditi) visitors gives

a pleasant, intellectual, dignified ending to the day, dies bene conditur.

The whole letter is meant to tell his friend that he spends his days as

a gentlemen and a scholar should, even the final hours of them, dies

bene conditur preserves the dominant tone of the letter, clauditur is an

interpretative emendation by the editor of f. Laetus noted this

reading from f in the margin of his 1483 edition and later used it in his

own edition. Aldus took the seemingly attractive cito from Catanaeus,

but decided to keep the more poetic conditur of his manuscript and of 76.

The number of such substitutions from scholia is greater in M than

in other manuscripts. These scholia are the occasional jottings of a

scholar at twenty to thirty points in 250 pages of text where his interest

was aroused. They do not represent a systematic revision of the text.

In ii.17.25 (58.14) salsus MV for corruptus in " [umor putei] sincerus

ac ne leviter quidem tanta maris vicinitate corruptus''' shows that the

scholia are as early or earlier than the immediate parent ofM V. Other

examples are partibus M for hiatibus v. 6. 37 (130.12), posteris tra-

dere M for non pati occidere v. 8. 1 (133.6), invasit in cubiculum M for

inrumpit cubiculum vi.20.4 (1 62.7), scio M for credo vi. 30. 5 (171.14),

litus inaestuosum M for litus importuosum vi.31.17 (173.22); dicam

praecipiam M for dicam vi.33.11 (175.22), awkwardly preserving

both the text and the scholium, a good indication of the presence of

the scholium; aequae (aeque) sanus animo M for non minus aeger

animo ix.22.3 (243.24). Some of the readings just given will be dis-

cussed elsewhere; all of them are rightly rejected by all modern editors.

Praemium integritatis M for integritatis testimonium vi.22.5 (165.22)

resulted from the misreading of TM as PM in the capital stage of the

nine-book text. Critics are divided on the choice of the proper reading

in other similar cases which will be discussed later. The report of

scholia often tends to mislead critics who study the readings with the

proper aim of getting back to the reading of the source of the family.

With the exception of certain, not all, of the readings reported as by

second hand in B, no such entries by second hand in any of the principal

manuscripts, MVDBF, have any connection with the reading of the

distant ancestor of the family. In each of these manuscripts they were

added by later readers, sometimes centuries after the manuscript was

written, either from conjecture or from sources of which we have better

evidence than these notes. All notations by second hands in MVDF,
and many such in B, should be disregarded by a student seeking to

evaluate the evidence of the manuscript in which they are found. Edi-
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tors have wisely followed the practice of Keil in disregarding entries by
second hand in D, a practice which should be extended to other manu-
scripts; or it should at least be made clear that the reported reading of

a second hand cannot possibly be connected with the parent of the

manuscript.

I will illustrate by one of many examples. In iii.14.1 (81.27)

dominus et saevus (sevus) was copied correctly in M and V. The scribe

of D, half conscious of meaning in a moment of lax attention while

copying rapidly, caught these words in his parent manuscript as dominus

et servus, a natural combination. This reading stands in Drt, but the

correct reading in 1 and the other eight-book manuscripts shows that

it was correct in 5. Some late reader of M inserted an r above the

scribe's sevus. This is reported by Merrill as "servus corr. m2 ex sevus."

This report passed on into the Apparatus of Schuster, saevus was the

reading of X and of Y, but the Apparatus of Merrill and of Schuster

might easily mislead a student of the manuscript evidence to think that

servus was the reading of Y and possibly of X. Fortunately, the reading

servus at this point would give no meaning, which in itself makes the

report of this late addition to M superfluous as well as possibly mis-

leading. Schuster, 1934.10, is quite right in criticizing Mile Guillemin

for reporting in an edition for ordinary use such variant readings from

nondescript sources in places where there can be no doubt as to the

original text, but occasionally he errs in the same way in his own Ap-

paratus.

A scribe copying a manuscript in which such scholia had been written

would find before him two readings, one of which he could understand

and the other he probably could not. If he was making his manuscript

to be read and understood, he would be tempted to think that the

scholium rather than the more difficult word gave the better reading

for his manuscript. This has brought some corrupt readings into all

our manuscripts, many into some of them. In such variant readings,

the more difficult is likely to be the original reading. In the absence of

other pertinent considerations, this usually gives safe guidance in con-

stituting the text. The keen analysis of Pliny's usage by learned modern

critics has almost uniformly found strong support for the lectio dif-

ficilior in this class of variants. Instead of illustrating by examples at

this point, I will illustrate fully later in the discussion of individual

readings. One caution of a general nature, however, should perhaps

be mentioned here.

Modern critics have assumed far too often that a scribe has made
such a choice. There is no variation in the reading of two manuscripts
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that cannot bo explained on the convenient assumption that a common
parent of the two manuscripts contained two readings, one in its text

and one in a scholium, and that, in copying, one scribe chose one read-

ing and the other scribe chose the other. The assumption of such a

scholium should never be made unless the need, or at least the ap-

propriateness, of a scholium at that point can be seen. If such a situa-

tion is assumed, it leaves the choice between the variant readings to be

made and justified.

Instead of assuming a scholium, critics often postulate another

possible explanation for the variants found in manuscripts whose read-

ings they are studying, an explanation often leading to one of their

commonest devices— conflation. If it is assumed that of two words

standing together in the line of the original, one scribe overlooked one

and the other scribe overlooked the other, the critic's remedy is easy:

he uses both words. Such conflation was used hundreds of times in the

text of the Letters by the scholars of the fifteenth century in their eager

effort to recover the text from their inadequate resources in manuscripts.

The result of their conflations appears in many edited fifteenth-century

manuscripts and printed editions. It offers a convenient compromise

in many difficult situations. But such omissions of single words are

not at all common in the work of scribes. To assume two such omissions

at the same spot in the text will rarely be correct. Such conflations of

variant manuscript readings continue to be made by editors and critics

down to our day. Eight such conflations of readings, for example,

sometimes with a slight change in one of the readings, are found in the

thirty emendations of the text of the Letters proposed by Postgate in his

article in Mnemosyne in 1926. Several of these have been accepted by

Mile Guillemin in her edition, 1927, none of them approved by her

reviewers, however.

In hi. 1.8 (64.11) lotus accubat BFa and all the eight-book sources

(YZ) illic accubat MV (X), the agreement of Y and Z shows

that X has not preserved the reading of W and that lotus is correct.

This is recognized by all modern editors except Mile Guillemin. Post-

gate, 1926.378, comments as follows: "hie, ut vides, veritatem totam

neutra familia servavit, utraque dimidiam," and, first assuming that

illic in X is from an original ilico, he resorts to his favorite device of con-

flation and writes lotus ilico accubat. Mile Guillemin receives this into

her text. Marouzeau, 1928.98, noting near-by accubat and cibum, sug-

gests that illic may have come from in lecto. It is more probable that

illic in X is a critic's attempt to get a readable text after some scribe had

copied lotus as locus and left the text without meaning.
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In viii.14.12 (215.10) alius (Quis? Ego, sed nihil refer t) la (Z)

alius inquis M, P had alioquis, which Iucundus copied when he

made I for Budaeus, but in the margin Iucundus added a conjecture,

vel alius quis. The vel marks this as a conjecture. Aldus has alius quis,

the conjecture which Iucundus had evidently placed in the margin of

the complete copy of P (/) that he turned over to Aldus. M has a

meaningless but easy scribal error, inquis for quis. This reading of M
came to the attention of Cortius, 1734. He printed alius quis in his

text, but added in his notes: "Mediceus: alius inquis. ex quo conjicias

fuisse olim : Quis? inquis. Quamobrem verbum inquis commode etiam

subintelligatur." Keil adopted this suggested possible emendation

and unfortunately gave the impression in his Apparatus that Cortius had

also adopted it. This note in Keil's Apparatus has been repeated by

Merrill and Schuster, and Schuster follows Keil in reading Quis? inquis.

This reading is merely a conflation of the readings of M and Aldus,

first suggested but not adopted by Cortius, and has no manuscript

basis aside from the scribal error in M.
Editors more often than scholiasts insert new matter to enrich the

text. In vi.16.10 (157.12) Pliny writes of his uncle: properat illuc unde

aliifugiunt M ft Laet. Ber. a. The text of 8 had a slight shift in word

order, illuc alii undefugiunt, which by scribal error came through to Dh
as alium defugiunt. In various efforts to get back to a satisfactory text,

confestim was introduced beforefugiunt in r 76, territi appeared in 78 83 92,

and passed from 92 into Cat. In viii.18.11 (221.1) Pliny says that the

talk of the town is all about Tullus : nam sunt omnesfabulae Tullus is the

text of M and I. Aldus "improved" this by changing omnes fabulae

Tullus to venales fabulae Tulli. No modern editor follows him in this,

but in another reading where the manuscript evidence is exactly the

same, several modern editors find the addition of Aldus too enticing to

resist. At one point in his vivid description of the flood of the Anio in

viii.17.4 (219.3) Pliny writes: atque (viderunt) inter haec (armenta)

arborum truncos aut villarum trabes varie lateque fluitantia. This is the text

as it stands in M and as Iucundus copied it (I) from P for Budaeus,

except that he erroneously wrote varietate for varie lateque. He corrected

this error in copying by writing varie lateque in the margin exactly even

with the line in which the error had been made. Immediately above

this correction he added a proposed editorial contribution which he

found in the margin ofP : atque culmina. The words varie lateque were, of

course, not in the margin of P. Iucundus doubtless also copied the

words atque culmina into /, the complete copy of P which he furnished to

Aldus, who took the words into his text. Since neither M nor P had
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these words in the text, there is no real manuscript support for them,

but the roofs of houses bobbing along on the raging waters make such

an appeal to the imagination that the added words are kept by K< il,

M filler, Kukula, and Schuster. Keil, Muller, and Kukula did not have

knowledge of the reading of I, which, as Merrill saw, is decisive here.

In sending his friend Sparsus an "offprint" of a long oration, Pliny

tells him with evident pride that a highly cultured group, in spite of the

physical strain of sitting through two long sessions, had listened to him

read it through to the end studio (et) adsensu (iv.5.2), and adds: "an

merito, scies cum legeris librum, cuius amplitudo non sinit me longiore

epistula praeloqui. Oportet enim nos in hac certe, in qua possumus,

breves esse." That is the end of the letter in MV Dl (XY), and does

any modern reader feel the need of anything more to make it complete?

An editor in the ten-book family in an added sentence thrusts upon us

the obvious, which Pliny liked to refrain from doing: "quo sit excusa-

tius quod librum ipsum, non tamen ultra causae amplitudinem, ex-

tendimus." The words non tamen ultra causae amplitudinem form a com-

mentary upon Pliny's in qua possumus, composed by an editor from

Pliny's argument in i.20 that a long oration is justified if a long one is

required to cover the points in the case. It is unreasonable to assume

that these words were independently lost in the X and the Y families.

If the omission is carried back to W, the common ancestor of the X
and the Y families, this means that the words were not found in the

most ancient source of the text of which we have knowledge. Through

what appears to me an incomplete analysis of the text tradition, all

modern editors have retained the added words in the text.

Sabina left Sabinus and Pliny heirs to her estate. In her will she

ordered that a certain legatum should be paid to Modestus. Modestus

was her slave, and Sabina had neglected to give him his freedom in her

will. As a slave, he was ineligible to receive a legatum. In iv.10.2

(100.7) Pliny writes to his co-heir Sabinus as follows: "sed mihi mani-

festus error videtur, ideoque puto nobis, quasi scripserit Sabina, facien-

dum quod ipsa scripsisse se credidit. Confido accessurum te sententiae

meae, cum religiosissime soleas custodire defunctorum voluntatem,

quam bonis heredibus intellexisse pro iure est. Moretur ergo in li-

bertate sinentibus nobis, fruatur legato quasi omnia diligentissime

caverit. Cavit enim quae heredes bene elegit. Vale." This is the

reading of MV Dl (XY). In the ten-book family the following words

are inserted after pro iure est: "Neque enim minus apud nos honestas

quam apud alios necessitas valet." Without these words the letter is a

model business letter. It states the facts, the law, and the conclusion
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without a superfluous word. In the inserted words some preacher saw

the opportunity, a good one, to point a moral. Pliny had made the

point clear enough in the preceding sentence without making it re-

pulsive, as the added words coming from him would be. The inde-

pendent loss of the words in X and Y cannot reasonably be assumed.

They were not in their common ancestor, the ancient W. They bear

the mark of a hand that was not Pliny's. All modern editors retain

them. It seems to me that they have not made a sufficiently thorough

evaluation of the only manuscript source of the words.

iv.12.5 (103.9) Tu lauda Marcellinum. Quamvis enim abunde sufficiat

ill! quod est et a principe et a senatu probatus, gaudebit tamen testimonio

tuo MV Dl (XY)

The ten-book manuscripts add the words ut ego statim feci after

Marcellinum. The inserted words are appropriate enough, as of course

they should be if they are an editorial addition. Their loss from both

the nine-book and the eight-book families is difficult to explain. If this

loss goes back to W, the lack of them is close enough to Pliny himself

to bring them into doubt. The addition was easy in the context. All

modern editors retain the words, wrongly, as it seems to me.

A half page farther down, in iv.13.2 (103.24) Pliny has the sentence:

sed prius accipe causas rogandi, as given in MV D (XY). He then starts

off with Proxime 44 cum in patria meafui, to give his causas rogandi. The
temptation of prius was too much for a facile editor at some stage of the

ten-book tradition, and he added after rogandi the following: deinde

ipsum quod peto BFa, which he felt that prius called for. The manu-

script evidence for these words is exactiy the same as in the three read-

ings just discussed, but of modern editors only Miiller and Kukula fol-

low Otto in taking them into the text. By omitting these words Keil,

Merrill, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster show that they consider them

an editorial addition in the ten-book family. They decide the question

of the acceptance or rejection of the added words here and in the three

readings just discussed above on other grounds than the manuscript

evidence. This is an easy way for a critic to go wrong.

iv.15.11 (107.27) si festinare videor, ignosce; primum quod in ea civitate

in qua omnia quasi ab occupantibus aguntur, quae legitimum tempus

exspectant non matura, sed sera sunt; deinde quod rerum quas adsequi

cupias praesumptio ipsa iucunda est. MV D (XY)

Here an enterprising editor, probably the original editor of the ten-

book family, inserted quia votis suis amor plerumque praecurrit after primum,

then followed with Pliny's two quod clauses, introducing the first by
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dcinde quod and awkwardly attaching the second by in summa quod. The

thought of the inserted clause, a sort of forerunner of Shakespeare's

"Lovers ever do run before the clock," makes such an appeal that all

modern editors keep it. Its loss from X and Y is difficult to explain,

and in summa in Z, wnich is, of course, not present in X or Y, is un-

suitable in meaning to introduce the last clause in Z, which is not a

summary of what precedes.

The four readings just given from Book iv illustrate sufficiently the

tendency of several editors in the ten-book family to enrich the text of

Pliny when they thought it would be improved by a slight addition in

harmony with the context. I think of the original fifth-century editor

of the parent manuscript of the family, of the editor of F, and of Aldus

as trying to improve the text for readers by such additions. No mis-

copyings by scribes led to these additions in the effort to get back to an

intelligible text. The text in each case is clear and is intelligible without

the added words. Other examples similar to these in other books of

the Letters will be discussed later.

The omissions of the ten-book family that are supplied in X and Y
are not in themselves thought units, complete clauses, that could be

dropped without affecting the continuity of the text. They are not

superfluous additions, but parts of the original text that are necessary

to give it continuity and meaning. For an example, see ii.17.17, dis-

cussed on page 103.

One such addition in the X tradition, however, comes under sus-

picion of getting into it from a marginal observation by some scholiast.

In iv.13 Pliny tells some fathers in his home town of Comum who were

sending their sons away to school that it would be a simple matter for

them to go together and form a common fund to employ teachers,

quodque nunc in habitationes, in viatica, in ea quae peregre emuntur impenditis

adicere mercedibus, offering at the same time to contribute generously

himself to such a fund. This is the complete text in all the sources of

the eight-book and the ten-book families. It was quite enough to make
his point with fathers who had sons away at school, and it is quite in

Pliny's style to stop when he has made his point. But in the nine-book

manuscripts a parenthetical remark, omnia autem peregre emuntur, is

inserted after emuntur iv.13. 5 (104.11). If Pliny had written this com-

ment, it would have stood an excellent chance of being preserved. Yet

it is not found in two entirely independent families of the manuscripts.

Aldus found these words in Catanaeus, and Aldus would have liked

them. The fact that he omits them shows that they were not in his ten-

book manuscript, thus confirming the evidence of B and F. No manu-
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script of the eight-book family has them. This is almost certain proof

that they came into X from a marginal comment in some nine-book

manuscript after X and Y had entered upon their independent descent

from their common source W. The only other possible explanation is

that the words were independently lost in the Y and the Z families.

This double loss is highly improbable in spite of the fact that the loss

would have been in each case by a jump from emuntur to emuntur.

The report of a dialogue in the Letters has almost never escaped the

addition of such fillers as inquit and respondi, and sometimes other addi-

tions have been made. In i.5.5 (7.20) the X and Y sources have Re-

spondebo, inquam, si ... . In BFa (Z) this has been expanded to

Respondebo, inquam quid sentiam si ... . Of modern editors only Miiller

and Kukula have followed Otto in adopting the reading of Z here.

In i.5.8 (8.11) rogo mane Plinium videas MV Dl Ba (XYZ) has been

expanded in F to rogo, inquid, mane, which only Miiller of modern
editors accepts into the text. In i.5.9 (8.16) F adds inquiens to par ce, the

reading of MV Dl Ba (XYZ). In i.5.13 (9.11) MV Dl Ba all pre-

serve the original reading haesitabundus, "interrogavi . . ."; F adds

inquid after haesitabundus, which Miiller preserves but places after

interrogavi. Manuscript B shows that the three additions above go no

farther back in the ten-book text than Manuscript F. In ii.6.3 (41.12)

it is in MV that respondi is inserted before eadem omnibus pono. It is

shown to be an insertion here by the fact that it is not found in Dl

Fa (YZ). In iv.9.16 (99.1) the text in D, that is, in Y, is as follows:

"Censuit Baebius Macer . . . lege repetundarum Bassum teneri;

Caepio Hispo, salva dignitate iudices dandos. Uterque recte. Qui
fieri potest? inquis. Quia scilicet . . .," going on to point out under

what conception each of these sententiae had foundation in law. Pliny's

correspondent would have immediately understood the reason for the

question " Qui fieri potest?" after Uterque recte and, as so often, Pliny does

not go on to express the obvious to him. He was a man who could

carry his part in a conversation intelligibly even if some of the sentences

were clipped a bit. After inquis, however, the nine-book manuscripts

(X) have added ut uterque recte and the ten-book manuscripts (Z) add

cum tarn diversa censuerint to complete the meaning. These insertions are

so different from each other that neither is derivable from the other by

scribal error, nor can they both be miscopyings from the same original

text. They are in each case an incorporation into the text of a reader's

interpretative scholium or the superservice of a critic in helping Pliny

to express his meaning. Modern editors and critics are divided between

keeping their choice of the two insertions or trying to satisfy all parties
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by keeping them both. The correct text has been preserved here in Y
against both X and Z.

Not infrequently a misunderstanding of the construction or of the

meaning of the text has led to attempts by editors to emend that have

resulted in its corruption. Many such emendations were discarded

long ago, some have only recently been given up, and some still remain

in modern texts. In ii.16.4 (54.4) nihil est quod obstet Mi meae legi, cui

publica? leges non repugnant, the editor of Z made a full stop after obstet,

construed legi with repugnant, and then dropped the now useless cui.

Only Merrill of modern editors adopts this from BF.

ii.14.4 (51.24) secuntur auditores actoribus similes, conducti et redempti:

manceps convenitur: in media basilica tarn palam sportulae quam in

triclinio ....

Kukula places the stop after basilica instead of after convenitur, and is

corrected by Brakman, 1925.90, on the basis of the clausula.

ix.33.3 (253.17) omnis hie aetas piscandi navigandi atque etiam natandi

studio tenetur, maxime pueri, quod otium lususque sollicitat

Several of the fifteenth-century-edited texts, gef 76 s, change pueri

to puerorum through a misunderstanding of the meaning, and Aldus

thought it necessary to change sollicitat to sollicitant because it has two

subjects. No modern editor follows him in this.

Most modern editors have been misled by the editor of Z and several

fifteenth-century editors who misunderstood Pliny's use of the ablative

with invideo and changed it into an accusative in such readings as

"Neque enim ego, ut multi, invideo aliis bono quo ipse careo" in

i.10.12 (17.8). This construction is found with invideo in ii.10.2 (44.12),

ii.20.8 (62.8), iii.8.2, (73.23), vii.28.2 (199.11), and ix.13.5 (235.19).

It is discussed by Carlsson, 1922.64, and its history is given in CP 20

(1925) 145, which I published before I saw Carlsson's article.

When critics depend on logical considerations rather than upon

the manuscript evidence in constituting the text, they usually cite

parallels to their proposed readings found in other places in the author

or even in other authors. Such parallels do sometimes give real or

apparent support for a proposed choice between variant readings of

manuscripts or for conjectural emendations. They require, however,

to be both used and received with caution. They often mislead when a

generalization as to an author's usage is made from a few specific

examples. Even if the generalization is correct, an author may
occasionally depart from a peculiar usage which is rather general with

him. Care must be taken also to make sure that the parallelism is real,
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and not merely apparent. For example, Keil supports curatius in his

reading "xi quas (epistulas) paulo curatius scripsissem" i.1.1 (3.6) by

referring to secreto curatoque sermone ix. 13.10 (236.14), but there is no

real parallelism here. Keil needs to support the use of curatius to mean
"with care in composition." In ix. 13.10 curato sermone means that the

conversation was carefully guarded to keep it from being overheard.

The most common error of critics who cite parallels is to infer from

them more about the usage of the author than is warranted. I will

illustrate this error by examples from the excellent article by Carlsson,

an article in which I have found pleasure and instruction on every page.

viii.18.5 (220.9) ante decim et octo annos M (X) ante octo et

decern annos la (Z)

Carlsson, 1922.53, remarks: "Die urspriingliche Wortstellung hat

aber hier wie so oft anders die MV Uberlieferung bewahrt, wie ii.17.2

decern et septem milibus passuum zeigt." He cites the only parallel

found in Pliny and would imply from this one parallel that the order of

M here must have been the original one. His slender thread of evidence

is too slight to bear the weight of conclusion that he would attach to it.

These words are of common occurrence in either order, and it need not

be thought strange if Pliny used them in one order in Book ii and in

the other in Book viii.

The evidence of the eight-book manuscripts is lacking here, and X
and Z differ. In such a situation the reading of X would usually

carry the greater weight and should, of course, be followed here, but

either might be correct.

Carlsson also has not noticed that in ii.17.2 MV and B do not have

decern et septem, as he cites them, but they have decern septem. This

manner of expressing a number in the teens is regular with Pliny's

learned contemporary, Frontinus, and is usual with viginti and above.

iv.9.19 (99.12) nam quibus sententia Caepionis placuit sententiam Macri

ut rigidam duramque reprehendunt

This is the text found in BFa and all the eight-book sources (YZ)

.

This agreement of Y and Z shows that the reading of W is preserved

in Y. The reading of WZ must be accepted. In MV (X) sententia

Caepionis has been shifted, possibly unconsciously, to Caepionis sententia.

Carlsson, 1922.16, defends the order of MV, but to me unconvincingly.

"Von den beiden Lesarten ist die erstere offenbar als lectio jacilior zu

betrachten, da voraus (§ 18) gerade ein sententia Caepionis geht und

unmittelbar nachher sententiam Macri folgt. Schon dies spricht also
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fur die Richtigkeil dcr vom MV Qberlieferten Wortstellung." I !<• then

cites from numerous such cases that could he found in Pliny four cases

o[' (he abba word order to show that this word order is a characteristic

of the Schreibweise unseres Autors, and concludes that the order of MV
is to be preferred.

The argument that the abba word order is not infrequent in Pliny

would be better employed to support the suggestion that in MV we
have here a rhetorically revised order, not the original order. The
abba order is a rhetorical device, used to give an artistic touch to prose.

Critics who emend Pliny on logical grounds have always been tempted

to introduce or to accept rhetorical refinements of the text. The abba

order of MV rather than the abab order of YZ bears the mark of the

reviser upon it, if my earlier suggestion is not accepted — that we have

here only a copyist's unconscious shift of the order made in his mind
while repeating the memorized words in the process of copying.

Although the abba order is not infrequent in Pliny, his regular usage,

like that of all other Latin prose writers, is the abab order. Thus if one

reads the earlier letters in this Book iv, he finds adventus meos celebrate

projectionibus angitur, honoribus gaudet iv.1.4 (91.15); in hortis, in quibus

latissimum solum porticibus immensis, ripam statuis suis occupavit, ut est in

summa avaritia sumptuosus, in summa injamia gloriosus iv.2.5 (92.18) ; audies

brevi nuptias lugentis, nuptias senis, quorum alterum immaturum alterum serum

est iv.2.7 (92.22) ; summa abundantia sed par vilitas nuntiatur iv.6.1 (94.23)

;

and does not come upon the abba order until iv.7.4, where it is intro-

duced in a string of five consecutive pairs to give variety within the

list. Where the manuscript evidence ofW and Z agrees, that evidence

is decisive. In ix.21.4 (243.8), for example, where Aldus and all the

eight-book manuscripts have iterum rogabo iterum impetrabo, while M has

iterum rogabo impetrabo iterum, the abba order ofM cannot be used merely

as a rule of thumb to declare that the other reading is eine ahnliche

Umstellung (Carlsson, 1922.17). If we could be sure here, as we are

above, that Aldus gives us the reading of his ten-book manuscript

instead of merely accepting the reading of Catanaeus, the evidence

would be decisive against the reading of M. We have no certain

guidance on the word order here, but the rhetorical abba word order

belongs rather in descriptions than in a strong personal appeal or in

a prayer, where it introduces a note of insincerity. Pliny did not use

it above in this letter in his earnest appeals to his friend that begin

with remitte, remitte, remitte, ne torseris, ne torseris. Merrill is probably

right in following the possible evidence, perhaps even the probable

evidence, of the manuscripts.
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ii.1.6 (35.18) supremus felicitati eius cumulus Dl DFa (YZ) eius

supremus felicitati cumulus MV (X)

The complete agreement of Y and Z shows that X has not preserved

the reading of W. The reading of X thus has no standing at all as

manuscript evidence. It is the result of scribal error or of emendation.

The position of eius in the reading of X is unusual. Carlsson, 1922.17,

cites parallels from Pliny and several other authors to show that the

order in MV is not "wirklich unmoglich," and then, apparently over-

influenced by his growing respect for the X tradition, votes to accept

its barely possible reading. He fails, however, to give proper weight to

the fact that Dl, which did not come under the influence of F, have

the same order as BF. His conclusion requires the assumption that

two scribes, one in the Y tradition and one in the Z tradition, copying

from unrelated parent manuscripts, both rearranged this group of

words and came out with identical word order. It is better to assume

that they both preserved the correct text which came down to them

from two separate sources and thus corroborate each other. Various

arrangements of these four words have been made in the edited eight-

book manuscripts, from hk, the earliest of these, to Catanaeus. All

modern editors have rightly adhered to the reading of YZ.

The spellings found in the manuscripts vary, and critics have never

come to an agreement on how the spelling in an edition of the Letters

should be determined. It is well known that the spelling used by a

Latin author suffered many changes from a great variety of reasons

as his work was reproduced by scribes over and over again through

the centuries in the long history of the text. For that reason the spelling

found in the manuscripts can only be used with great caution as a guide

to the spelling of the author. Unless it is known that an author had

ideas of spelling that were not in agreement with the common usage of

his day, as, for example, Lucilius and Accius had, the spelling that

was current in an author's day, if it is known, should be used as a

background against which to interpret the spelling found in the various

manuscripts. By the scientific determination of the spelling current

in the time of Plautus and Terence, Ritschl and his pupils rescued the

text of these authors from a jumble of errors that had come into it in

the course of centuries through scribal error followed by unscientific

emendation. A recent edition of Lucretius, so delightful in many ways,

has suffered from the reproduction of errors of spelling in manuscripts

written a thousand years after the death of the author and by no means

to be depended upon as preserving his spelling. Modern published
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editions of the contemporary authors Pliny, Tacitus, Suetonius,

Martial, Frontinus, and others vary greatly in spelling, but it is prob-

able that these writers spelled practically alike, and that the forms

which they used had been fixed by the teaching of Quintilian, Pliny the

Elder, and other authorities respected in the years when these younger

writers received their training and developed their ideas of correct

spelling.

Through the study of inscriptions, the earliest manuscripts, and the

statements of the grammarians, the spelling of the end of the first

century a.d., as of other periods of Latin writing, has for the most

part been definitely determined. An excellent discussion of the

spelling of about a.d. 100 is given by Professor C. D. Buck in Classical

Review of 1899. The spelling found in the manuscripts of Pliny should

be interpreted against the background of the spelling current about

a.d. 100 as determined by the studies of Professor Buck and others.

Schuster in his Teubner edition of the Letters, 1933, which gives,

on the whole, the best text published to date, adopts the most archaic

forms that he finds attested by a majority or even by one of the better

manuscripts (Praefatio p. XVIII). In so doing he makes a somewhat

erratic speller of the careful Pliny, who was rather meticulous about his

writing. In interpreting the spelling found in our manuscripts it must

be remembered, of course, that there was not the same temptation for

a would-be corrector to archaize the spelling of Pliny as that of an

earlier author. Scribal changes in the manuscripts were in general

more likely to be from the archaic spelling than to it.

In v.10.3 (136.12) and vi.5.1 (149.11) Schuster prints aequom with

M against aequum in all other manuscripts, but in i.5.17 (10.3), vi.29.3

(169.24), viii.2.2 (204.9), and ix.28.3 (250.24) he prints aequum because

no manuscript has aequom. In vi.5.1 he disregards the fact that the

first hand in M, after writing aequom, changed it to aequum, and in the

same sentence made the same change after writing iniquom, which

Schuster prints. In iii.5.9 (69.5) he prints reliquom with B where Fa

have reliquum, V has reliqum, and M D have relicum, but in v. 8. 6 and

vi.20.2 (133.23) he prints reliquum with all the manuscripts. In ii. 17.23

(58.6) he prints oblicum with MV D F, while the first scribe in B has

obloquium, which was changed by the here contemporary corrector to

obliquum, which clearly stood in the parent of B. To me it seems that

this variation in spelling should be attributed rather to scribes and

editors than to Pliny. In view of this situation it would seem better

to print -quum (a spelling that was well established in Pliny's time)

arbitrarily in all the preceding forms.
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Schuster prints servolorum in ii. 17.22 (57.22) and servolos in iii.16.8

(84.10) with MV only, servolis in vi.16.19 (159.10) with M only,

parvola in ii. 17.4 (54.22) with MV D only, parvolum in viii. 14.14

(215.23) with M only, but parvulum in viii. 17. 6 (219.11) with M only,

and in ix.40.3 (259.18), where D has parvolum. He prints adolescet in

iii.3.2 (65.25) with the manuscripts, but uses adul- in the many occur-

rences of adulescens, adulescentulus, adulescentia, as do the manuscripts.

Again in these words the manuscripts seem to me an unsafe guide to

the spelling of Pliny. It would seem better to use the form in vu- in

all the words listed in this paragraph than to shift between the forms

in vu- and vo- under the uncertain guidance of the manuscripts and

try to imagine that we are thus reproducing the spelling of Pliny in

each case.

In ii.3.9 (38.8) Schuster prints volgo with B against vulgo in all the

other manuscripts, but in viii. 15.1 and viii. 18.1 (217.25) he prints

vulgo, as he prints vulgi in i.8.17 (14.16) and vulgus in vi.20.7 (162.18)

and ix.6.3 (231.14) because all the manuscripts have these forms.

In ii.3.9 (38.10) he prints voltus with BF; and in v.3.9 (123.4), where

B wrote voluto, which the contemporary corrector changed to voltu,

while all the other manuscripts have vultu, he prints voltu. In ii.7.7,

ii.13.6, ii.20.3, iii.16.5, v. 7. 6, and v. 16. 9 he spells this word with vu-, as

do all four manuscripts MV BF. Again it is better to assume that

the variations are the result of scribal error and scribal or editorial

correction and not of haphazard spelling on the part of Pliny. The
spelling with vu- in these two words, as also in vulnus, vult, and vultis,

was accepted long before the time of Pliny but, perhaps because the

accent fell upon the vo- syllable, the forms in vo- are often found even

later than the end of the first century. It seems more likely, however,

that Pliny spelled them with vu-. To me the assumption that we can

vary the spelling of these words under the lead now of one manuscript,

now of another, and thus get the spelling of Pliny in individual readings

borders upon the fantastic.

Th. Mommsen, in Hermes 1 (1866) 461-464, after examining the

usage in inscriptions and in the poets, and the statements of gram-

marians, concludes that in common nouns of the second declension

ending in -ius or -ium the use of -ii in the genitive singular was never

universal, was extremely rare before the third century a.d., and was

not permissible before the middle of the first century a.d. ; and that

in proper names it was never allowed. He makes no allowance for

the fact that the inscriptions which he uses are mainly official public

documents and that official and legal spelling is generally conservative
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in adopting new forma of spelling, l>nt I have found no reason to doubt

the essentia] correctness of his conclusions. 1
1<- points out that ( Sarisius

quotes Pliny the Elder as saying: esse quidem ratiorum per duo i scribendi,

sed multa iam consuetudine superari (p. 78 K). The Dubii sermonis libri

octo of the elder Pliny was written in the last years of Nero (Pliny Epp.

iii.5.5). We know that he was actively supervising the studies of his

nephew not long after that time (Epp. vi.16.8). There is, therefore,

a strong probability that our Pliny used -/, not -it, in the genitive

singular of these common and proper nouns. Adjectives in -ius had

-ft in the genitive singular from the time of Augustus.

Alcuin, Patrologia Latina (CI, 870) makes no exception for -ius nouns

in his rule: Secundae declinatwnis genetivus in -i desinit. He is careful to

note a similar variation in the vocative: Si in -ius nomina desinunt

propria, vocativus in -i, ut Virgilius Virgili, (finit) ; si nominativus in -us,

vocativus in -e desinit. It seems clear, therefore, that he prescribes -ii

for the ending of the genitive singular of both common and proper

nouns in -ius and -ium. The ninth-century scribes that were under the

influence of Alcuin would therefore ordinarily correct to -ii the

spelling of these genitives in -i in their parent manuscripts, if in their

copying they recognized them as genitive forms. They would not

make the opposite change from -ii to -i. The use of -ii in these

manuscripts carries no weight, therefore, as evidence for the spelling

of the parent manuscript; but if we find -i in these manuscripts, it

probably represents the spelling of the parent manuscript.

Schuster's rule leads to arbitrii, adulterii, exitii, Jlagitii, mancipii,

matrimonii, negotii (three times), obsequii, officii (six times), silentii, studii

(four times), and veneficii, but to patrocini iii.4.4, all manuscripts having

these forms. He prints ingenii four times, in one of which D has ingeni,

and iudicii eight times, in which V has iudici twice and D has it three

times. He uses -i in the genitive of proper names.

It cannot be assumed that in following the spelling of the manuscripts

in these genitive forms we are even approaching a faithful reproduction

of the spelling of Pliny. A careful analysis of the manuscript forms

gives many evidences of a gradual change in them from the older spell-

ing in -i to the adopted spelling in -ii.

Brakman, 1925.93, expresses preference for ingeni in i.20.21 (30.8),

venefici in vii.6.8 (181.12), and iudici vii.17.10 (189.22) but without

giving any statement on the general problem. He does point out that

in i.20.21 ingeni gives the favored clausula of cretic plus spondee. 45

In the third person singular of the perfect indicative active of certain

verbs, the form -Ut instead of -ivit is either regular or very common.
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There is considerable evidence that Pliny sometimes further contracted

nt to -it. The first i of the ending -iit in the fourth conjugation was

pronounced long but was occasionally made short in the poets merely

by poetic license. This would make even more easy the further

contraction to -it, and the use of this form by Pliny is not inherently

improbable. Scribes would not be likely to change -iit to -it in this

ending unless they felt that the verb should be in the present tense.

The opposite change would be very likely to be made by a consci-

entious scribe to give Pliny a correct form, as it has been changed by

all modern editors except in a few instances by Schuster. In the

following examples the tense should be the perfect:

1. 1.15.2 (22.13) periit MV perit Dml BFa
2. ii. 14.11 (52.22) periit a perit MVD BF
3. iii.5.4 (68.13) periit MV BFa perit D
4. iii.7.10 (72.24) periit 1 Fa perit MV D
5. iv.11.6 (101.11) periit MV BFa perit D
6. vi.20.10 (163.2) periit MDha perit Ik

7. iv.9.2 (97.7) rediit MV red it Dl BFa
8. v.19.6 (143.21) rediit M a redit Dhk
9. ii.11.2 (45.16) petiit MV a petit DF

10. v.4.1 (123.15) petiit M a petit Dl BF
11. v.20.2 (144.11) petit M D a

12. ii.14.11 (52.21) quaesivit MV a quaesiit BF qu D

First of modern editors, Schuster has used the form in -it in Nos. 2, 4,

and 11 above on his interpretation of the manuscript authority, still

regarding the tense as the perfect. Malcovati, 1934.90, notes this

with approval. He cites the examples of such forms given in Sommer,

Handbuch der lat. Laut- und Formenlehre and adds to this list two additional

examples from Nepos. If we are to determine the form to be used by

the preponderance of manuscript authority, Nos. 7, 10, and possibly

9 should be forms in -it. The forms in —
it give better clausulae in

Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 8. The evidence of the manuscripts strongly suggests

that Pliny frequently used the spelling -it in these forms, perhaps in

all the cases cited above. I do not know how we can be sure. We
can, as editors have usually done, reduce them all to -iit, which Pliny

would surely have understood; or we can, as I think Schuster has

rightly done, accept the evidence of the manuscripts where they

strongly favor -it as the spelling of Pliny. In that case, however, the

practice should be carried through to its logical conclusion, and the

form in -it should be printed in several of the instances above where

Schuster has used the form in -iit.
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The superlative of the adverb valde is found in the manuscripts in

two forms, validissime and valdissime. No one of the principal manu-

scripts is consistent in the form used for this superlative. The fact

that in iv.4.1 B has validissime and that it was so written in F but with

the I then or later erased, is a slight indication that the older spelling

in Z was validissime and that the spelling reformers of a later date were

in the process of correcting it to valdissime when these manuscripts

were written. Likewise the fact that M, V, and D all have validissime

in Books i and iii, but that all three have valdissime in iv.4.1, suggests

that the old spelling in W was validissime and that this tradition,

before or after its division into the X and Y branches, passed through a

period when copyists were changing to the spelling valdissime. In

vi.8.9, its one later occurrence in M, the up-to-date spelling is found.

The syncope does not occur in the positive, comparative, or super-

lative forms of the adjective, or in the comparative form of the adverb.

This is in part accounted for by the fact that the syncope could not

occur in forms where the i had the accent, as in validius. It seems

probable that Pliny used the spelling validissime. However this may
be, it is clear that we have no assurance of getting his spelling by

merely using in each occurrence of the word the form that the manu-
scripts seem to favor at that point. Schuster, 1934.11, is not on

safe ground in criticizing Mile Guillemin for printing validissime in

iv.4.1 because he thinks that the manuscript evidence favors the other

spelling there.

iii. 16.9 (84.12) piscatoriam nauculam MV (X) naviculam <5gcfrt

76 s BFa (YZ)

v.6.37 (130.10) naucularum M (X) nauclarum Dl (Y) navi-

cularum Fahkgcfrt 76 s (Z)

ix.7.4 (232.8) naucula M h (X) navicula Dlkoux/>gfcrt 76 s (Z)

The usual spelling of this word in prose was navicula; naucula and

naucla are also found. These latter forms were the only ones that could

be used in certain poetic rhythms. Pliny might be expected to use one

of the more unusual forms if it helped to give him a favorite clausula.

The first and third occurrences of the word listed above are at the end

of sentences. The forms nauculam and naucula give clausulae in these

that are favored by Pliny, as Carlsson, 1922.44, has pointed out.

This should be decisive in these two cases, especially since the less

usual form has been preserved in MV in the first case and by M h
in the third. It is unlikely that a scribe would unintentionally, or a

scholiast intentionally, change navicula to naucula, while the opposite
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change by either might well be expected. Since the less usual form

is preserved in both X and Y in the second case noted, it should be

kept there also. The spelling has been "corrected" in all three cases

in Z, which shows so many other evidences of careful editorial atten-

tion.

There are many other questions of orthography upon which an

editor of the text must make a decision. It is not my purpose to dis-

cuss them all here but only to suggest that the evidence of the manu-
scripts as to the spelling of an author is not to be followed blindly.

It must be tested by what we know of the changes in spelling that

tended to creep into the text from scribal error 46 and from uninformed

revision, and by what has been learned of the spelling currently

accepted in the time of the author.



FOUR

Disputed Readings

In the following pages I give the manuscript readings on most of

the passages that have been under discussion by critics in the past

hundred years. If the fundamental thesis of this study is accepted,

readings supported by XYZ, XZ, or YZ must be accepted unless

reasons for overruling the evidence of the manuscripts are given.

On the basis of general trustworthiness, readings supported by XY
are to be preferred to the readings of Z unless reasons for a different

choice in individual cases are stated. In the case of many readings

which I would choose against the authority of eminent scholars for

whose judgment in general I have great respect, I will point out

palaeographical or logical considerations which I think support the

evidence of the manuscripts. The principal reason for my choice,

however, is always based on what I consider to be the proper interpre-

tation of the manuscript evidence in the light of its history. That

history and part of the manuscript evidence were not fully known
to the critics whose readings I am reviewing when they made their

choice of readings. This is the basis for my hope that I may have the

approval of some of them, and of other scholars, for many of the

readings that seem to me to bring the text nearer to the original text

of the author.

Some readings that would otherwise be included here are omitted

because they have received sufficient notice earlier in this study.

Such readings can easily be located from the Index.

i.1.1 (3.6) accuratius BF hkoux/>gcfr 76 Cat. a (Z) curatius

Dml (Y) cura (curam M) maiore MVL Laet. Ber. (X)

This reading has often been discussed, 47 but without due con-

sideration of the manuscript evidence, curatius in Y supports accuratius

in Z. The combined support of accuratius by Y and Z shows that Y
rather than X preserves the reading of W. The reading of WZ must

be accepted.

After Cicero accurate becomes practically a technical term for
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"care in composition." Thes. L. L., s.v. accurate (I 343) says of accurate

in this meaning: "Raro ante Cic: saepissime apud eum et posteros

cum verbis dicendi et scribendi, raro cum aliis," and cites numerous

examples of its use. Under curate there are no examples of the word
used with this meaning.*8

A scholiast in some manuscript of the X tradition explained accuratius

by cura maiore. A scribe copying from this manuscript set the scholium

in the place of accuratius, getting thus paulo cura maiore, the reading of

MV. The separation of the adverb paulo from its adjective by the

noun which they combine to serve is unusual, but it may be conceded

to Carlsson, 1922.61, that the order is not impossible. He cites no

parallel from Pliny with paulo, however, whose conformity to the

usual order is seen in genus paulo liberius iii.5.5 and quis enim . . . spectatior

paulo vi.8.1.

i.2.2 (4.11) amavit MVL (X) om. Dmlhk BFa (YZ)

The editorial addition of amavit to govern the unattached accusatives

quos aequos is more likely than its deletion if it belonged in the text.

pauci quos aequos located the line in Vergil for the learned Arrianus, to

whom the letter was written, as well as arma virumque does for a modern

reader. The editor of p helps his less learned readers by giving the

entire line from Vergil. 49

i.2.4 (4.15) quotiens paulum itinere decedere non intempestivis amoenita-

tibus admonebamur <5gcf 76 BFa (YZ) ut etiam (iam rt) paulum

itinere cedendo intempestivis amoenitatibus submovemur MVL rt Laet.

(X)

The reading of YZ has been accepted by all modern editors except

Mile Guillemin, who has used in her edition the rewritten form of the

sentence which she proposed and defended, 1925.94: "ut etiam paulum

itinere submoveremur quotiens non intempestivis amoenitatibus

decedere admonebamur." By conflation, a method so often used

unsuccessfully by critics, she manages to work in quotiens of YZ, ut

etiam of X, admonebamur of YZ, and a revised form of submovemur of X.

i.2.4 (4.16) acres enim non tristes esse volebamus L BF, and the F-in-

fluenced eight-book manuscripts (Z, and probably X) acres enim

non tristes volebamus MV s a (Possibly X) acrius enim non tristius

volebamus (-bam D) Dmlhk (Y)

X and Z agree on acres and tristes. This is decisive thus far. The
position of esse after tristes in L and BF probably means that esse stood

in that position in W as well as Z. The difference in the word order

in L and MV raises an interesting question that cannot be answered
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because we have so little of L. L may possibly originate in a third

copy of W parallel to X and Y. The loss of esse after tristes would DC

easy. If that is what happened, it was not restored in Y and was

restored in the wrong position in X, an easy editorial error. The
manuscript evidence on the whole favors the reading of L and BF.

i.3.2 (5.19) si possident BF hkoux/;gc 76 s a (Z) si te possident

MVrt (X) si possident te f In a longer omission of Dml (Y)

A line was lost in an ancestor of 5. Keil and Miiller read with X;

the other modern editors are probably right in following Z here.

It is characteristic of Pliny's style to omit the needless te in picking up

for further remark possident te of the preceding sentence. The addition

of te would be tempting to an editor, as is shown by frt, or even to a

scribe temporarily aroused to catch meaning in the phrase.

i.3.4 (6.5) numquam tuum desinit esse si semel coeperit 8 Vat. tat. 5114

Flor. BFa (YZ) (desim 1, si semel ouxjft) tuum numquam
desinet (desinat rt) esse si semel esse coeperit crt numquam desinet

esse si semel coeperit tuum MV s (X)

The reading of YZ gives a favorite rhythm of Pliny, cretic plus

cretic; the reading of X gives an unusual rhythm.

i.5.8 (8.12) neque enim diutius ferre sollicitudinem possum oux/? a

ferre diutius sollicitudinem Dmlhkgcfrt 76 (Y) diutius sollicitudinem

ferre MV s (X) diutius perferre sollicitudinem BF (Z)

ferre, the reading of XY a, with Aldus departing from the reading

of Catanaeus and agreeing with M, is to be accepted with Keil and

Miiller against perferre of Z. per before fer cannot be pronounced with-

out making both speaker and hearer strongly conscious of its presence.

This makes it practically impossible for the compound to weaken to

the meaning of the simplex, as suggested by W. A. Baehrens, 1913.1264.

perferre here doubtless owes its origin to the effort of scholiast or editor

to render inescapable the meaning of diutius ferre. The use of both

diutius and the prefix per is distinctly tautological.

i.5.12 (9.6) inquam mihi 8gcrt 76 s BFa (YZ) mihi inquam
MV (X)

i.5.16 (9.21) saepius dicam Sgcfrt 76 BFa (YZ) dicam saepius

MV s (X)

i.7.4 (11.11) iam nunc (non 1) MV 5gcfrt 76 s (XY) nunc iam

BFa op (Z)

Of modern editors only Merrill, who was strongly inclined to follow

a ten-book reading if it was intelligible, prints nunc iam here. His

reading is convincingly criticized by Carlsson, 1922.13.
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i.8.3 (12.10) quaedam adnotasse MV s (X) quaedam notasse

BFa hkoux/>gcfrt 76 (Z) This letter is missing from Dml.

We do not have the witness of Y. X is more likely to be right than Z.

quaedaanotasse gave quaedam notasse through haplography of a. Carlsson,

1922.42, points out that adnotasse gives a favorite rhythm of Pliny.

i.8.14 (14.6) sequi enim gloria non adpeti debet, nee si casu aliquo non

sequatur idcirco quod gloriam meruit minus pulchrum est MV s (X)

(gloriameruit V) quod gloriam non meruit BFa hkoux/>gcfrt 76

(Z)

Since this letter has been lost from the source of the eight-book

manuscripts, we are without the evidence of Y. Keil and Schuster

follow X here, and Klotz, 1922.1232, approves this as giving the

better meaning.

i.8.15 (14.12) ita, si silenda feceris, factum ipsum; si laudanda non sileas
i

ipse culparis MV s (X) quod non sileas BFa hkoux/>gcfrt 76 (Z)

This letter was missing from 6 and 0.

An editor in the Z tradition, not accustomed to follow silere with an

accusative, inserted quod to govern sileas. This made si laudanda

(feceris) parallel with si silendafeceris of the preceding clause. Carlsson,

1922.29, points out that the reading of X gives a favorite rhythm oj

Pliny. Klotz, 1928.619, and Schuster, 1934.11, favor the reading of X.

i.9.5 (15.8) nemo apud me quemquam . . . carpit MV Sgcfrt 76 s

(XY) nemo me apud quemquam . . . carpit BFa (Z)

Not only does the greater reliability of W favor the order apud me

quemquam but, as Carlsson, 1922.18, points out, the sense requires this

order. Pliny is speaking of the freedom from annoyance which he

finds in his Laurentian villa. What was said about himself somewhere

else would not enter into this situation, but what was said to him about

his friends would disturb him. Only Merrill, out of deference to the

ten-book tradition, prints me apud quemquam here.

i.10.5 (16.7) quantum tamen mihi cernere datur, multa in Euphrate sic

eminent . . . MV (X) tamen mihi datur cernere Dmlhk (Y)

mihi tamen cernere datur BFa

The order of XY, tamen mihi, has rightly been accepted against that

of Z by all editors except Merrill. All editors also rightly follow

the order of XZ against Y in cernere datur. Some experimentation

with the order in the clause was made by various fifteenth-century

editors.
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i. 1 0.8 (16.20) ipse provinciae princcps inter ahissimas condicionrs generum

non honoribus principem, sed sapicntia elegit BFa <5grt 76 (YZ)

hunc inter MV s (X)

i.12.9 (19.1) inflecti MV s (X) flecti BFa hkoux/>gcfrt 76 (Z)

The letter i.12 is missing from Y. X is more likely to be right than

Z. W. A. Baehrens, 1913.1262, points out that the reading of X gives

a favored clausula of Pliny, dactyl plus trochee, while the reading of Z
gibt eine schlechte Klausel. Carlsson, 1922.41, adds that inflecti is found in

this meaning in Verg. Aen. 4.22 and 12.800, and that the influence

of Vergil on Pliny is evident elsewhere.

i.12.11 (19.8) decessit superstitibus suis, florente re publica, quae illi

omnibus carior erat MV s (X) omnibus suis BFa (Z)

This letter is missing from Y. X is usually a safer guide than Z.

The addition of suis would readily occur to a scholiast or editor who
jumped to his conclusion too soon, or even to a scribe half-conscious

of meaning in what he was writing, rebus, however, not suis, was

probably in Pliny's mind, and the omission of rebus would not be out

of keeping with his style. Mile Guillemin and Schuster are probably

right in following X here.

i.12.12 (19.10) ego tamen tamquam et iuvenis ztfirmissimi mortem doleo

MV s (X) fortissimi morte BFa hkoux/>gcf 76 (Z) sanctissimi

morte rt

This letter was lost from Y. X is usually a safer guide to the text than

Z. Keil and Miiller follow X here; Kukula and Merrill follow Z;

while Mile Guillemin and Schuster offer a conflated reading, half X
and half Z, firmissimi morte.

In the only other case of doleo with a noun in Pliny, doleo enim et

ilium . . . et hunc vi.6.7 (151.1), all the sources have the accusative.

This is not quite a perfect parallel, but in Thes. L. L. V, Pars Prior,

s.v. doleo, one column is devoted entirely to citation of examples of

this transitive use of the verb, among them the reading here under

discussion, mortem, preserved in X, requires no defense, and morte

rather than mortem bears the mark of an editor.

The same editor who "improved" Pliny's syntax here replaced

firmissimi with fortissimi. fortis and firmus are not interchangeable when
used to describe a person's physical condition, fortis in this connection

has an active signification, referring to strength for carrying on vigorous

positive action
; firmus so used has a passive signification, referring to

strength to bear up under the attack of disease or under stress from the

outside, defensive strength. Set over against this clause we find two
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lines below senex erat, infirmus erat, "he was old and with low power
of resistance." This calls for firmissimi above, not fortissimi.

1.14.6 (21.12) e municipio Patavio MV hkous BFa (XZ) Pata-

vino Dmlx^gcfrt 76 (Y)

The assumption of scribal error is not easy if two scribes must be

assumed to have made the same error independently.

i. 1 6.4 (23.13) nam in contionibus eadem quae in orationibus vis est, pressior

tantum et circumscriptior et adductior 5gcrt 76 s a (Y) idem qui in

orationibus suis BF f (Z) idem qui in orationibus p

There is no possible need for suis in this sentence, and if it were used,

Pliny would have placed it after contionibus. suis would be an easy

misreading by a copyist from orationibusuis of his parent manuscript.

After such a misreading an editor would change eadem quae to idem

qui in order to get a subject, idem is awkward for subject here since it

is subject in the preceding sentence, and there is evidently no thought

of anaphora. Of the three adjectives pressior, circumscriptior, adductior,

the first and third as rhetorical terms go better with vis than with idem

(Saturninus), the second is suitable with either. Muller and Schuster

are right in following Y here; Kukula, Merrill, and Mile Guillemin

follow Z; Keil adopts the reading of/?, which is merely an editorial

emendation of the reading of F.

i.18.4 (25.15) nam mihi patria et si quid carius patria mlhkoux/?gcfrt

76 s (Y) nam mihi patria D nam mihi et si quid carius patria

BFa (Z)

This letter stood in a fascicle that was lost from some ancestor ofMV.
The omission in D was caused by a jump from patria to patria. That

the omitted words stood in 8 is shown by the fact that they are found

in all other eight-book manuscripts and could not have been derived

from F. Moreover, the jump would not have been made without

the first patria, which was lost from Z. Originally, therefore, Y and Z
agreed in the form of the text which 8 preserved. Since Y and Z
agree, we do not greatly miss the evidence of X.

i.20.5 (27.5) vides ut statuas signa picturas hominum denique multorum-

que animalium formas, arborum etiam si modo sint decorae, nihil magis

quam amplitudo commendet

These words are in a portion of the text that had been lost from an

ancestor of MV, but multorum is found in all manuscripts of the eight-

book and the ten-book families. Postgate, 1922.175 and 1926.375,

would change multorum to mutorum. If mutorum had stood in the
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original, multorum would have been, of course, an easy error in copying.

But why should Pliny have written mutorum? rnuta is sometimes appro-

priately found with animalia when they are contrasted with homines, but

there is no such contrast here. The fact that animals do not talk is

entirely foreign to the subject under consideration, which is amplitudo.

Pliny's delicate sense of propriety would have made mutorum impossible

here. Only Mile Guillcmin has accepted the suggestion of Postgate.

i.20.7 (27.14) ex his apparet ilium permulta dixisse cum ederet omisisse

This is the text in all manuscripts. Mommsen, who did such a

marvelous job in completing the text of fragmentary inscriptions,

easily assumed that the manuscripts of Pliny were fragmentary when
he thought he could give the author a better text. He proposed to

write here: permulta quae dixisset, cum ederet, omisisse. Postgate, 1926.375,

would revise Mommsen's Latin to read : permulta dixisse quae, cum ederet,

omisisse. His proposal has been received into the text of Mile Guillemin,

which he revised before it was published. The text of the manuscripts

is quite in the elliptic style of Pliny. It would have occasioned his

correspondent no trouble to understand perfectly and has been re-

ceived into the text of all other modern editors.

i.20.8 (27.18) recisa ac repurgata MV 6gcf 76 s (XY) (repugnata

k) recisa ac purgata BFa rt (Z)

repurgata should be read because of the greater reliability of W. Carls-

son, 1922.41, points out also that repurgata gives a clausula of cretic

plus trochee, Pliny's most favored rhythm.50

i.20.12 (28.10) plerumque parvae res maximas trahunt MV 5gcfrt 76 s

(XY) (maxime p) maxime trahuntur BFa (Z)

The reading of W is usually to be preferred to that of Z.

W. A. Baehrens, 1913.1263, Brakman, 1925.89, and Schuster, 1928.412,

prefer trahunt on logical grounds.

i.20.16 (29.4) semina largius spargo 5gcf 76 BFa (YZ) latius semina

MV s (X) sciam latius lrt

i.20.22 (30.13) si tamen detur electio, illam orationem similem nivibus

hibernis, id est, crebram et adsiduam et largam, postremo divinam et

caelestem volo

In the above passage the manuscripts vary significantly at two

points: illam orationem MV Laet. a (XZ) illam plenam
orationem 6gcfrt 76 Ber. Cat. (Y) (illam illam plenam

orationem ox, illam tamen plenam orationem p) illam illam
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orationem BF, and crebram et adsiduam MV 5cfrts B (XYZ)
crebram adsiduam Fa p 76

The current text given above is the only one that has any real

manuscript support. It is supported throughout by both W and Z.

Mile Guillemin, 1925.26, as in i.2.4 above, conflated all the manu-
script readings into a rewritten sentence and, with her fine feeling for

good rhetorical form, shows that Pliny might have done well to write

the sentence as she does. Postgate, who could himself write elegant

Latin, would make a slight change in the order of the words in her

proposed reading, which she prints in her edition.

i.20.24 (30.20) cedere auctoritati tuae debeam BFa (Z) credere

auctoritati tuae debeam ouxcfrt cedere auctoritati debeam tuae

MV s (X) auctoritati tuae credere debeam Dmlhg 76 (Y)

auctoritati tuae credere credere debeam k credere tuae auctoritati

debeam p

X and Z have cedere, which must therefore be accepted. Y and Z
end the clause with debeam, and this order must be accepted. This

gives a clausula of cretic plus cretic, a favorite with Pliny, auctoritati

debeam tuae (X) gives an unusual rhythm. Schuster, 1928.413, con-

demns Merrill's choice of the word order of Z, but later preferred it

in his edition, 1933.

i.20.25 (31.2) confirmaris Ba (Z) confirmaveris F hkoux/?cfrt

76 confirmabis MV s (X) confirma Dml (Y) confirma-

turus g

In one form of the digraph of r with a one-space letter, the r is two

spaces high and is easily misread as s,J, I, or b. Examples are dubior

Do for durior v. 19.2, plusibus M for pluribus vi.33.8. confirmabis

M here is from a misreading of confirmaris. This confirms con-

firmaris as the original reading. The alert editor of F "corrected"

this spelling to confirmaveris. The F-influenced eight-book sources and

Miiller accepted this correction. Laetus took confirmabis from V,

and Keil, with his high appreciation of MV, adopted it also. The
variation between confirmaris and confirmaveris cannot be due to a

misreading. It is the result of editorial reflection. Such editorial

change was far more likely to be made from an original confirmaris

to confirmaveris than the reverse correction. Kukula, Merrill, Mile

Guillemin, and Schuster have preserved the original reading.

ii.1.12 (36.11) volo tibi multa alia scribere, sed totus animus in hac una

contemplatione defixus est 5gc 76 BFa (YZ) volui tibi V 78 83 92

frts (X) voluit ibi M
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In the concluding sentence of this Letter also the word order cives

aliquos MV Dls a (XY) has rightly been preferred by Keil, Kukula,

Mile Guillemin, and Schuster against aliquos cives of BF hkoux/?gcfrt

76 (Z).

ii.2.2 (36.24) non cram Romae V Dlhk 92 fts BFa (XYZ) non

enim Romae M ouxp 78 83 cr vel Romae eram g 76

ii.4.3 (39.8) ex qua (frugalitate) velut fonte liberalitas nostra decurrit

MV Dlh a (XY, and probably Z) velut e fonte F koux/>gcfrt 76 s

Since Aldus deserts the reading of all previously printed editions and

agrees with M, he may be assumed to have followed his manuscript

and to represent the reading of Z. X and Y certainly, and Z prob-

ably, omit the preposition. There is no parallel in Pliny, but the

preposition is not repeated after vel in in xystum me vel cryptoporticum

confero ix.33.3 (256.15) nor in cum uxore vel paucis ix.36.4 (256.20). We
do not have the help of B here, but it is a fair inference that the prepo-

sition was supplied by the editor of F.

ii.4.4 (39.10) sed temperanda (liberalitas mea) in aliis, in te vero facile

ratio constabit, etiam si modum excesserit MV hkoux/»gcf 76 s a (XY, and

possibly Z) facile et ratio (rati 1) Dl F (5, and possibly Z)

facile non ratio rt

The reading of cfrts shows that et did not stand in 6. The agreement

of 6 with M shows that 0, not 8, preserved the reading of Y. et in 8 is

from dittography of the final e of facile. Keil assumed that et in F and

D represented a misreading of ei, which he then added to his text.

ei is attractive, as a conjecture should be, and has been taken from Keil

by Merrill, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster, facile ratio should be

accepted as the correct reading on the ground that it is supported by

XY, and perhaps by Z.

ii.5.3 (39.20) inde et liber crevit dum ornare patriam et amplificare

gaudemus pariterque et defensioni eius servimusjgloriae F hkoux/?gc 76 Ber.

Cat. a (Z) pariter et MV Dl Laet. (XY) pariter rt

XY are usually right against Z, but I am inclined to think that

we have an exception here. When -que is immediately followed by et,

a scribe might think one of them unnecessary and drop it. So et was

dropped here by the editor of the parent of rt, just as et was dropped

from itaque et in viii.4.7 (206.9), and et was dropped or lost in M in

quoque et viii.19.1 (211.17). Keil followed MV D here, as he was

generally inclined to do. Stangl, 1904.490, approved this. The other

modern editors and Carlsson, 1922.58, have followed Z here.
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ii.5.9 (40.15) esse me credam (mercedem 1) <5gcfrt 76 Fa (YZ)

me esse credam MVs (X)

This reading is in a lost portion of B. Since Aldus departs from

Catanaeus and agrees with F, he probably followed his manuscript.

The reading of YZ must be accepted. Carlsson, 1922.24, points out

that this reading also gives Pliny's favorite rhythm.

ii.7.5 (42.20) digni sint modo MV Dlf a (XYZ) ut digni sint

modo F, and most of the F-influenced eight-book manuscripts

Since Aldus departs from all previously printed editions and his

reading was later confirmed by MV, he, rather than F, probably

preserves the ten-book reading. This reading falls in a lost portion

of B. The reading of XY, and probably of Z, should be accepted.

It was probably the editor of F who filled out the construction, as he

thought, by adding ut. Otto, 1886.292, would feel free to perfect the

text further by writing utinam for ut of F. Keil, Kukula, and Schuster

follow XY (Z) here.

ii.9.2 (43.18) ius tribunatus petendi 5gcfrt 76 s Fa (YZ) tribunatum

MV s (X)

ii. 11.1 (45.10) solet esse gaudio tibi si quid acti est in senatu dignum illo

ordine MV Dop 78 F (XYZ) actum hkux 83 92 gefrt 76 s a

Since Aldus agrees with 76, 92, and Cat., all of whom influenced him,

and F agrees with MV, the reading of Z is probably preserved in F.

Postgate, 1926.377, defends the use of the genitive acti in this con-

struction. Mile Guillemin and Schuster rightly follow the best man-

uscript tradition.

ii. 11.13 (46.28) erat ergo perquam onerosum MV Dhfrts (XY)

igitur F a koux/?gc 76 (Z)

The reading of XY is usually right against that of Z. Carlsson,

1922.65, points out that igitur regularly stands first in its clause, while

ergo is frequent in Pliny in second place.

ii. 11.18 (47.20) iam hoc pulchrum et antiquum, senatum nocte dirimi

(-it V) MV Dhp Laet. (XY) dimitti F kouxgefr 76 Ber. Cat. a (Z)

We have to do here with a deliberate editorial emendation, not the

mere error of a scribe. When emendation has entered in, the lectio

difficilior is usually the original reading, dirimi is the lectio difficilior;

mittere is the usual word for adjourning the senate. There would be

nothing to call for the exclamatory pulchrum et antiquum in senatum
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dimitti, but to consider the adjournment merely an interruption

(ditimi) in a three-day continuous session (contineri) seriously devoted

to the problem of good government brings back the picture of the

good old days. This great trial was to Pliny a battle for his country.

Compare his use of nox with dirimere for the interruption of real battles

in iv.9.9 (98.5): "actionem meam, ut proelia solet, nox diremit."

XY is usually right against Z. Only Merrill follows the ten-book

reading here.

ii. 11.23 (48.14) Leptitanorum 5gcfrt 76 s Fa. (YZ) Lepcita-

norum MV (X)

We do not have the help of B here. It is probable that F and Aldus

preserve the spelling of Z. If so, Y and Z, which means W and Z,

both of our ancient sources of the text, support Leptitanorum as Pliny's

spelling, and this should be accepted for the text. Our question here is

not What is the correct spelling, but How did Pliny write it? Since

Bucheler, Rhein. Mus. 59 (1904) 638-640, gave what is perhaps valid

argument for Lepcitanorum as the correct spelling, the voices of the

critics 51 have swelled into a chorus in favor of that spelling here.

Heraeus, however, well adds that there is no reason to change the

spelling in readings in which the best manuscript evidence supports

the spelling Leptitanorum, as it often does (he says) in Livy, Caesar,

Auctor Belli Africani, Sallust, Lucan, Aurelius Victor, Solinus, and

Ammianus, adding that it was also so spelled in the lex agraria of

111 B.C. and in several other inscriptions. It is probable that the spell-

ing Leptitanorum was currently used in Pliny's circle.

Schuster, 1928.413, thinks that this reading in MV is a jewel,

"bietet einen eklatanten Beweis fur die Vorzuglichkeit der MV-
Familie." It is well, however, that we have abundant evidence of a

more convincing character as to the trustworthiness of the W tradition,

of which the MV family is one branch and a not infrequently erring

witness to its readings. That the spelling Lepcitanorum is not a mere

scribal error in M is shown by the fact that V has it here, and that

it is so spelled in the manuscript of Tacitus, Annales I-VI, Mediceus

plut. LXVIII.l, written by a different scribe in the same scriptorium

and at about the same time as M. It should be added, however, that

the interchange of -ci- and -ti- in manuscripts copied from minuscule

parents is so frequent that we need not feel bound too closely by the

spelling in this combination of letters in any one manuscript or family.

ii.11.24 (48.20) tunc enim, casu an conscientia, afuerat MV D a (XY,

and probably Z) incertum an F hkoux/>gcfrt 76 s
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Since Aldus omits incertum against all previously printed editions and

this omission was later verified by MV, he probably did not find it in

his manuscript / or P. It was therefore probably not found in Z
originally.

ii.12.4 (49.12) praeterea quid publice minus congruens aut decorum,

notatum a senatu in senatu scdere MV Dh 78 83 92 gcfrt 76 s a (XY, and

probably Z) notandum BF kouxp (Z?)

notandum is clearly wrong and may not have stood even in Z. The
ellipsis of quam staggered Keil's confidence in X momentarily, and he

added an italicized quam to his text. Miiller and Kukula accept this

from him. Merrill, 1909.202, and Stangl, 1914.752 and 1915.70,

point out a dozen parallels to this ellipsis in Cicero and other authors,

and the italicized quam is not printed in the editions of Merrill, Mile

Guillemin, or Schuster. The manuscripts, when properly interpreted,

usually win out in the end.

ii.14.2 (51.13) ad hoc pauci cum quibus iuvet dicere MV D Laet. Ber.

(XY) in pauci B perpauci F hkoux/?gcfrt 76 x a

In the common source of B and F, he for hoc had been misread as

in, with tall i. B preserves this, but the editor of F emends it to perpauci

to make sense, perpauci is not needed to make Pliny's meaning clear

to his correspondent Maximus, and forceful enough, but it would

seem the natural word to a rhetorician. Keil and Schuster rightly

have pauci.

iuvet should also be read with XY in this sentence against iuvat of

Z preferred by Carlsson, 1922.66, and Schuster, 1926.50. Pliny used

the subjunctive in clauses descriptive of a class of persons or things.

On the same manuscript evidence and the same syntactical usage,

sumpserint ii.14.6 (52.5) is to be accepted.

ii.14.3 (51.20) adulescentibus MV Dhg 76 s a (XY) adulescen-

tulis BF koux/>cfrt (Z)

The more reliable manuscript evidence, XY, favors adulescentibus.

Stangl, 1904.490, preferred this, and Schuster, 1909.10, 1926.1,

1931.406, and Carlsson, 1922.31, defend it, pointing out that a derog-

atory meaning attaches to adulescentulus. Keil, Mile Guillemin,

and Schuster print adulescentibus.

ii.14.5 (52.2) 2o<^o/cXets vocantur airo rod aexfroos kcll KaXetadat

All modern editors bracket the words that follow vocantur. They are

found, however, in X, Y, and Z, which means that they were in the
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very early common source ofW and Z. Catanaeus dropped them and

comments as follows: "Hoc ex fide veteris exemplaris et Pliniana insiia

brevitate. Fucrat enim cuiusdam interpretatio, forte supcrinducta;

et postea a rudi scriptore inter codicis verba inserta ac numerata."

He regarded the words as a scholium that had found its way into the

text. It came into the text very early if this is true. Barwick, 1936.441 —

443, well says that the frequent modern misunderstanding of the word,

from sophos as a word of applause, shows that Pliny needed to add the

explanation, and that the words should not be bracketed.

ii.14.12 (53.1) Good orators had become rare in the Forum, but

some indifferent speakers kept up a showing by hiring claqueurs to whip

up applause. In describing these speakers Pliny says: "Pudet referre

quae quam fracta pronuntiatione dicantur, quibus quam teneris cla-

moribus excipiantur." This is the reading of all the manuscripts.

Mommsen thought the applause should be more vociferous and pro-

posed to substitute taetris for teneris. This is one of the few conjectures

of Mommsen that Keil accepted. Miiller and Kukula follow Keil.

Schuster, 1919.12, points out that tener was often used in the sense of

puerile. This seems to allow plenty of noise and fervor in the applause.

Merrill, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster have come back to the manu-
scripts, a good direction for critics to take.

ii.17.16 (56.24) utrimque fenestrae a (a om. MV) mari plures, ab

horto singulae, sed (et BF) alternis pauciores MV Dhs BF (XYZ)
singulae et alterius pauciores kouxpc singulae sed altius pauciores

frt

This reading has been discussed by many critics. The first thing to

be determined, as always, is what the manuscript evidence shows. All

manuscripts agree on singulae and pauciores as the first and last words.

This rules out the suggestion of Keil in his Apparatus: fortasse ab horto

pauciores sed alternis singulae. This is simply to rewrite the sentence by

conjecture, a procedure that practically never gives a text that can with

any confidence be thought of as that of the author. Barwick, 1936.441,

well points out that pauciores as the last word gives one of Pliny's

favorite clausulae, trochee plus trochee or spondee. For the same reason

Postgate's proposal, 1926.377, which Schuster receives into his text,

must be rejected: pauciores, scilicet alternis singulae. Malcovati, 1934.88,

halfheartedly approves this reading because it is difficult to find a better

emendation.

Postgate seems to me to furnish the key to the solution of the diffi-

culty. He suggests that sed is a scribe's misinterpretation of the
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abbreviation for scilicet. He does not state what abbreviation for scilicet

he has in mind. It must be one that was in use before the parent of the

ninth-century manuscripts M and V was written, for sed stood in their

common parent. Perhaps it was si, which was employed as a nota

iuris before the minuscule scripts were developed, and its use by a

scholar in writing a scholium, even before a.d. 500, is a reasonable

hypothesis. Marouzeau, 1928.98, seems to me to be right in sug-

gesting that singulae scilicet alternis is an explanatory gloss on pauciores.

This gloss must have come into the text tradition before W and Z, the

sources of our families X, Y, and Z, were written; but it was a gloss

and not part of the original text, which, on this hypothesis, was merely

a mari plures, ab horto pauciores.

It may be well to add in explanation of alterius and altius in some

sources that alternis was written aWnis. The apostrophe-like stroke

here was the signum for r and the preceding vowel, ni was easily mis-

read as iu, which gave alterius. The r sign was often missed by a copy-

ist, which gave altius. Aldus took his altius from 76, as he took a number
of other readings, although his debt to 76 is far less than to Catanaeus.

ii. 17.24 (58.7) in hanc ego diaetam cum me recepi, abesse mihi etiam a

villa mea videor, magnamque eius voluptatem (voluntatem M) praecipue

Saturnalibus capio MV rts (XY) eius voluptatem ex ea D eius

voluptatem ecce BF hkg 76 a (Z) eius voluptatem (Saturnalibus

praecipue) f

eius is found in X, Y, and Z, and must be kept, ex ea in 8 is from

a scholium on eius. It is not found in nor in X, and therefore was not

in Y. If the clause about absence from the villa had not been inserted,

cuius would have been used instead of -que eius, giving abesse me etiam

a villa mea videor cum in hanc ego diaetam me recepi, cuius magnam voluptatem

praecipue Saturnalibus capio. The meaning of this would have been the

same as magnamque eius voluptatem in Pliny's arrangement, and no

scholiast would have felt the need of adding an explanatory ex ea. For

the construction compare Paneg. 23.4: voluptatem operis sui percepisse.

ecce in Z is the contribution of a rhetorician editor. It has no con-

nection with ex ea in the 8 branch of Y. The editor who added it con-

nected it in his thought with praecipue.

ii.18.2 (59.14) clare iocabantur Sgcfrt 76 BFa (YZ) loquebantur

MV s (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X has not preserved the

reading of W. loquebantur is thus merely a scribal error in copying

and has no real manuscript support. The error began with the
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reading of i as /, a not uncommon error. Ovcrconfidcncc in the MV
tradition led Keil to print loquebantur. Schuster, 1928.413, thought

dare iocabantur was not good Latin, and favored loquebantur. He seems

to have accepted the defense of the Latinity of clare iocabantur by

Carlsson, 1929.137, n. 3, since he prints it in his edition. The proper

evaluation of the manuscript evidence here would have saved a lot of

trouble.

ii.19.5 (60.16) acccdit his MV Ds (XY) his accedit BFa
hkoux/?gcfrt (Z) his accidit 76

Only Merrill follows Z here. The reading is discussed by Carlsson,

1922.13, and Schuster, 1928.413.

ii.19.5 (60.16) pugnax et contentiosa (intentiosa p) oratio 6gcfrt 76

BFa (YZ) quasi contentiosa MV s (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X does not represent the

reading of W. There is thus no real manuscript evidence for quasi.

The word battle of lawyers in trying a case is frequently characterized

by Pliny as a pugna or a contentio. See magna contentio magni utrimque

clamores ii.11.4 (45.23), nobis tamen nullum certamen nulla contentio iii.9.8

(75.1), certaminis and contentiones vi.13.6 (155.11), certare, contentio,

certamina vii.9.3 and 4 (183.13). contentiosa here is merely a variant

form of this frequently used conception and does not call for an

apologetic quasi.

Pliny does use quasi frequently with a word which he is employing

in an unusual sense. Carlsson, 1922.64, cites confusa adhuc quaedam et

quasi turbata iii.1.2 (63.10) and hilarius et quasi exultantius iii.18.10

(87.1) as illustrations. To these may be added, among others, ad

Mam communem et quasi publicam (partem) viii.2.4 (204.16), nam praeter

ilium quasi parentem ceterorum (fontium) viii.8.5 (211.10), nota certe quasi

censoria ix.13.16 (237.14), oneratam et quasi oppressam (memoriam)

ix.18.2 (240.21), translaticia hanc et quasi publica officio ix.37.1 (257.11),

quasi sepultos Paneg. 45.2. In passing it may be noted that quasi is not

lost by scribal error in any of the principal manuscripts in any of these

cases. One who defends quasi here must assume that it was independ-

ently lost by two different scribes, one in the eight-book and one in the

ten-book family, which would be rather remarkable. 52

It may be added that this is the earliest extant occurrence of the

word contentiosus. Some might feel that this makes the use of quasi

natural with it as an apology for its introduction. But it is unlikely

that Pliny coined the word. Even if he did, its formation is so natural,
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its meaning so clear and so consistent with his usual language in

describing debate that quasi would not be called for. The word con-

tentiosa would occasion no surprise or sense of strangeness in the mind
of the correspondent to whom the letter is addressed. Moreover,

Pliny does not use quasi with his neologisms as such, but with well-known

words into which he is forcing a new meaning, such aspublica and civitas

used of his household, not of the state, or bellicosus as a rhetorical

expansion of the term pugnax, used with stilus.

ii. 19.5 (60.17) ita natura comparatum est ut ea quae scripsimus cum

labore cum labore etiam audiri putemus

In the sentence cited above, MV Dot (XY) have cum labore etiam,

BFa hkux/?gcfr 76 (Z) have cum labore etiam cum labore, and s have

cum labore etiam sic. The second cum labore was lost by a jump before X
and Y began their separate descent from W. etiam would not have

been preserved in X and Y after this jump if the order of BFa had been

the original order. The transfer of etiam to a position between the

phrases was made by the editor of Z as a rhetorical improvement.

Postgate, 1926.378, first suggested the correct order. His suggestion

has been followed by Mile Guillemin and Schuster in their editions.

ii.20.13 (62.23) duplicia MV Dhrts (XY) duplicata II BFa
kouxpgd 76 (Z)

Schuster, 1920.16, correctly explains the reading of Z as starting

from a scribal error, duplicia was read and copied as duplicta. A user

of this scribe's manuscript, seeking to get an intelligible word from

this combination of letters, hit upon duplicata, which gave meaning

and did no great violence to the manuscript evidence which he had.

This method of explaining a wrong reading in a manuscript as an

honest effort to find an intelligible text after a scribal error has been

made should always be tried before assuming, as Carlsson, 1922.37,

does here, the deliberate rewriting of a text by a reviser.

iii.1.2 (63.10) confusa adhuc quaedam et quasi turbata MV Dlhs (XY)

adhuc confusa II BFa koux/?gcfrt 76 (Z)

The order ofW is to be preferred to that of Z. Usually convincing

logical considerations can be found to support the reading of W. Here

Carlsson, 1922.14, points out that Pliny frequently inserts between

two words a third word that is to be construed with each of them,

citing examples from iv.8.1, v. 16. 6, vii.19.9, vii.27.2, and ix.3.2.

iii.1.3 (63.13) quin etiam MV 5gcfrt 76 s Ila (XYZ) (quoniam

etiam u) quietiam BF/>
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The Morgan Fragment, by agreeing with XY, shows that BF have

not preserved the reading of Z. The reading of XYZ must be

accepted. Carlsson, 1922.67, notes that this "steigcrnde quin etiam"

is used frequently by Pliny to introduce a sentence.

iii.1.7 (64.6) scribit etiam, et quidem utraque lingua, lyrica doctissima:

mira in eis dulcedo, mira suavitas, mira hilaritas IIBFa Dlhkgc 76 (YZ)

doctissime MV rts (X) et doctissima ouxp etiam doc-

tissima f

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X does not preserve the

reading of W and that doctissima is therefore correct. It is true that if

Pliny had written doctissime, a hurrying scribe might have assimilated

it to lyrica, but that this same error was made independently in Y and

Z is unlikely. The position of our word, so far from scribit, would not

be natural for the adverb. We should expect something like scribit

enim lyrica doctissime, et quidem utraque lingua. In its present position the

general qualifying adjective, followed at once by the specific analytical

phrases mira illis dulcedo, mira suavitas, mira hilaritas, is far better than

the adverb.

iii.1.9 (64.16) frequenter comoedis cena distinguitur

Martin, 1919.546, would prefer comoediis, "weil Plinius distinguere

nur mit Sachen, nicht Personen verbindet." The manuscript evidence

is very full here, and all manuscripts have comoedis. In spite of the

ease with which comoediis could be misread as comoedis, it is practically

impossible that the same error should appear independently in the

sources of all three families. The word is in the plural, and one wonders

how many comedies could be used between the courses at one dinner.

Plurality of actors brings no difficulty.

iii.1.10 (64.19) aurium oculorum MV Dlx 76 IIB (XYZ) aurium

oculorumque F hkou/>gcfrts

This is one of numerous readings in which B, by agreeing with W,
shows that F has not preserved the reading of Z. Here we are fortu-

nate in having also the evidence of II. The responsibility for the addi-

tion of -que is placed squarely upon F. Of modern editors only Miiller

has printed -que.

iii.1.12 (64.26) eundem mihi cursum, eundem terminum statuo 5gcfrt

76 s IIBFa (YZ) (cursum mihi x)

The leaf containing this reading was lost from an ancestor of MV
in the X tradition, but the agreement of Y and Z shows that both W
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and Z had mihi cursum, which must therefore be accepted, cursum

mihi is probably a mere unintentional slip of the scribe of x. Intended

or unintended, it has no value as a witness to the reading of 8. This

order of x has been adopted, however, by Mile Guillemin.

iii.4.5 (67.10) voluntariis (voluntaris D) accusationibus M Dh (XY)
accusationibus V accusationibus voluntariis HBFa kouxp-

gcfr 76 s (Z) (actionibus voluntariis t)

It may have been the similarity of the endings iniurias voluntary*

that caused the scribe of V to overlook the word voluntariis. The
agreement of M and Dh shows that voluntariis accusationibus was the

reading of W, and W is usually right against Z. Of modern editors

only Merrill has accepted the reading of Z.

iii.4.6 (67.12) superiore advocatione MV Dhs (XY) priore

riBFakoux/>gcfrt 76 (Z)

prior is used about thirty times in the Letters in the sense of "former"

;

superior is used about ten times in Pliny, and in only one other instance,

superiore opere x.37.2, does it have this meaning. Stangl, 1914.753, sug-

gests that priore in Z is a reflex from priores nostros, "our ancestors,"

three lines above. The reflexes of scribes are never that far from the

stimuli; their attention is too intensely centered on a very few words

as they copy. If priore is incorrect, it is more probable that it is an

editorial emendation suggested by Pliny's regular use of prior in this

meaning. Carlsson, 1922.36, suggests that Pliny used superiore here to

avoid the repetition of prior so soon after he had used it above. He
notes six instances in which Pliny seems to avoid repetition of the

same word by employing a variant form of expression instead of

repeating the word. This argument is weakened somewhat by the

fact that in all the cases which he cites the words concerned are in the

same sentence, are practically synonymous, and are separated by

very few words. If priore is accepted here, the two occurrences will be

three lines apart, not in the same sentence, and not used in the same

sense. Although the arguments of Stangl and Carlsson do not in

themselves seem entirely convincing, it is perhaps better to accept

superiore here because it is supported by the better manuscript tradi-

tion, is not quite without parallel in Pliny, and, when his habit of using

prior in this sense is considered, it is the lectio difficilior. Only Kukula

and Merrill accept priore here.

iii.5.5 (68.16) perfecit MV BFa hkoxgcfrt 76 (XZ) perficit

Dups (Y)
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X and Z agree in having piffecit, This must therefore be accepted

against Y. All the verba used by Pliny in this summary Statement of

what works the elder Pliny wrote are in the perfect tense. It happen*

that instituit, which is joined with perfecit in this sentence, has the same

form in the present tense as in the perfect. This may have attracted

perfecit to perficit in the mind of scribe or editor in the Y tradition.

Even without this attraction, the confusion of e and i is one of the most

frequent errors made in copying. Critics have generally favored

perficit here. This has, with several of them who still feel bound some-

what by the manuscript evidence when deciding between variant

readings, been caused or at least partly induced by the fact that Keil

and Merrill wrongly report that M and V have perficit. Logical

considerations can usually be found to support either side. For this

reason we find Muller, Kukula, and Merrill, under the leadership of

Otto, accepting perfecit, while Mile Guillemin and Schuster, partly

influenced by the arguments of Klotz, 1922.1230, and Carlsson,

1922.67, v™t perficit with Keil.

iii.5.6 (69.26) nam perire omne tempus quod studiis non impenderetur

MV Flor. Vat. tat. 5114 (XY) impertiretur BFa koux/>gcfrt 76 s (Z)

W is usually right against Z. impertire can properly be used in this

sense only when there is present in the mind the idea of apportioning

one's time and assigning various parts of it to specific purposes, as in

"Rogas enim ut aliquid subsecivi temporis studiis meis subtraham,

impertiam tuis" (iii.15.1) and "nam et prima vitae tempora et media

patriae, extrema nobis impertire debemus" (iv.23.3). For the meaning

required here Pliny uses impendere, as in "Nonne videtur tibi recordanti

. . . quid studiis laboris impendent" (iii.5.18), "quae . . . amentia, in

hoc totum diem impendere, ut offendas" (vi.17.3), and "profecto

avunculo ipse reliquum tempus studiis . . . impendi" (vi.20.2). The
preponderant weight of manuscript authority in our reading is further

supported by the observation of Brakman, 1925.90, that impenderetur,

ending in two trochees, gives a favorite clausula, while impertiretur would

give a clausula of five successive long syllables, which seems impossible

for Pliny. Only Keil and Schuster print impenderetur here.

iii.5.17 (70.2) commentaries, . . . opisthographos quidem et minutissime

scriptos MV frts (X 0) minutissimis Z)hkouxjfrgc 76 BFai (8 Z)

minutissimescriptos could easily have led to minutissimis scriptos by the

misreading of a scribe. On the other hand, if minutissimis was the

original word, minutissime is an editorial change, not a scribal error.

It is probable, therefore, that 0, not 8, represents the reading of Y

.
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If so, XY favor minutissime, and it should probably be accepted. The
manuscript evidence is not so clear here as we should like to have it.

iii.5.18 (70.8) quantum scripserit BFa 6gcfrt 76 s (YZ) om. MV
(X)

iii.5.20 (70.17) cum BFa Sgcfrt 76 (YZ) quamvis MV Ber. Cat.

(X) quamvis cum Laet.

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X does not preserve the

reading of W. There is therefore no real manuscript evidence for

quamvis. CUM in an ancestor of X in capitals was read as QUM, the

abbreviation for quamvis. Laetus, having before him quamvis, the

reading of V, and cum, the reading of 83, chose the easy way out by

conflation, so often adopted by critics before and after him. The
chance of getting a correct reading by conflation is about like the

chance of getting the grand prize in a lottery. It sometimes happens,

and without the exercise of critical judgment.

iii.6.2 (71.9) pendent lacerti, papillae iacent, venter recessit MV Dlhs

(XY) recessit venter F koux/?gcfrt 76 a

We do not have the opportunity of checking F on B here. The
rhetorical attitude of the editor of F would have inclined him to

continue the abba order by changing venter recessit to recessit venter, and

Aldus would have liked this. He may therefore have followed 76

rather than his manuscript. The reading of XY is usually correct

against Z, and in this case Fa may not have preserved the reading

of Z. Of modern editors, only Miiller and Merrill follow F here.

iii.7.8 (72.17) Vergilii MV 92 a (X, and also W) Virgilii F, and

the eight-book manuscripts

The name of Vergil occurs three times in Pliny. M and V have

only the spelling with e, and D agrees with them once. Merrill errs

in reporting Virgilii for Aldus here. Aldus used only the spelling with

e. B and F have only Virgilii, and in two instances the eight-book

manuscripts have this spelling also. The spelling Virgilius was unknown
in the time of Pliny, and the preservation of the spelling Vergilius in W
is a mark of the early source of this tradition and the faithfulness of its

scribes. For Pliny's spelling of the genitive singular, see page 138.

iii.7.14 (73.9) sed tanto magis hoc quidquid est temporis futilis et caduci,

si non datur factis (nam horum materia in aliena manu), certe studiis

proferamus Fa gcfrt 76 Ber. (YZ) nos certe (noscere V) MV Laet.

Cat. (X)
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The agreement of Y and Z shows that X does not preserve the read-

ing of W. There is therefore no real manuscript evidence for nos.

Martin, 1919.547, cites four passages in Pliny in which certe is used

with personal pronouns and would infer that this is a peculiarity of

his style, which might be considered to support the use of nos here.

But Pliny uses certe more than thirty times in the Letters and shows no

special fondness for the use of personal pronouns with it. In our

passage the things that are contrasted are the shortness of natural life

and the possibility of a longer life in the thought of men through

studies. There is no emphasis on nos to call for its use here as there is

in ix.14.1 (239.4), the nearest parallel cited by Martin, where nos is

set over against posteris. In our passage nos first came into use by the

misreading of u as o in manucerte, noc being sounded as nos in the pro-

nunciation of the copyist. With slight dittography this gave nos certe

in an ancestor of MV, which was emended to noscere in V. Postgate's

suggestion, certe nostris studiis, is a variation of his frequent practice

of conflation in order to work in all that is found in any manuscript.

His suggestion has wrongly been accepted into the text by Mile

Guillemin.

In rts the word memoriam is supplied before proferamus. This is

definite evidence of a common source used by Laetus and the editor

of the parent of rt. memoriam may go back to 0.

iii.8.4 (74.4) in locum tuum All sources

The omission of tuum in Merrill's edition illustrates the overlooking

of a small word of a parent manuscript by a copyist, the typesetter,

and his contemporary corrector, the proofreader. Such an omission

in a manuscript is not to be taken too seriously by a critic.

iii.9.19 (76.15) actione tertia commodissimum putavimus plures con-

gregare, ne, si longius esset exstracta cognitio, satietate et taedio quodam
iustitia cognoscentium severitasque languesceret, et alioqui supererant minores

rei data opera hunc in locum reservati D (Y) alioqui Fa

hkoux/jgcfrt 76 s (Z)

For manuscript evidence we are handicapped here by the fact that

the leaf on which this passage was written was lost from both B and

the common parent ofM and V. D preserves the reading of Y and is

our only evidence for the reading of W, which should normally be

preferred to that of Z.

et alioqui supererant minores rei is an independent additional statement

parallel to commodissimum putavimus plures congregare, and a connective
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is required, alioqui is purely an adverb, not a connective. Used differ-

ently, it occasionally replaces a negative conditional clause. It then

means "otherwise," and a connective is not required. See alioqui

subiungerem hi. 14. 6 (82.16); alioqui satius est vi.l 4. 1 (155.17); alioqui

se vel de calumnia pronuntiaturum vi.31.12 (173.3). In our passage

alioqui means "moreover." When so used to add an additional fact,

Pliny does not omit the connective. See et alioqui longa patientia

occallui ii. 15.2 (53.14); et alioqui tarn immodice epistulam extendi

vii.9.16 (184.25); et alioqui quid praestant sodales viii.21.5 (223.30);

et alioqui nullum iustius genus reditus ix.37.3 (257.22). To these our

passage should be added. The preceding word is languesceret. The
conjunction et was lost in Z by haplography, an easy scribal error.

Of modern editors Merrill was the first to omit et, out of his strong

desire to find his text in the ten-book manuscripts. Schuster has

unfortunately followed him in this reading, and he also, 1934.11,

criticizes Mile Guillemin for retaining et.

iii.9.32 (78.2) dari sibi diem edi crimina postulabat D (Y) dari

sibi idem et edi crimina postulabat MV (X) dari sibi diem ad

diluenda crimina postulavit F hkoux/jgcfrt 76 s a (Z)

Y and Z agree in having diem and in not having et. In these two

respects, therefore, X has not preserved the reading of W. Both X
and Y have postulabat. This, therefore, was the reading of W. It is

clear from the above statements that the reading of W has been pre-

served in D. From sibidie the scribe of X caught idem from the final i

of sibi and di of diem, and the e of idie gave et in X. ad diluenda crimina is

not from scribal error. It is editorial, inserted to clarify dari sibi diem.

Stangl, 1904.490, rejected these words. Martin, 1919.548, properly

points out that neutrum requires two antecedents, not one. Carlsson,

1922.32, also observed this. The asyndeton is a little difficult; ad

diluenda crimina, going closely with diem, eliminates the asyndeton.

While this editor was smoothing out Pliny's syntax, he changed postu-

labat to postulavit, which he thought was better in the context. Carlsson,

1922.32, and Schuster, 1933, rightly follow D. Keil and Merrill add et

from MV to the text of D; Mile Guillemin follows them except that

she prefers postulavit from Z ; Miiller and Kukula follow Z except that

they prefer postulabat from X. This variety of readings results from

picking around among the variants of the manuscripts and conflating a

reading from parts of each, almost never good practice, instead of

choosing among the variants as units to see which one is the original.
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iii.11.4 (80.5) non ideo tamen cximi<un gloriam mrniisse me, ut illc

pracdicat, credo /*ai <5fc 76 Cut. (YZ) niiniam MV t (X)

magnam g ininimam r Laet. Ber.

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X has not preserved the

reading of W. Since W and Z agree, their reading must be accepted.

nimiam in X is from an interpretative gloss on eximiam.

Mile Guillemin prints nimiam, and her plausible defense of this read-

ing, 1925.99, caused Schuster, 1928.33, to waver temporarily. With

all other modern editors, however, he prints eximiam in his edition, 1933.

Mile Guillemin thinks nimiam suits the context better: "legon qui

s'accorde mieux avec le contexte, puisque Pline est en train de se

plaindre des eloges exageres d'Artemidore." But the parenthetical ut

Me praedicat shows that in eximiam gloriam Pliny was quoting the words,

or the substance of the words, applied to him by Artemidorus, and Arte-

midorus seems to have been far from speaking of Pliny's gloriam as

nimiam.

iii.11.6 (80.11) Nam ex omnibus qui nunc se philosophos vocant vix

unum aut alterum invenies tanta sinceritate, tanta veritate. Mitto qua

patientia corporis hiemes iuxta et aestates ferat, ut nullis laboribus cedat,

ut nihil in cibo, in potu voluptatibus tribuat, ut oculos animumque con-

tineat. Sunt haec magna, sed in alio; in hoc vero minima, si ceteris

virtutibus comparentur MV hkoux/?gcfrt 76 s Fa. (XZ, and Y?)

nulli D

nulli may be merely a scribal error in D. IfD does preserve the read-

ing of Y, the agreement of X and Z shows that Y did not preserve the

reading of W and that nullis was the reading of the early sources of the

text.

Mile Guillemin, 1925.99, thinks that nulli is to be preferred in order

to carry on the comparison with other philosophers begun in the pre-

ceding sentence. She points out that nullis laboribus would be an easy

scribal error for nulli laboribus. This is, of course, true ; but, while not

impossible, it is by no means likely that this same error was separately

made by scribes of the two independent traditions X and Z. In the

preceding sentence Pliny does say that among professed philosophers

it would be difficult to find one that equalled Artemidorus sinceritate

and veritate. In this sentence, speaking of his ability to bear cold and

heat, to work, and to control his appetites, he drops the comparison

with other professors, reserving this for the next sentence, where in alio

makes nulli with laboribus inappropriate. Moreover, in laboribus should

have been written with nulli to make the construction correspond with

in cibo and in potu used with tribuat.
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iii.15.4 (83.9) paulum MV Dhx (XY) paululum BF lkou/>gcfrt

76 s a (Z)

W is usually correct against Z. Of modern editors only Kukula and

Merrill have followed BF here.

paulum occurs nine times in the Letters. In seven of these one or more

of the edited eight-book manuscripts have paululum. If the author

qualifies his statement with paulum, a rhetorician feels that the stroke

would be lighter and more deft with paululum. In four of these nine

passages the editorial change from paulum to paululum was made early

in the series of edited eight-book manuscripts, lkgp 76 s have paululum

in three of the four. Dh and M(V) have paulum in all nine cases. BF
have paululum only here. We cannot be sure of the reading of Z in our

passage because Aldus may have followed the earlier printed editions

instead of his manuscript in a reading that would have been attractive

to him.

iii.16.6 (84.3) Paete, non dolet BFa Sgcfrt 76 s (YZ) non dolet,

Paete MV Laet. (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X does not preserve the read-

ing of W. There is therefore no real manuscript authority for the read-

ing of X. Of modern editors only Mile Guillemin follows X here.

iii.16.6 (84.4) ista facienti ista dicenti MV Dlh (XY) ista facienti

dicenti BFa/? (Z)

Other variations are found in the other eight-book manuscripts.

The reading of W should be preferred to that of Z. Of modern

editors only Kukula follows Z here.

iii.16.7 (84.7) Scribonianus arma in Illyrico contra Claudium moverat;

fuerat Paetus in partibus et occiso Scriboniano Romam trahebatur MV
Dlhk (XY) 0/72. BF oux/jgcfrt 76 s a (Z)

Keil, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster are right in reading with the

ancient source W here. The omission of et was probably not so inno-

cent as Schuster, 1931.1405, suggests — the haplography of et and oc ;

—

although this is possible. It was the thought of a rhetorician editor

that the asyndetic construction begun by the omission of et beforefuerat

should be continued.

iii.17.2 (85.10) ego viaticum, ego etiam praemium dabo, nuntiet modo

quod opto V 6gf 76 s BFa (XYZ) nuntiet mihi modo M
nuntia modo crt

V shows that M has not preserved the reading of their common
parent. There is thus no real evidence for mihi, which Keil, followed
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by Miiller, received into the text because of his too great dependence

on M. rnihi is the addition of a scholiast who had been momentarily

puzzled by the fact that ei, which he had supplied with dabo as he read,

could not be used with nuntiet.

iii.18.6 (86.14) ideoque etiam BF Dhkouxgcfrt 76 s (YZ) ideo

etiam MV (X) ideoque p a

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X does not preserve the read-

ing ofW and that therefore there is no real manuscript evidence for the

omission of -que. Of modern editors, only Mile Guillemin follows X
here.

iii.20.5 (89.1) citato nomine candidati silentium suramum; dicebat ipse

pro se, explicabat vitam suam, testes et laudatores dabat, vel eum sub quo

militaverat vel eum cui quaestor fuerat vel utrumque ogefrt 76 BFa (YZ)

sub quo legatus MV s (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X did not preserve the reading

of W and that there is therefore no real manuscript authority for

legatus. It is from an interpretative scholium of some scholar, and he

was himself in error. The military service referred to preceded the

quaestorship. It was the preliminary six-months' military service of

the cursus honorum of men of the senatorial order as tribunus militum. A
tribunus militum was not a legatus of his commander except in an occa-

sional very unusual situation, such as is clearly not in mind here. In

vii.31.2 (200.26) Pliny refers to his own service as tribunus militum by

the same phrase that he uses here: "Hunc, cum simul militaremus, non

solum ut commilito inspexi." Carlsson, 1929.138, cites simul militavimus,

simul quaestores . . . fuimus vii.16.2 in support of the WZ reading in

our passage. Postgate, 1926.379, resorts to conflation and proposes to

read: sub quo militaverat legatus, which Mile Guillemin receives into

her text.

iii.20.8 (89.12) inrepat V koux/>gcfrt 76 s BFa (XYZ) increpat

MDh
V shows that M misread their common parent, and 6 (cfrts) shows

that 8 did not preserve the reading of Y. There is no question of the

correct reading here since increpat does not make sense. It should be

noted, however, that without the evidence of V and 6 we should have

wrongly thought that increpat was the reading of W. After the end of

Book iv we shall not have the help of V, and may occasionally feel less

certain of the reading of X than in the first four books. Failure to con-

sider the readings of V was one of the errors that Otto made in his
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attack upon the nine-book tradition, which set critics of the text of Pliny

off on a wrong trail for an entire generation. The confusion of the

similar words inrepat and increpat was independently made by scribes of

M and of 8.

Ui.20.11 (89.20) ecquid MV f Ber. Cat. (X) et quid Duxrt Laet.

(Y) eo quid B (Z) eho quid B {corrector) F hkg 76 eho

ecquid p a equidem o et hoc quid c

All modern editors recognize that the original reading is preserved

in X. In et quid of Y the easy error of et for ec appears. 53 The confusion

of c and / is one of the commonest errors in copying from minuscule

scripts. The scribe of B copied eo quid from his parent manuscript.

Here c had been read as o, another frequent error, eo quid gave no

meaning, but this fact never disturbs the scribe of B. He was a good

copyist. A contemporary corrector wrote h above eo in B to get a word

which could be thought to give an intelligible meaning and not depart

too far from the reading of the manuscript. Manuscript F was copied

from a sister of B, in which this same corrector had evidently made the

same correction. In the five printed editions reported in this study by

the sign p, the unpatented cure-all which some critic is usually ready

to prescribe for any illness of the text has been applied. Aldus took

this from 92. Other gropings in the dark for the text are seen in c and o.

hi. 21. 3 (90.3) fuit moris antiqui eos qui vel singulorum laudes vel urbium

scripserunt aut honoribus aut pecunia ornare; nostris vero temporibus, ut

alia speciosa et egregia, ita hoc in primis exolevit MV Dlo/? Ba (XYZ)

antiquis B {corrector) F hkuxgcfrt 76 s

The evidence of the manuscripts seems to be unanimous for antiqui,

which should be accepted. Pliny elsewhere writes veterum more iii.5.10

(69.7), more maiorum iv.14.9 (107.20), ex more veterum v.6.15 (127.6).

The adjective antiqui with moris is merely a variation from that mode of

expression, antiquis may have come in as a scribe's error of assimilation

to the ending -is of moris, a not uncommon error of copyists. Having

found its way into the text, its apposite construction as a dative of the

possessor protected it and has even led to its extensive adoption by

critics.

Boot, 1889.170, points out that Pliny was fond of the expression moris

est, and that he has elsewhere uniformly used it with a dative, nowhere

with an adjective limiting moris. He cites nam ut Mis erat moris ii.19.8,

quia reis moris est vii.27.14, est autem mihi moris vii.19.2. Martin, 1919.548,

and Schuster, 1920.20, repeat his observations and add three examples
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from the Panegyric: non tibi maris (crat) 13.3, quibus erat moris 56.4, hostium

quibus moris est 82.5. It should be DOted, however, that in all the cases

cited the dative of the possessor is used of definite persons or of a dis-

tinctly personalized class of persons, not of a less distinctly personalized

class such as maiores, veteres, antiqui, and that the persons referred to are

given a little emphasis by being placed before moris est in each case.

antiquis fuit moris would be the parallel expression here. But Pliny

did not wish to give prominence to antiqui as persons. The contrast is

with nostris temporibus, one era with another, fuit moris antiqui is a better

expression of what he has in mind here than fuit moris antiquis would

have been. The variation from the rather set expression used else-

where is just such as Pliny, with his exquisite feeling for exactness in

language, would be likely to make.

iii.21.6 (90.23) quid homini potest dari maius quam gloria et laus et

aeternitas MV Dloux/>gcfrt 76 s a (XY, and possibly Z) aeternitas

harum BF hk (Z?)

The reading of Aldus suggests, but of course does not prove, that

harum goes no farther back in the Z tradition than the parent of B
and F. In any case, the reading of XY should have preference over

that of Z here, harum is from an interpretative scholium defining

aeternitas as meaning aeternitas gloriae et laudis. This is probably incor-

rect, and at any rate Pliny's correspondent needed no help here. Of
modern editors only Kukula has accepted harum into the text. Postgate,

1926.379, hazards the guess that harum is from an original rerum. Mile

Guillemin receives rerum into her text, but seems to have lost it when
she made her translation: "Et d'ailleurs que peut-on donner de plus

a l'homme que le renom, la gloire et l'immortalite?"

In iv.1.7 (92.1) Pliny writes that he and his wife will speed their

journey for a visit with the old folks in her childhood home, adding:

contingat modo te filiamque tuam fortes invenire! nam continget hilares

si nos incolumes receperitis MV Dl (XY) nam hilares certum est

BFa kouxjbgcfrt 76 (Z) nam hilares certum h

The reading ofW is regularly to be preferred to that of Z. certum est

is a prosaic interpretative scholium on continget that robs Pliny of a very

expressive anaphora, which he rather liked. It robs his language of the

touch of courtesy which he knew so well how to breathe into it. He does

not say, "We are sure that you will be happy if," but "It will make us

happy to see your happiness if." Among modern editors only Keil

and Schuster have adopted the lectio difficilior of W.
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iv.2.2 (92.9) mancipatum BFa koux/?gc 76 (Z) emancipatum
MV lhfrts (XY) emancipatur D

The miscopying of mancipatum under the influence of hunc Regulus

emancipavit just written by the scribe was an easy error to make, and it

goes back to W.

iv.3.3 (93.13) cum iambos MV hkoux/?gfrt 76 s BFa (XZ, and prob-

ably Y) cum mimiambos D cum ambos c

The evidence of the manuscripts calls clearly for iambos. cum mimi-

ambos D would be an easy misreading of cumiambos, by dittography of mi.

In the only occurrence of mimiambos in the Letters, vi.21.4 (164.20), we
have mimmiambos hs, mimos.i.ambo M, enim iambos D, in mimi-

ambos 1, numi ambos k, in mimiatos g, but no simple iambos, the

error which must be assumed to have been made in X, Z, and probably

in Y if mimiambos is assumed as the original in our passage. Keil,

Merrill, and Mile Guillemin have rightly adhered to the reading sup-

ported by the manuscripts. If we knew as much about Herondas as

Pliny did, the suggestion of Skutch, 1892.317, might not have had as

much weight with critics as it has had. He may have written iambics.

iv.3.4 (93.14) quam dulcia ilia quatn amantia quam arguta MV Dlhux/>s

(XY) quam antiqua BFa g 76 (Z) om. kocr quam
amantia quam antiqua f quam arguta quam amantia t

The reading of W is to be preferred to that of Z. The error in

Z began with the haplography of am in the group quamamantiaqua.

This gave quam antiaqua and left a problem for the next scribe or

editor, antiqua was an inviting solution. The modern editors, Muller,

Kukula, and Merrill, accepted his solution because their generation

of scholars, misguided by Otto, thought the ten-book manuscripts the

sounder text, and antiqua is intelligible, even somewhat attractive.

The editor of f knew the convenient critic's device of conflation.

Mile Guillemin reads with him, but independently. The scribe of t

was an excellent penman. If he became aware of his switch of quam

arguta and quam amantia, he may have thought it did no great harm.

There was no way to correct it without marring the beauty of his page,

and his pages are beautiful. Keil and Schuster have rightly followed

W here.

iv.7.2 (95.10) vero nuper MV Dl (XY) vero et nuper BF
hkoux/?gcfrt 76 s a (Z)

The reading of W should be accepted against that of Z. Schuster,

1931.1406, also correctly points out that et in the sense of etiam, "and
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that recently," is made unnecessary by vero. Keil, Miiller, and Schuster

have vero nupcr.

iv.7.2 (95.11) eundtm in exemplaria millc transcriptum per totam Italiam

provinciasquc dimisit MV Dlh (XY) cundem librum BFa koux/?fg

76 (Z)

librum in Z is from an explanatory gloss to indicate that it is to be

supplied with eundem, as Schuster, 1931.1406, points out. It was

unnecessary, but it is not offensively superfluous and has been retained

by all modern editors except Keil and Schuster. Stangl, 1886.672,

defends librum by citing two supposed parallels in which he says that

Keil has deserted M to keep the noun found in other manuscripts.

His first citation, eundem locum viii.20.7 (222.20) is not parallel since

it is eundem, not locum, that is missing from M but printed by Keil.

In his second citation, eundem iuvenem iv.15.13 (108.9) the manuscript

evidence is not parallel because both Y and Z have iuvenem, showing

that X is in error in omitting it, while in our passage neither X nor Y
has librum, showing that only Z, not W, had it.

iv.7.7 (96.2) (liber) est enim tam ineptus ut credas non de puero sed a

puero MV Dl (XY) ut risum magis possit exprimere quam gemitum

credas BFa hkoux/>gf 76 (Z) ut risum mihi possit exprimere quam
gemitum: credas crts

The evidence of the better manuscript tradition is against the

admission of the added words, but all modern editors agree in accepting

them. An omission in W goes far back in the history of the text.

No identical word or ending tricked a scribe into omitting these words

by a jump. The omission of a line of a parent manuscript is possible,

but it is really very unusual, and it practically always causes some

trouble with the syntax of what is left. The text as given in W has a

restraint that is characteristic of Pliny, a restraint that even adds to

the cutting power of his criticism. As in similar contributions to

the text by the rhetorician editor of the original manuscript of the

ten-book tradition, the words contain an easily dispensable unit of

thought. They could have been suggested to the editor by hunc

luctuosum Reguli librum in the preceding sentence, which needed no

restatement.

iv.8.2 (96.10) nam alia quamquam dignitate propemodum paria ut

tribuuntur sic auferuntur MV Scfrts (XY) nam cetera ut tribuuntur

sic auferuntur BF (Z) nam cetera quamquam dignitate propemo-

dum paria ut tribuuntur sic auferuntur g 76 a
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Miiller, Kukula, and Merrill follow g 76 a in conflating the two

readings; Keil, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster have done better in

accepting the text of W. In x.13, written some time after his con-

sulship (September, a.d. 100) Pliny asks the Emperor to honor him
with the augurate or the septemvirate, in which there were vacancies.

He preferred the septemvirate and virtually asked for it, since he

added ut iure sacerdoti precari deos pro te publice possim, and such prayers

were a function of the septemviri epulonum. In ii. 11.12 Pliny mentions

this office with deep respect. He found reasons, however, to be happy
with the augurate. alia, indefinite, instead of alterum is characteristic

of Pliny if he is confiding to his friend a slight disappointment because

he had not received the septemvirate, but cetera would be impossible.

After quamquam dignitate propemodum paria had been lost from the ten-

book family by a jump, the change from alia to cetera by an editor is

not unlikely.

iv.8.3 (96.12) illud etiam MV Dls (XY) etiam illud BFa
hkoux/>g (Z) et illud f illud crt 76

Of modern editors only Merrill has followed Z. He and all other

modern editors have illud etiam everywhere else in Pliny where these

two words are combined, as Carlsson, 1922.13, has pointed out.

iv.8.4 (96.18) aemulari studiis MV Dlux (XY) aemulari in studiis

BF hkopgcht 76 s a (Z)

Keil is on safer ground than the other modern editors in following

the better manuscript tradition here. In defense of in studiis Merrill

cites ut neminem magis in senectute . . .aemulari velim hi. 1.1 (63.7) and

praeterea in litteris veteres aemulatur, exprimit, reddit ix.22.1 (243.15).

The first of these citations is not parallel and therefore contributes

nothing to the argument. To be parallel the ablative should specify

in what activity or field of endeavor the aemulatio is set up. In the

second example aemulari is tied in with exprimere and reddere, which

have their part in determining the construction, in litteris takes on a

local application, similar to the idea of "the place where," and the

preposition is not out of place. There are no other examples with

aemulari in Pliny. In Thes. L. L. I 973 another parallel is cited from

Tacitus Ann. xii.64: utraque . . . vitiis aemulabatur. In i.2.2 (4.9)

aemulari is interchangeable with imitari, which is used with the simple

ablative: Temptavi enim imitari Demosthenem . . . figuris orationis. In

figuris here and in studiis in our passage the ablative approaches the

ablative of means in value, and the omission of the preposition is due

to that.
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iv.9.1 (97.5) vindicatusquc MV D (XY) vindicatusquc est BF
hkoux/>gcfrt & a (Z)

Of modern editors only Merrill follows Z here.

iv.9.4 (97.11) nam mihi Bassus iniunxerat ut totius defensionis funda-

menta iacerem BFa <5gcfrt 76 s (YZ) om. MV (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X does not preserve the

reading of W. The loss of ut from the three successive syllables ratuttot

in the X tradition would not be unlikely as an error by a scribe. The

alternative is to assume the dittography of at as ut made independently

by a scribe in the eight-book tradition and by another in the ten-book

tradition, a far less likely assumption, iniungere is not followed elsewhere

in the Letters by a volitive clause without ut. All manuscripts and

editors agree in showing ut to introduce a volitive clause after iniungere

in iii.8.1 (85.16), iv.13.10 (105.4), ix.28.1 (250.16). Of modern editors

only Schuster omits ut in our passage. He has not given due weight

to the agreement of Y and Z. It has, of course, often been pointed

out, e.g., by Schuster, 1926.54, that Pliny rather likes to omit ut with

a volitive clause after "Verben der Aufforderung, des Ermahens,

Bittens," but this does not justify a critic in dropping ut after such

verbs where the manuscripts show that Pliny used it.

iv.9.6 (97.20) in eadem provincia quaestor MV Dhs (XY) in

provincia eadem quaestor BFa koux/?gcfrt 76 (Z)

The reading ofW is to be preferred to that of Z. Carlsson, 1922.19,

prefers the reading of W because it gives a favored rhythm, cretic

plus trochee. Of modern editors only Merrill has followed Z here.

iv.9.8 (98.1) veniam ergo peterem? iugulassem reum, quern ita deliquisse

concederem ut servari nisi venia non posset, tamquam recte factum tuerer?

non illi profuissem MV s (X) iugulasset D iugularem BFa
hkouxj&gcfrt 76 (Z)

iugulasset D, in spite of the slight scribal error, shows that X
preserves the reading of W, which is to be accepted against iugularem

of Z. iugulassem is parallel to prqfuissem, and must be pluperfect.

An editor in the ten-book family made the mistake of conforming

iugulassem to the imperfects peterem, concederem, and posset in the same

sentence. Only Kukula and Merrill print iugularem, misled under

Otto's influence into an overvaluation of the Z tradition.

iv.9.1 1 (98.15) intercapedine et MV BF koux/>gcfrt 76 s a (XZ)

intercapedine autem et Dh (Y) intercapedinem autem et Vat. lat.

5114
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The reading of XZ is followed by all modern editors here. The
temptation to supply autem in situations of this kind is illustrated by

the fact that Vincent of Beauvais supplies it in quoting these words in

De eruditione filiorum nobilium, III, lines 97-101 (ed. Steiner, Mediaeval

Academy, Cambridge, Mass., 1938). Vincent used the parent of BF.

If the editor of the parent of BF instead of Vincent had supplied autem,

it would have seemed to Martin, 1919, strong evidence of contact

between the eight-book and the ten-book families. Conclusions based

only on such logical grounds must be formed cautiously and held not

too strongly. This quotation also illustrates the well-known fact

that quotations and excerpts found out of connection with an author's

text can only be used with caution as evidence for the reading of the

manuscripts from which they were taken. They are often slightly

modified to suit the excerptor's purpose in the context in which they

are used.

iv.9.14 (98.24) dixit in noctem atque etiam node, inlatis lucernis MV
Z)hkouxgft 76 (XY) node om. BF pcvs a (Z)

The reading of W should have preference over that of Z. Mile Guil-

lemin, 1925.98, defends node with fine insight into what is "pliniene" in

diction, but omits it in her edition, 1927. Schuster, 1931.1406, is

right in saying that node is needed. Keil, Miiller, and Schuster do well

in accepting the reading of the better manuscript tradition. There is

no tautology in node and inlatis lucernis. node is called for by atque

etiam after in noctem, and inlatis adds a detail that his correspondent

might be curious about, since lights were not regularly "turned on"

at dusk in the senate house. They had to be brought in, an unusual

occurrence.

iv.9.18 (99.7) Praevaluit sententia Caepionis, quin immo consurgenti ei

ad censendum acclamatum est, quod solet residentibus BF 5gcfrt 76 s a

(YZ) om. MV (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that the loss of ei in X is an error,

not a correct record of the reading of W. All modern editors followed

the manuscript tradition here until Carlsson, 1922.28, cited some

readings in which the demonstrative pronoun which might have been

used to refer to a recently expressed antecedent had been omitted

with a present participle or a gerundive limiting that antecedent, and

added: "In dem oben von BFDouxa iiberlieferten ei liegt darum

wahrscheinlich nur noch eine verdeutlichende Interpolation vor."

Mile Guillemin and Schuster have later omitted ei from the text.
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One cannot ' elp wondering what kind of editor would have frit

that ei must be added here to make the meaning clear, yet Carlsson

assumes that two different editors, one in the eight-book family and

one in the ten-book family, each independently felt that ei must be

added. It is better to assume that the small word ei was lost after -ti

by some scribe in the nine-book tradition. In his letters Pliny often

followed the custom of conversation in omitting words that would

easily be supplied from the context and the situation. These participial

modifiers were used in two ways: to set up a class without reference

to any particular person or thing or with definite application to a

particular person or thing. In setting up a class the noun is not

expressed, as in intentionem scribentis ii.5.2 (39.17), scribenti . . . similis

ix.36.2 (256.10), (auguratus) non adimitur viventi iv.8.1 (96.9). It is

frequent in the plural in this sense, as in residentibus in the passage under

discussion. When used of a particular person, the noun or a pronoun

is often required to make the meaning clear but is freely omitted when
the meaning would be clear without it. Occasionally, however, it is

used when it could have been omitted, as in "adstitit ei quiescenti

Drusi Neronis imago" iii.5.4 (68.12), where no reader could have

any doubt as to who was asleep and dreaming. In the passage under

discussion, ei could have been omitted without any possible ambiguity.

It was probably added after consurgenti, not before it, to contrast the

application of the construction to Caepio personally with the parallel

residentibus, which defined a class. Whatever the explanation of its

presence, the manuscript evidence favors it; it is not inconsistent

with Pliny's usage and should be kept.

iv.11.1 (100.17) Audistine Valerium Licinianum in Sicilia profiteri?

nondum te puto audisse : est enim recens nuntius. Praetorius hie modo inter

eloquentissimos causarum actores habebatur; nunc eo decidit ut exsul . . .

fieret BFa <5gcfrt 76 (YZ) modo hie MV s (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X does not preserve the

reading of W and that there is therefore no real manuscript support

for the word order modo hie. The order was changed by some scribe

or editor who wished to interpret hie as the adverb to transfer the

scene from Sicilia to Rome, assistance which Pliny's correspondent

did not need. This clause throughout implies that Licinianus may
not have been personally known to Minicianus and supplies informa-

tion about him needed as a setting for the story. It pictures the

prosperous days of Licinianus, so recent, modo belongs strictly with

the predicate and should not stand between praetorius and hie.
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iv.11.2 (100.21) ex senatoribus professores ex professoribus senatores

MV Dh Laet. Ber. (XY) ex professoribus senatores ex senatoribus

professores BF koux/>gcfrt 76 Cat. a (Z)

Keil, Miiller, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster properly follow the

better text tradition here.

iv.11.4 (100.27) dices tristia et miseranda BFa koux/>gcfrt 76 s a (Z)

tristitia MV Dh (XY)

tristitia gives no meaning in the context. It is a scribal error that

goes back to W. Its preservation in X and Y in spite of its lack of

meaning shows that scribes do not carry the meaning as they copy and

that revising editors were not active in the W tradition in its early

stages.

iv.11.6 (101.4) Corneliam vestalium maximam MV Ds (XY)

Corneliam Maximillam vestalem BFa hkoux/?gcfrt 76 (Z)

W is usually correct against Z. All modern editors follow W here

except Mile Guillemin, who prints a conjecture, Corneliam Vestalium

illam maximam, attempting to save as much as possible of both readings.

Maximilla is found as a cognomen in x.5.2. This may have sug-

gested to an editor in the ten-book tradition to emend to Maximillam

here. Vestalium maxima may not have been familiar to him as a title.

iv.11.7-9 (101.12) missi statim pontifices qui defodiendam necandamque

curarent .... Cum in illud subterraneum demitteretur haesissetque descen-

denti stola, vertit se et recollegit MV D La^. (XY) illud subterraneum

cubiculum BF hkoux/?gcfrt 76 Ber. Cat. a (Z)

W is usually correct against Z. Of modern editors only Keil and

Schuster follow W. If Pliny had written cubiculum, it would not have

been deliberately dropped by any editor. Its loss through oversight

by a scribe is unlikely. On the other hand, if Pliny wrote only in

illud subterraneum, the addition of some such word as cubiculum by a

scholiast was almost invited. The broken resonance of in illud sub-

terraneum demitteretur catches something of the horror of the scene,

and Pliny had no fear that his correspondent would not understand

his meaning without the word cubiculum.

iv.11.8 (101.17) tamquam innocens MV D B (XY, and probably Z)

tamen nocens B {corrector) F hkoux/?gcfrt 76 s a

All modern editors accept innocens. The loss of in after or before m
or in by scribal error is easy, as is shown on this same page of text by

ingenti MV for in ingenti iv.11.5 (101.3) and an ridens for an inridens
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iv.11.8 (101.15) in the Other two families of manuscripts. Note also

on this page cum BF for cum in (illud). After nocens came in by scribal

error it was protected by the appeal of the strong contrast nescio an

innocens
i
certe tamquam nocens. Rhetoricians like a highly seasoned fare.

iv.11.9 (101.19) cumque ei manum carnifex daret, avcrsata est et resiluit

foedumque contactum quasi plane a casto puroque corpore novissima

sanctitate rciecit

In these three lines modern editors have divided on four readings,

but their group opinion has rightly tended to the adoption of the

reading of the better manuscript tradition in each of them. Only

Merrill adopts the word order carnifex manum of Z.

Christian writers came to use contagium of moral defilement. An
editor in the ten-book family substituted this for contactum. Only f of

the fifteenth-century editors, but of modern editors Muller, Kukula,

and Merrill, under the influence of Otto, have preferred the stronger

word. Joedum is uncalled for with the word contagium but is needed

with the colorless contactum. Compare Vergil, Aen. iii.227: contactuque

omnia foedant immundo Harpyiae. Echoes of Vergil are frequent in

Pliny. In our passage Cornelia's drawing back was literal rather

than figurative. Contactu expresses this better than contagium.

plane after quasi was in some way lost from BF, and Merrill omits

it from his text. Postgate, 1926.380, citing dedit hanc contagio labem

Juv. 2.18, and noting that labem and plane have the same number of

letters, rather tenuous support for an emendation, proposed to read

quasi labem. This has appealed only to Mile Guillemin.

The editor of F changed a casto puroque corpore of MVDB to a casto

corpore puroque. The variation from the simple prose order and the

assonance of c-t-c, r-r-r, and p-p-q made the sentence thus more elegant

to him. No editor has adopted this "improvement," although Post-

gate in the passage referred to felt friendly to it.

iv.11.12 (102.6) Licinianus recessit MV Duxps (XY) recessit

Licinianus BFa hkogcfrt 76 (Z)

Either order gives a satisfactory clausula. On grounds of general

trustworthiness the reading of W is to be preferred. Of modern
editors only Merrill has followed Z here. Some editor, or perhaps

a scholiast, has been especially active in this letter in the Z tradition,

and five of his changes have been in the order of words. A scholiast

is likely to have his interest aroused in a letter here and there, while an

editor keeps up a more steady pressure of his beneficent efforts through-

out the whole body of the Letters.
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iv. 11.13 (102.9) (Domitianus) ipsi vero permisit, si qua posset, ex rebus

suis raperet ante quam bona publicarentur exsiliumque molle velut praemium

dedit BF <5gcfrt 76 Cat. a (YZ) rapere MV Laet. Ber. (X)

The manuscript evidence calls for raperet. The agreement of Y and

Z shows that X does not represent the reading of W, and that there

is thus no real manuscript evidence for rapere. Keil, Miiller, Kukula,

and Merrill have raperet. Keil was strongly inclined to follow MV; he

must have felt that the context here called for raperet. Carlsson,

1922.33, called attention to the fact that Pliny usually follows permittere

with an infinitive. He might have put it even more strongly, per-

mittere is followed by the infinitive in sixteen occurrences in the Letters,

and nowhere except here is the volitive subjunctive used with it. If

critics go against the evidence of the manuscripts and write rapere here,

Pliny's usage can be reduced to complete uniformity. But that is not

safe procedure. It should be resorted to only where the reasons are

compelling. They are not so here. The construction of the volitive

subjunctive without ut is common in Pliny. Note that here a sub-

ordinate clause separates permisit from raperet. This separation from

permisit has a tendency to start the construction over again and makes

the volitive subjunctive more natural than the complementary infini-

tive. In no other of the seventeen occurrences of permittere does such a

subordinate clause intervene between permittere and the verb that gives

the substance of the permission. 54 Mile Guillemin and Schuster

have followed Carlsson in accepting rapere. MV represent the best

single line of evidence for the text, but it is a mistake to think that

they are inerrant.

iv. 11.16 (102.18) quaedam notabilia MV Dhs (XY) notabilia

quaedam BFa kouxjbgcfrt 76 (Z)

Of modern editors only Kukula and Merrill have followed Z here.

iv.11.16 (102.18) denique quidquid voles, dummodo non minus longa

epistula, nuntia MV D Laet. (XY) nunties BF hkoux/>gcfrt 76 Ben

Cat. a (Z)

W is usually correct against Z. Keil, 1865.14, points out that

denique introduces a sentence in Pliny only when it is joined with an

imperative used in exhortation. Keil, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster

print nuntia.

iv.11.16 (102.19) ego non paginas tantum, sed versus etiam syllabasque

numerabo MV Ds (XY) sed etiam versus BFa koux/>gcrt 76 (XY)
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The reading of W is usually correct against that of Z. Of modern

editors only Merrill has followed Z here. Carlsson, 1922.15, points

out that when the second member is double, as here, sed etiam
i
not

verum etiam, is used by Pliny, and that etiam is placed between the two

elements of the second member. He cites illustrations from ii.7.7,

iii.3.4, 9.1, 17.3, and 30.4. "Eine Kleinigkeit, die jedoch fur seine

empfindliche und sorgfaltige Schreibweise charakteristisch ist."

iv.12.1 (102.23) Amas Egnatium Marcellinum atque etiam mihi saepe

commendas: amabis magis (magnis V) commendabisque si cognoveris rccens

eius factum MV Dloux/?crts a (XY) amabis commendabis magisque

commendabis h magisque commendabis BF kg 76 (Z) om. f

Keil, Muller, Merrill, and Schuster follow the better manuscript

tradition here, Kukula follows Z. Mile Guillemin, as often, seeks by

conflation to preserve as much as possible of both readings and prints

amabis magis magisque commendabis. magisque began as an honest effort

to get an intelligible reading after the loss of amabis in the ten-book

family.

In this same sentence eius recens factum MV Dlhx/>crts (XY) be-

came recens eius factum BFa kougf 76 (Z) by one of the many
changes of word order in the ten-book family. Carlsson, 1928.18, and

Klotz, 1922.1231, prefer the reading of W because it gives a favorite

clausula, cretic plus trochee. Only Merrill follows the order of Z in this

phrase.

iv.12.3 (103.4) parva quaestio sed tamen quaestio BF hkoux/?gcfrt 76

s a (Z) om. MV Dl (XY)

This jump was an easy error and probably goes back to the W
stage in the nine-book tradition. A somewhat similar form of state-

ment is found in Nunc me rerum actus modice, sed tamen distringit ix.25.3

(245.17).

iv.12.3 (103.4) Heredes scribae sibi, praefecti aerario populo vindicabant.

Acta causa est; dixit heredum advocatus, deinde populi, uterque per-

commode B Dkg 76 (Y, and probably Z) praefecti aerari populo

MV s (X) praefecti aerario populoque B {corrector) Fa houx/?cfrt

The scribe of B wrote populo. q; for -que is written above the line,

by a later hand, I think. The first hand in B uses q., not q'„ for -que.

If I am correct in thinking that this addition is by a later hand, the

reading of Z was populo, and populo of XYZ must be accepted, prae-

fecti requires aerario or aerari with it to identify the office. There were

many kinds of praefecti. It would be tautological to use both aerario
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and populo with vindicabant. With the following advocatus only populi

is used, not advocatus aerari populique, which would have been inexcus-

ably tautological. Carlsson points out that Pliny calls himself praefectus

aerari in iii.4.2, but praefectus aerario in Paneg. 92.1. The agreement

of Y and Z favors aerario here. The editor who misunderstood the

construction and added -que to populo found aerario already present in

his manuscript. To accept aerari here, as Carlsson would do, requires

that the change from aerari to aerario must be assumed to have been

made in two independent families early in the history of the text.

This should not be lightly assumed. The assimilation of praefecti aerario

to praefecti aerari is an easy error for a scribe to make. Casaubon resorts

to conflation by proposing to work in everything found in all the

manuscripts: praefecti aerarii aerario populoque vindicabant, an old but ever-

ready device of critics for escape by compromise.

iv.13.2 (103.20) ipse pauculis adhuc diebus in Tusculano commorabor

ut opusculum quod est in manibus absolvam. Vereor enim ne, si hanc

intentionem in fine intermisero, aegre resumam. Interim . . . rogo . . .

MV frts (X 0) laxavero BFa <5gc 76 (8 Z)

6 is a better witness than 8 to the reading of Y. intermisero should

therefore be assumed to have been the reading of Y. This agrees with

X, as we should expect a reading of Y to do. It also implies that

intermisero was the reading of W, which should be right against the

reading of Z. Of modern editors only Keil has printed intermisero.

Landi, 1929.404, observes that intermisero is a gloss on laxavero, and

Kroll, 1934.500, agrees with him. 55 The natural antithesis to intendere

is laxare, not intermittere. Compare laxare animum lusu vii.24.5 (194.24),

where intermittere could not have been used. No gloss would be needed

to interpret laxavero with intentionem, but intentionem intermisero might

well receive a note of interpretation. Pliny would have used inten-

tionem laxavero in most contexts; here he was looking forward to

resumam and Interim, which were to follow immediately. These led him

to use intermisero. Postgate, 1936.374, makes sure of including the

correct reading by conflating. Only Mile Guillemin has accepted

his reading, laxavero intermisero.

iv.13.2 (103.24) praecursoria (-ori D) MV Dhpfts (XY) prae-

ceptoria BFa koxgcr 76 (Z) om. u

iv.14.4 (105.21) petulantiora paulo videbantur MV Ds (XY) paulo

petulantiora BFa koux/?gcfrt 76 (Z)

Keil, Kukula, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster have righdy followed

the better manuscript tradition here.
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iv.14.7 (106.6) practcrca sapiens subtilisquc lector debet non divcrsis con-

ferre divcrsa, scd singula expendcir, nee deteflUI alio putare quod est in

suo genere perfectum BFa <5gcfrt 76 (YZ) non debet MV s (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X does not preserve the

reading of W and that there is therefore no real manuscript evidence

for non debet. In spite of his inclination to follow MV, Keil saw that

the evident meaning here made debet non the logical order. So also all

other modern editors except Miiller and Kukula, who were misled

by Otto.

iv.14.8 (106.9) longa praefatione MV Ds (XY) longiore BFa
hkoux/>gcfrt 76 (Z)

Rhetoricians like the stronger word and have frequently "improved"

the text by substituting one in the ten-book tradition. Keil, Miiller,

Mile Guillemin, and Schuster rightly follow W here, longiore, fol-

lowing Quid plura?, is tautological.

iv.14.8 (106.11) cogitare me has meas nugas ita inscribere, hendecasyllabi

MV s (X) me (me om. D) has nugas ita Dhouxjfrcfrt (Y) me
has nugas meas Ba (Z) me has nugas F kg 76

From mehasmeas the loss of meas would be easy. The h may even

have been missing; it was often dropped in manuscripts. The order

me has meas nugas was almost certainly the order in W, the common
source of X and Y. This should be accepted against me has nugas meas

of Z. Keil omits meas, but its presence in both X and Y implies

strongly that it belongs in the text. Mile Guillemin and Schuster

accept the order of W; Miiller and Merrill use the reading of Z. An
editor in the ten-book tradition dropped ita. Both the meaning

and the syntax are good without it, but, since both X and Y have it,

it was in the original text. Stangl, 1886.673, thinking of the hen-

decasyllables of Catullus, proposes to read item for the lost ita of Z,

stating that item and ita are often confused by scribes. Kukula accepts

this suggestion. But if the original had had item, that would hardly

have been discarded in Z.

iv.14.8 (106.12) constringitur MV Dhs Ba (XYZ) conscribitur

F koux/?gcfrt 76

B, as frequently, preserves the ten-book text against F. The scribe

of F read the first t as c and, missing the slight bar over i for n, he had

conscrigitur . By intuition, which acted quickly, he got the word con-

scribitur from this. Note the strong following which F had, starting
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from k, among the fifteenth-century manuscripts, k was more in-

fluenced than h by F.

iv.14.10 (106.14) a simplicitate tua peto, quod de libello meo dicturus es

alii, mihi dicas BFa dgcht 76 s (YZ) peto ut quod MV (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X does not preserve the

reading of W and that there is therefore no real manuscript evidence

for ut. A reflective reader would experience a natural impulse to

complete the construction by supplying ut. In a volitive clause depend-

ing on peto, ut has no meaning. There is no logical reason for its use

there. Pliny usually conforms to custom, however, and uses it in such

clauses. Occasionally, as here, he omits ut if other matter is introduced

between peto and the subjunctive. This separation has the effect in

the mind of the speaker or reader of causing the subjunctive to seem

an independent paratactic clause: petitque si sunt istic, ut esse credibile

est, exscribendas pingendasque delegem iv.28.1 (117.13); . . . et petere, si

poena flagiti manifestissimi remittatur, nota certe quasi censoria inuratur

ix.13.16 (237.14). Once illud is used with peto and the subjunctive

clause becomes appositive and purely paratactic : illud peto, praesternas

. . . eligasque materiam v.8.14 (134.21). The omission of ut after peto

in Pliny is never an accident or an inadvertence. It represents in

each case the deliberate effort of a careful writer to secure refined and

exact expression.

In twenty cases where ut was used after peto by Pliny it is not omitted

in any of our manuscripts. It can therefore hardly be assumed that

it has been omitted here independently in the Y and the Z families.

In the four cases in which Pliny omitted ut after peto, it has been

supplied here and here only in X. We have in this reading, as in so

many others, good proof of the trustworthiness of the manuscript evi-

dence when the readings of the three families are checked against

one another.

iv.15.1 (106.21) si quid omnino, hoc certe iudicio facio BF Sgcfrt 76

s a (YZ) hoc (om. V) ex iudicio MV (X) hoc certe ex iudicio

Ber.

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X did not preserve the

reading of W and that there is therefore no real manuscript support

for ex. Beroaldus resorted to the ever-ready panacea of conflation.

All modern editors follow YZ here except Mile Guillemin, who has

either accepted the reading of Beroaldus or reproduced it independ-

ently.
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iv.15.7 (107.13) difficile est ut mihi de absente credas, quamquam
credere soles omnia, . . .

The above is the reading of all the manuscripts, mihi having been

expressed in the preceding clause, is unnecessary in the quamquam

clause. It would have been unlike Pliny to express it again directly

or indirectly. Some scholars, concentrating their attention on quam-

quam credere soles omnia, have felt that it should be made complete in it-

self. Reifferscheid would add amicis before credere. Boot, 1889.325, felt

that it would be more elegant to place mea after omnia. Mile Guillemin,

1929.54, recalling one of Cicero's mihi crede's, would read quamquam mihi

credere soles omnia. But no such addition is necessary, which explains its

absence in Pliny.

iv.15.12 (108.5) laetitia duplici perfruamur MV Dhs (XY) duplici

laetitia BFa koux/?gcfrt 76 (Z)

Keil, Muller, Kukula, and Schuster follow W here; Merrill and

Mile Guillemin accept the order of Z. Stangl, 1886.661, Carlsson,

1922.19, and Klotz, 1922.1231, favor the order of W.

iv.15.13 (108.6) ut ilium . . . omni ope labore gratia simus iuvaturi

MV Dhs B (XYZ) omni ope omni labore gratia B (corrector) a

omni ope omni labore omni gratia F koux/?gcfrt 76 (For ope

several eight-book sources have opere, and 76 has tempore.)

These words were copied by the scribe of B as they stand in X, but

omni is added above the line before labore. If I am right in thinking

that this addition is by a different hand, perhaps a later one, the ten-

book family originally read as X. In F the third omni has been added.

Of modern editors Keil and Schuster have done best in following W.
The anaphora is inappropriate here. Anaphora belongs in descrip-

tions, an extra touch by an artist to embellish the picture he is painting.

This entire letter is written in the deferential tone adopted by Pliny in

writing personal requests to men of great dignity and high standing

with whom he was not on terms of intimacy. One thinks in reading

it of the tone of Pliny's letters addressed to Trajan. The direct avowal

of political loyalty, of which our reading is a part, would receive a

touch of insincerity if couched in rhetorical language. The simple

direct words of W are clearly those of Pliny.

iv.15.13 (108.10) si denique precibus meis tu potissimum adiutor accesseris

MV Dhouxj&gcfrt 76 s (XY) potissimus BFa k (Z)

Only Muller and Kukula follow Z here. Stangl, 1886.673, also

would use the adjective, citing as supposed parallels tu potissima
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excerpes vi.16.22 (159.19) and si hoc opusculum nostrum aut potissimum

esset aut solum iv.14.10 (106.16). These examples show nothing except

that potissimus is sometimes used as an adjective, which required no

proof. They are not parallel to our reading, since only the adjective

is possible to give meaning in each of them, potissimus in our passage

is from attraction to the immediately following noun. The meaning

clearly intended to be conveyed here is "especially if you join the ranks

of his supporters," not "if you, by joining his party, shall have become
his most influential supporter."

iv.15.13 (108.11) cuius et suffragio senatus libentissime indulgeat et testi-

monio plurimum credat MV Dh (XY) senatus et suffragio BFa
koux/?gcr 76 (Z) et senatus suffragio s suffragio senatus f

suffragio et senatus t

Keil, Kukula, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster rightly follow W here.

iv.16.3 (108.20) magno cum labore maiore cum fructu MV Dloux/>gcfrt

76 s (XY) sed maiore BFa hk (Z)

Of modern editors only Miiller and Kukula, influenced by Otto,

have accepted the improvement offered by an editor in the ten-book

family.

iv.17.1 (108.26) Et admones et rogas ut suscipiam causam Corelliae absentis

contra C. Caecilium, consulem designatum MV Dl (XY) absentis

Corelliae causam BFa oux/?gcfrt 76 (Z) absentis Corneliae causam

h absentis Aureliae causam k absentis causam Corelliae s

Of modern editors only Merrill follows Z here. If consulem desig-

natum were not in this sentence, suscipiam would probably have been

placed last. The suspension of meaning brought about by placing the

verb last is not so common in the informal epistolary style that char-

acterizes this letter, especially when much matter and involved

composition would intervene between the direct object and the verb.

When suscipiam is brought to the beginning of the sentence, the clause

becomes virtually paratactic, and causam best stands immediately in

contact with suscipiam. Similarly in vi.23.1 (166.8) the formal order

would have been: Impense petis ut causam ad tuam curam pertinentem,

pulchram alioqui etfamosam, agam. The sentence is made less formal by

Pliny : Impense petis ut agam causam pertinentem ad tuam curam, pulchram

alioqui etfamosam.

iv.17.2 (109.3) est quidem mihi BFa Dh (YZ) est mihi quidem

MV ko/?gcfrt 76 s (X) est enim mihi 1 est enim mihi quidem

ux
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The reading of YZ must be accepted. Of modern editors only

Kukula has not done so. He has followed X.

iv.17.3 (109.4) accedit hue dignitas hominis atque hie ipse cui destinatus

est honor, cuius nobis hoc maior agenda reverentia est quod iam illo functi

sumus BFa Sgcfrt 76 (YZ) habenda MVs (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X has not preserved the

reading of W, and that there is therefore no real manuscript support

for habenda. All modern editors have agenda, but Stangl, 1904.490,

preferred habenda.

iv.17.5 (109.13) Inspexi enim penitus: nihil a me Me (illi gfrt) secretum

BFa Dlkoux/7gcfrt 76 (YZ) ille a me MV hs (X)

The order of YZ must be accepted. Only Kukula of modern

editors has followed X here, probably influenced by Stangl, 1886.661.

Brakman, 1925.91, points out that the order of X gives a clausula of

six long syllables, an impossible rhythm for Pliny. The position of ille

was definitely chosen to break up this snail-like procession of long

syllables.

iv.17.9 (109.26) nihil me facere BF <5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) nihil

facere MV (X)

iv.17.9 (110.1) ipsa solet praedicare MV Dl B (XYZ) ut ipsa

solet praedicare F hkoux/?gcfrt 76 s a

The editor of F has contributed ut, which B shows not to have been

in their common source. Aldus has followed Catanaeus here. Of
modern editors only Miiller reads with F.

In the same line the editor of F, followed by all eight-book sources

except Dl, added the preposition in to the older text, longiore vita

XYZ.

iv.17.10 (110.3) cum recordor MV Dlhs (XY) dum recordor

BFa koux/>gcfrt 76 (Z)

iv.17.11 (110.6) non solum veniam me (me om. lx) verum etiam laudem

BF 5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) me non solum veniam MV (X)

iv.17.11 (110.9) vel in excusationem vel etiam commendationem dixero

MV Dl (XY) contigerit mihi vel in excusationem vel etiam (etiam

in ox/?cfrts a) commendationem dicere BF hkoux/?gcfrt 76 s a (Z)

Of modern editors only Keil and Schuster have chosen the reading

of W. Klotz, 1922.1231, rightly suggests that contigerit mihi was added

editorially in the ten-book family after dixero had become dicere through

scribal error. A scribe of this tradition spelled dixero phonetically

according to his pronunciation, getting discero or disero or dicero. His

error was later editorially corrected to dicere, and contigerit mihi was
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added to give the sentence construction and meaning, a meaning,

however, that is inferior to the original.

iv.18.1 (110.13) magis approbare MV <5gcfrt 76 s a (XY) om.

BF (Z?)

iv.18.1 (110.14) latine aemulari MV Dlhs (XY) aemulari latine

BF koux/>gcfrt 76 s a (Z)

Keil, Miiller, Kukula, and Schuster rightly follow the order of W
here.

iv.18.1 (110.15) in deterius tamen MV Dlhs (XY) quidem BFa
koux/>gcfrt 76 (Z)

The failure of his effort to reproduce the Greek epigrams suc-

cessfully in Latin, which Pliny confesses, calls for tamen, not quidem.

Keil and Schuster rightly follow W here.

iv.18.2 (110.17) Quod si haec, quae sunt et latina et mea, habere tibi

aliquid venustatis videbuntur, quantum putas inesse eis gratiae quae et a

te et graece proferuntur MV Dirts (XY) quae mihi BFa hkoux/?gcf

76 (Z) (quae mihi date et h)

Postgate, 1926.380, suggests that mihi, having fallen out by scribal

error, was replaced in Z in the wrong position. He would place it

before putas. Mile Guillemin receives this conjecture into her text.

This emendation assumes that mihi before putas was independently

lost in both W and Z, which would carry the loss back very close to the

time of Pliny himself. Both the presence and the position of mihi in

the ten-book tradition are better explained as the incorporation by a

scribe of a gloss of some reader which may not have been intended as

a change in the text but merely as an interpretative notation in his

personal manuscript. Pliny here, as so often elsewhere, refrains from

the expression of the obvious, knowing well that what he had written

would make his meaning entirely clear to his correspondent Antoninus.

Keil and Schuster rightly follow W in omitting mihi.

iv.19.1 (110.22) cum sis pietatis exemplum fratremque optimum et

amantissimum tui pari caritate dilexeris filiamque eius ut tuam diligas

nee tantum amitae ei adfectum verum etiam patris amissi repraesentes MV
Dlhopcrts B (XYZ) amitae eius Fa kux 78 83 92 gf 76

Keil and Merrill, followed by Mile Guillemin and Schuster, err in

reporting the reading of D as eius. The scribe of D wrote ei, which is

found also in 1 and h, and represents the reading of 8. A later hand

has added a stroke roughly like an apostrophe to change the reading

in D to eius. Both Keil and Merrill recognize this same stroke with ei
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as by a Late hand in D in i.22.3 (31.23) and do not report it there. The
scribe of D does not use the apostrophe-like stroke as a sign for -us.

The stroke in our reading is also a less neat and artistic stroke than the

scribe of D ever makes anywhere. The scribe of B preserves the

reading of its parent, ei is therefore the reading of XY and Z and

must be accepted. The editor of F changed ei to eius to construe it with

amitae. Aldus followed 76 and 92 instead of his manuscript.

adfectum is placed immediately after ei in MV Dlh (XY), after

amissi in BFa koux/>gf (Z). adfectum is to be construed closely with

both amitae and patris and, as Carlsson has pointed out, Pliny prefers

to place such a word between the associated words. Keil, Kukula,

Mile Guillemin, and Schuster have rightly adopted the order of W in

their texts.

iv.19.7 (111.15) nam cum matrem meam parentis loco venerere BFa
5gcfrt 76 (YZ) vice MV s (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X has not preserved the

reading ofW and that there is, therefore, no real manuscript authority

for vice. Some reader frequently jotted a synonym in the margin of

his nine-book manuscript. Some of these found their way into the

text. Keil, Miiller, Kukula, and Merrill rightly accept the reading

ofYZ.

iv.19.7 (111.16) verere me Dl venerere me houx/?cfrt a

venereris me BF hg 76 (Z) dilexeris meque MV s (X)

vererere, the original of Y, became verere in 8 by haplography of re.

Through the confusion of minuscule r and n the same original in Z
became venerere, the spelling of which was emended to venereris some-

where along the line of descent from Z. The other eight-book sources

took venereris from F, but preserved the ending of their source, 8. These

forms in Y and Z show that the original ofW was not preserved in X,

but that a synonym replaced it. The verb vereri suits the context

better than venerari, and has been accepted by all modern editors.

Kukula, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster have the better manuscript

support in choosing the form vererere; the others print verereris.

iv.20.1 (111.22) quid senserim de singulis tuis libris notum tibi . . . feci

MV Dlhs (XY) de singulis libris tuis BFa koux//gcft 76 (Z)

de singulis liberis tuis r

Of modern editors only Merrill has followed the ten-book reading.

Carlsson, 1922.18, thinks that the reading of W finds support from the

fact that it gives Pliny's favorite rhythm of cretic plus trochee.
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iv.21.2 (112.9) angor optimorum maritorum angor BF 6gcfrt 76 s a (YZ)

om. MV (X)

iv.21.3 (112.13) fulcit BF <5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) fulgit MV (X)

iv.21.4 (112.14) fortem et incolumem BF <5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ)

fortem incolumem MV h (X)

iv.21.4 (112.16) hoc sum magis anxius, quod unicus factus est BF
<5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) om. MV (X)

iv.22.1 (112.22) celebrabatur BF 5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) celebratur

MV (X)

These five readings from one half page of text illustrate well the

rule that when Y and Z agree against X, the reading of X has no

authority at all except in the rare instances where the same error or

emendation can be assumed to have been made independently in

Y and Z.

iv.22.1 (112.23) in duumviratu MV Dlhus (XY) in duumviratu

suo BFa kox/7gcfrt 76 (Z)

The reading ofW is usually correct against that of Z. It is accepted

here by Keil, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster, as also by Stangl,

1904.490, and Carlsson, 1922.28, who cite certain parallels from

Cicero and Pliny. An editor in the ten-book family has here, as often,

supplied the obvious possessive that Pliny regularly omits.

iv.22.4 (113.5) Constanter, inquis, et fortiter. Quidni? Sed hoc Maurico

novum non est. Idem apud Nervam imperatorem non minus fortiter.

BF hkg 76 s a (Z) hoc fortiter (forite 1) Maurico Dloux/>cfrt (Y)

hoc a Maurico MV (X)

actum est is to be supplied in thought to complete Pliny's elliptic

constanter et jortiter in the first sentence, hoc after quidni means fortiter

agere, not fortiter actum. With fortiter agere novum non est the ablative

of agent is not appropriate ; the dative of reference is required. Neither

Y nor Z has the preposition. This means that it did not come into

X from W, but by error, probably the error of a scholiast who had

missed the construction. All modern editors, wrongly, I think, have

accepted the reading of X.

BFa koux/?gcfrt 76 (Z) have Nervam imperatorem, but in MV Dlhs

(XY) the order is imperatorem Nervam. Of modern editors only Merrill

has followed the order of Z in this. He cites hi. 9. 5 and iv.17.8, in

which all the manuscripts have the name of the Emperor before the

title. The fact that all manuscripts agree makes a difference, and all

modern editors follow the manuscripts in these two readings. Carlsson,

1922.14, points out that in vii.31.4 and Paneg. 8.3 and 35.11 all manu-

scripts have imperator before the name of the Emperor. Again editors
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rightly follow the manuscripts in these three readings. Here W and

Z differ, and good editorial practice would be to follow the more

reliable tradition.

iv.22.5 (113.8) Incidit scrmo de Catullo Mcssalino qui luminibus orbus

(orbum D) ingenio saevo mala caecitatis addidcrat Dlopcfrt (Y)

captus MV s (X) orbatus BF hkux 78 83 92 g 70 a (Z)

The adjective orbus with luminibus describes the condition of Mes-

salinus but does not, as orbatus would, bring distinctly before the mind

the action from which the condition resulted. It would be like Pliny

to be guided by this distinction in choosing his word, orbus is rather

unusual with luminibus. This led to the explanatory scholia orbatus

in Z and caecus in X. Such an explanatory scholium on luminibus

caecus is unthinkable and seems improbable on luminibus orbatus. In

either case luminibus orbus would not be appropriate as a scholium

because it is more difficult. Mile Guillemin is right in using orbus

here, where Keil, Kukula, and Merrill have chosen orbatus and Miiller

and Schuster have caecus.

Stangl, 1886.675, points out that captus is used with oculis by various

authors, which is well known, and Carlsson, 1922.38, refers to Thes.

L. L., s.v. capio for additional examples of the same. Apparently he

did not notice that this example from Pliny is not cited in Thesaurus.

I suspect that it is in reserve to be cited with orbus later in that great

work, oculis or luminibus captus always in careful prose writers carries

with it the supplementary notion that the situation is the result of a

stroke or accident that incapacitates the captus for his duties. The
resulting blindness need not be total and may be temporary, but the

recipient is partly or wholly reduced to impotence, captus, by it.

oculis or luminibus orbatus means the same as caecus and need not be

the result of stroke or accident. The reader who jotted down captus

or orbatus in his manuscript was not intending to change the text. For

the slightly mystifying orbus he merely pencilled in a synonym that

occurred to him as he mulled the passage over. Some scribe later

copied the jotting into the text. Such a gloss need not always be taken

as seriously as some critics have taken this one.

iv.22.5 (113.10) quo (quod 92) saepius MV Dlhoux/>rts (XY) om.

BFa kgcf 76 (Z)

iv.22.5 (113.12) optimum MV 5gcfrt 76 s a (XY) oppidum BF
(Z)

iv.22.5 (113.12) contorquebatur MV Dgcfrt 76 Laet. a (XY)

extorquebatur 1 contorquebat BF hunp Ber. Cat.
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iv.22.6 (113.14) viveret et Mauricus MV Dlhkgcfrt 76 s a (XY)
om. BF

In these four examples from a half dozen lines of text no modern
editor has accepted any one of the BF readings.

iv.23.1 (113.25) cotidie tamen aliquid addiscere. Ita senescere oportet

virum BFa <5gcfrt 76 (YZ) oportet virum ita senescere MV s (X)

In addiscereita the scribe of D misread i of ita as c and used the final

re of addiscere with this eta to make recta, but this shows that the order

of words in his parent manuscript was the same as that in Z. The
agreement of Y and Z in the order shows that X has not preserved

the order of W. All modern editors and Stangl, 1886.661, properly

accept the order of YZ.

iv.23.3 (114.3) ut ipsae leges monent, quae maiorem annis otio reddunt

MV 5gcfrt 76 Laet. Ber. BF (XYZ) annis lx Cat. a

A clear case of an addition to the text by Catanaeus and of the use

of Catanaeus by Aldus.

iv.24.1 (114.9) Proxime, cum apud centumviros in quadruplici iudicio

(studio 1) dixissem, subiit recordatio egisse me iuvenem aeque in qua-

druplici MV <5gcfrt 76 s a (XY) om. BF (Z)

iudio in the parent of 1 for iudicio was wrongly expanded by the

scribe into studio. The centumviri sat in quadruplici only in important

cases. The phrase is therefore needed here to define the situation.

It is distinctly called for also by aeque in quadruplici later in the sentence.

An editor in the ten-book tradition, as also Stangl, 1886.675, deleted

the phrase because he thought it was not needed with centumviri.

All modern editors properly follow W here.

iv.24.2 (114.13) conversiones BF 56 5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) conversa-

tions MV (X)

iv.24.3 (114.14) Quidam ex eis qui tunc egerant decesserunt, exulant

alii 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y) decesserunt alii, exulant alii MV (X)

recesserunt exulant alii BF (Z)

decesserunt W has been accepted by all modern editors. The agree-

ment of Y and Z in not having alii after decesserunt shows that X did

not get it from W and that there is thus no real evidence for it. After

quidam it is unnecessary and offensive, impossible for Pliny. The
reader who jotted it into his X manuscript to get the anaphoric con-

struction had not construed the sentence carefully enough. All

modern editors rightly follow YZ in this reading.
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iv.24.4 (114.18) profucrunt nobis (novis Dl) bonorum amicitiac

bonorum obfucrunt Ba Dlh (YZ) profucrunt nobis amicitiac bo-

norum et obfuerunt F koux/>gcfrt 76 s profucrunt bonis bonorum

amicitiae bonorum dcfucrunt MV (X)

B, strongly supported by a, enables us to escape from the attractive

emendation of F, which most fifteenth-century editors adopted.

obfuerunt (YZ) shows that defuerunt in X is not from W. The scribal

error of d for b is not infrequent, bonis X for nobis is in part an attrac-

tion to bonorum made by a weary scribe whose concentration had

become relaxed. All modern editors rightly follow YZ against X
here.

iv.25.1 (115.3) ex tacitis suffrages MV Dloux^gcfrts (XY)

extractis BFa hk 76 (Z)

The reading of Aldus shows that this scribal error goes far back in

the ten-book tradition.

iv.25.2 (115.6) Excanduit senatus magnoque clamore ei qui scripsisset

iratum principem est comprecatus MV a (XZ) et BF 6 (Y)

in eum gcfrt 76 s

The easy scribal error of et for ei was made independently in Y
and in the BF division of the ten-book family. The reading of Z
was preserved in the ten-book manuscript / or P used by Aldus. The
keen editor of g saw that et was wrong and sensed the meaning required.

This meaning could be expressed by in eum or by ei. He and Pliny

happened to choose differently, a danger always present in emending

on logical grounds. The emendations of the editor of g affected the

text in all eight-book sources outside the 8 group. Within this group

Dmlhk are all earlier than g; ouxp are later and have sometimes

felt the influence of g indirectly.

iv.25.4 (115.12) Poposcit tabellas, stilum accepit, demisit caput, neminem
veretur, se contemnit Ba 6cfrt 76 s (YZ) tabulas F g tabellam

MV (X)

The agreement of Y and Z ordinarily shows definitely that a

different reading in X does not come from W and has therefore no

value as evidence for the text of Pliny. In this case, however, it is

clear that since the next word begins with s and tabellam, if correct,

would probably be written with a bar above the a to represent the m,

tabellas would be an easy scribal error, so easy that the assumption

that two scribes made the same error independently in the Y and Z
traditions is not an impossible one. Since the singular tabellam fits
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the context so well, I should feel inclined to assume the independent

scribal error for two scribes and with Keil and Muller accept the

reading of X here. All other modern editors have followed YZ.
The correction of the spelling to tabulas goes no farther back in the

Y tradition than the editor of F.

iv.26.1 (115.19) Petis ut libellos meos quos studiosissime comparasti

recognoscendos emendandosque curem. Faciam 6gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and per-

haps Z) legendos recognoscendosque MV (X)

This letter is omitted from BF. We cannot be sure that Aldus

gives us the reading of his manuscript because he agrees with the

earlier printed editions. Keil and Kukula follow the reading of MV;
the other modern editors, rightly, I think, give the reading of Y,

which may also be that of Z.

The It belli which form the subject of this letter were bought from

dealers and sent to Pliny with the request that he have them made
free from error. Martial, vii.ll, writes to his friend Pudens, who had

asked a similar service from him:

Cogis me calamo manuque nostra

Emendare meos, Pudens, libellos.

O quam me nimium probas amasque

Qui vis archetypas habere nugas.

For such correction the word emendare is required. Recognoscere has no

meaning that would cover the physical correction of mere scribal

errors calamo manuque which Pliny's friend is here requesting. More-

over, recognoscere expresses better than legere such a careful rereading

of the libelli by Pliny as would be necessary to catch such errors.

recognoscendos emendandosque, the reading of Y and possibly of Z, should

therefore be accepted. The reading of X, legendos recognoscendosque,

should be explained as from an interpretative scholium by some

reflective reader.

iv.26.1 (115.20) Quid enim suscipere libentius debeo 6gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and

possibly Z) libentius suscipere MV (X)

This letter is omitted from BF. We have no way of knowing whether

it was also omitted from the ten-book manuscript used by Aldus.

maximae, before provinciae a few lines below, was misplaced in the

s editions. Aldus corrected this, but the correction could have come
from 76 or 92. All modern editors except Kukula use the order of

words in our phrase which is found in Y. Kukula followed the order

of M, possibly misled by Otto's correct conclusion that in the order
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of words MV are more likely to be right than BF. This is not true,

however, where Y and Z agree against MV in the word order, as is

possible here.

iv.27.2 (116.11) quod ipsum me laudibus vcxit MV Dlhk (XY)

me ipsum BFa oux/?gcfrt 76 s (Z)

The reading of W is usually correct against that of Z. Of modern
editors only Merrill follows Z here. Carlsson, 1922.12, points out

that when Pliny uses these two words together the order is invariably

ipsum me except occasionally at the end of a sentence where the order

has been changed to secure a desired rhythm.

iv.27.4 (116.20)

Mavult versiculos foro relicto

Et quaerit quod amat putatque amare,

Ille O Plinius, ille quot Catones!

I nunc, quisquis amas, amare noli.

M BFa (XZ)

iuvatque amare V s putatque amari Sgfr 76 (Y) putatque

a me amari t om. c

In spite of the fact that e and i are frequently interchanged in

copying, the clear agreement of X and Z in reading amare makes it

highly probable that Y has not preserved the reading of W, and that

there is therefore no manuscript support for the reading amari. While

modern editors and critics are unanimous in reading amari to secure

a contrast between loving and being loved, such a contrast is not entirely

suitable here. Nor does the fact that loving and being loved are joined

in contrast in ix.35.6 in speaking of a dolphin, not a poet, make it

necessary to set up such a contrast here, putatque amare is the natural

sequence to quaerit quod amet. Having set himself the task of writing

some amorous verses, Pliny tries to imagine himself a victim of Cupid

and finally in his fancy thinks he catches the secret of what it would be

like, and writes. It is amare, not amari, that sets up vibrations on a

poet's lyre. But Pliny was no Catullus or Calvus and was quite out

of character in such composition. No doubt he cut a sorry figure in

his effort. It almost seems as if Sentius Augurinus gently draws the

curtain on his super-Cato with "I nunc, quisquis amas, amare noli,"

as did those who found Cato drunk and "cum caput ebrii retexissent,

erubuerunt," suffering embarrassment themselves rather than feeling

that Cato had made himself ridiculous. Pliny's pleasure in the

reference to him by Augurinus was in the comparison with Cato—
sturdy Romans of the old school both, but each entided to his little
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diversion. In v. 3. 1-6 Pliny defends this form of relaxation, which he

thinks is not essentially different from hearing comedy or seeing a mime
or from light and sportive talk.

If amare is correct, the change to amari may be either a mere scribal

error or a characteristic "improvement" of the text by an editor

who concedes a little to an aggressive imagination even against the

manuscripts.

iv.29.2 (117.24) Heia tu, cum proxime res agentur, quoquo modo ad

iudicandum veni. Nihil est quod in dextram aurem fiducia mei dormias;

non impune cessatur. Ecce Licinius Nepos praetor, acer et jortis et praetor,

multam dixit etiam senatori MV Dl (XY) praetor acer et fortis vir

BF hkoux/?gcfrt 76 a (Z) praetor et fortis s

The reading of W is usually correct against that of Z. Pliny is

saying that his influence with the court may not be sufficient to win

his client's case unless the client shows proper deference to the court

by being present at the trial. The trial will be before a praetor, and

the office of praetor has recently asserted its independence. Licinius

Nepos, a praetor, has even gone so far as to assess a fine against a

senator. The repetition of the word praetor before multam dixit etiam

senatori is to press the point that no favors may any longer be expected

in a praetor's court. The trial is not to be before Licinius Nepos,

but it is to be before a praetor. The change from praetor to vir shifts

the emphasis from praetor to Licinius Nepos, which is inconsistent with

the central idea of the letter: "Wake up, your trial is to be before a

praetor." Of modern editors only Keil and Schuster follow W.
Carlsson, 1929.139, approves this. The change to vir was made by an

editor who missed the fact that the praetor's office, not Licinius Nepos,

is the center of interest in Pliny's caution to his client.

iv.29.3 (118.4) vel instituere vel reducere BF <5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ)

instituere vel reducere MV 1 (X)

iv.30.1 (118.9) attuli tibi MV <5gcfrt 76 s a (XYZ) attulit tibi

Index B attuli BF

That the reading of Z was correct is shown by the Index of B,

which is in the same line of descent from Z and is earlier than the

parent of BF.

iv.30.3 (118.14) ex ipso fonte (nam est Jrigidissimus) potas MV Dlhf a

(XY, and probably Z) frigidus BF kux/?gcrt 76 s

Jrigidus probably goes no farther back than the parent of B and F.

Because editors are inclined to change from a weaker to a stronger
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word, the change here was probably by a scribe and made uncon-

sciously.

iv.30.5 (118.20) Spiritus aliquis occultior os fontis ct fauces modo laxat,

modo includit, prout inlatus occurrit aut deccssit expulsus BF 6gcf 76 Ber.

Cat. a (YZ) ut M (X) aut V rt Laet.

The agreement of Y and Z shows that neither M nor V preserves

the reading of W and that there is therefore no real manuscript

evidence for ut or aut. The loss of pro in X was through scribal error.

M preserves the reading of its parent. V emends to aut, which was

meant to be correlative with the following aut. Miiller, Postgate,

and Mile Guillemin have been attracted to a conflation, prout aut,

found in some older editions. The other modern editors and Stangl,

1904.490, Baehrens, 1913.1264, and Klotz, 1928.985, rightly accept

the reading of YZ.

iv.30.6 (118.23) vergentia BF Dhkoux/>gcfrt 76 Ber. Cat. a (YZ)

urgentia MV 1 Laet. (X)

iv.30.7 (118.25) an MV Dlhk/?gfrt 76 s a (XY, and probably Z)

aut BF ouxc

iv.30.7 (119.1) supprimitur vel egeritur BF <5gcfrt 76 (YZ) geritur

a erigitur M erigiturque V Cat. erigiturque et egeritur

Laet. Ber.

All modern editors follow YZ. erigitur, the reading of X, was an

easy scribal misreading of the parent manuscript. The scribe of M
copied his parent manuscript, unconscious of lack of construction.

In V -que is added to give construction. Such editorial activity is

occasionally found in V.

iv.30.10 (119.7) repletum, moratur MV Dhks (XY) repli, fol-

lowed by a short lacuna 1 repletur, moratur BFa ouxpgr 76 (Z)

W is usually correct against Z. Carlsson, 1922.43, defends repletum

on logical grounds. Of modern editors only Kukula has followed Z.

repletur in Z is an assimilation, probably unconscious, to the following

moratur.

v.1.1 (120.1) splendidos (splendidosque h) equites romanos M
Dhoux/>cfrt 76 s (XY) equites romanos splendidos BFa kg (Z)

Of modern editors only Merrill follows Z here.

v.1.5 (120.12) spectatissimos M Dho/>gcfrt 76 s a (XY, and possibly Z)

[Edd.] b7 exspectatissimos BF k (Z?) sapientissimos ux
v. 1.6 (120.18) non subscripsit mecum M Dh (XY) mecum non

subscripsit BF koux/>gcfrt 76 s a (Z)
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Only Merrill and Mile Guillemin follow Z here.

v.1.10 (121.1) omniaquc me usu cepisse Douxp 78 cfrts Ba (YZ)

[Edd.] omniaque mea suscepisse B 2F hkg 76 omniaque usu

cepisse 83 omniaque suscepisse 92

v.1.11 (121.5) notabili BF 5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) [Edd.] nobili M
(X)

v.2.2 (121.17) Diomedes BF <5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) [Edd.] om. M
(X)

v.3.1 (121.24) eumque M 5gcfrt 76 s a (XY, and possibly Z)

eum BF (Z?)

v.3.2 (121.28) facio nonnunquam versiculos severos parum, facio, nam

et comoedias audio et specto mimos et lyricos lego et Sotadicos intelligo

All manuscripts have comoedias. After printing comoedias in his

editio minor, Keil, 1865.20, decided on logical grounds to substitute

comoedos. Only Keil, in his editio maior, 1870, and Miiller print

comoedos. This is the usual history of conjectures made against the

unanimous testimony of the manuscripts in these Letters.

Though all this is true, I must immediately point to an exception.

All the manuscripts have Socraticos in our passage. This was emended

to satyricos in 78, 83, 92, s. Catanaeus in his second edition, 1518,

emended this emendation to Sotadicos. All modern editors before

Mile Guillemin felt that Socraticos was impossible and accepted

Sotadicos from Catanaeus, not with confidence, but only because

nothing better had been found. Mile Guillemin and Schuster have

returned to the manuscript reading Socraticos.

nam is omitted in Scfrts (Y). Keil, Miiller, and Kukula follow Y
against XZ in this. Merrill, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster have

done better in following XZ here.

v. 3. 5 (122.9) an ego verear (neminem viventium, ne quam in speciem

adulationis incidam, nominabo), sed ego verear ne me non satis deceat quod

decuit M. Tullium, C. Calvum, Asinium Pollionem, M. Messalam, Q.
Hortcnsium, M. Brutum, L. Sullam, Q. Catulum, Q. Scaevolam, Ser.

Sulpicium, Varronem, Torquatum, immo Torquatos, C. Memmium,
Lentulum Gaetulicum, Annaeum Senecam, et proxime Vergineum Rufum.

Aside from insignificant variations in spelling and in the expansion

of abbreviations for some of the praenomina, all the manuscripts

agree with the reading just given, except that after Senecam the name
Lucanum is added in M first (X0). This agreement in the manuscript

traditions establishes a strong presumption that they have preserved

the list as Pliny wrote it.

Keil, 1870, accepts Mommsen's suggestion to write M before
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Varronem because two names are used for each person cited in the list

before Varro. Perhaps Keil and Mommscn might have added a

praenomen for Torquatus if they had felt sure which Torquatus was

meant. Stangl, 1886.671, clears up this question satisfactorily and

proposes to add L before Torquatum. It is highly improbable, how-

ever, that if Pliny had written M and L before these two names, these

two abbreviations and no others in the long list would have been lost

in each of the two independent traditions W and Z. It is better to

accept the witness of the manuscripts against the improvements pro-

posed by these eminent scholars.

Since Lucanum is found in X and 0, we must assume that it was in Y,

and if in X and Y, then also in W. lucanum could have been developed

by scribal error from GAETULICUANEUM. It would in that case

have stood before Annaeum, but may have been transferred, still in

the W stage of the tradition, to a position after Senecam because Annaeum

formed part of his name as well as of Seneca's; or it could have its

source in a scholium by some reader to whom Annaeum suggested

Lucanum. The assumption of its development as a scribal error is to

me more probable than that it was lost independently in the Z tradi-

tion and in 8. Such identical, independent loss of a word is extremely

rare. Keil, 1865.11, argued that Lucanum was in the text by error,

but in his edition of 1870 he not only prints Lucanum but also repeats

Annaeum before it. When an editor takes that much liberty with the

manuscript evidence, he rarely gives us the original text of the author,

especially when the manuscript evidence is as full as it is here. Of
modern editors only Mile Guillemin has followed him in this. The
others all omit Lucanum, with Z and 8.

v. 3. 6 (122.19) inter quos vel praecipue numerandus est P. Vergilius,

Cornelius Nepos, et prius Accius Enniusque M Dlh (XY) Ennius

Acciusque BF koux/?gcfrt 76 s a (Z)

The reading of W is usually correct against that of Z. The order

ofW is the natural one since, as the mind travels back from Vergil and

Nepos to an earlier time, it reaches these two poets in the order Accius,

Ennius, as Carlsson, 1929.139, has pointed out. The order was changed

in Z by some editor who was accustomed to think of these two poets

in their chronological order and missed the point that governed the

arrangement of Pliny, who was always sensitive to such logical pro-

priety.

v.3.9 (123.5) manu murmure M 5gcfrt 76 s a (XY, and probably Z)

[EM.] manuum BF
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The simple scribal error of manum through wrong word division

was corrected editorially to manuum to give it construction. Sicardus

came to the rescue by expanding this to manuum motu, willing to give

his readers a lectio facilis. The reporting of such editorial variants

among the readings of the manuscripts is of doubtful value. They
tend to confuse the student of the text rather than help him follow

the thread of truth in the tangle of variant readings. For example,

Klotz, 1922.1232, was ready to accept this editorial addition of

Sicardus.

v.3.11 (123.9) atque BF Sgcfrt 76 s a (YZ) [Edd.] sed M (X)

v.5.1 (124.7) nuntiatum mihi C. Fannium decessisse Dh (Y) nun-

tiatum est mihi 1 nuntiatum mihi est M (X) nuntiatur

BF koux/?gcfrt 76 s a (Z)

X and Y agree in the use of the perfect tense; Y and Z agree in

not having est. This points to nuntiatum mihi of Y as the original

reading. The addition of est to complete the construction is an easy

scribal error or an inviting editorial contribution to the text. The fact

that in M and 1 est has been inserted in different positions suggests

that it was added editorially in each. The change to nuntiatur in an

ancestor of BF would be more likely if the original was nuntiatum than

if it was nuntiatum est. Keil has followed the reading of M, the other

modern editors that of Z.

v.5.1 (124.8) confudit BF Dhkoux/?gr 76 s a (YZ) confundit

M 1 confodit ft confidit c

v.5.1 (124.9) Erat enim acutus natura, usu exercitatus, veritate promptissi-

mus M Dlh (XY) natura acutus BF koux/?gcfrt 76 s a (Z)

The order of W is regularly to be accepted rather than that of Z.

Only Merrill follows Z here. Carlsson, 1922.15, points out that

Pliny "beinahe immer" arranges three asyndetic elements in a sentence

with two of them in parallel and two of them in chiastic arrangement.

v.5.2 (124.12) offensior BF Dlhkoux/>crt 76 s a (XY) offensor

M hgf (X)

v.5.5 (124.23) C. quidem Fannius M Dlhoux/>cfrts Ba (XYZ)
Fannius quidem F kg 76

A clear case of the rearrangement of the order in F, probably due

to the loss of the praenomen.

v. 6. 4 (125.18) Caelum est hieme frigidum, et gelidum: myrtos, oleas,

quaeque alia adsiduo tepore laetantur, aspernatur ac respuit M Cat. a (X)

adsiduo tempore Dl (Y) aestivo tempore BF hkoux/>gcfrt 76

Laet. Bet. (Z)
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adsiduo XY should be kept against aestivo of Z. tempore is an easy

scribal error for Uportj made independently in Y and Z. In Z an

editor who saw that adsiduo could not be used with tempore of his

manuscript substituted aestivo for it. No such reason existed for a

Change in X from aestivo to adsiduo, and such a change from aestivo to

adsiduo in Y after tempore came in would be impossible, adsiduo is thus

necessarily the original. Keil, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster have

rightly accepted adsiduo tepore.

This reading has been much discussed on logical grounds. It is

usually possible to find attractive logical grounds on which to support

either side in such an argument. Schuster, for example, 1919.25-29,

strongly supported aestivo with tepore here but accepted adsiduo before

he printed his Teubner text in 1933.

v.6.4 (125.21) necat M Dlhouxj&cfrts a (XY) [Edd.] negat BF
kg 76 (Z)

Merrill, copied by Schuster, errs in giving negat as the reading of D.

First hand in D wrote necat. A later hand added strokes to turn the c

into g, but the g which he thus made is not the form of g used by first

hand in D. Keil rightly disregarded this entry by second hand in D
in his report of the reading.

v.6.4 (125.21) semper aer BF 5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) [Edd.] semper

M(X)

It is probable that aer appeared in the parent or an ancestor ofM as

er and was dropped by scribe or editor as a dittography after semper.

v.6.7 (126.1) procera nemora M Sgcfrt 76 s a (XY, and probably Z)

[Edd.] progenera more BF (Z)

The editor of F saw no way to improve the reading, but in the

margin he explained progenera by a guess, "pomorum antiqua genera."

The scribe of B would not be bothered about the meaning.

v.6.8 (126.4) facile usquam BF Sgcfrt 76 s a (YZ) [Edd.] facilius

quam M (X)

v.6.9 (126.8) arbusta M Sgcfrt 76 s a (XY) [Edd.] ambusta

BF (Z?)

v.6.11 (126.11) florida BF Sgcfrt 76 s a (YZ) [Edd.] frigida

M(X)
v.6.15 (127.5) invitat in porticum latam et pro modo longam BF 5gcfrt

76 s a (YZ) prominulam M (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X has not preserved the

reading of W, and that there is therefore no real manuscript authority

for prominulam. It is impossible to think of pro modo longam either as a
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scribal error from prominulam or as an emendation for it made inde-

pendently in the ten-book and the eight-book families, pro modo

longam is thus the only possible reading to be based upon the evidence

of the manuscripts. It gives also a clausula of cretic plus trochee.

This reading has been much discussed. It has been urged that

prominulam cannot be a scholium to explain the simple pro modo longam,

that its development as a scribal error from pro modo longam also appears

impossible, and that its meaning is such that it might have been used

by Pliny even though it does not appear elsewhere in Latin until long

after his time. For these reasons prominulam is preferred by Schuster,

1919.30, Carlsson, 1922.39, Landi, 1929.404, Malcovati, 1934.90,

and Barwick, 1936.446. But none of these reasons is valid against

the agreement of Y and Z. If prominulam is an emendation by a

learned scholiast or editor, made in an effort to recover an under-

standable text after scribal error or physical damage to a parent

manuscript had obscured pro modo longam, the fact that it is the lectio

difficilior has no significance. The emendator did the best he could

to restore the text in an illegible spot and hit upon a more difficult

reading than the original, which he did not have. It would add to

our comfort if we could show a different plausible development of

prominulam as a scribal error, but that is not necessary when the evidence

of the manuscripts is as clear as it is here. The unsolved problem is to

find the genesis of prominulam, not to determine what Pliny wrote here.

v. 6. 16 (127.6) ante porticum xystus in plurimas species distinctus concisusque

buxo M Dlh (XY) concisus in plurimas species distinctus (des- B)

buxo BF g 76 (Z) concisus in plurimas species distinctusque buxo

koux/>cfrts a

The word order of W is usually correct against that of Z. Aldus

followed Catanaeus, and Muller and Merrill have followed Aldus-

Kukula, 1908.142, and Postgate, 1926.380, followed by Mile Guille-

min, would make further changes which have not commended them-

selves to any reviewer so far as I have seen. Keil and Schuster have

done best in accepting the order of W without attempting to improve

it.

v.6.19 (127.14) arbusta a capite M Dlhtygcfrt 76 s a (XY) [Edd.]

capite BF oux (Z)

The error in BF is one of haplography.

v.6.23 (128.5) piscinam, quae fenestris servit ac subiacet, strepitu visuque

iucundam M t (X) [Edd.] iucunda (iucundaque h) BF Sgcfr 76

s a (YZ)
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An easy scribal error, made independently by a scribe in the ten-

book family and one in the eight-book family. The possibility of

referring the adjective to porticus, the subject of the main clause,

protected the error after it had been made.

v.6.28 (128.24) adnectit M Dlhoux/>cfrt 76 s BFa (XYZ) [Edd.]

iungit kg

This is one of many readings that make it clear that g is based upon

a k-type manuscript. Through g, k influenced most of the later

eight-book manuscripts.

v.6.28 (128.24) hie usus a fronte M 8 BFa (XYZ) visus gefrt 76 s

visits for usus may well have been a mere scribal error, but it is so

attractive in meaning in the context that an origin by emendation

is not excluded. From g it passed into most of the later eight-book

sources. It was resurrected by Kukula, but no other modern editor

has accepted it.

v.6.30 (129.4) secretiore (secretione rt) BF Sgcfrt 76 s a (YZ) [Edd.]

secretior M (X)

v.6.30 (129.4) ambitu suggerunt M 6gf 76 BFa (XYZ) ambitus

cr aditu ts (0)

The manuscript evidence is clear and decisive here. Keil, Miiller,

and Kukula have been seduced by the attractiveness of the editorial

lectio facilior, aditu. Merrill, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster have

preserved the true manuscript tradition.

v.6.31 (129.10) in altera Sgcfrt 76 s Fa (YZ) [Edd.] in latera

M(X)
v.6.32 (129.12) Hanc dispositionem amoenitatemque tectorum longe

lateque praecedit hippodromus M rt 76 s (X 6) longeque Dkouxp

(8) late longeque gef a longe 78 83 92 longe longeque

BF lh (Z?) [Edd.]

On the evidence of the manuscripts longe lateque is the best attested

reading. The loss of late left only longeque in 8. This was emended to

late longeque in g because the -que called for another word which should

precede longeque. The reading of g carried over to c and f. Aldus

probably emended longe longeque of his manuscript, choosing a harmless

variation of the order of Catanaeus in doing so. It should be noted

that longe and late are to be taken literally as referring to the space

occupied by the riding course. The note of Catanaeus is: "Longe.

quia in longitudine excurrebat. Late, quia in latitudine pro portione
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longitudinis. Pracccdit. in conspectu est." The editor of a common
source of BF interpreted the words figuratively as adverbs of degree

and changed late to longe because late longeque cannot be taken figura-

tively in this sense when used together. This rhetorician-editor would

feel well satisfied with a charm that "far, far" surpassed that of the

previous view, but Pliny could not possibly have overdone the compar-

ison in that way. He is never so unrestrained as that. No modern
translator, no matter what text he uses, reproduces the extravagance

of longe longeque. The editor of 78 eliminated the unusable -que of the

longeque of 8 and interpreted the remaining longe figuratively. Pliny

would have written a simple longe if he had meant it to be taken

figuratively.

v.6.32 (129.15) hedera truncum 6gcfrt 76 s a (Y) [Edd.] hederarum

cum M (X) hedera trunculum BF (Z?)

The scribal error of M, rum for trun, shows that X agreed with Y.

The rhetorician that edited Z frequently substituted a diminutive for

Pliny's simple terms. See page 120.

v.6.33 (129.18) rectus hippodromi limes M Dl (XY) rectus hie

hippodromi limes F hkoux/?gcfrt 76 s a

The only manuscript authority for hie is F. Manuscript B ends

three lines above this reading. We should like to be able to check F

by B here. The editor of F or his parent was much inclined to sup-

plement Pliny's text by additions such as hie in this reading. Aldus

and all modern editors except Keil have liked the added hie, but no

translator, so far as I have seen, seems conscious of its presence in the

text which he was translating. It is not needed, and it is wiser to

follow with Keil the better manuscript tradition.

v.6.37 (130.12) hiatibus F 6gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) partibus M
The agreement of Y and Z shows that we have in partibus merely a

scribe's effort to get a word from iatibus, the spelling found in his

manuscript.

v.6.37 (130.13) adversum cubiculum tantum stibadio reddit ornatus

quantum accipit ab illo marmore splendet ... M Dlhkcfrt 76 (XY)

marmor g a marmore F oux/?s a (Z)

When the stibadium was first introduced ten lines earlier, it was said

to be of resplendent white marble. With this in mind, a copyist reading

from an unpunctuated text might easily take ab illo marmore as a phrase

with accipit. An editor in the ten-book family saw that marmore must
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be taken with splendet, a full stop being made after Mo. He then

supplied a with marmore to take the place of the ab which he thought it

was losing when a stop was made after Mo. Of modern editors only

Merrill and Mile Guillemin follow Z here.

v.6.40 (130.21) scdilia c marmore F 5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) [Edd.]

sedile marmoreum M (X)

The reading of M began with a scribe's misreading of sedilia e as

sedile. The remaining marmore was then changed by a later copyist

or scholiast to marmoreum to construe it with sedile. It is, of course,

impossible to say where in the series of manuscripts between the

original X and the parent of MV the error and the emendation were

made. The agreement of Y and Z, however, shows that the reading

ofM does not represent that of W and has therefore no validity at all.

v.6.40 (130.23) per totum hippodromum inducti strepunt rivi et qua manus

duxit sequuntur Dl (Y) dulces M inducti fistulis F houxj!?c

a (Z) [Edd.] inductis fistulis kgfrt 76 s

At some point in the X tradition in of inducti was read as m, the last

letter of hippodromum, whose final m had not been written out but

represented by a macron over u. Some reader of the nine-book

tradition then did the best he could with the remaining ductistrepunt

and came out with dulces strepunt, the reading of M. fistulis clearly

was not in M (X), as it was not in Y. An editor in the ten-book family

supplied fistulis, which all modern editors accept, inducti of his basic

8 text was changed to inductis to agree with the adopted fistulis by the

editor of k. This inductis passed on into gfrt 76 s. It is better to

follow the evidence of XY and omit fistulis. For a further note on

fistulis here, see page 8.

v.6.41 (131.5) amori meo F 5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) meo amori M
(X)

v.6.42 (131.6) in summa (cur enim non aperiam tibi vel iudicium meum vel

errorem?) primum ego officium scriptoris existimo titulum suum legat atque

identidem interroget se quid coeperit scribere sciatque, si materiae immora-

tur, non esse longum M Dlhkjfrgfrt 76 s a (XY, and possibly Z)

om. F ouxc

We cannot be sure of the reading of Z here because we cannot

check F by B, and the omitted words may have reached Aldus from

Catanaeus rather than from his ten-book manuscript. The word that

precedes in summa is percolui. The omission, if the words belong in

the text, was therefore not a jump from a word or termination to a
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similar one fifty-nine letters farther on, as Rand, 1922.59, points out.

It can have been the omission of a line of the parent text at some

point in the history of the Z tradition, but it is rather exceptional for the

sense to remain undisturbed, as it would be here, when a line of prose

is omitted. The editors of ouxc had the words before them, but

deliberately chose to omit them with F. Perhaps some editor in the

Z tradition also discarded them deliberately. They are not, however,

merely an arcessitum dictum, which Cicero and Pliny were careful to

shun. They are a proper introduction to the restatement in summa

of Pliny's indicium, which he admits may be an error, that the letter is

not longer than the subject justified, primum, the last of the omitted

words, also neatly emphasizes legat before atque interroget se. All

modern editors have followed the reading of W, which is usually safe

practice.

As in many other places, the construction is filled out in F by the

addition of ut before titulum in the foregoing citation. This ut is

condemned by its omission from M, Dlh, and a, that is, from X, Y,

and Z. Aldus can have found ut omitted only in his ten-book manu-

script. All previously printed editions follow F in adding ut. Of
modern editors only Schuster has followed the better manuscript

tradition in omitting ut.

v. 6.45 (131.20) Habes causas cur ego Tuscos meos Tusculanis Tiburtinis

Praenestinisque praeponam M Dlhk 76 (XY) praenestinisque (per-

F) meis Fa (Z) praenestinis meis oux/>cfrts

Keil, Merrill, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster rightly accept the

reading of W. Stangl, 1904.490, and Carlsson, 1922.27, approve this.

v.7.1 (132.8) si defuncti voluntatem, ratum etfirmum est. Mihi autem dejuncti

6gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and probably Z) om. M (X)

From this point to the end of the Letters we are without the help of

Manuscripts B and F. We shall therefore often be without trustworthy

guidance in seeking the reading of Z. Here Aldus can have taken

these words from Catanaeus, or he may have found them in his copy

of P. Because the words fit perfectly into the context and the text

does not yield meaning without them, and because the jump from

defuncti to dejuncti is an easy scribal error, we are justified in assuming

that the reading of W is preserved in Y rather than in M.

v.7.3 (132.12) sestertium sedecies M a (XZ) his ediciens Dhk
(6) his adiiciens gouxjbr iis adiiciens c his sedecies t (5)

sedecies his f sex decies adiiciens Laet. Ber. undeties adiiciens

Cat. sextertium ducenties 76
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IIS, the signum for sestertium, had been misread as his in the common
source of 8 and 0, as Dhk and ft Laet. show. The agreement in X and

Z, and the nature of the scribal error in Y show that sedecies is correct.

Catanaeus, having observed that in the words that follow 400,000

sesterces are said to be paulo amplius tertiam partem, trimmed 100,000

sesterces from the amount and adopted undecies on seemingly convinc-

ing logical grounds. Budaeus, quoting this passage twice in 1514 and

once in 1526, wrote decies for the same reason. He got this by dropping

sex from the sex decies of his Beroaldus text and liked it better than

undecies of Catanaeus.

v. 7. 5 (132.19) amicitiae nostrae pro facilitate prudentiae M ia (XZ)

om. Sgcfrt 76 s (Y)

Aldus did not find his reading in any eight-book source and must be

assumed to have taken it from his ten-book manuscript. This test

for the readings of Aldus becomes more important since we have lost

the help of B and F in the ten-book sources.

v.8.10 (134.7) iubae M cfrt 76 s (X 0) tubae 8g a

0, rather than 8, as often, preserved the reading of Y, as the reading

of M shows. It cannot be assumed that Aldus preserved the reading

of his ten-book manuscript. He had before him tubae in Catanaeus

and iubae in 92, and preferred to equip the orator with tubae rather

than with iubae. He determined the reading on logical grounds, which

should be used with great caution against the evidence of the manu-

scripts. He did not, of course, have Manuscript M.
v. 8. 11 (134.12) his ex causis non adducor ut duo dissimilia et hoc ipso

diversa quo maxima confundam misceamque, ne tanta quasi colluvione

turbatus ibi faciam quod hie debeo; ideoque interim veniam, ut ne a meis

verbis recedam, advocandi peto

There have been some difficulties with the foregoing text, not all

of which have been resolved.

For quo, the reading of M (X), quod is found in Dlhop Ber. Cat. a

(Y), and all modern editors accept it. The evidence of the manuscripts

is not definitely decisive here since Aldus, agreeing with all earlier

printed editions, may have accepted quod from Catanaeus instead of

getting it from his ten-book manuscript. The scribal error is an easy

one whether quo or quod is the original reading. So far as I see, no

translation which the words quod maxima will bear fits the context.

The Loeb translation by the nimble Melmoth, for example, is "to

intermingle two dissimilar pursuits which are opposite just because

they are both so highly important." To say that the two are important
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because they are opposite would be understandable, but to say that

they are opposites just because they are important seems to have no

real meaning. Pliny has just pointed out that the style appropriate to

historical writing is fundamentally different from that which is called

for in an oration. He fears that if he tries to write history he might

"mix two things that are unlike, and are even diametrically opposite

in the basic quality that finds highest expression in each." quo is

required to give this natural meaning in the context. It also has the

better manuscript support (X) if Aldus adopted quod from Catanaeus

instead of from his manuscript, and immeasurably better support if

Aldus merely preferred quod of Catanaeus to quo of his manuscript,

which he may have done. In Y ideo was lost by haplography after

debeo and the remaining que became quae. This quae was preserved in 5,

but it was editorially replaced by sed in g, and sed passed from g into

cfrt 76 s. The editor of f made the remarkable recovery of ideoque from

quae, but no other eight-book source adopted his emendation. Since

Aldus did not have f, he must have found ideoque in his ten-book

manuscript.

In W ut ne was changed to et ne, an easy error, ut in the original is

needed to explain et in W palaeographically, and et is needed in W to

explain et in X and veniet in Y. This et of W was preserved in the

X tradition, but veniaet was interpreted as veniet in Y. This veniet gave

no meaning but was kept in the fourteen 8 texts and in r. It was

dropped as meaningless in get 76 and was emended to veniet et by

Laetus. Beroaldus, who sometimes justifies his high reputation by the

insight shown in an emendation, recovered veniam from veniet of Laetus.

Catanaeus, working from Beroaldus, dropped et and changed advocatum,

first introduced for advocandum of gefrt 76 by Laetus, to the correct

advocandi. He interpreted veniam advocandi correctly in his note and

added that the expression was a verbum causidicorum.

The meaning of meis in the original text was not transparently

easy. It was elucidated by a scholium, forensibus, by a learned reader,

and this scholium was substituted by a copyist for meis. forensibus was

adopted in all the eight-book sources and taken from them by Aldus.

Carlsson, 1922.40, rightly observes that an editorial change from

forensibus to meis "lasst sich schwerlich verstehen." Not only is meis

preserved in M from W, the best tradition, but as the lectio difficilior

also it should be favored here.

v.13.2 (137.21) monitum enim ne desiderio senatoris, non iam quasi de

nundinis, sed quasi de gratia, fama, dignitate certantis, tarn pertinaciter
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praesertim in senatu repugnaret, alioqui maiorem invidiam quam proxime

passurum. Erat sane prilil, tamcn a paucis, acclaniatum exeunt! M (X)

passurus 6gcfrt 76 s a (Y)

The skeleton of this sentence is: "Nominatus dixit se monitum esse

ne desiderio senatoris tarn pertinaciter repugnarct, alioqui maiorem

invidiam quam proxime passurum." The clause introduced by alioqui

is part of the warning from his friends which Nominatus is reporting

in indirect discourse, and the accusative passurum is required, passurum

is syntactically the lectio facilior, but this has no significance if we are

dealing with a scribal miscopying. It would be important if we were

dealing with an editorial emendation. Somewhere in the descent of

the Y tradition a hastening scribe, half conscious of meaning in the

group of words which at the instant he was taking from his parent

manuscript to copy, but unconscious of the wider context and without

the aid of punctuation in the parent manuscript, caught passurum

erat as passurus erat, which seemed proper enough not to arouse suspicion.

This is shown by the elementary punctuation used in Manuscripts D
and h, where a period is placed after erat. Aldus took passurus erat from

Catanaeus, who places a period after erat, as Aldus does. We cannot

assume that Aldus found this reading in his manuscript and that it

was therefore the reading of Y and Z. In this situation we have no

report on the reading of Z and should assume that it had the correct

reading with M (X), not the scribal error of Y. Of modern editors

Merrill only has followed Y here, but he emends it by placing the

period after passurus. Sicard, 1931, follows Merrill in this but gets

from it practically the same translation as Mile Guillemin gets from

the correct text.

v.13.3 (137.24) erat sane prius, a paucis tamen, acclamatum exeunti M
(X) tamen paucis Scrt Lact. Ber. (Y) tamen a paucis gf 76

Cat. a

tamen in Pliny is always postpositive, as Carlsson, 1922.21, has no

trouble to prove. After the order of paucis tamen was shifted by the

error of a scribe in the Y tradition, a tamen paucis was left, and the

impossible a was dropped by some editor. It was restored editorially

in g but was properly placed next to paucis. From g this passed into

f 76 Cat. and was accepted from Catanaeus by Aldus. Since Aldus

agrees with Catanaeus, we have no right to assume that this order

was found in his ten-book manuscript. M has preserved the correct

order from X, and ultimately from W. Of modern editors only Merrill

has adopted what he thought to be the reading of the ten-book family.
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v.13.5 (138.8) adsenserunt omnes praeter Fabium Aprum. Is interdicendum

ei advocationibus in quinquennium censuit, et quamvis neminem auctoritate

traxisset, constanter in sententia mansit M (X) praeter lacrumis

Dhkouxp (Y) praeter Lucinium. Is 78 83 g2 praeterquam

lacrimis g praeterque Lacerius f praeterquam lacrinus 76

praeterquam Lacerius crt praeterquam Licinius. Is s

praeter Flavium Aprum a

lacrumis of 8 comes fromfaprumis, in which/was read as /. Mommsen's
suggestion in the Index Nominum of Keil's edition of 1870 that it comes

from flaprumis fails to account for the loss of / in 8. The / should

be an abbreviation for Fabius, although / is occasionally found used

erroneously as the abbreviation for Flavins. Since this/, found in both

X and Y, must go back to W, it is rather early for the error of/ for

Flavius. No Fabius Aper is known. The editor of the mother manuscript

of the ten-book family emended Fabium to Flavium from the senate

lists of which he made such excellent use in securing the full name of

the correspondents to whom Pliny addressed his letters. Mommsen
identifies the senator here named with Flavius Aper, the consul of

a.d. 130. Since this trial took place in about 105, the consul of 130

would have been rather young at that time to stand up alone and

press so stubbornly for his opinion in the senate. Prosopographia F 142

rather favors Fabius for the name here. Of modern editors only Keil

prints Fabium Aprum. Since this is supported by X and was also prob-

ably the reading in Y, it has far the best manuscript support.

v.13.5 (138.10) Dextrum . . . iurare coegit e re publica esse quod

censuisset M a (XZ) [Edd.] eripuisse 8gc£ e re p. eripuisse

rt 76 Laet. e re p. fuisse Ber. Cat.

The reading in both M and a is given in the form erep. esse. The
text is not in doubt here, but it is interesting to note the origin of the

error in 8, that the same error was not made in 0, and that conflation,

a much overworked device of critics, was the solution for the variation

found in 8 and which was adopted by the editor of the common
source of rt Laet. The editor of 76 followed r, Beroaldus emended

Laetus, and Catanaeus drew from Beroaldus. The history of the text

must be made out from lists of such readings. The readings given

in the preceding example serve the same purpose, but most of them

give no help in determining the reading of X, Y, and Z, which is the

only help a critic of the text can get from a report of the variant

readings in the sources.

v. 13.9 (138.25) pudenda M ia (XZ) [Edd.] iubenda <5frts (Y)

videnda g vitanda 76
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The scribal error in Y probably goes back to the rustic capital

stage of W.

v.14.2 (139.8) debet tamen ei iucundus honor esse ultro datus M <5gcfrt

76 s (XY) [Edd.] esse honor a (Z?)

This editorial transfer of honor to a position after esse both separates it

from the predicate adjective iucundus and brings it into closer contact

with datus, which is to be taken with it. This improvement in the

composition may well have been made by the editor of the mother

manuscript of the ten-book family, Z, or again it may go no farther

back than Aldus. It gives a reading that is inviting, but no modern

editor has adopted it.

v. 14.8 (139.28) rationes legebam invitus et cursim aliis enim chartis

aliis sum litteris initiatus M rts a (XY, and probably Z) causis

malis 8 causas malis gef cursim malis 76

The text is not in doubt here, but the readings illustrate some points

in the history of the eight-book manuscripts, cursimaliis was read as

cursi malis by a scribe in the 8 branch of Y, but the correct cursim aliis

was preserved in (rts), the other branch of this tradition. An
editor in the 8 branch then made a guess at causis for cursi to adapt

it to malis, and dropped the now useless second aliis. Working from

this text found in 8, the editor of g changed causis to causas, to be

construed as parallel to rationes, and construed malis with chartis, at

the same time dropping the now unusable litteris. The text of g
passed on into c and f and influenced the text of 76. This course of

development is verified by an analysis of the variant readings in many
other places whose development is best explained in the same way.

v.16.2 (140.16) nondum annos quattuordecim impleverat

This is the reading of all the manuscripts. An inscription, CIL

VI 16631, gives the age of this girl at the time of her death as twelve

years, eleven months, and seven days. Because of this, Kukula,

Merrill, and Mile Guillemin emend here to tredecim. Since the

testimony of the manuscripts is unanimous, Pliny probably wrote what

they have. He may have been mistaken as to the age of the girl, but

he should be permitted to say what he thought. It is true that the

error of XII II for XIII would be an easy one for a scribe to make, but

one ventures too far in assuming that this same error was independently

made by two scribes, one in the W tradition and one in the Z tradition.

The inscription probably gives her age correctly, but it would not be

without parallel ifa stonecutter cut XII where his manuscript had XIII.
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v.16.7 (141.1) iam electus nuptiarum dies, iam nos vocati 6gcfrt 76 s a (YZ)

om. M (X)

hkgcfrt 76 s agree with Dl except that they have advocati for vocati.

This shows that D and 1 are independent of the other eight-book

manuscripts, that they are early in the series of descendants of 6, and

that all the other eight-book manuscripts come down to us through

h and k, the other two offshoots from 8. The common source of h
and k had already received some attention from an editor. This

editor may well have been Guarino.

v.16.7 (141.3) Non possum exprimere verbis quantum animo vulnus

acceperim cum audivi Fundanum ipsum, ut multa luctuosa dolor invenit,

praecipientem, quod in vestes margarita gemmas fuerat erogaturus, hoc

in tus et unguenta et odores impenderetur M
Aldus and all the eight-book sources have margaritas and tura. Since

Aldus agrees with Catanaeus, he gives no evidence as to the reading of

his manuscript. The temptation to an editor to emend the strange-

looking neuter margarita and the lone singular tus tied in with five

plurals is easy to understand. Keil followed M here. Carlsson,

1922.34, supports this, and Mile Guillemin and Schuster have accepted

it.

v.16.8 (141.8) sed nunc omnia quae audiit M f a (XZ) quaerit

8gc 76 quae audiit (audit t) quaerit rts

It is evident that 6 preserved the original reading audit or audiit.

The editor of f accepted this, but in the common source of rts it was

conflated with the 8 reading, which was a mere scribal error. I have

yet to find a case in these Letters in which such conflation by either

Renaissance or modern editors has given the correct text.

v. 17.4 (142.8) pergeret qua coepisset lumenque quod sibi maiores sui

praetulissent posteris praejerret 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and probably Z) ipse

praeferret M
If ipse had been found in the ten-book manuscript of Aldus, he would

have been attracted to it. Its absence from a and from all the eight-

book manuscripts condemns it. praejerret would have been written in

some ancestor of M as pferret. pfe was read by some copyist as pse,

from which he instantly made ipse. By the not uncommon error of

dittography he used the letters a second time to make praeferret.

ipse in this position is so attractive that all modern editors have kept it.

It is not needed, however, and the evidence of the manuscripts is against

it.
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v.17.6 (142.15) mireque cupio nc oobilcfl DOftri nihil in domiblll suis

pulchrum nisi imagines habeant, quae nunc mihi hos adulcfOentCI ttuite

(tacitae D) laudare, adhortari, et, quod amborum gloriae satis magnum
est, agnoscere videntur <5gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and probably Z) tacitos M

lhk, early descendants of 8, show that tacite stood in 8. The scribe

of D was merely correcting the spelling, as he thought, when he wrote

tacitae and introduced trouble for the critics. No other source than D
has any suggestion of tacitae. In an ancestor of M tacite was read as

tacito. This was incorrectly corrected to tacitos to agree with adules-

centes. This made no sense in the context; it is the correction of a

hurrying scribe who did not look for the meaning in the wider context.

e and o are frequently confused in copying from minuscule manu-

scripts, but the original error, tacito, would not have been made if

tacitae had stood in the parent manuscript. While Aldus agrees with

all the earlier printed editions, he probably found tacite in his ten-book

manuscript also. He would have liked tacitae if he had seen it. If

tacitae had stood in the original, it would probably have been placed

immediately after mihi; tacite could have stood only just before laudare.

Keil, Muller, and Merrill have tacite; Kukula, Carlsson, 1922.69,

Mile Guillemin, and Schuster have tacitae.

v. 20.4 (144.18) est plerisque Graecorum, ut illi, pro copia volubilitas M
a(YZ)

illi was obscured, probably by physical damage, in some ancestor

of 8 and 0. sit was conjectured to heal the text. This gave sit pro

copia volubilitas, which was preserved in t but improved by Laetus. In

8 sit pro had been emended to citro, which was to govern copia, giving

citro copia volubilitas. This was changed by scribe or editor to cito in the

common source of oux/>cr. The emendation euripo in f 76 definitely

establishes a connection between these two sources. It may be added

also that since the reading is changed to euripo by second hand in

Manuscript n, 76 is indicated as a source for this very active second

hand in n. Aldus found the correct reading in his ten-book manu-
script. This was later verified from M.

v.21.4 (146.3) iam quod in flore primo tantae indolis iuvenis exstinctus

est, summa consecuturus, si virtutes eius maturuissent 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and

probably Z) maxima consecutus amabam virtutes maturitatem M
(X)

These two readings vary so greatly that they cannot be the result

of simple scribal error. One of them is evidently an attempted recon-
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struction of the text by an editor after it had been made unintelligible

through scribal error or through physical damage to the parent

manuscript. In such a situation, if Aldus has the reading of X or Y,

it is reasonable to suppose that his ten-book manuscript decided his

choice. His perfect agreement with the eight-book manuscripts in

this long reading shows that they, and not M, preserve the reading

of W. The thought of the text in M is weak in the context. All

modern editors except Mile Guillemin accept the reading of the

eight-book manuscripts and Aldus. She has tried to conflate the two

readings into an acceptable text by adding maxima consecutus before

summa consecuturus of the YZ reading. She evidently felt that amabam

virtutes maturitatemque in M was from an editor, not from Pliny. This

of itself brings the other two words of the M text under suspicion. The
tribute of Pliny to Avitus does not justify the use of maxima consecutus

in speaking of his accomplishments, and conflation is apparently the

surest way to go wrong in seeking to arrive at the original text in these

Letters.

vi.2.6 (147.24) (nos) celerius (maioribus nostris) intellegimus . . . quia

paucioribus clepsydris praecipitamus causas quam diebus explicari solebant

M rt Laet. a (X0Z) qui 8gd 76 Ber. Cat.

B, as often, rather than 8, preserved the reading of Y. Since Aldus

goes against 76, 92, and Cat., he probably followed his manuscript.

The manuscript evidence strongly favors quia, which Keil, Muller, and

Kukula print.

vi.4.4 (149.3) vereor omnia, quaeque natura metuentium est, ea maxime
mihi quae maxime abominor fingo 6gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) vereor omnia

imaginor omnia M (X) [Edd.]

Aldus did not find imaginor omnia in any earlier printed edition.

If he had found the words in his ten-book manuscript, he would have

been pleased to improve the text of Catanaeus by adding them. He
was far more inclined to enrich the text by additions than to drop

what any source offered him. This is, by the way, rather character-

istic of editors in general. It is difficult to get rid of an insertion after

it has once found a place in the text. Since these words are not found

in the Y or the Z tradition, the manuscript evidence is strongly against

them, imaginor practically duplicates Jingo, and such duplication is

unlike Pliny. If the words were required by the sense or were even

very apposite, the simple short jump from omnia to omnia is an error

so easy to make that the assumption that it was made independently

in the Y and Q traditions would not be too objectionable, but the
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words do not suit the context perfectly. It is rather odd to follow

imaginor omnia at once with et eafingo. It is better to assume that we have

here an interpretative scholium on fingo as well as a rhetorical embellish-

ment that found its way from the margin into the text in X.

vi.5.5 (149.23) quosdam e numcro nostro improbavi qui modo ad Celsum

modo ad Nepotem, prout hie vel ille diceret, cupiditate audiendi cursita-

bant, et nunc quasi stimularent et accenderent, nunc quasi reconciliarent

(conciliarent h) componerentque 6gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and probably Z)

reconciliarent ac recomponerent M
Aldus almost certainly found in his ten-book manuscript the same

reading that the eight-book sources have. He would have liked the

chance to improve the text of Catanaeus by adopting the reading

later to be found in M if he had seen it. If his manuscript did agree

with Y, the reading of M does not represent the reading ofW and has

no weight at all. The reading of M is a scribal error of dittography.

After copying reconciliarent, on returning to his manuscript with this

word ringing in his ears, he caught aretcomponeret as ac recomponerent, the

dittography made easy by the recon which he had just copied in the

other verb, -que was dropped by a later editor because the con-

nective had been supplied by the inserted ac. Carlsson, 1922.41-42,

finds on rather slender evidence that Pliny was inclined to use ac to

connect alliterative words. By a typical error of misreading, which no

scholar, however careful, can entirely avoid, he then misquotes the

reading of the eight-book sources, Aldus, and Merrill, as reconciliarent

recomponerentque and condemns it under the supposed peculiarity of

Pliny's style. His argument has no bearing on this reading when it is

correctly quoted. Of modern editors only Merrill and Mile Guillemin

have preferred the reading of the eight-book sources and Aldus.

vi.5.7 (150.3) scierint M rts (X0) scirent 8gci 76 a (8)

The readings selected from 6 by Laetus and the editor of the common
source of rt nearly always represent better than 8 the readings of Y.

The reading of X0 is thus to be accepted as the reading of XY, or W,
the best source of the text. We cannot be sure of the reading of the

manuscript of Aldus. He may have followed 76 or 92 because their

reading seemed satisfactory and was different from that of Catanaeus.

Of modern editors Keil, Miiller, Kukula, and Schuster print scierint.

vi.6.1 (150.7) petit honores Iulius Naso, petit cum multis 5gcfrt 76 s a

(YZ) petit Naso cum multis M (X)

A jump was made by a scribe in the X tradition from petit to petit.

This left petit cum multis. The required subject was later supplied by a
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reader from si datur Nasoni quod petit at the end of the letter. This did

not furnish him the nomen.

vi.6.5 (150.23) ut primum sibi iudicare permisit M 5gcrts (XY) [Edd.]

aetas sibi f sibi aetas 76 ia

This emendation was made in f, was taken from f into 76, and taken

from 76 by Budaeus and Aldus. The scribe of f wrote aetas sibi. A
later hand placed a small b over aetas and an a over sibi to emend f to

the order later found in 76 ia.

vi.6.8 (151.5) meateostentare gave mea te ostentare 8gc 76 s a (5Z) in

ea re ostentare frt (0) me ad eos tentare M (X)

The error in M resulted from interpreting at before eos as ad, with a

resulting wrong grouping of the letters into words. In 0, after m of mea

had been read as in, re was added editorially after ea to give meaning.

Such a common error shows access to a common source (0) for f and rt.

vi.7.3 (151.19) tu tamen quam frequentissime scribe M (X) [Edd.]

om. 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y)

While the omission of quam after tarn for tamen is an easy error for

a scribe to make, it is better to assume that Aldus followed the text

of the previously printed editions than that quam was omitted from

his ten-book manuscript.

vi.12.5 (154.20) proinde etiam atque etiam rogo ut mihi semper eadem

simplicitate, quotiens cessare videbor, numquam enim cessabo, convicium facias

5gcfrt 76 s (Y) videor numquam enim ces6abo a videbor videbor

dico numquam enim cessabo cessabo M (X)

In M not only is videbor written twice but cessabo in the same sentence

is repeated. After the dittography of videbor came into the X tradition,

a reader supplied dico to give the second videbor a reason for being

there. For the second cessabo there is no help. The scribe ofM either

mechanically kept it without considering its meaning or himself

introduced it, a reflex to videbor videbor just written. All modern

editors silently delete it, but erroneously cling to the videbor dico which

both the eight-book sources and Aldus condemn. Aldus would have

been pleased with the rhetorical videbor dico if it had stood in his

manuscript.

vi.13.2 (155.1) egit Claudius Capito, irreverenter magis quam con-

stanter, ut qui senatus consultum apud senatum accusaret Dhko 78 83 92 gcft 76

Ber. Cat. a (YZ) qui senatum accusaret M (X) qui per senatus

consultum apud senatum accusaret nuxpr Laet.
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In M a jump was made from senatus to senatum. In such a jump the

first form is the one usually written by the scribe. If the scribe who

made the jump wrote senatus here, it was sure to be changed later by

reader or editor to senatum to get a construction for it. The introduc-

tion of per shows the influence of a common source in nuxpr Laet.

Such groups, carefully collected and studied, give the key to various

phases of the history of the text.

vi.16.2 (156.14) quamvis ipse plurima opera et mansura condiderit multum

tamen perpetuitati eius scriptorum tuorum aeternitas addet M a (XZ)

[Edd.] om. Dlhknouxp (Y) scripserit gefr 76 Laet. Ber.

scripserit plura 78 83 92 t Cat. et mansura scripserit i

Aldus found the correct text in his ten-book manuscript, as is shown

by the reading later found in M. Early in the Y tradition a line of

about thirty letter spaces was lost. The resulting text was preserved

uncorrected and meaningless in both d and 0. The editor of g supplied

scripserit to give meaning to this reading. From g this passed into cfr 76

Laet. Ber., and, with plura added, into 78 83 92 t Cat. Budaeus corrected

his Beroaldus by adding et mansura from his ten-book manuscript, which

was later used by Aldus; he was satisfied, however, not to insert

opera or multum from the manuscript and to leave scripserit instead of

changing it to condiderit with his manuscript.

vi.16.12 (158.7) lotus accubat, cenat aut hilaris aut, quod aeque magnum,

similis hilari M 5gcfrt 76 (XY) quod est aeque magnum 92 a

quod aeque magnum est s

Keil and Merrill, and later editors who have copied their Apparatus

from these two scholars, err in reporting r as reading with Aldus.

Aldus followed 92 here against Catanaeus, as occasionally elsewhere.

Of modern editors only Miiller and Kukula have accepted the reading

of Aldus.

vi.16.13 (158.10) Interim e Vesuvio monte pluribus locis latissimae

flammae altaque (atque noux/>cfrts a) incendia relucebant, quorum fulgor

et claritas tenebris noctis excitabatur (tenebris et 92, excitabantur 1)

M Dlh/> a (XYZ) tenebras (tenebris kn) noctis excipiebat (pellebat

s) knouxgefrt 76 s

The meaning which Pliny attached to his verb excitare here is not

at once apparent. Most readers would like to have it mean "to

enhance." An editor whose suggestion found its way into both k and

n, possibly Guarino, thought that Pliny was thinking of the sudden

springing of the bright spots of the conflagrations from the blackness

of the night and substituted excipiebat for excitabatur. tenebris of k
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was changed to tenebras in g to improve the construction, and Laetus

substituted pellebat for excipiebat to improve the picture. An editorial

thread that was woven into both k and n is apparent in many other

readings.

vi.16.19 (159.10) innixus servis duobus adsurrexit et statim concidit, ut ego

coniecto, crassiore caligine spiritu obstructo 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and prob-

ably Z) innitens servolis M (X)

Friends have just aroused the elder Pliny from the siesta into which

he had fallen, intending to lead him to a safer spot. He gets up with

difficulty by the help of two slaves but at once collapses in death.

innixus servis is found in all the eight-book sources. If Aldus found

the same in his ten-book source, as seems probable, it shows that Y,

and not X, has preserved the reading ofW and that innixus servis alone

has real manuscript support. Because of the more highly rhetorical

character of innitens servolis it is a fair presumption that Aldus never

saw it, since he did not substitute it for the more prosaic innixus servis

of Catanaeus, whose text he was hoping to see superseded by his own.

Keil followed the text of M, as he was disposed to do when it was

intelligible and apposite in the context. Schuster, 1926.56, argues

unsuccessfully from three examples that Pliny was inclined to use the

diminutive servolus for servus even when the context did not call for a

diminutive slant in the meaning. In his first example, ii. 17.22, Pliny

used servolorum to avoid a clausula of seven successive long syllables,

which non illud voces servorum would have given him. In his other two

examples, iii.16.16 and Paneg. 7.6, the meaning of the diminutive suits

the context admirably, in the first to heighten the contrast between

slaves and an ex-consul, in the other to set the slaves of a single family

over strongly against the whole body of free citizens of the state.

It should be noted that in no one of these three passages is servoli

replaced in any manuscript by servi. This must be assumed to have

happened in both Y and a if servolorum is assumed to be the original

in our passage. Muller, Kukula, and Merrill have rightly adhered

to the reading of Aldus and the eight-book sources against that of M.
In this same sentence the eight-book manuscripts and Aldus have

coniecto while M has colligo. Because of this agreement and the evidence

of the activity of scholiast or editor in the text of M earlier in the

sentence, it is better, with Muller and Merrill, to accept coniecto rather

than colligo as the original.

vi.18.3 (161.1) quos (sc. Firmanos) labore et studio meo dignos cum
splendor ipsorum turn hoc maxime pollicetur quod credibile est optimos
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esse inter quos tu talis exstiteris 6gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and probably Z)

moreris M (X)

As in the two readings in vi.16.19 above, the agreement of the

eight-book sources and Aldus makes it probable that Aldus found

exstiteris in his manuscript and nowhere saw moreris. If this is correct,

it shows that W had exstiteris, and that there is no real manuscript

authority for moreris. moreris is not the result of a copyist's misreading

of his parent manuscript. It is from the marginal note of a thoughtful

reader reacting to Pliny's comment and carrying it a step farther.

It seems strange that no critic has proposed to read exstiteris et moreris.

Of modern editors only Mile Guillemin follows M here.

vi.19.5 (161.18) concursant ergo candidati: certatim quidquid venale

audiunt emptitant, quoque sint plura venalia efficiunt M 6gcfrt 76 s (XY)

ut sint quoque a

If quoque is pronoun and conjunction, the conjunction is not needed.

quo, "by which," amounts to "and by this." The manuscript tradition,

however, supports quoque, and all modern editors therefore rightly

accept it. Mommsen, who at times does not hesitate to brush aside

the manuscript tradition and place in the mouth of the author what he

thinks he should have said, writes quo ut sint, excellent Latin and the

author's exact thought. Aldus had sought to bring Pliny's Latin into

line with good usage by printing ut sint quoque, in which quoque functions

as the adverb.

Laetus changed plura to pluris, which Beroaldus and Catanaeus

accept from him. Kukula and Mile Guillemin adopt this emenda-

tion, which has no support from any manuscript. This gives an

interesting meaning, but that is not sufficient reason for changing a

reading that has the unanimous support of all the manuscript sources

and itself gives a satisfactory meaning.

vi.20.2 (162.3) profecto avunculo ipse reliquum tempus studiis (ideo enim

remanseram) impendi M frts (X0) om. <5gc 76 a (8)

The manuscript evidence, M against 8, favors the retention of

enim. The loss of enim in 8 through scribal error is more likely than its

independent introduction by editors into M and 6. About half of the

many such parenthetical insertions in Pliny are introduced by enim

or nam. Note an example three lines above our reading and another

seven lines below it, each introduced by enim. Of modern editors only

Merrill omits enim here.

vi.20.12 (163.10) dein manum eius amplexus M deinde 5gcfrt 76

sa(Y)
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In about ninety occurrences of deinde in books i-ix, the manuscripts

strongly suggest that Pliny used dein in at least five cases. If he did

so, the scribes or editors in each case have "corrected" the spelling

to deinde in one or more of the manuscripts in each case. The other

four cases are the following: vi.16.6 (157.1) dein senescente eo

M Z)hnocrts deinde kuxpgf 76 a; vi.31.12 (172.24) dein conversus

ad nos M h a deinde Z)knoux/?gcfrt 76 s a; vii.4.4 (178.30)

dein cum meridie M Z)knoc a deinde huxpght 76 s; vii.27.8

(198.1) dein concuti M Dno deinde lhkuxjbgcfrt 76 s a. The
more unusual form dein is found in M in all these cases. Where
the eight-book manuscripts divide on this reading, dein was probably

the original reading. The tendency was to correct the spelling from

dein to deinde, not from deinde to dein. The form dein is accepted as the

original in each of these five readings by all modern editors, except

that Miiller and Kukula have preferred deinde in our passage, vi.20.12.

In one other passage, dein ambulo a deinde 6gcfrt 76 s ix.36.3

(256.17), we do not have the witness of M, which ends in ix.26. All

modern editors except Schuster have accepted dein here. He has

preferred the eight-book reading deinde. Aldus in this reading breaks

away from all previously printed editions, and from his own practice

of using deinde. In the five cases listed above, he did this only twice,

rightly choosing dein where all the other printed editions had deinde.

It seems probable that he was following his ten-book manuscript

in each of these two cases, and that he has done so here. If we had the

reading of M here, I should expect to find dein in it, as it was in the

five similar situations already noted, and I should be inclined to read

dein here.

vi.20.19 (164.4) regressi Misenum, curatis utcumque corporibus, suspen-

sam dubiamque noctem (noctemque r) spe ac metu exegimus M <5gcfrt 76

s (XY) mentem a

Aldus probably felt much satisfaction with his emendation, mentem

contrasts nicely with corporibus and furnishes a field of operation for the

troublesome hope and fear. It is a little difficult to see just what

mentem exigere would mean, but the other attractions of the proposed

reading outweighed this difficulty. All modern editors adhere to

the reading of the usually correct W.

vi.21.1 (164.14) sum ex eis qui mirer antiquos M <5gcfrt 76 s a (XYZ)

All the sources for the text have mirer. The logical construction

calls for mirentur, which Merrill prints, or mirantur, which Keil had
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used. Gicrig rewrote the trxt in another way which regularized the

s\ ntax: sum ego is qui mircr, modelling it upon Pliny's jt rnodo is sum ego

qui excitari possim i.2.3 (4.14). Miiller and Kukula accept this substitute

for the text. Mile Guillcinin and Schuster keep the text of the manu-

scripts. A critic should be sure of his ground before he substitutes his

own composition for text supported by the unanimous testimony of

the manuscripts in these Letters. The construction with mirer is, of

course, illogical, a sort of mild aposiopesis in which, as Madvig,

commenting on Cic. De Fin. ii. 13.39, says: "incipit a generis defini-

tione . . . , transit ad unum aliquem de quo recte diceretur." Madvig

cites several illustrations, one of which parallels our passage rather

closely : is exit ex eis qui aut illos non audierit aut iudicare non possit (Cic.

De orat. hi. 16). The editors of this passage from Cicero emend to

plural verbs. Rules of syntax can be protected if exceptions to them

are emended into conformity. The mind will thus be represented as

acting with the rigid precision of a machine. Another parallel is from

Cicero, Pro Balbo 21.48: numquis eorum qui de joederatis civitatibus esset

civitate donatus, in iudicium est vocatus. This construction is discussed by

Stangl, 1886.676, Sjogrin, Eran. Suec. 21 (1923) 154 f., and others,

who for the most part merely report, as I am doing here, the earlier

discussions.

vi.22.5 (165.22) iustissimum integritatis testimonium 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y,

and probably Z) praemium M (X)

praemium in M goes back to the misreading of TM, the contraction

for testimonium, and PM for praemium in the rustic capital stage of the

W tradition. It seems probable that Aldus did not find praemium in his

manuscript since he did not use it in place of testimonium of Catanaeus.

While neither word is impossible in the context, testimonium has rightly

been preferred by all modern editors. The case turned upon a direct

conflict of evidence between Atticinus and Bruttianus. The Emperor's

acceptance of the testimony of Bruttianus and the relegation of Atticinus

to an island was a testimony to the honesty of Bruttianus rather than a

reward for it. If the evidence of the manuscripts is correct, the slight

logical grounds offered by Barwick, 1936.447, in support of praemium

are not convincing.

vi.23.4 (166.18) est indolis optimae, brevi producturus alios si interim

productus fuerit a nobis Dkgcfrt 76 (Y) provectus M hnoux/?s a (X)

The reading of Z is uncertain. Aldus used the reading which he

found in Catanaeus and 92. This need not mean that he found

provectus in his ten-book manuscript. Carlsson, 1922.36, thinks that
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Pliny would not have used productus so soon after producturus in the same
sentence, "liebt unser Autor namlich eine gewisse Abwechselung der

Ausdrucke." If Pliny wrote productus, the feeling that Carlsson

expresses caused a scholiast in the X tradition and the editor of h,

probably Guarino, a rhetorician, to substitute provectus for it. If Pliny

wrote provectus, we can hardly imagine an editorial change to productus

in the context. As a deliberate editorial emendation, productus is the

more difficult to account for. producere is almost a technical term for

the meaning required here, the recommending of a young man's

candidacy for honors by older men who have held offices of great

responsibility. In ii.14.3 (51.20) ne nobilissimis quidem adulescentibus

locus erat nisi aliquo consulari producente, the word provehente would not

have been satisfactory. Both producturus and productus are required in

our passage to express the meaning desired. For this reason there is

nothing unnatural in the use of both in the same sentence. Keil's

later judgment, 1870, in changing horn provectus to productus was rightly

followed by Miiller and Kukula. Merrill, Mile Guillemin, and

Schuster have provectus.

vi.24.1 (166.24) Quam multum interest quid a quoque (quoquam Vat.

lat. 5114) fiat: eadem enim facta claritate aut obscuritate faciendum aut

tolluntur altissime aut humillime deprimuntur M 5gcfrt s a (XYZ)
quid a quo 76

The unanimous testimony of the manuscripts should not be lightly

cast aside. In order to make the text here strictly logical Keil first

changed to a quo quidque fiat. This was accepted from him by Miiller,

Merrill, and Mile Guillemin. In 1870 Keil further changed his

quidque to quid, and Kukula accepted this. Carlsson, 1922.70, pointed

out that such "leichte unlogische Unrichtigkeit" is not without

precedent. He cited two parallels from Quintilian, both of which

have been "corrected" by the editors, and suggested that the manu-

script reading need not be changed here. Malcovati, 1934.89, adds

another parallel from Caesar and agrees with Carlsson. In the

meantime Schuster used the manuscript reading in his edition, 1933.

vi.26.1 (167.26) zj^re jWjoj-wj- litteratus etiam disertus M (X) ipse est

studiosus 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y)

Since Aldus has used the text found in all previously printed editions,

we cannot assume that he has followed his ten-book manuscript.

We have here, then, merely M against the eight-book reading. The
temptation to expand an elliptic expression in formal written language

is always upon scribe and editor, although such ellipses are regular in
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conversation and create not the slightest difficulty in understanding

the meaning intended. Where the manuscript evidence in these

Letters is complete and clear, the elliptic form is usually supported by

the evidence. The reading ofM here has been accepted by all modern

editors except Merrill, as well as by Carlsson, 1922.27.

vi.29.3 (169.24) aequum enim est agere nonnumquam gloriae et famae,

id est suam, causam. Hos terminos quia me consuluisti dignitati ac verecundiae

tuae statuo M (X, and probably Z) om. Sgcfrt 76 s a (Y)

Aldus used the text of all previously printed editions here, possibly

without consulting the text of his ten-book manuscript. The jump
from id est to dignitati was originally the loss of a line of from 30 to 34

letter spaces from the parent manuscript. That cannot have occurred

independently in the Y and the Z traditions. This means that the full

text was present in the ten-book manuscript. In the printed eight-

book editions the id est (ide) that was left was interpreted as idem, idem

dignitati ac verecundiae tuae statuo gave excellent meaning in the context.

If Aldus noticed the presence of the lost words in his manuscript, he

was better satisfied with the eight-book text which was current when
he was preparing his edition. All modern editors accept the text

of M, which first appeared in print in the second edition of Catanaeus,

1518. The natural order for Pliny would have been gloriae et famae

causam, id est, suam, but this would have given an unsatisfactory clausula.

vi.30.5 (171.14) Quid tamen nobis ibi praestare possit ignoro velle

plurimum credo 5gcfrt 76 s a (YZ) scio M (X)

The agreement of Y and Z shows that X has not preserved the

reading of W. The substitution of scio for credo can have been an

unconscious error of a copyist ; or some reader may have thought that

scio was a better opposite to ignoro than credo and jotted it in his manu-
script. The X tradition shows more of this desultory suggestion of a

synonym here and there than either of the other two families, but this

is not to be thought of as a systematic revision of the text by an editor.

There is no evidence to support the assumption of such a systematic

reworking of the text in either X or Y.

vi. 31. 9 (172.15) diem dederat M (X) diem dixerat 5gcfrt 7<2sa (Y)

Pliny used dederat here instead of the technical dixerat because he was

using dixerat later in the same brief sentence. Aldus gives us no clear

evidence as to the reading of his ten-book manuscript, since he uses the

reading found in all previously printed editions. Of modern editors,

only Merrill and Mile Guillemin have preferred dixerat here.
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vi.31.10 (172.19) postulaverunt ut omnes heredes agere cogerentur . . .

aut sibi quoque dcsistere permitteretur 6gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and probably Z)

om. M (X)

The construction postulare ut with a subjunctive occurs nine times in

the Letters. In eight of these occurrences all manuscripts have the ut

expressed. Only M omits ut here. After postulaverut this is a mere

haplography, an easy error to make. Keil and Kukula emend ut to

aut, making it correlative with the following aut. Miiller plays safe

and prints ut aut. Schuster follows M. Merrill and Mile Guillemin

rightly accept ut from the eight-book manuscripts and Aldus.

vi.31.12 (172.25) isti enim queri (quaeri u) volunt quod sibi licuerit non

accusare 6gcr 76 Laet. Ber. a (YZ) quaeri volunt M ut Cat.

queri nolunt f

quaeri in M is the simple error of a scribe in correcting, as he thought,

the spelling of queri. There seems to be no doubt that XYZ all had the

reading of Y and Aldus. If so, it was almost certainly the original

text. Of modern editors Kukula, Merrill, and Schuster accept this

reading.

vi.31.16 (173.15) adsurgit autem (insula) arte visenda ingentia saxa

latissima navis provehit; contra haec alia super alia deiecta ipso pondere

manent et sensim quodam velut aggere construuntur. Eminet iam et

apparet saxeum dorsum impactosque fluctus in immensum elidit et tollit.

Vastus illic fragor canumque circa mare. Saxis deinde pilae adicientur,

quae procedente tempore enatam insulam imitentur M 5gcfrt 76 s a

(XYZ)

Critics have been disturbed over the word contra here because they

saw no apposite meaning to give to it in the context. Much ingenuity

has been shown in trying to substitute a word that would look enough

like contra to make plausible the assumption that some scribe read it

as contra. This has culminated in oneraria, proposed by Postgate,

1926.382, and accepted by Mile Guillemin into her edition. Since

contra clearly stood in X, Y, and Z, this error would go far back in the

history of the text, so far back, in fact, that only contra can reasonably

be assumed to have been Pliny's original word. Martin, 1919.550, has

pointed out that contra gives a Plinian clausula, while Kukula's onera

does not.

contra is twice used elsewhere in the Letters to fix position in the

description of a scene:
u
contra mediam fere porticum diaeta paulum

recedit" v.6.20 (127.18), and "est ultra viam latissimum pratum in

quo satis apte contra templum porticus explicabuntur" ix.39.6 (259.4).
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The meaning of contra in this use is expressed in English by "over

against, opposite, facing, in front of." Pliny is here describing the

admirable method by which an artificial island is being built up in the

mouth of the harbor at Ostia. A very wide ship brings a load of huge

stones to start the structure. Pliny trusts his correspondent to infer

that these stones were unloaded into the harbor and that the ship

came back time and again with other stones (alia super alia), which

were tumbled down contra haec, gradually building up a sort of agger,

contra here can mean alongside or next to or, with the help of deiecta,

it can, without being forced, mean on top of. Piles were to be driven

down on the sea side of this agger-like, hump of stones, quae procedente

tempore enatam insulam imitentur. Keil, Miiller, Merrill, and, with some

reluctance, Schuster accept contra into the text. This passage is cited

in Thes. L. L. IV 774 as an illustration of the use of contra to mean
ex adverso.

vi.31.17 (173.22) litus importuosum Sgcfrt 76 s a (Y, and probably Z)

inaestuosum M (X)

inaestuosum is one of the less fortunate inspirations that came to a

reflective reader as he read his X manuscript of the Letters. Compare
his os for dorsum four lines above. He was in the mood for annotation

that afternoon. A copyist seized upon what he thought was meant

for a change in text, but the scholiast did not have that in mind when
he jotted his note. No modern editor has followed M against YZ in

either of these two readings.

vi.32.1 (174.4) decebat tuam filiam M Dl (XY) decebat filiam

tuam hknoux/jgcfrt 76 s a

The order decebat tuam filiam not only preserves the emphasis upon

tuam which the meaning calls for, but it gives a clausula of two cretics,

a favorite with Pliny. All the eight-book sources except Dl are derived

from copies of 8 which had received attention from an editor. Aldus

accepts the order which he found in all the editions printed before

his; it cannot, therefore, be assumed that he found this order in his

ten-book manuscript.

vi.33.2 (174.22) Mi novercam amore ductus induxerat M (X) ille

novercam ei 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y)

Schuster, 1928.541, has correctly analyzed the genesis of the error

in Y, which Aldus adopted from Catanaeus. This error is still pre-

served in the text of Miiller, Kukula, Merrill, and Mile Guillemin.

illi was miscopied as ille, an easy error, especially in the context. Later
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ei was added to restore the construction. Keil and Schuster rightly

adhere to the text of M against Y and Aldus. This does not mean
"against Y and Z." Aldus simply accepted the text which he found in

all the previously printed editions in preference to the text which he

presumably found in his ten-book manuscript.

vi.33.3 (174.24) colliguntur: ingens utrimque advocatio et numerosa subsellia,

praeterea densa circumstantium corona M (X) advocatorum et (et om.

s) subsellia praestantium corona 5gcf 76 s a (Y) advocatorum

universa subsellia praestantium corona rt

Here again Aldus has accepted the reading which he found in all

previously printed editions. It cannot be assumed that he also found

it in his ten-book manuscript. It seems possible that it was better

than what he found in his manuscript. Budaeus corrected colliguntur

from the same manuscript that Aldus later used. He marked praestan-

tium of Beroaldus for correction but found no help for it in his ten-

book manuscript. From this and the fact that Aldus adhered to the

reading of the eight-book tradition it may reasonably be inferred that

the text in P was in some way corrupted here. All modern editors

accept the reading of M here as the original against Y and Aldus.

vi.34.1 (176.5) aut opus aliquod aut spectaculum atque hoc potissimum quod

M ia (XZ) om. Sgcfrt 76 s (Y)

The words which had been lost in the Y tradition by a jump from

aliquod to quod were restored to the text by Budaeus and Aldus from P.

It may again be noted that if the editors of cfrt 76 s, who added fourteen

letters of Book viii to the letters formerly known from 6, had found

these in an M-type manuscript, they should also have recovered the

words omitted here. The manuscript which they used must have

been of the Y tradition, not of the X tradition.

vii.l. Superscr. (176.18) Gemino M gfo (X) Geminio Dhkux
78 83 92 cr 76 s (Y) Restituto a (Z) om. lnpt

Restituto a cannot be a scribal error, and I see no satisfactory explana-

tion of it as an editorial emendation. The editor of Z, the mother

manuscript of the ten-book family, presumably gave both the nomen
and the cognomen of this name in the superscription of the letter. In

many cases only one of the two names found in this mother manuscript

is now found in the ten-book manuscripts which have been preserved.

Restituto may have been preserved in P and have been chosen by

Aldus'Jas a correction of Catanaeus. This is the most reasonable

explanation of Restituto in a. The original name may thus have been
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Geminius Restitutes, but this name is not otherwise known to us. It is

known from x.26 that Rosianus Gcminus was Pliny's quaestor when
he was consul in a.d. 100. It has usually been assumed, but without

any proof, that this letter and vii.24, viii.5, viii.22, ix.ll, and ix.30,

all addressed to Geminus or Geminius, were written to Rosianus

Geminus.

vii.3.4 (179.1 1) sed quid imprudens qucm evocare conor retardo M <5cf a

(XYZ) vocare g revocare rts

There is no real manuscript evidence for revocare, which only Keil

of modern editors has adopted from the s editions. Laetus found it

in the common source of rts (0), from which he first noted it in the

margin of his copy of 83 and later printed it in his edition of 1490.

vii.3.5 (178.14) ut enim si cenam tibi facerem dulcibus cibis acres

acutosque miscerem, . . . ita nunc hortor ut iucundissimum genus vitae

nonnullis interdum acrioribus condias M ko/?gcfrt 76 s a (X, and probably

6 and Z) acroribus 1 acoribus Dhn actoribus ux

We have no real evidence for the reading of Z, since Aldus uses the

reading of all the previously printed editions. If the ten-book manu-

script of Aldus had acrioribus, the agreement of M would show that

this is the original reading, acroribus 1 may well be the reading

of 8, emended to acoribus in Dhn, to acrioribus in k, and to actoribus in

ux. Since cfrt 76 s have acrioribus, it may have stood in 6, although

it could have come to them from k. On the whole, the evidence of the

manuscripts favors acrioribus. It may be added that the plural of acor

is not found elsewhere in Latin and that there is no reason why Pliny

should not have used nonnullo acore if he had wished to use the word.

All modern editors accept acoribus, but this is possible only on the

difficult assumption that acrioribus did not stand in either 6 or Z.

vii.4.7 (179.20) Transii ad elegos; hos quoque non minus celeriter

explicui; addidi alios facilitate corruptus M gefrt 76 s a (X, and prob-

ably and Z) altos Dhknoux/> (6) alteros 78 83 92

The scribal error of altos (8) for original alios, t for i, is not uncommon.
The emendation of altos to alteros in 78, assuming the loss of an r sign

after t, shows observation and thought and gives an intelligible mean-

ing. Mommsen's proposal of iambos, which was accepted by Keil and

Muller, disregards the evidence of the manuscripts, a procedure that

in these Letters is justified only in extreme cases. Postgate, 1922.176,

suggests alios super alios, which Mile Guillemin receives into her text.

Such a jump from alios to alios would be an easy error to make, but
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it places a strain upon our credulity to assume that it was made
independently in the X, Y, and Z traditions. A critic should find in

the variant readings of the manuscripts some evidence of a jump
before he assumes one. No variation of the manuscripts here carries

any trace of a possible jump, alios is more characteristic of Pliny's

usual restraint in statement; alios super alios puffs his style up to the

level of the professional rhetorician, alios is well supported by the

manuscripts and is rightly kept by Kukula, Merrill, and Schuster.

vii.4.8 (179.22) inde plura metra, si quid otii, maxime in itinere, temptavi

ots a maxime si in itinere 5gcfr 76 (Y) ac maxime in itinere M
(X)

maxime si in 8 is editorial, on the analogy of si quid otii immediately

preceding, si was dropped editorially in the common source of ts.

From the fact that cfr retain «, it may be inferred with probability that

it stood in 0, and therefore in Y. Aldus accepted the text of Catanaeus.

From the data just given, I infer that ac was not found in Y or Z.

If this is correct, Y rather than X preserved the reading of W, and ac

does not belong in the text. Of modern editors Keil, Kukula, and

Merrill follow the best manuscript tradition in not accepting ac into

the text.

vii.4.10 (179.28) et tamen non de meo, sed de aliorum iudicio loquor,

qui sive iudicant sive errant me delectant 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and probably Z)

delectat M (X)

The loss of the n sign, a macron above the vowel, occurs so frequently

that no admirer of M need feel constrained to support delectat out of

mere loyalty. Schuster, 1928.541, favors delectat because it is more

difficult to construe. That has no bearing on the question if the

variation of reading is due to a mere scribal misreading of a parent

manuscript. In fact, the loss of the n sign, giving by error a singular

verb for the correct plural, is far more frequent than the opposite error.

This favors delectant on the ground that it is more difficult to account

for as the mere slip of a copyist. Schuster adds that Pliny nowhere else

uses delectare with a personal subject. This again would have no

bearing on the question, even if the statement were correct. One
would hardly be willing to say that delectare cannot be used with a

personal subject. Pliny does use delectare at least twice with a personal

subject: (Titius Aristo non) disputationibus longis aliorum otium suumque

delectat i.22.6 (32.7), and (Isaeus) docet delectat adjicit, quid maxime

dubites ii.3.3 (37.11). delectat is so difficult to construe here that I

should say that it cannot be construed if better scholars than I had not
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accepted it. Stangl, 1886.667, Muller, Kukula, and Schuster place

a semicolon after loquor and print delectat. Schuster explains that

not qui, but the entire preceding qui clause is the subject of delectat.

"Whether they are right or wrong makes no difference to me" or

"means much to me" would be intelligible, but "Whether they are

right or wrong delights me" seems to me to make no sense in any

language. Mile Guillemin comes to the rescue here. She prints

quod sive iudicant sive errant me delectat, referring the emendation to

Postgate. This makes at least an intelligible sentence, but it implies

that all the three sources of our manuscript tradition somehow come to

us with the same scribal error or emendation, qui for original quod.

That is too much to assume lightly. Keil and Merrill seem to me to

be right in accepting the unanimous testimony of the eight-book

manuscripts and Aldus here.

vii.5.1 (180.10) unum tempus his tormentis caret, quo in foro et amicorum

litibus conteror 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and probably Z) om. M (X)

Keil, out of his respect for M, omits et, and Kukula follows him.

Muller, Merrill, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster accept et from Y and

Aldus. Carlsson, 1922.71, by the method which he often employs so

convincingly, supports the use of the connective by showing that Pliny

used a connective in the only two parallel phrases in the Letters:

"in foro vzvisque litibus conteror" ii.3.5 (37.18), and "foro et negotiis,"

viii.21.3 (223.19). In view of this, the evidence of the manuscripts

should be interpreted as supporting the retention of et.

vii.6.5 (181.2) rursus ille "potest tibi liquere." Ad hoc ego "si tibi ex

diverso liquet, potest et mihi quod est melius liquere." Turn legatus Polyaenus

causas abolitae accusationis exposuit postulavitque ne cognitioni Caesaris

praeiudicium fieret M ia (XZ) melius causa (casus h) liqueret

(liqueretur hnoux) legatus (legamus D) 8 melius si causa liqueret

legatus s melius causa (causam g, cum c) loqueretur legatus

gcf 76 melius causa loquetur legatus r melius cum loqueretur

legatus causa loquetur legatus t

causa or a derivative of causa (causam, casus, cum) appears in all

eight-book sources. Since causa does not appear in X or Z, it is clear

that X, not Y, preserves the reading of W. There is thus no real

manuscript support for causa or any derivative from it. Various editors

in the eight-book sources and later editors down to Muller and Kukula
have tried unsuccessfully to develop a satisfactory reading that would
retain causa. Keil, Merrill, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster rightly

accept the reading of XZ.
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vii.6.10 (181.18) Suburano (Suburbano Dgt) M 6gcfrt 76 a (XYZ)
Semiano Laet. Scrviano Ber. Cat.

A mother brought before the Emperor a charge of falsi et venefici

against some of his freedmen. Iulius Servianus, a distinguished ex-

consul, was directed (vii.6.8) to hear the case. The accused were

acquitted (§ 9). The mother again appeared and asked to have the

case reopened on the ground that she had new evidence to offer.

Praeceptum est Suburano ut vacaret finitam causam retractanli, si quid novi

adferret (§ 10). It would seem natural for the Emperor to ask the

same judge who had first heard the case to continue with it when it

was reopened. But the evidence of the manuscripts closest to the

original sources agrees in giving the name of an otherwise unknown
Suburanus as the second judge. Proceeding on purely logical grounds,

the editor of the common parent of r and t resolved the difficulty by

simply changing the name Servianus in § 8 to Suburanus; Laetus met

the difficulty by changing the name Suburanus in sections 10 and 11 to

Servianus, although his typesetter misread his Serviano as Semiano.

This typesetter's error was corrected in Ber. and Cat. Critics who
sidestep the troublesome evidence of the manuscripts get beautiful

results and get them easily. All modern editors, however, rightly

follow the unedited evidence of the manuscripts by keeping the name
Servianus for the first judge and the name Suburanus for the second.

vii.6.11,12 (181.23,25) verbum M frts (X0) versum <5gc 76 a

The reading of the ten-book manuscript cannot be reliably inferred

from the reading of Aldus here. The interchange of verbum and

versum in 8 is probably due to the misinterpretation of similar abbrevi-

ations for verbum and versum in use before the fourteenth century.

These contractions were not both in use before the ninth century,

and the reading of M0 should therefore be correct. Keil and Schuster

have rightly accepted the reading of MO.

vii.9.16 (184.25) qui sint hi, adeo notum probatumque est, ut demonstra-

tione non egeat M (X) provocatumque 5gcfrts a (Y) promp-

tumque 76

The error in Y began with the reading of b as u, which gave the

meaningless prouatum. The scribe was copying, not reading, and

went on undisturbed. A later scribe or reader made this into the

word nearest to it in form that came into his mind, provocatum. This

method is frequently employed with scribal miscopying. provocatum

gives no suitable meaning and is therefore not Pliny's word. It was
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kept, however, by the editors of the eight-hook sources, and Aldus

accepted it from them. This suggests that the ten-book manuscript

gave him no help here. The same is perhaps implied by the fact that

Budaeus marked provocatum in his Beroaldus edition for correction but

did not venture an emendation in the margin. The editor of 76 saw

the need for emendation and made an unsuccessful try at it. probatum

was introduced into the text from M by Cortius, 1734, and excellently

defended in his note, and the development of the error traced as it is

traced above. Catanaeus, 1506, explained hi as "authores probati"

before he saw Manuscript M, catching, as he so often does, Pliny's

thought, which is perfectly expressed by probatum, "tested and found

good on trial." pervagatum was suggested by Otto, 1886.304. No
possible history of the development of pervagatum from probatum or vice

versa through scribal error can be seen, but Stangl, 1914.779, was

ready to accept it, and Miiller and Mile Guillemin have accepted it

in their editions. Keil, Kukula, Merrill, and Schuster have done

better in accepting probatum as the original text.

vii.11.1 (185.13) Mirares quod Hermes, libertus meus, hereditarios agros,

quod ego iusseram proscribi, non exspectata auctione, pro meo quincunce

ex septingentis milibus Corelliae addixerit. Adicis (adiicis p, adducis nuxc,

addicis t, addicii r) posse eos (hos p) nongentis milibus venire, ac tanto

magis quaeris an quod gessit ratum servem hkoux/?gcfrt 76 s a (Y, and

possibly Z) milibus venire Dk Corelliae addixerit adicis hos

nongentis milibus (posse venire) M (X)

In the common source of Dk seven words were lost by a jump from

milibus to milibus. The position of posse in this source was the same as

in the other eight-book manuscripts. If posse had followed the second

milibus in this source, it would not have been lost in this jump. Through

an easy error in applying to his own text the note in the Apparatus of

Keil, Merrill fails to report the omission of eos nongentis milibus in D.

Schuster, making up his Apparatus from Keil and Merrill instead of from

the Vienna manuscript so near to his hand, reports D as losing only

one word, posse. Since Aldus used the text of Catanaeus, we cannot

be sure how his ten-book manuscript read. If it read with Y, as it

may have done, posse belongs before eos. If it read with X, posse belongs

before venire. Carlsson, 1922.22, points out that posse venire gives Pliny's

favorite clausula. This is not decisive here since milibus venire also gives

one of the three favorite clausulae of Pliny. The evidence of the manu-
scripts does not give us sure guidance on the position which Pliny gave

to posse , but the added emphasis given to it by placing it between adicis
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and eos would suit the context perfectly. It emphasizes the contrast

between the price charged Corellia and the price which could have

been obtained, thus giving point to the question that follows. Of
modern editors only Merrill has followed Y and Aldus, and he has

probably given us Pliny's original order.

vii.11.6 (186.5) debcam habere M (X) habere debeam 5gcfrt 76

s a (Y, and possibly Z)

The evidence of the manuscripts is not decisive on the word order

here, since we cannot be sure of the reading of Z. The evidence of X
and Y is in conflict. X is in general more reliable than Y. The order

in X is the unusual one, and it gives Pliny's favorite clausula, cretic plus

trochee. This has been regarded in other places as favoring such a

reading. Carlsson, 1922.24, points out, however, that the clausula

given by habere debeam is sometimes found in Pliny, and cites negare

debeam vi.18.2 and studere debeas vii.9.16, in which the infinitive immedi-

ately precedes a form of debere and gives this clausula. To place negare

after debeam, however, or studere after debeas, would give a clausula that

is practically impossible for Pliny; he had to use the order which he

did use in these two cases. But the shift of order to debeam habere in our

passage gave a rhythm which Pliny liked before a pause. The natural,

unstudied order habere debeam would also be less likely to be "corrected"

by scribe or critic than the unusual order debeam habere. This favors

the assumption that debeam habere is the original reading. Of modern
editors, however, only Keil accepts the order of X here.

vii.12.3 (186.20) supra scripto aliter explicitum M Dlhkgrt 76 s (XY)

supra scriptum aliter explicitum (explicatum c) noux/?cf

supra scripto aliter explicatur a

Of modern editors Miiller, Mile Guillemin, and Schuster have

done best in accepting the reading of XY. Keil and Kukula change

supra to super, and Keil, Kukula, and Merrill change aliter to alio.

There is no manuscript support for either of these changes, and the

other editors have rightly felt that they are unnecessary. Pliny attempts

for the moment to become merry at his friend's expense. He is a bit

clumsy at it and expresses himself with less than his usual clarity in the

first half of this letter.

vii.19.3 (191.9) reliqua labuntur meque non metu tantum, verum etiam

dolore conficiunt Sgcfrt 76 s a (Y, and probably Z) non tantum

cura M (X)

Aldus has the text of all previously printed editions, the only reading

that he knew if his manuscript also had it, as is probable. He would
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have been inclined to correct Catanaeus if his manuscript had had

cura. The variation between M and Y here is not due to a misreading

of a parent manuscript by a copyist. It is the conscious or unconscious

substitution of a synonym. Such a substitution of a synonym is more

frequent in M than in either the Y or the Z tradition. The strong

probability here is that Y and Aldus rather than M have preserved

Pliny's word. Of modern editors only Mile Guillemin and Schuster

have chosen the text of M. The text ofM was getting more friends at

the time when their editions were published.

vii.21.3 (193.14) adest M rts a (X0, and probably Z) adhesi (adde si

h, ades 1) <5gcf 76 (8)

The persistence of this meaningless form in the D group of sources

is remarkable. Unsuccessful attempts by scribes to find words in

adhesi are seen in h and 1.

vii.23.1 (194.3) Gaudeo quidem esse te tarn fortem ut Mediolani occurrere

Tironi possis . . . (Sed) denuntio ut ilium et Comi et intra domum atque

etiam intra cubiculi limen exspectes M (X) domi Sgcfrt 76 s a (Y)

Aldus accepted the reading of the earlier printed editions. For this

reason we cannot be sure whether his manuscript had domi. Comi seems

almost required in the context, set over against Mediolani and avoiding

an apparent tautology in domi and intra domum. All modern editors

have, however, accepted domi from Y and Aldus.

vii.24.4 (194.20) habebat ilia (sc. the elderly Quadratilla) pantomimos

fovebatque effusius quam principi feminae convenit M (X) conveniret

Sgcfrt 76 s a (Y)

Since Aldus merely repeats the reading which he found in all previ-

ously printed editions, we have no dependable evidence as to the

reading of his ten-book manuscript. The clause presents Pliny's own
judgment in the form of a general truth, true at all times, for which

the present indicative is appropriate. There is no exact parallel

to this quam clause in Pliny. Schuster, 1931.1068, cites parallels from

Cicero, Sallust, and Quintilian. The critic who emended the con-

struction in an ancestor of our extant eight-book sources assumed the

loss of the r sign in his manuscript. If the imperfect subjunctive were

required, this assumption would not be unreasonable, but the X
tradition is, on the whole, the most reliable of the three traditions.

vii.24.8 (195.8) haec quia soles, si quid incidit novi, non invitus audire;

deinde quia iucundum est mihi quod ceperam gaudium scribendo retractare

M 5 (XY) haec scripsi primum quia gefrt 76 s haec scripsi

quia a
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Deinde gave rise to a supplement to the text by the observant editor

of Manuscript g, which passed on into cfrt 76 s and was in part accepted

by Aldus.

vii.24.9 (195.13) celebritatemque M (X) celebritatemque et glo-

riam f celebritatem gloriam 5gcrt 76 s a (Y)

The only meaning of celebritatem that is possible here is fame, glory, a

meaning in which Pliny frequently uses the word. He could hardly

have added gloriam, which comes rather from an interpretative scholium

or from an overhelpful editor.

vii.25.2 (195.21) Terentius Iunior, equestribus militiis atque etiam pro-

curatione Narbonensis provinciae integerrime functus, recepit se in agros

suos speratisque (spiratisque M) honoribus tranquillissimum otium prae-

tulit M a (XZ) suos paratosque 6gcfrt 76 s (Y)

The variation in the readings of the sources here arises from the

dittography or the haplography of the letter s. Since both M and

Aldus have independently used the s twice, the more likely assumption

is that it stood twice in the original. The error in that case occurs

only in Y. p, with a bar through its stem, was used for par, per, pir, or

por. The scribe of M, unconscious that he was not writing a word, read

this sign as pir; the scribes of Y and Z read it as par or per, according

to the requirement of their context. The apposite meaning of paratis

in the context has protected the error of Y, if it is an error, even to the

most modern editions.

vii.25.6 (196.9) diligentius scvxxtditus Sgcfrt 76 s a (Y) diligenter M
(X)

Because we have no dependable report of the reading of Z, we have

to choose between the readings of Y and X, either of which is satis-

factory from the standpoint of meaning and style. Keil and Schuster

have chosen diligenter; the other modern editors have diligentius. If

any weight be given to the reading of Aldus as a witness to the reading

of Z here, the weight of manuscript evidence would favor diligentius.

vii.27.5 (197.14) deinde e proximo M (X) deinde proximo

5gcfrt 76 s a (Y)

Since Aldus uses the reading current at the time when he was pre-

paring his text, he gives us no evidence as to the text of his ten-book

manuscript. The difference between the reading of M and that of Y
is simply the dittography or the haplography of the letter e . Which-

ever is correct, the error is such an easy one that editors may feel free

to make their choice purely on logical grounds. Usage seems to call
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for the preposition. All modern editors feel th.it the error is in Y. This

assumes that Aldus, probably against his manuscript, followed the

syntax that had been accepted by the Latinists of his day.

vii.27.6 (197.20) longiorquc (-que om. D) causis timoris erat <5gcfrt

76 s (Y) longioris causa timoris timor erat a longiorque causis

timor erat M (X)

Aldus simplified the construction without greatly changing the

words, the word order, or the meaning. No modern editor accepts his

"improvement" of the text. The fact that he kept timoris suggests that

it was lost in M by scribal error rather than that it was editorially

added in Y. All modern editors rightly accept the reading of Y here

against that of M and Aldus.

vii.29.3 (199.25) mimica M i (XZ) inimica Sgcfrt 76 s a (Y)

In a marginal note Budaeus corrected inimica of his Beroaldus text

to mimica. Also in quoting this passage in his In pandectas, 1508.145r,

he first quotes it from Beroaldus with inimica and then adds: "quo in

loco ex antiquis codicibus mimica legimus." His antiquis codicibus can

only be P or the copy / made of P by Iucundus. Aldus used the same

codex antiquus, but for his edition he preferred the reading of Catanaeus,

inimica. Budaeus quotes the passage again in his De asse, 1514.21 v,

using mimica without further comment.

vii.29.4 (200.2) ridere satius M 5gcfrt 76 s (XY) ridere satius

est a

Pliny's elliptic observation has been expanded, as often in the ten-

book tradition, by the addition of est, which Pliny thought his cor-

respondent did not need. No modern editor accepts this "improve-

ment" of the text offered by Aldus or by an earlier editor in the Z
tradition.

viii.2.1 (204.6) Alii in praedia proficiscuntur ut locupletiores revertantur,

ego ut pauperior. Vendideram vindemias certatim negotiatoribus emen-

tibus. Invitabat spes; jejellit. Erat expeditum omnibus remittere aequaliter,

sed non satis aequum M crt 76 s (XY) invitabat pretium et quod

tunc et quod forte (fore i) videbatur. Spes fefellit ai

The ellipsis in the XY text is rather abrupt, but the meaning would

have been clear to the recipient of the letter, and the style is that of

Pliny. If a jump from invitabat to videbatur is assumed, it must go far

back in the text tradition to W. Such a jump cannot reasonably

be assumed to have been made independently by two scribes, one in
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the X tradition and the other in the Y tradition. The added words
look suspiciously like an elucidating scholium or an editorial expansion

of the ellipsis, such as is found in many other passages in these Letters.

They may have stood in P, or they may have been added by Aldus.

They could have been taken from Aldus by Budaeus, as they were

taken from Aldus by Catanaeus for his second edition, forte is found

in both the 1508 and 1518 editions of Aldus. Catanaeus emended this

to fore, and Budaeus was quite capable of doing the same. Although

these added words of the Aldine text are kept by all modern editors,

Pliny probably did not write them.

viii.5.2 (206.22) habet quidem Macrinus grande solacium quod tantum

bonum tam diu tenuit: sed hinc magis exacerbatur quod amisit. Nam
fruendis voluptatibus crescit carendi dolor M ia (XZ) orbatur crt

76 s (Y)

The agreement of X and Z shows that X, not Y, has preserved the

reading of W. The error began by the misreading of ac'batur, after

the loss of ex, as orbatur. This misreading was in part induced by

the scribe's knowledge that the wife of Macrinus had just died, and

by the words quod amisit that followed immediately in the group that

the scribe was memorizing to copy. The error was protected by

the apposite meaning of orbatur in the context.

Immediately following the preceding quotation, Pliny continues:

"ergo suspensus pro homine amicissimo dum admittere avocamenta et

cicatricem pati possit" M crt 76 s (XY) ero ergo ia

ero of Budaeus and Aldus is evidently from P. It must at once be

suspected, however, because neither X nor Y has it and because such

expansions of Pliny's ellipses are frequent in the ten-book family. Its

position as the first word of the sentence also makes it too emphatic.

ero naturally belongs after suspensus. Pliny's anxiety for the health of

his friend, moreover, had already begun; it is not to be emphatically

referred to the future. Of the sixty-five or more occurrences of ergo in

the Letters there is only one besides the reading under discussion in

which it is not postpositive. If the other one could be emended, as I

think this one has been, a critic emending on logical grounds might

think that Pliny's usage was pretty well established. In ergo varii tota

civitate sermones viii.18.3 (219.22), however, all the sources have ergo

first in the sentence, and no editor has sought to regularize the phrase-

ology by emendation. When ergo is strongly illative, it is placed first

in its clause. This naturally occurs more often in argumentative

than in descriptive language, to emphasize the fact that the contents
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of its clause follow the preceding statements as a logical consequence.

ergo in vestigia sedesque nobilium immigrant, Paneg. 50.3. Cf. Paneg. 11.5,

49.7, 52.4, 92.2. Other examples can be found in Kuhner-Stegman II,
2

section 175.

Budaeus, In libros pandectarum, 1508, f. xciii r, quotes the words of

our passage from Pliny, emending advocamenta to avocamenta on logical

grounds, advocamenta is found in all the manuscripts, but all modern

editors rightly accept this emendation. It was an easy error, going

back to W and appearing also in P. Budaeus himself in this quotation

shows how easy it is to make this error by printing amittere instead of

admittere. This may be an error of his typesetter rather than of Budaeus.

admittere advocamenta may have seemed to a scribe a more natural

combination than admittere avocamenta, and amittere avocamenta may have

seemed to the typesetter a more likely combination than admittere

avocamenta. The confusion of the prefixes ad-, a-, and ab- is so frequent

in these manuscripts that a critic, working with proper caution, may
be allowed to substitute one for either of the other two when the context

clearly calls for the change.

viii.6.2 (207.7) pretium operae (operite c) M crt 76 (XY)

operae pretium s pretium curae a

curae probably goes no farther back than Aldus, but even if it stood

in P, the agreement of X and Y is usually right against Z. Pliny uses

operae pretium in Paneg. 67'.4 and 86.1; he has not used pretium curae

elsewhere. Of modern editors only Merrill and Mile Guillemin have

followed Aldus here.

viii.6.2 (207.7) inveni (senatus consultum de Pallantis honoribus) tarn

copiosum et effusum ut ille superbissimus titulus modicus atque etiam

demissus videretur. Confer antque (conferuntque r 76, conferant Cat.) se,

non dico illi veteres Africani Achaici Numantini, sed hi proximi Marii

Sullae Pompeii, nolo progredi longius; infra Pallantis laudes iacebunt

M crt 76 s (XY) conferant se misceantque a

conferantque goes back to W. If -que is not an error in this early text,

it implies the loss of a coordinate verb that stood before it. It would

be idle to try to guess what this verb may have been if such a verb were

ever there. Aldus, or possibly some earlier editor in the ten-book

tradition, suggests misceant after se and moves -que from conferant to

the added verb. This is not to emend a text but to patch upon it a

bit of one's own composition. Miiller rearranges the reading of Aldus

to conferant misceantque se, which must be done if misceant is kept. This

would save se and account for -que if a jump from confersnt to miscearc/
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is assumed to account for the reading of XY. The other modern
editors simply adopt the reading of Aldus and pass over in silence the

insuperable difficulty of accounting palaeographically for the reading

of XY. Catanaeus emends in the simplest way by merely dropping

-que. There is some difficulty about this, too, but a lesser one. His

text has the ring of Pliny in it, but we cannot be sure that he really

has the exact words of the author.

viii.6.3 (207.12) miseros dicerem urbanos, si senatum deceret urbanitas; miseroj

M ia (XZ) om. crt 76 s (Y)

This omission gives added evidence that 0, the manuscript which

furnished these fourteen letters of Book viii to certain editors in the

fifteenth-century eight-book family, was not from an M-type manu-
script. The words belong in the text, for they are preserved in both M
and P.

The same is true in section 5 following:

senatus nee expiata postea curia est, Pallantis nomine senatus gratias agit

Caesari M a (XZ) om. crt 76 s (Y)

Budaeus does not add these words. From this it may be seen that

he was not collating his Beroaldus text on P, but only making correc-

tions where as he read he discovered that something was wrong. The
Beroaldus text here makes perfect sense without the added words, and

Budaeus was not driven to his manuscript for aid.

viii.6.3 (207.14) ut per suum, per publicum dedecus M crt 76 s (XY)

aut per suum aut per publicum dedecus a

The rhetorical improvement in Pliny's language offered here by

Aldus or an earlier editor in the ten-book tradition has rightly been

rejected by all modern editors.

The same is true of omitto a, for mitto, three lines below.

viii. 6. 5 (207.22) quod et ipse (Caesar) cum summo honore mentionem

eius (Pallantis) prosecutus esset et senatui facultatem fecisset testandi erga

eum, benevolentiam M crt 76 s (XY) benevolentiam suam ia

It is better editorial practice to accept the reading of XY (W) than

that of Z unless strong reasons exist for preferring the reading of the

less reliable source. If the word order had been testandi benevolentiam

erga eum, no need would have been felt for the addition of suam. Even

with the order in the text, suam is not necessary or even helpful for

clarity. By omitting it Pliny secured a clausula that he liked, cretic

plus cretic (with resolution of the second long syllable in the first cretic)
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and avoided a clausula that was offensive to his car. Of modern editors

Kcil has done best in adopting the reading of XY.

viii.6.13 (209.4) ubiquc et ia (Z) ubi et M crt 76 s (XY)

The context calls for ubique, and all modern editors rightly accept the

reading of Z here. The impulse to drop -que before et as a duplicate

connective was likely to occur to a scribe half conscious of meaning

as he copied, but not actually reading the context. The scribe unfor-

tunately chose the wrong connective to omit. If he had omitted et

instead of -que, his text could have been accepted. The error goes

back to W.

viii.6.13 (209.8) X kal. Februarias (febrarias M) M (X) X kal.

februarii (-ri Ber.) rt 76 s febru c (0) quarto Kal. Februarii

a

c has given the reading of 0. The editor of the common source of rt

76 s expanded this to Februarii, a form of dating not uncommon in

Italy in the fifteenth century. Aldus accepted from the earlier printed

editions this form, which was familiar to him. For X, Aldus prints

quarto. Scribes made many errors in copying numerals that were

expressed in the Roman notation, and IV may have stood in some

ten- book source back of Aldus or of P.

viii.6.15 (209.20) rationem turpitudini obtendere, egregiam quidem pulchranti-

que rationem M ia (XZ) om. crt 76 s (Y)

This omission adds to the evidence that 0, from which these letters

found their way into crt 76 s, was not an M-type manuscript. Two
similar situations are found in sections 5 and 10 of this letter. Some
scribe of the Y tradition had a bad day when he copied this letter, but

he may have covered a good deal of text by not taking time to be

careful.

viii.6.17 (209.29) credas M c ia (XZ, and probably Y) credatur

rt 76 s

The subject of credas is Montanus, to whom the letter is addressed,

and only credas is possible. Some scribe, half conscious of meaning,

thought of the subject as the indefinite you, meaning "anyone," and

consciously or unconsciously substituted the impersonal credatur for

credas. While it is possible that the editor of c corrected credatur of his

parent manuscript to credas, it is more probable that his copy of

had the original credas. The copy of that was the source of the text

of rt 76 s must have had credatur.
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viii.7.1 (210.4) magister nam tu magister ia (Z) om. M crt 76 s (XY)

The words preserved in Z clearly belong in the text. The jump
by which they were lost in XY was made in the W stage of the tradition.

viii.7.2 (210.7) non modo M c a (XYZ) non rt 76 s

mo for modo was lost after no for non in the copy of from which the

text of rt 76 s was derived. It was preserved in the copy of 6 used by

the editor of the text of c. Similar differences between the text of c and

rt 76 s occur repeatedly in Book viii.

numerosus M rt 76 s a (XYZ) in viii. 8. 2 (210.16) was misread as

ne morsus by the scribe of c or by an earlier scribe in the ancestry of the

copy of 6 which was used by the editor of c.

viii. 8. 2 (210.16) hunc (collem) subter exitJons et exprimitur pluribus venis

sed imparibus, eluctatusque quern facit gurgitem lato gremio patescit purus

et vitreus

In the preceding text Aldus or an earlier editor in the ten-book

family changed exit Jons (M crt 76 s) to Jons exit, dropped quern (M crt

76 s) before facit, and added qui (om. M crt 76 s) after gurgitem. No
modern editor thinks that Aldus has preserved the original text in the

first of these three changes, and only Merrill accepts his text in the

other two. The readings of XY in all three of these are defended on

logical grounds by Carlsson, 1922.71.

viii. 8. 3 (210.21) After navium patiens the next word in the text of

crt 76 s is eodem from viii. 18. 11 (221.3). There is no break in the line

or any other indication of the loss of any text in crt 76 Laet. In Beroal-

dus the words hie mutilus codex are inserted between patiens and eodem.

Catanaeus leaves a blank space of one line after patiens and adds a few

unilluminating and some incorrect comments in his notes. The missing

text was first printed by Aldus from P and was later found in M. It

was also copied from P by Iucundus for Budaeus, and this copy, I, is

bound into the Oxford Volume. Since no copy of this omitted text is

found in any manuscript of the Y tradition, the fundamental thesis

of this study, namely that X and Y are from a common source, offers

no direct means of testing the correctness of the readings of M and P
in this portion of the text. Critics can only apply logical tests in

choosing between them. For this reason, no readings from this lost

portion are examined in this study.

viii. 18. 12 (221.5) in vicem tu, si quid istic epistula dignum, ne gravare M
c I (XZ, and probably Y) gravere rt 76 gravere scribere s

gravare scribere a
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Aldus conflated the reading of his manuscript with that of Catana< tut,

a practically unfailing method of getting an incorrect text. The change

from the imperative to tin- subjunctive was made in the copy of 6 that

furnished the text to rt 76 s. This was expanded to make the meaning

more clear by Laetus, who added scribere. Pliny had trusted his friend

to catch the idea of writing from epistula. In copying P Iucundus first

wrote si quid de, then canceled de and wrote epistula. This is clear

proof that istic was not found in P, but all modern editors rightly

follow XY in keeping istic.

viii.19.1 (221.10) tarn triste M crt 76 s (X0Y) nihil tarn triste

Iia (Z)

nihil is not found in either branch of the better manuscript tradition

and is better omitted here with Miiller, Kukula, and Mile Guillemin.

The construction without it is typically Plinian, although he is not

averse to anaphora and uses nihil anaphorically in eleven other cases.

This made the temptation to introduce the second nihil a strong one

for a rhetorician-editor in the ten-book tradition.

viii.20.1 (221.26) facilis occasio M crt 76 Laet. i (XYZ) occasio

facilis t facilis occasio est a

Budaeus canceled non before facilis in his Beroaldus, but he did not

add est. It therefore seems probable that it was Aldus who completed

the construction for Pliny by adding est. No modern editor follows

him in this.

viii.20.4 (222.7) color caerulo albidior viridior etpressior (pretiosior crt 76 s),

sulphuris odor saporque medicatus, vis qua fracta solidantur M crt 76 s

(XY) et pressior sulphure a

viridior X and pressior X P were both found in W.

It is difficult to see the meaning of caerulo pressior in the description of

the color of the water of a lake. Aldus omits viridior and prints sulphure;

Budaeus has sulphure but retains viridior. pressior sulphure may have been

the reading of P, but standing between the description of the color of

the water and of its odor and taste, it is logically impossible in the

context, odor saporque also require sulphuris in the genitive. Schuster,

1919.45, and in his edition, 1933, would read viridi ora pressior. The
scribal error would then consist in writing et for <z, rather difficult but

not impossible; but the meaning in the emended text is still unsatis-

factory. Several other attempts to emend here have been made. No
one has suggested viridi lividior as the original of viridior. It would be

parallel with caerulo albidior. viridilividior, written with a digraph for ri
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could have given viridior by haplography of ridi, lividi, the digraph for

ri having been read as li. (Cf. i.20.25 preceding, p. 150.) This would

give caerulo albidior viridi lividior et pressior. This still leaves pressior

difficult. As a rhetorical term Pliny uses pressus to describe a simple

as against a flowery style: describimus aliquid modo pressius modo elatius

iv.14.3 (105.19). Possibly he thinks of pressior as an appropriate word

to characterize a subdued tone of color which one would hardly know
whether to call blue or green on looking at the surface of a lake. If

this suggestion does not commend itself, perhaps it would be better to

print the reading of M0 until a more satisfactory emendation can be

found. The translators, at any rate, will continue to find it easy to

sidestep the difficulty of the Latin by using attractive paraphrases of

what Pliny might have said.

viii.20.5 (222.10) sacer enim sed M crt 76 s (XY) [Edd.] sacer

enim est sed a

The ellipsis in this brief aside of the author has been filled out by

Aldus or an earlier editor in the ten-book tradition, as so often else-

where in these Letters. All modern editors, however, by using the

reading of XY, permit the author to have his way.

viii.20.6 (222.15) eademque M crt 76 s (XY) [Edd.] eadem aqua

la

Merrill reports aqua as the reading of I, but the aqua in the margin of

the Oxford Volume is by Budaeus, not by Iucundus. These two writers

use entirely different forms of the letter a. This correction of the

Beroaldus text by Budaeus probably comes from his copy of the Aldine

edition, not from P or /. No modern editor accepts the addition to the

text offered by Aldus.

It may be noted in passing that Miiller and Kukula are alone among
modern editors in accepting the word order pariter suspensa of Aldus

later in this same line against suspensa pariter of M crt 76 s (XY). The
order of XY here is favored by Carlsson, 1922.14, on the ground that

it gives one of Pliny's favorite clausulae. In the next line also the care-

fully thought out substitution of eunt for sunt by Aldus in interdum

iunctae copulataeque (insulae) et continenti similes sunt finds no taker among
modern editors. It would be tedious to note and comment upon all

the hundreds of deft editorial touches that Aldus added in the text

of these Letters. I hope enough of them have been pointed out to

justify the view that Aldus' text must be used with great care as

evidence for the reading of P.
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viii.20.6 (222.18) Huitant M ia (XZ) iluctant c (0) fluctuant

rt 70s

c has preserved the text of 6. The confusion of the letters i and c in

reading minuscule script is an easy error, frequently made. In the

copy of 6 from which the text of rt 76 s in Book viii descends, the scribe

or an editor added a letter to make a word of the meaningless fluctant.

This treatment of such a group of letters is frequent in emendations

hurriedly made by scribes in copying. They give consideration to

none or to very little of the context in making such emendations.

viii. 20. 7 (222.20) rursus omnes (sc. insulae fluitantes) in eundem locum

appulsae, qua steterunt promovent terram et modo hac modo ilia lacum

reddunt auferuntque, ac turn demum cum medium tenuere non contrahunt

ia (Z) trahuntur M crt 76 s (XY)

trahuntur must go back to W, but it yields no meaning in the context.

contrahunt Z gives an intelligible meaning and is therefore rightly pre-

ferred by all modern editors. Merrill felt a slight inclination to

conflate to contrahuntur, but his better judgment restrained him.

auctum is found in a for ac turn; from P Budaeus corrected trahuntur of

Beroaldus to contrahunt, but left Beroaldus' ac turn undisturbed. This

makes it probable that only Aldus is responsible for auctum. No modern
editor accepts it.

For steterunt, stetere (statere c 76) is found in crt 76 s {$). All

modern editors follow Ma with steterunt. They are probably, but not

quite certainly, right. All manuscript sources have tenuere in the next

line, and all modern editors accept it. In a dozen other places some

manuscript sources have this perfect active indicative form in ere

instead of in erunt, but all modern editors accept the form in erunt as

the spelling of Pliny. In vi.17.2 diduxere, movere, and adsurrexere are all

found in D in one sentence. In vi.29.8 the 8 sources have luere for

luerunt and in ii.10.2 rts (0) have enotuere. If Pliny occasionally used

the form in ere, as in tenuere in this sentence, the tendency of scribes

as well as of editors would normally be to correct the spelling to erunt.

viii. 21. 6 (224.5) emendata M crt 76 s (X0Y, and probably Z) vel

emendata a

Budaeus made many corrections in the text of his Beroaldus edition

of this letter, nine in the last thirteen lines. In this line he changed ut

after emendata postea to vel, but he did not introduce vel before emendata.

It is a reasonable assumption that this vel was not present in P or I,

which he was comparing with the text of Beroaldus. If this is correct,
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there is no manuscript evidence for the first vel of the Aldine text. The
introduction of the first member of a pair of correlatives is a frequent

editorial contribution to the text in these Letters.

viii.22.2 (224.13) atque ego optimum et emendatissimum existimo qui

ceteris ita ignoscit tamquam ipse cotidie peccet, ita peccatis abstinet tamquam
nemini ignoscat a (Z)

For ita ignoscit M crt 76 a (XYZ), Laetus has ita cognoscit, while

Beroaldus and Catanaeus have ita ignoscat. For abstinet, abstineat is

found in M crt 76 s (XY). All modern editors regard abstineat as

having been attracted to the mood of peccet and ignoscat, which immedi-

ately precede and follow it. Such an attraction would be an easy error

and may have stood in W. Beroaldus remedied the matter by changing

ita ignoscit to ita ignoscat, making it parallel to his abstineat. The syntax

in his sentence would be admissible, but the scribal error is better

accounted for by ignoscit and abstinet.

viii.22.3 (224.19) quaeris fortasse M crt 76 s (XY) [Edd.] fortasse

quaeris a

viii.22.4 (224.19) quaeris fortasse quo commotus haec scribam. Nuper

quidam — sed melius coram; quamquam ne tunc quidem. Vereor enim

ne id quod improbo eos insectari carpere referre huic quod cum maxime

praecipimus repugnet. Quisquis ille, qualiscumque, sileatur, quern in-

signire exempli nihil, non insignire humanitatis plurimum refert M c (X,

and probably Y) eos sectari rt 76 s a

Since Aldus had the reading of all the earlier printed editions, we
have virtually no evidence as to the reading of his ten-book manuscript.

All modern editors have accepted insectari, which has the stronger

manuscript support and gives a better meaning than sectari. All

modern editors except Merrill and Mile Guillemin silently drop eos,

which certainly stood in W. It cannot be construed, which shows

that Pliny did not write it. But it is also difficult, because it has no

meaning in the sentence, to assume that it was inserted by an editor

as an emendation. The only reasonable assumption is that it got

into the text by the error of a scribe who misread his parent manu-

script. Merrill incorrectly reports that r has eius. Possibly misled by

his erroneous note on the reading of r, Merrill accepted eius into the

text, and Mile Guillemin follows him in this, eos sectari is not an

impossible misreading for e?sectari and gives an excellent meaning in

the context. It is really needed after quidam, which is further repre-

sented by ille in the next sentence. I should be inclined to accept
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eius as the possible source of eos. It is hardly good editorial practice

simply to disregard eos.

viii.23.1 (225.3) avocamenta M ia (XZ) advocamenta crt 70 s

(V)

avocamenta is required by the context. Aldus deserts the reading

of the previously printed editions. He therefore probably represents

the reading of his ten-book manuscript here.

The prefixes ab and ad each reduce to a simple a in the spelling of

certain compounds. Copyists often made mistakes in expanding the

simple prefix a of the parent manuscript to ab or ad. For this reason

there is much confusion in the manuscripts in the prefixes a-, ab-, and

ad-. Some examples are i.24.3 (34.9) avocet MV Ba (XZ)

advocet F; ix.36.2 (256.8) avocant g 92 76 s a (0) revocant

t advocant <5cfr; iv.11.9 (101.20) aversata MV Z)hg 76 BFa
(XYZ) adversata koux/?cfrts (0) ; iv.11.15 (102.15) afuisti

MV B (XZ) adfuistis F oup abfuisti 78 83 92 cfrt 76 s a

(0) affuisti Dhkxg (8) ; vi.9.1 (152.28) afuissem M Dug (XY)

affuissem lhof affuisse k abfuissem nxprt 76 s a

adfuissem c. Without the context it would be impossible to

select the correct reading with confidence in any of these five examples.

This means that a critic must be guided more by the context than

by the manuscript readings in such cases.

viii.23.1 (225.5) meo M Ber. Cat, a (XZ) modo cr 76 Laet. (0)

melius meo t

In the parent of meo was read as mo, the abbreviation for modo.

Some scholar using the parent of t marked modo with a reference sign

in the text and wrote "melius meo" in the margin. The scribe of t,

whose penmanship is really too good for a scholar, substituted melius

meo for modo in the text. Similarly in viii.4.4 (206.1) some scholar had

written in the margin of the parent of t the rhetorical comment:

"commendatio et argumentum a simile." The scribe embodied the

comment in his text. It is clear that the many emendations in the text

that are found in t were not made by its immediate scribe but at an

earlier date in a manuscript which became the source of the parent of

t. This must be kept in mind when one attempts to arrive at the

history of the text of the eight-book tradition in the fifteenth century

in Italy.

viii.23.5 (225.21) quod vel maxime dolorem meum exulcerat M crt 76 s

(XY) [Edd.] vicerat a
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viceral could have arisen from the misreading of / as tall i. The loss

of the prefix ex- is not so unusual as to compel us to think of deliberate

emendation, although the change may have been a deliberate emenda-

tion. No modern editor has followed Aldus here.

Seven lines below, Aldus has diversa where all other sources have

adversa. Of modern editors only Miiller and Kukula have followed

Aldus here. Martin, 1919.550, rightly defends the reading of XY.
It seems likely that both vicerat and diversa may be editorial refinements

of the text by Aldus without manuscript basis.

viii.23.9 (226.3) in tantis tormentis eram cum scriberem haec, scriberem sola

M (X) cum haec scriberem sola cr 76 (0) cum haec scriberem.

Solare ts cum scriberem haec a

The evidence of the manuscripts does not make us certain of the

original text here. The slightly unnatural order of cum scriberem haec

is found in both M and a. Since Aldus departed from the previous

editions in this and agrees with M, which he had never seen, it seems

evident that both X and Z had the words in this order, and it should

therefore be accepted. M completes the sentence with scriberem sola.

This must be interpreted as meaning ut haec scriberem sola. The ellipsis

of haec is quite in Pliny's style, and either the deliberate omission of ut

by the author or its accidental loss by a copyist would not be surprising.

Of modern editors Keil, Kukula, and Merrill have thus done best

in adhering to the text of M. If this is Pliny's original text, the

reading in 6 would imply first a jump from scriberem to scriberem,

leaving cum scriberem sola; and then that haec was added editorially,

being placed in its natural position before scriberem. This would give

cum haec scriberem sola of 0. Aldus or an earlier editor in the ten-book

tradition may be supposed to have dropped scriberem sola because he

did not see a suitable construction for it. What is left gives good sense

as an exclamation.

In Class. Rev. 37 (1923) 153, D. S. Robertson suggests the addition

of ut haec after scriberem haec. Malcovati, 1 934.90, thinks that Robertson

would have done better to suggest the addition of ut only. Between

these two suggestions, that of Robertson would better explain the text

of M by assuming a jump from haec to haec. This is easier than the

assumption of the loss of merely an original ut in M. The rewriting

proposed by Robertson is accepted by Mile Guillemin. It is hard to

see why Aldus should have dropped ut haec scriberem sola, if his manu-

script had had these words. Again it seems better to use the text

ofM.
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viii.24.1 (226.9) admoneam tamcn ut quae scis tcneas et observes, aut

nescire melius M crt 76 Laet. Ber. (XY) aut me scire melius i aut

scias melius Cat. a

Aldus accepted the emendation of Catanaeus. It is reasonable

to assume, especially in view of the reading of Budaeus, that his

manuscript had aut nescire melius, but that he, like Catanaeus, did not

like the construction. Even Keil, in his editio minor, 1853, preferred

the reading of Catanaeus, and Miiller, 1903, kept it in his edition.

Schuster, 1919.46-48, thought discas should be substituted for nescire,

but in 1933 he printed nescire, as Keil, 1870, Merrill, and Mile Guille-

min had done. After wide vibrations, the pendulum has finally, as so

often, swung back to rest on the reading of the better manuscript

tradition.

viii.24.2 (226.11) Cogita te missum in provinciam Achaiam, in qua

primum humanitas, litterae, etiam fruges inventae esse creduntur; missum

ad ordinandum statum, id est, ad homines maxime homines, ad liberos maxime

liberos, qui ius a natura datum virtute meritis amicitia foedere denique

et religione tenuerunt M crt 76 s (XY) ad ordinandum statum

civitatium i ad ordinandum statum liberarum civitatium a

If liberarum civitatium had stood in P, Budaeus would have added

both words, not civitatium only, to the text of Beroaldus. Like Budaeus,

Aldus, too, felt the need of a genitive of definition after statum. He
found ordinare statum liberarum civitatium in section 7 of this letter and

from it supplied liberarum civitatium with statum in our passage. It is

practically certain that P read as XY evidently did and that the text

tradition in the manuscripts gives us Pliny's own words, statum

(provinciae) is used in a less technical sense than statum liberarum civitatium

below. In the lines just before and just after statum in our passage

Pliny is speaking of the Greeks purely as homines, not as cives civitatium.

This is sufficient reason for not using the technical political term which

Aldus has introduced. All modern editors, however, add the words

liberarum civitatium against the better text tradition.

It may be added that in the words cited at the head of this discussion

a jump was made from maxime after homines to maxime before liberos in

rt 76 s. The omitted words are found in M and c. This adds another

bit of evidence that the 6 manuscript used by the editor of c was not

the one that furnished the text of these letters in rt 76 s. Aldus also

omits the same words. He was working from the text of Catanaeus.

It read easily and naturally at this point, his suspicion was not aroused,

and he was not led to check it against that of his manuscript.
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Similarly, in viii.24.3 (226.16), three lines below the preceding

citation, a jump was made from reverere after tenuerunt to reverere before

gloriam in rt 76 s. The missing words are preserved in M c ia. Also,

two lines farther down, from venerabilis in urbibus, preserved in M ia

(XZ), the words in urbibus were lost in crt 76 s (0) by haplography.

Because of the rich resources in the manuscript tradition for these

Letters, such omissions rarely cause difficulty to the text critic; and,

carefully studied, they do throw light on the history of the text.

ix.1.4 (228.14) nam quod de vivente scriptum est in defunctum quoque

tamquam viventem adhuc editur si editur statim M 5gcfrt 76 s (XY)

de vivente scriptum est de vivente recitatum i de vivente scriptum

de vivente recitatum est a

The fact that the words de vivente recitatum are placed after est by

Budaeus but before est by Aldus suggests that if they come from P or I,

they may have been a marginal notation, a scholium, not a part of the

body of the text. The fact that these words were not found in X or Y
also brings doubt as to their authenticity. They may well be an

editorial elucidation of the text, suggested by quamvis legeris multis

legendosque dederis a few lines above, legeris multis, however, coupled

as it is with legendos dederis, of the mere lending of a copy, need not

imply a formal recitatio. The added words are accepted by all modern

editors. Such additions to the text are hard to get rid of once they have

found a place in the text.

ix.1.4 (228.16) interim differ M (X) differt (deferet o, differet p,

differre 78 83) interim Dlhknouxp 78 83 r Laet. (8) differ interim

92 gcft 76 Ber. Cat. a (0Y)

The change of order in the eight-book texts may well have been

made unconsciously by a scribe; or a reviser may have thought that

differ interim, hoc perfice was a more effective order, differt, in 8, arose

from the misreading of ri as rt. This error was corrected by the editor

of g. Since Aldus gives the reading currently received in the printed

editions of his day, we cannot be sure that he gives us the reading of his

ten-book manuscript. The reading of Catanaeus was so satisfactory

that he may not have checked it with his manuscript. Carlsson,

1922.22, favors the reading of M because it gives a clausula that Pliny

liked. All modern editors except Muller have rightly followed M here.

ix.1.4 (228.18) et temporis (ipsis g) ratio praecidit (praecedat 1) M
<5gcfrt 76 s (XY) etiam horis praecedit a

Only the misreading of a minuscule manuscript can account for the

meaningless text of Aldus, et temporis, written etpis, could have been
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read as et his, which would mean it horis. It may have been the error

of the typesetter, reading from the handwritten copy furnished him

by Aldus. The second edition of a, 1518, corrects the reading to et

temporis ratio praecidit, which Aldus could have taken in the first place

from Catanaeus or other available sources.

ix.2.1 (229.3) facis iucunde quod non solum epistulas verum etiam plurimas

flagitas M (X) quod non solum plurimas epistulas meas verum

etiam longissimas 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y)

We have here not a mere scribal error, but a deliberate editorial

rewriting of the sentence. The more temperate sentence of M bears

upon its face the stamp of Pliny; the extravagantly padded sentence of

Y smacks of a rhetorical reviser. No reviser would have tried to

improve the sentence of Y by reducing it to the form of the sentence in

M. Aldus would have been attracted to the more rhetorical sentence

of the current text even if his manuscript had the sentence in the same

form as M. His repetition of the current text of his day gives no

evidence as to the reading of P. All modern editors, thinking that the

agreement of Aldus with Y implies the agreement of Y and Z, have

wrongly kept the more rhetorical but the less Plinian sentence.

ix.3.1 (229.20) alius aliud, ego beatissimum existimo qui bonae raan-

suraeque famae praesumptione perfruitur certusque posteritatis cum futura

gloria vivit M 6gcrts (XY) alius alium f 76 ia (Z)

It is probable that alius alium stood in P. It is also probable that it

represents the work of an editor there, as it does in f 76. The change

from alium to aliud is far less probable than the opposite change by an

editor or through the error of a copyist, aliud certainly stood in both X
and Y, and XY are usually correct against Z, especially where one

reading or the other must be referred to an editor. Carlsson, 1922.59,

points out that Sidonius Apollinaris has parallels to alius alium, but that

does not give a satisfactory basis for overruling the evidence of the

better manuscripts as to the reading of Pliny. Of modern editors only

Keil and Kukula have alius aliud.

The 8 manuscripts Dlhkgf have vivet for vivit in this passage. The
agreement of all the other sources shows this to be an error in 5. It

is probably merely a scribal error, since e and i are so often inter-

changed by copyists.

ix.4.1 (230.7) vererer ne immodicam orationem putares quam cum
hac epistula accipies nisi esset generis eius ut saepe desinere videatur

M 5gcfrt 76 s (XY) saepe incipere saepe desinere ia
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While a jump from saepe to saepe would be an easy error to make,

the jump, if assumed, must be carried back to the early source W.
Pliny is playfully saying to his friend that if the manuscript of the

oration looks pretty thick he need not dread to begin to read it because

he will find many places where he can stop and lay it aside until

another sitting. A suitable re-entry for the reader when he begins

the new chapter, as we may call it, is implied in this and did not need

to be expressed. It is like Pliny not to assure his friend on this point

and like an overhelpful editor to repair the supposed oversight. Such

unnecessary supplements are not found in W but are not infrequent

in Z. All modern editors retain the added words. Such editorial

additions are hard to get rid of when they have once found a place

in the text.

ix.7.2 (231.23) huius in litore plures villae meae, sed duae maxime ut

delectant ita exercent M (X) ut maxime 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y)

Since a has the reading that was current in all previously printed

editions, it cannot be assumed that it gives us the reading of P. The
choice therefore lies between the order found in M and that in the

eight-book sources. All modern editors except Merrill follow the

order of M. Carlsson, 1922.21, supports this on logical grounds.

ix.7.4 (232.5) illic recta gestatio longo limite super litus extenditur, hie

spatiosissimo xysto leviter inflectitur M a (XZ) illic spatiosissimo xysto

(spatiosissimus xystus s) leviter inflectitur rt 76 s (0) illic spa-

tiosissima inflectitur f om. 8gc

A scribe in the 8 branch of the Y tradition made a jump from

-ditur of extenditur to -ctitur of inflectitur. The omitted words were

preserved in 0. The editor of f evidently did not have a complete copy

of the words in the collation available to him in the margin of his basic

6 text. The editor of c gives us his basic 8 text, apparently not having

noticed the additional words in his 6 text. Many 8gc readings noticed

elsewhere in this study show the same oversight in c. The editor of r

sometimes errs in the same way. In both c and r the 8 reading has

simply been preferred to that of 6.

ix.8.1 (232.15) omnia scripta tua pulcherrima existimo, maxime tamen

ilia de nobis M Dlhknouxgcfrt 76 (XY) ilia quod nobis p Laet. Ber.

ilia quae de nobis Cat. a

The editor of p expanded Pliny's elliptic construction by adding quod.

This emendation passed from p to 78 83 92, and from 83 to Laet., and

so on to Ber. Catanaeus, always alert and constructive, did rather
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better by substituting quae for quod and adding de. Aldus look this up,

and from Aldus and Catanaeus it came on down to Mullcr and

Kukula. Neither quod nor quae was needed by Pliny's correspondent,

and Pliny left a little for him to read between the lines. The other

modern editors rightly follow the better manuscript tradition, XY.

ix.9.1 (232.23) simulant ac M simulant M frt 76 s a (XYZ) [Edd.]

om. 6gc Vat. lat. 5114 (6)

ix.9.3 (233.8) quamquam sic amasti iuvenem M Dlhkngcfrt 76 (XY)

viventem ouxps a

viventem was brought into the text by an editor who had access only

to 8 manuscripts which did not contain it. This was done by some

editor in the line of descendants from Guarino's manuscript after

Dlhkn had been made. Laetus took it from 83, although he noted the

reading iuvenem from some source in his copy of 83. Aldus took it from

Catanaeus, and Merrill and Mile Guillemin have adopted the attrac-

tive emendation. The other modern editors have rightly followed the

better manuscript tradition.

ix.11.2 (234.5) collegerint (collegerunt rts) M frt 76 s a (XY)

legerint 8 elegerint gc

In 8 the sign for the prefix con was overlooked by the scribe, but in 6

the reading of Y was preserved. The editor of g emends the 8 reading,

and the editor of c takes over his emendation, as often. The next

word, detector, was lost from 6gcr, but preserved in M 6 a. The editor

of g had not seen 0, and the editors of c and r preferred to read with g
rather than with their 6 manuscript.

ix.12.2 (234.16) acerbius duriusque M a (XZ) durius acerbiusque

<5gcfrt 76 s (Y) durius acerbius u

Since Aldus reverses the order found in all the earlier printed editions

and agrees with M, which he had not seen, it should be assumed that

he has followed his manuscript. Therefore M rather than Y preserved

the order of W, and the order ofWZ must be accepted. The inversion

of the order in Y took place unconsciously in the mind of a scribe as

he repeated the group of words which he had memorized from his

parent manuscript to copy. This implies some facility on his part

in speaking Latin.

In the next line, from "ut memineris et hominem esse te et hominis

patrem" M (X), te hominem esse is found in 5gcfrt 76 s (Y) and

hominem te esse in a. Any of these would make correct Latin, yet in such

cases it is usually true that one order will seem best to men with a fine
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sense of rhythm and of propriety in the representation of thought in

language. All modern editors except Merrill have preferred the order

of M here, and Carlsson, 1922.12, finds a good logical reason for their

doing so. Even Merrill has chosen the order of Y rather than that

of Aldus.

ix.13.4 (235.12) cum iam satis primus Me impetus defcrvisset M (X)

ille primus impetus 6gcfr 76 s a (Y) ille impetus t

Aldus accepted here the word order which he found in all the earlier

printed editions. He cannot be assumed to have followed his ten-book

manuscript here, though of course he may possibly have done so.

The choice therefore lies between the order in M and that in the eight-

book manuscripts. Of these, M is the more likely to be right. No
violence is done to the manuscript tradition in preferring the reading

of M to that of Y and Aldus if he has not followed the reading of his

ten-book manuscript. All modern editors except Merrill have adopted

the reading of M, and Carlsson, 1922.21, points out several parallels

to this order when ille and another adjective are used with the same

noun.

defervisset Z)hknoxp 78 83 rt a (YZ) gave the scribes some

trouble. It appears as deseruisset in ux, deserbuisset in g, deferbuisset

in 92 cf 76 Bex. Cat., deferuuisset in Laet. There is no question but that

deferuisset was the form in Y. Since Aldus corrected the various readings

found in 76 92 Laet. Ber. Cat. to deferuisset, it is probable that he followed

his manuscript. If so, Y and Z agree, and this form must therefore be

accepted. M has defremuisset, a not unlikely error for a scribe in

reading deferuisset. Keil has preferred to follow M because of his high

regard for that manuscript. Martin, 1919.551, and Schuster, 1926.58,

point out that defremuisset seems to be the lectio difficilior and should

therefore have the preference, and Schuster uses it in his Teubner

edition, 1933. If we are dealing with a mere scribal misreading

of a long word in his parent manuscript, the question of which is the

lectio difficilior from the standpoint of meaning has no significance.

ix.13.5 (235.19) ut vobis societate eius invideam M (X) societate

ius (vis h) Z)hknoux (5) societatis ius (vis c) pgcrt 76 s

societatem eius f ia

The ablative used by Pliny was preserved in both X and Y. societate

was emended to societatem in the ten-book tradition, and the same

"improvement" was independently made in f. Of modern editors

only Merrill has societatem. The haplography of e goes back beyond
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6 and in the Y tradition, and in sonic BOUrCeS led to a change to the

genitive societal is.

ix.13.6 (235.24) sed non sustinui inducers in aniiiiuni quo minus illi

eodem die facturum me indicarem quod an faccrem non deliberabam M
Cat. ia (X, and probably Z) indicare 76 om. <5gc

In 8 the word indicarem was lost. The editor of g, working from a 8

text, turned die into dicerem to supply the necessary idea. As often, the

editor of c accepted the reading of g. From the missing indicarem

was recovered in rt 76 s. Various instructive efforts were made by

editors of eight-book manuscripts to recover the text in this sentence.

Only Catanaeus was successful in doing so.

ix.13.7 (236.4) ubi coepi crimen attingere M <5gcrt 76 s (XY)

causam f ad crimen a

No modern editor accepts the deliberate "improvement" introduced

by Aldus or an earlier editor in the ten-book tradition.

ix.13.11 (236.20) nominat quendam qui tunc ad orientem amplissimum

exercitum non sine magnis dubiisque rumoribus obtinebat 6gcfrt 76 s (Y)

amplissimum et famosissimum exercitum a In a longer omission

M
The only authority for et famosissimum is Aldus. Some doubt must

arise as to the authenticity of this somewhat pompous enrichment of

the text. We have no way to resolve this doubt. All modern editors

receive the words into the text, wrongly, I think.

ix.13.13 (236.26) iam censendi tempus. Dicit Domitius Apollinaris,

consul designatus, dicit Fabricius Veiento, Fabius Postuminus, Bittius

Proculus, collega Publici Certi, de quo agebatur, uxoris meae quam amiseram

vitricus M (X) uxoris autem meae 5gcfrt 76 s a (Y)

Since Aldus simply repeats the text current in his time, we do not

know whether autem was found in his manuscript. Our choice must

therefore be between the reading of M and that of the eight-book

sources, autem is a word that is much overworked by rhetoricians.

It adds a touch of emphasis here that is uncalled for. Keil and Kukula

properly omit it with M.

ix.13.20 (238.6) ita vocabat M 5gcfrt 76 s (XY) vocitabat a

No modern editor has adopted the improvement of the text offered

by Aldus or by an earlier editor in the ten-book tradition. Because

of the appeal of the frequentative to rhetoricians, frequentatives are

more numerous in the ten-book text than in the W tradition.
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ix. 13.25 (238.24) audivi referentes hanc imaginem menti eius, hanc
oculis oberrasse (oberrasset M) tamquam M rts a (X0Z) inesse

(messe h) 6gcf 76 (8)

inesse in 8 was perhaps from a scholium. 6 was free from it and
preserved the reading of Y. The editors of c and f preferred inesse

of the 5 text to oberrasse of 0.

In ix.15.2 (239.15), for actiunculas and rationes of the manuscripts

Aldus has ratiunculas and ratiocinationes. These are probably contribu-

tions of Aldus himself. No modern editor accepts either of them.

ix.18.1 (240.18) elicis (eligis M hr) M hrts a (XYZ) deligis

(delegis Dk) 8ci diligis g 76

The confusion of C and G that gave eligis in M apparently goes back

to the majuscule stage of the W tradition. I was unable to see that

eligis was changed to elegis in M, as reported by Merrill. It is possible

that eligis stood in Y as in X, and was editorially corrected to elicis

in 6. In 8, another attempted emendation gave deligis. diligis in g,

followed by 76, is editorial from deligis.

ix.19.2 (241.10) utrumque dilexi, miratus sum magis quem tu repre-

hendis, atque ita miratus ut . . . M (X) atque miraris Sgcfrt 76 8

(Y) miratus atque ita a

Aldus or an earlier editor in the ten-book tradition sought to give

greater elegance to Pliny's simple diction by so shifting the word order

as to give an anaphora, ita was lost from Y, and miratus was misread

as miraris, but the order atque miraris shows that the original order

in Y was the same as the order in X. All modern editors rightly reject

the order found in a.

In the same line posse laudari of the other sources of the text is changed

to laudari posse in a, but no modern editor has adopted this order.

ix.19.5 (241.19) Cluvium M hnuxefs a (XYZ), a proper name,

illustrates some of the difficulties of a copyist working from a minuscule

manuscript. The word appears as divinum Dkg (8), clinium 1,

eluvium op, clunium rt, and clivium 76. These sources do not divide

in exactly the same way on Cluvi, three lines below.

ix.23.5 (244.22) noscitavit M Dhnoux/? 76 Ber. Cat. (XY) demon-

stravit a

noscitavit proved a bit entangling to scribes. It appears as notificavit

1, noscitanit p, nos citavit 78 83 92, notavit geft Laet., nos notavit r.

Even these variants help to show that noscitavit stood in Y. All the

sources that were available to Aldus, with the possible exception of
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his ten-book manuscript, had rwscitavit. For this either he or as earlier

editor in the ten-book tradition substituted demonstravit
t
but no modern

editor accepts this emendation.

ix.28.4 (250.26) polliccris in fine, cum ccrtius de vitae nostrae ordinatione

aliquid audieris, futurum tC i'ugitivum rei familiaris statimque ad nos

advolaturum, qui iam tibi compedes nectimus quas ejfringere nullo modo
possis.

We are here without the help of M, which contains none of the text

after ix.26.8. The evidence of the manuscripts is not conclusive.

Critics must do the best they can on logical grounds. Modern editors

have been influenced here by an assumption that Aldus is more likely

to be right than the eight-book sources. That assumption is likely to

be wrong wherever deliberate emendation is apparent in one reading

or the other. All modern editors have chosen evolaturum noux/> a

instead of advolaturum Dkgcfrt 76 s (Y). It is clear that in nouxp

evolaturum is editorial. In the choice of his text Aldus was influenced

by the text of 92. It is evident from the context that Romanus' com-

ing to Pliny was not being delayed by any private business that he

could not easily get away from but by uncertainty as to Pliny's plans.

He is not seeking an escape but is looking forward to the pleasure of

being with Pliny and of talking over with him the literary composi-

tions he has under way, all of them inspired by Pliny. This context

calls for advolaturum, not evolaturum, which has already been fully ex-

pressed by jugitivum rei familiaris.

ix.29.1 (251.12) ut satius unum aliquid insigniter facere Sgcf 76 (8)

satius est rts a (0)

The evidence of the manuscripts is not decisive here.

ix.30.1 (251.22) laudas mihi . . . Nonium tuum quod sit liberalis in

quosdam: et ipse laudo, si tamen non in hos (nos a) solos. Volo enim eum qui sit

vere liberalis tribuere patriae ts a (YZ) in quosdam laudo sed non in

solos volo enim eum qui scit 76 in quosdam laudo si non in solos volo

enim eum qui scit f om. 5gcr

These words are of interest from the standpoint of the history of the

text. The words omitted from 8 were fully recovered in t, s, and by

Laetus when he made the textual notes in his copy of 1483 before he

published his own edition in 1490. This recovery can have been

made only from 0. Since this letter was not in M, 8 cannot have been

derived from M. Part of the words were available to the editor of f,

presumably from a collation of on this editor's basic 8 text. The
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editor of 76 certainly used the emended f text here. The words were

not available to him in r or g. The editors of c and r were satisfied with

their basic 8 text, perhaps did not even discover that anything had

been omitted from it. Presumably the words were available to Aldus

in his ten-book manuscript as well as in Catanaeus. He has nos solos

for hos solos of 0.

Much the same is the history of the words potissimum donant qui

donare, two lines below the words discussed above. These words also

are omitted from 5gcr and restored in ft 76 s a.

ix.33.6 (254.10) neuter timet neuter timetur frt 76 8 a (0, and probably

Z) neuter timetur (timet 1) 8gc

The words lost in 8 were preserved from Y in 0. The fact that a

has them may or may not mean that they were found in P. The error,

a jump, was an easy one to make, and the pairs amari putat-amat ipse,

huius Jiducia-mansuetudo illius that immediately precede and follow call

for the pair timet-timetur here. The editor of c possibly did not notice

neuter timetur in his copy of 0. All modern editors accept them as

belonging in the text.

ix.33.9 (254.18) Avitum frt 76 s a (0, and probably P) abitum

Dkg (8) ambitum 1 habitum noux/?c

The context usually gives the scribe less help with proper names

than with common nouns. The confusion of u and b is frequent.

Here it gave abitum of 5, which became ambitum in 1 and habitum in

noux/>c in the effort of scribes to emend the spelling.

ix.33.10 (255.3) placuit occulte interfici ad quod coibatur 5cfrt s (Y)

secrete a

All modern editors accept occulte as the original. The synonym

secrete may or may not go back to P. It was possibly a mere scribal

confusion of synonyms induced in the mind of the copyist by immedi-

ately preceding secretum.



Notes

1. His administration covered almost three years. From Epp. x.42, 61, 62,

and 77 it is known that Calpurnius Macer was governor of Moesia Inferior

during Pliny's first and second years in Bithynia. From CIL III 777 Macer is

known to have been in Moesia in 112, and from CIL III 12470 that he had a

successor in Moesia by 116. See Stout, The Governors of Moesia, Princeton,

1910, pp. 62-63. The dates assumed for Pliny's governorship in Bithynia,

1 1 1-113, may not be entirely accurate, but they are not far wrong.

2. Geisler's list is published at the end of Luitjohn's edition of the poems

and letters of Sidonius in Monumenta Germaniae Historica VIII 351 ff.

3. References in parentheses are by page and line to the text of Merrill's

editio maior of the Letters, 1922.

4. "All modern editors" : In the last eighty-one years six critical editions

of the complete correspondence of Pliny have been published in which re-

examination of the text has been a prime purpose of the editor. They are the

four Teubner editions by Keil, 1 870, Miiller, 1 903, Kukula, 1 908, Schuster, 1 933,

and the editions of Merrill, 1922, and Mile Guillemin, 1927. Throughout this

study the expression "all modern editors" is to be interpreted as referring to

these six critical editions. Reference will occasionally be made to other edi-

tions, complete or partial, published in this same period, in which a careful

restudy of the problems of the text seems to have been only a secondary interest

of the editor.

5. The discussion of the genuineness of these readings is deferred until

further preparation for it has been made by some study of the history of the

text. All the readings referred to in this introductory statement will be dis-

cussed in detail later.

6. An interesting detailed study of the names of the addressees in the

manuscripts is given in Barwick, "Zwei antike Ausgaben der Pliniusbriefe?"

Philol. 91 (1937) 423-448, and in an earlier article by Robbins, "Tables of

Contents in the MSS of Pliny's Letters," CP 5 (1910) 476-480. My own study

of the matter discussed in this paragraph was made in 1926.

7. For a discussion of the methods and conclusions of Otto see Stout

1926.5-31.

8. We do not, of course, have Manuscript X, which was copied from W,
nor do we have any descendant of X before M and V. I shall use X, therefore,

rather loosely to represent the actual copy originally made from W or, at

255
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times, for some descendant of the original X earlier than the parent of M
and V. Similarly Y will be used to refer to the original copy made from W
or, at times, for some manuscript which descends from the original Y and is

earlier than the parent of 8 and 6. So Z will usually refer to the mother

manuscript of the ten-book family, but at times to some descendant of Z that

is earlier than P or earlier than the parent of B and F.

I shall not report manuscript readings from the Apparatus of Miiller, Kukula,

Mile Guillemin, or Schuster. No one of these gives any evidence of having

examined any Pliny manuscripts. They have each made up an Apparatus

from Keil or Merrill or, as Schuster (1934.10) seems to have done, by com-

paring Keil and Merrill. Their report on the readings of the manuscripts has,

therefore, no independent value.

9. See Merrill, 1922, Praefatio XIX, n. 40.

10. DoraJohnson, "The Manuscripts of Pliny's Letters," CP1 (1912) 66-75.

Later references to Miss Johnson's article will be by page only.

11. Aldus, 1508, first published Book viii in its proper position before

Book ix, and printed ix.16, which had been omitted from all previously printed

editions. He did not correct the order of the letters of Book v, which his

manuscript, P or /, certainly had in the correct order. Catanaeus, in his

second edition, 1518, adopted the order of Aldus. The authority of these two

editors kept the letters of Book v in the incorrect order of the eight-book

manuscripts until Keil placed them in the right order in his editio minor of 1853.

References to the letters of Book v in Harper's Latin Dictionary usually follow

the order of Aldus and Catanaeus, one of the many suggestions that, useful as

it is, is not quite modern. For examples, see the dictionary, s.v. maturesco

and comperindinatio.

12. I accept this date from Sabbadini, Epistolario di Guarino, Venice, 1915-

1919, III, 100, 116. Further references to the Letters of Guarino will be merely

by the number of the letter in this edition.

13. In Ep. 141, which is undated, Guarino tells his former student Gualdo,

from whom he is borrowing a one-hundred-letter manuscript of the Letters,

that he will correct it by the newly discovered manuscript before returning it.

Sabbadini, probably correctly, dates this letter in the spring of 1419. In Ep.

181, also to Gualdo, which Guarino himself dates: "Ex Verona V kal ianuarias

1420," he says:

"Epistulas Plinii non emendavi; difficile enim fuit illud exemplar ex-

torquere, nam intercidit pestis quae universam ex urbe civitatem disturbavit:

ita nos quoque domesticis agitati mortibus sumus. Ego, ut de me loquar, saepe

loca mutare vicino periculo coactus sum, ita ut studia nostra literarum com-

pluriens tacuisse oportuerit nee quies ulla continua data sit. Vale, mi

Hieronyme," to which, however, he adds in a postscript: "Illud antiquum

Plinii volumen transcribitur."

Sabbadini apparently thought nineteen months too long for Guarino to

keep the manuscript of Gualdo and still not have it corrected, and therefore

dates the letter Dec. 28, 1419, and places it among the letters of 1419 in his
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edition. V kal. ianuarias 1120 means Dec. 28, 7420, not Dec. 28, 1419. The
numeral 1 120 is to be taken with the whole expression V kal. ianuarias (Dec. 28),

not merely with kal. ianuarias (Jan. 1). Sabbadini was, of course, perfectly

aware of this. Thus in Ep. 61 he interprets pridie kalendas ianuarias 1416 as

31 dicembre 1416; in Ep. 342 he interprets x kal. ianuarias 1425 as 23 dicembre 1425;

in Ep. 434, XII kal. ianuarias 1427, written in Greek, is equated to Dec. 21, 1427;

and the order In his chronological arrangement of the letters in the collection

shows also the same interpretation of this formula of dating in Epp. 433, 435,

570, 790, and 800. Epp. 407 and 458, to Gualdo, are dated in 1427 and 1428

by Guarino, and the dates are accepted by Sabbadini.

This arbitrary placing in 1419 of a letter which Guarino dates in 1420 is not

satisfactorily defended by the fact that the plague struck Verona in 1419. The
direct and indirect interference of the plague with Guarino's work certainly

lasted into 1420, probably longer. He had opened a new school in Verona,

which he found it necessary to close for a time. He had to move his place of

residence several times, from Verona to the country and from district to dis-

trict in the country, to escape the spreading plague. While I dislike to asso-

ciate the plague and marriage in explaining Guarino's long inaction in ex-

ploiting the new manuscript, he was newly wed, and that has been known in

other cases to invite a temporary relaxation in scholarly pursuits. The villa

in the valley of Polizella, part of the dowry of his wife, was a new experience

in the life of this professor. In a letter, Ep. 145, written in Aug., 1419, he

describes its appointments and its surroundings with great enthusiasm, and

with many reminiscences of Pliny's description of his Tuscan villa in v. 6. This

delightful new home would inevitably take some time from his studies for a

while. The fact that his school had been temporarily disorganized by the

plague would make possible an easing of tension in his program of study and

writing. Most professors are more active in their own studies when they are

day by day directing and supervising the study of keen advanced students,

such as for many years came to study with Guarino. Under all these draw-

backs to systematic work, the fact that he let nineteen months go by without

carrying out his intention of revising his former pupil's Pliny does not require

us to change by a year the date which Guarino gave to this second letter by

his own hand. It may be added that Gualdo was busy finishing his work for

the doctorate in law at Padua and probably in no hurry to get his Pliny back.

The note in Guarino's postscript that the new manuscript was being copied

was meant to suggest to Gualdo that his manuscript could soon receive atten-

tion from Guarino. It is reasonable to assume that this copy was being made
for Guarino, and that he had had no access to Verona or to a copy of it in the

nineteen intervening months.

14. Though this point could be settled by a careful study of the variant

readings of Books i-ix, I have not felt that it was important enough to take

the time now that would be required to do this. In nearly all readings it is

enough to know that k descends from a very early copy of 8. In vii.11.1

(185.15) some words are omitted from D and k which are preserved in hng;
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for all these manuscripts the only possible source is 8. The loss of these words

in both D and k suggests a common source for the two in an identical copy of 8,

but, because the jump is a rather frequent error of scribes, other readings of

similar implication are required to give confidence to this inference here.

If this inference should finally be proved correct, it would remove k entirely

from the Guarinian group, which again is not of fundamental importance in

deciding any questions of text that are raised in this study.

15. For the privilege of examining this catalogue and numerous other

catalogues of manuscripts in various famous libraries, I am deeply indebted

to the excellent White Collection in the Cleveland Public Library and to the

courtesy of its accomplished director, Mr. Gordon W. Thayer.

16. Miss Johnson came across this manuscript in the Vatican Library but

published no note upon it. Through an evidently brief examination of it, she

misclassified it at the end of her list of Pliny manuscripts as from a ten-book

source. My friend and former student, Dr. Claude Barlow, later came upon it

in the Vatican Library and kindly obtained for me a photograph of its seven

pages of excerpts from Pliny.

17. I am indebted to the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, whose rich

resources are always generously made available to scholars, for photostatic

copies of Parisinus 8627 and 8622, and of Parisinus 8620, which will be discussed

later.

18. This manuscript is referred to by Keil, 1870, Praefatio XV, and by

Miss Johnson, 73, as Casinas P 529. A description of it is given in Codicum

Casinensium manuscriptorum catalogus, Montecassino, 1925, p. 186, and a repro-

duction of its last page may be seen in Tav. LXVII, Paieografia artistica di

Montecassino latino, Monte Cassino, 1876-1883. Fortunately this manuscript

survived the bombardment of Monte Cassino in World War II. I am deeply

indebted to Professor Arthur Gordon, University of California, for his kind

persistence in finally obtaining for me a photograph of this manuscript after

the war, before the Biblioteca was reorganized to serve scholars in this way.

19. The Roscius edition (92a), Venice, had an excellent editor but was set

up by a careless or an ignorant compositor. In hi. 7, for example, he has the

following misspellings : videlii for Vitellii, decesit for decessit, curentur for currentur,

concuditur for concluditur. He often omits marks of punctuation that were clear

in 83. Just above the word invectus in 83, in the line above, in vi. 16. 12 (158.6)
j

stands the word ventus. This led to inventus for invectus in 92a, a fair indication

that the compositor was working from 83. All the many errors of the type-

setter in 92a are corrected in 92b, but editorial changes from 83 made in 92a,

such zsfoelix, Vergilii, Bethycis, phystulis, are preserved in 92b. In an epigram

printed at the end of 92b, Antonius Moretus is deservedly praised for the fault-

less typography of the work, while nothing is said about bringing under one

cover all the works of Pliny, the credit for which belonged to the previous

publisher. The Rubeus firm, which published 92b, was long interested in

publishing Pliny, but in the form of reprints of outstanding editions brought

out by other publishers. Joannes Rubeus had pirated the 1478 edition in his
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reprint oi' 1483; his brother AllxTtinus, wlio carried on the firm after Joannes

dropped out, later pirated the Beroaldua edition of 1498 in his repi i i )
i of 1 501

;

and in 1519 a reprint of the second edition of Catanams, 1518, was made by

Joannes Rubeus at Venice.

20. As stated above, S3 is an almost exact reprint of 78. The fact that tin-

new edition was set up from 83 is clear, however, from the repetition in 92a

and 92b of many misprints and of a few emendations of 83. For example, in

iii.5.8 (69.2) paratissimi p 78 appears as parcissimi in 83 92a 92b; in ii.9.26

(77.11) suspicitur p 78 became suscipitur in 83 92a 92b; in iii.11.3 (79.28)

atque ita hoc p 78 became atque itaque hoc in 83 92a 92b; in iii.14.7 (82.22)

tactus p 78 became tractus in 83 92a 92b. This list from a few letters of Book iii

could easily be extended but is sufficient to prove that 83, not 78, is the basic

text from which 92a and 92b were derived.

21. Catalogue of the Books Printed in the Fifteenth Century in the British Museum,

London.

22. Codex Escorialensis N III. 10 could be added to this list. It is an elabor-

ately edited eight-book manuscript of the class of oux. Its editor, somewhere

about Naples, in the late fifteenth century, had heard of a nine-book Pliny

of the r or 76 class, but did not possess a copy of it. In order to give nine books

to his eight-book 8 manuscript, he divided its Book viii after Ep. ix.29, and

inserted at this point the fifteenth letter of Book v, which he had somehow

omitted, to make his Book viii. Within his Book viii he also gave new positions

to its fifth and tenth letters. He then made a Book ix of the remaining letters

of his manuscript's Book viii, keeping the letters in the order found in his

manuscript. As in Manuscripts oux and the p editions, his manuscript had

been copiously emended from F. The readings of this manuscript have no

value as a witness to the readings of 8 or Y.

23. I am indebted to the Bibliotheque de Ste. Genevieve for the privilege

of having a photostatic copy of this manuscript for study.

24. I am indebted to the Biblioteca Chigiana for the privilege of having a

photostatic copy of this manuscript for study.

25. My study of this manuscript was made from a photostatic copy. In the

Cortius-Longolius edition of the Letters, 1734, in the pages immediately pre-

ceding their text, many of the readings of f are reported from a collation made
by Brummer. The readings reported there as from "B" are from our Manu-
script f.

26. I take from Miss Johnson, 74, n. 11, this statement that an entry in the

catalogue of the library says that this note is in the handwriting of Pope

Alexander VII. I have corrected two misreadings found in the transcription

of the note by Miss Johnson.

27. Five readings of rt in the second letter of Book i clearly come from V

:

i.2.1 (4.8) ante (antea f) BFa <5gcf 76 (YZ) umquam MVL
rts (X)

i.2.2 (4.10) tantorum virorum BFa gefr 76 (YZ) tantorum ver-

borum MVL ts (X)
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1.2.4 (4.15) quotiens BFa 5gcf 76 (YZ) ut etiam (iam it)

MVL rts (X)

i.2.4 (4.15) decedere non intempestivis BFa 5gcf 76 (YZ)
(decedere non intempestivis decedere (Dml) cedendo intempestivis

MVL rts (X)

i.2.4 (4.16) admonebamur (admovebamur k) BFa 5gcf 76 (YZ)
submovemur MVL it Laet. submovebamur Ber. Cat.

I have observed no readings in it except the above that need to imply

contact with V. These are to be explained, I think, as derived from marginal

notes made on the copy of 6 which was used by the editor of the common
parent of r and t and by Laetus. These marginal notes on this copy of B

extended no farther than its first page and came into rt from there, but Laetus

had access to Manuscript V itself. In the foregoing data I find another

indication that the copy of which influenced r and Laetus, both published

at Rome, was turned up somewhere near Rome. The textual notes from 6

that became available to the editor of f on his basic 8 manuscript were made
from this same copy of 0. The copy of used by the editor of c was probably

in the neighborhood of Florence.

28. Casaubon is wrongly credited with this emendation by modern edi-

tors.

29. Codex Oratorianus XXXIV was thought by Miss Johnson, 75, n. 2,

to be "the manuscript from which the Beroaldus edition of 1501 was printed,

or a copy from this printed text." The second suggestion is the correct one,

except that Beroaldus had nothing to do with the printed edition of 1501.

One of the three parts of this edition was a stolen reprint of the Beroaldus

edition of 1498. That the manuscript is a copy of the printed edition is clear

from several notes of it in Mandarini, / Codici manoscritti della Biblioteca Ora-

toriana di Napoli, Napoli e Roma, 1897, p. 58. I have not seen the manuscript

itself.

The advertisement on the first page of the printed volume is placed last in

the manuscript, with the added note: "Sic in fronte libri." "et unus est

adiunctus liber" of the printed form of the advertisement became in the

manuscript "et adiunctus est liber nonus." MCCCCCI is the form of the date

used in the printed volume; in the manuscript this became "MDI." The

superscription of the first letter of Book i in the printed volume is C. Plin.

Septicio S., exactly as it was in the Beroaldus, 1498, edition; in the manuscript

it is Caius Caecilius. Plinius. Septicio. Salutem plurimum dicit . This superscription

was composed by the scribe from C. Caecilii Plinii Secundi Episto. Liber Primus,

the heading of Book i in the printed volume, and the superscription of the

first letter in the same. It is not found in exactly this form in any other

manuscript or printed volume that I have seen. These discrepancies result

from the small liberties which the scribe allowed himself in this extraneous

matter, outside the body of the manuscript. I do not know whether he used

an editor's privilege in making any changes in the text of the Letters themselves.

He may have done so, and properly enough, since he was not making just a
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copy of the printed volume, but an elaborately artistic manuscript of the

Letters, using the volume as his basic text. The readings of this manuscript

are clearly of no value to a critic seeking the original text of the Letters.

30. First published in the elaborate and scholarly monograph by Lowe
and Rand in 1922. The chief later comment upon it will be found in Merrill,

1923.97-119, and Rand, 1923.79-121, 1924.137-169, and 1925.1-41. This

monograph made it unnecessary for me to have a copy of the manuscript. I

did examine it briefly in the Morgan Library, but these learned editors have

shown me more that is in it than I could have discovered from the manuscript

itself.

31. I had the precious privilege of collating this manuscript in the Lauren-

tian Library in 1922 but was unable to obtain from the Library then or at any

time since then a photostatic copy of it. In the last few years, when I have had

some time to while away in the study of various problems that critics of the text

of Pliny's Letters must face, I have been surprised at the number of places where

I have wished that I could see a photostatic copy when I have compared my
collation with that of others. It will be a most welcome service to scholars

if a reproduction of this important manuscript can sometime be published

with comments by a competent palaeographer. In addition to the collations

of this manuscript in the editions of Keil and Merrill, a complete collation of

its readings is given by Merrill in AJP XVI (1895) 468-490, and copious

citations are made directly from the manuscript in Stangl, 1886.642-679.

32. I have worked from a photograph of this manuscript. For the privilege

of having this I am deeply grateful to the scholarly former librarian of the

Laurentian Library, Commendatore Biagi, who himself published several

delightful monographs on the treasures of this great Library.

33. The fact that B and F have the Greek tags in the Letters, which were

omitted from P (see pp. 118 ff.), shows that P is not the source of the parent

of B and F.

34. This volume is now usually referred to as the Bodleian Volume. It was

first brought to the attention of modern scholars by Hardy in an article in

Journal of Philology 17 (1888) 95-108, and used by him in preparing his text

of Book x of the Letters in 1889 under the misconception that it had been the

basis of the text of Aldus in 1508. It was identified as the desk copy of Budaeus

in a remarkable investigation by Merrill, reported in CP 11 (1907) 129-156.

The statements in this paragraph and the following one are mainly based

upon this article by Merrill, but I have studied the evidence anew. A repro-

duction of the volume in film was furnished me by the Bodleian Library, a

courtesy which I deeply appreciate.

35. See Henzen, CIL VI, Auctores, p. XL.
36. Merrill, 1905.135, suggests that the copy of P made by Iucundus may

have been only of the parts of the Letters not contained in current editions, with

a collation of the readings of P in the margins of some previously printed

edition. But Aldus, in speaking of it here, is careful to distinguish between

this copy, /, and the "sex alia volumina, impressa quidem, sed cum antiquis
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collata excmplaribus." / was certainly manuscript throughout the ten books

of the Letters.

37. On the difficulty of escaping such traces of a basic text, see a review

in CJ 27 (1931-1932) 135.

38. Marcel Durry, Pline le Jeune: "Lcttres" Livre X, "
Panegyrique de Trajan."

Paris, 1947.

39. Some phases of the work of the scribe are further commented upon in

Stout, "The Mind of the Scribe," CJ 22 (1926-27) 405-417.

40. C. Sicard, Pline le Jeune, Lettres, Traduction Nouvelle, Paris, 1931.

41. The interchange of x with ss, sc, s, or, before e or I, with c is common
enough to occasion no surprise in the spellings sextertium and sestertium, but

startles a modern reader somewhat when he comes upon roxas for rosas, metrix

for metris, sexi for sensi, luxus for lusus, sixturn for xystum, fax for fas, indulxerat for

indulserat, immixus for immissus, occaxione for occasione, destrum for dextrum, all of

which occur in fifteenth-century manuscripts of these Letters.

42. This trick of the memory in shifting to a synonym in reporting words

that have been heard or read is often played up in what, with some exaggera-

tion, are called "the funnies" and in the humor columns of our newspapers.

It has enough foundation in actual experience to give validity to the inventions

of the humorist.

43. Agricola died in 1485. He spent from 1469 to 1478 in Northern Italy

studying Greek and law. If he made a manuscript copy of the Letters there at

that time for his own library, it was necessarily made from a 6-type manuscript

which did not contain Book x or any part of Book viii. Such emendations as

he introduced into the text or jotted into the margins were made on logical

grounds without the help of a non-6 manuscript and would have no value as

witness to the readings of X, Y, or Z.

The mention by Sicardus of the fact that he had a manuscript of the Letters

written by the hand of Agricola was made to give a semblance of authority to

the emendations of the text of Aldus which he was introducing. But Sicardus

is himself responsible for many of these emendations. They continue at about

the same rate in Books viii and x, which were not in the manuscript of Agricola.

Modius, Novantiquae lectiones, Frankfort, 1586, states in Ep. CVII that he had

access in the Coburg library to two manuscripts of the Letters of Pliny that had

once been the property "Rodolphi Agricolae Frisii (vir sua aetate citra con^

troversiam eruditissimi)." He does not say that they or either of them had

been written by the hand of Agricola or that the textual emendations which

he found in at least one of them were in Agricola's handwriting. His citations

show that the two manuscripts did generally agree with each other. It would

be very tempting to assume that one was a 8 manuscript which Agricola had

acquired and the other his own emended copy of it. Modius, in five letters

to various scholars, proposes about forty emendations in Books i-vii, ix of the

Letters, based mainly upon readings in these two manuscripts. Unlike Sicardus,

he proposes no emendations of text in Books viii or x.

In the following passages the readings cited by Modius from his manuscripts
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arc also found in Sicardus but in no other of the twrnty-two eight-book sources

which I have studied: suspensus sublicis ii.17.8 (55.17); natura comparatum

iii.4.6 (67.13); difficile et vobis iii.10.5 (79.14); in deterius quidem iv.18.1

(110.15); tacui, for non tacui, vii.6.13 (182.3); et non remitti for eruti ix.3.2

(229.25); adeoque for atque ita ix. 19. 2 (241.10) ; in summa for nummo ix.37.3

(257.21). These readings prove that Sicardus used one of these two manu-

scripts that had once belonged to Agricola. He may even be right in also say-

ing that it was written by Agricola himself. This would add to its interest but,

in my view, would give it no value for a critic seeking to arrive at Pliny's text.

I will add without comment the manuscript readings in one additional

passage that gives an interesting illustration of the padding of Pliny's simple,

elegant text by imaginative and well-meaning scholars, probably including

Agricola

:

vii.24.7 (195.5) Haec, quia . . . deinde quia M 8 (XY) [Edd.]

haec scripsi primum quia . . . deinde quia gefrt 76 s haec scripsi

quia . . . deinde quia a Quorsum haec? quia . . . deinde quia

Modius, from the Agricola manuscripts Quorsum scribebam haec?

quia . . . deinde quia Sicardus, and Stephanus (1581, in margin).

44. Merrill, in the Apparatus of his edition, 1922, reports that deinde in F was

written over an erasure of proxime cum. I need not point out the possible

implication of this for the text. The only trace left, however, of the erased

original is a scant trace of the lower part of some letter that extended below

the base line. The downward cross stroke of x to the left is regularly extended

one space below the base line by the scribe of F. From this Merrill thought

that the erased word was proxime. But the cross stroke of x is always a straight

line in F from its top to its bottom, while the erased stroke, still partly traceable,

was curved almost into a circle below the line. It can belong only to the part

of the letter g below the base line, as the scribe of F makes g. The scribe had

evidently begun to repeat the word rogandi, which he had just written, caught

himself after writing rog, and erased these letters before writing deinde, the next

word of his parent manuscript.

45. I have taken no account in the foregoing discussion of the genitive

forms found in Book x. Only Avantius and Aldus had manuscripts for their

editions of this book. Aldus as editor had decided to use -ii in these genitives

throughout his edition regardless of the form he found in his manuscript. Only

twice (Metti i.5.5 and Vergini ii.1.6) does he fail to print -ii. It may be assumed

that through lax attention he made the mistake of following his manuscript

in these. Both Avantius and Aldus print aerarii, arbitrii, beneficii, sacerdotii,

Accii, and Velii in Book x. Twice Aldus has Iulii where Avantius has Iuli.

46. Additional notes on the correction of spelling by scribes in the course

of copying some of the principal manuscripts of Pliny will be found in Stout,

1926.406-409.

47. See Stangl, 1904.489 and 1928.619, Klotz, 1922.1322, Carlsson, 1922.61,

Schuster, 1934.14, Barwick, 1936.446.
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48. See also p. 134.

49. If amavit does not belong in the text, its absence in Y and Z does not

show cross influence from Z to Y as Barwick, 1936.446, infers. The absence

of amavit from the text comes down in both Y and Z independently from

Pliny's autograph copy.

50. Carlsson also calls attention to the statement of Kienzle, Die Kopw
lationspartikeln et, que, atque bei Tacitus, Plinius, Seneca, p. 72, "dass bei Plinius

ac in rein kopulativer Bedeutung auffallend selten ist. Es findet sich hier und

da bei alliterierenden Wortern," adding that it tends to be employed also

before words beginning with r. A brief check, perhaps too brief, on Pliny's

use of ac hardly supports these statements. In Book viii, for example, the use

of ac is not noticeably uncommon and its choice as connective seems based

upon other grounds than those already given: recentia et rudia 4.6, libenter ac

merito 6.10, incisa et insculpta 6.14, stipes et relucentes calculos 8.2, priscum

et religiosum 8.5, reductor ac reformator 12.1 (the only example cited by

Carlsson from Book viii and one of the only two in that book that conform to

the observations of Kienzle cited above), occidentis et religentis 14.19, inter-

ficientis et relegantis 14.21, seponit ac servat 14.21, figura ac modus 20.5,

delicatus ac similis ignoto 21.5, foedere denique et religione 24.2, servi ac

liberi 24.5.

51. Heraeus, Achiv f. lat. Lexicog. 14 (1906) 276-278; Stangl, 1915.752;

Schmalz, BPW 36 (1916) 511; Hartmann, Glotta 10 (1920) 269; Carlsson,

1922.44, n.l and 1929.137, n.3; Klotz, 1928.621; Schuster, 1928.752 and

1934.11.

52. Instead of quasi in this usage Pliny sometimes employs an apologetic

ut ita dicam in the same sense, as "nisi forte volumus scholasticas tibi atque,

ut ita dicam, umbraticas litteras mittere" ix.2.3. In Paneg. 39.3 he uses both

in one sentence: "sparsas atque, ut ita dicam, laceras gentilitates colligere

atque conectere et quasi renasci iubere." He also uses ut dicitur in about the

same meaning in ii.3.9, vii.5.1, viii. 2. 8, and viii.15.1.

53. The claim of Birt, Philol. 63 (1928) 47 and of Grunler, "De ecquis sive

etquis pronomine," Marburg, 1911, that etquis is the original form of this pronoun

finds no support in the fact that etquid is found in some fifteenth-century

manuscripts of the Y tradition here. The scribal error of / for c is too frequent

to attach that much importance to the form in these late manuscripts.

54. For the convenience of any student who may wish to look up the

usage with per mittere I give here a list of its other occurrences: iii.1.11, v.4.1,

v.9.1, vi.6.5, viii.14.16, viii.16.1, ix.13.19, x.8.1, x.8.4, x.10.2, x.68.1, x.79.2,

x.112.1, Paneg. 4.2, 35.1, 53.4.

55. Barwick, 1936.446, possibly misled by his feeling that the Y tradition

may have experienced contamination from the Z tradition, also accepts

intermisero as the original reading, laxavero as the gloss. So long as a reading is

in doubt, it is not suitable to be offered in support of his theory. If laxavero is

correct, no such contamination can be assumed ; the correct reading descends

in both families directly from Pliny's pen. On this theory it is difficult to
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explain inttrmiscro in 6. If inteimisero is correct, it is less difficult to explain the

appearance of laxavero in both X and 5 because the meaning of laxavero makes

it so natural after intentwnem. It may have been developed independently in

X and 6. It is also possible that even in D, a possible exception, it may have

its source in F.

Perhaps I am giving too much emphasis to this suggestion of Barwick. It

is not the main thesis of his article but merely a suggestion thrown out in a

footnote. The theory could be supported only from readings in which the

two traditions agree in a scribal error or in an emendation. I have failed to

find even one such reading with the possible exception of this one that goes

farther back in the Y tradition than the fifteenth-century manuscripts that

were contaminated from F.

56. In Manuscript B three letters have been erased after s by the original

scribe. On starting to write again he left vacant the space that had been

occupied by the first two of the erased letters and made an s in the space where

the third one had stood, then continued with iones. r and s are then connected

by a curved line below to show that the letters form a continuous word. The
first of the three letters was not tall enough to have been an s. The scribe had

not written sat as Merrill judged. He has probably written a second ver by

dittography, discovered his mistake, erased the second ver, and then continued

writing as described above.

57. In order to save space I will from here on occasionally use Edd. in

brackets to indicate that the editors of the six critical editions to whom I

refer as "modern editors" agree on a reading.
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